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Preface
This volume contains the papers presented at LOPSTR 19: 29th International Symposium on
Logic-based Program Synthesis and Transformation held on October 7-10, 2019 in Porto.
There were 32 submissions and each submission was reviewed by at least 3 program committee members. The committee decided to accept 18 papers which are included in these informal
proceedings. The program also includes 3 invited talks, two of which are contained in this
volume.
Thanks to Tong Liu for his work as publicity chair, to the organizers of FM Week for their
help with local (and non-local) organization and to Springer for sponsoring the best paper
award. Thanks also to EasyChair for making very easy the management of the conference.
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Program chair
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Reversibilization in Functional and
Concurrent Programming⇤
Germán Vidal
MiST, VRAIN, Universitat Politècnica de València
Camino de Vera, s/n, 46022 Valencia, Spain
gvidal@dsic.upv.es

Landauer’s seminal work [4] states that a computation principle can be
made reversible by adding the history of the computation—a so-called Landauer embedding—to each state. Although it may seem impractical at first,
there are several useful reversibilization techniques that are roughly based on
this idea (e.g., [1, 8, 11, 13]).
In this talk, we first introduce a Landauer embedding for a simple (firstorder) eager functional language [9, 11] and illustrate its usefulness to define
an automatic bidirectionalization technique [12] in the context of bidirectional
programming. This framework often considers two representations of some data
and the functions that convert one representation into the other and vice versa
(see, e.g., [3] for an overview). For instance, we may have a function called
“get” that takes a source and returns a view. In turn, a function “put” takes
a possibly updated view (together with the original source) and returns the
corresponding, updated source. In this context, bidirectionalization [8] usually
aims at automatically producing a function put from the corresponding function
get (but the opposite approach is also possible, see, e.g., [2]).
Then, we extend the language with some primitives for message-passing
concurrency and present an appropriate Landauer embedding to make its computations reversible [10, 6]. In this case, we consider reversible debugging as a
promising application of reversible computing. Essentially, we allow the user to
record an execution of a running program and, then, use the reversible semantics to reproduce some visible misbehavior inside the debugger. Here, the user
can explore a computation back and forth in a causal-consistent way (i.e., so
that an action is not undone until all the actions that depend on it have already
been undone) until the source of a misbehavior is found [5, 7].
⇤ This research has been partially supported by the EU (FEDER) and the Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia, Innovación y Universidades/AEI under grant TIN2016-76843-C4-1-R, by
the Generalitat Valenciana under grant Prometeo/2019/098 (DeepTrust), and by the COST
Action IC1405 on Reversible Computation - extending horizons of computing.
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Horn clauses and tree automata for imperative
program verification
John P. Gallagher12
2

1
Roskilde University, Denmark
IMDEA Software Institute, Madrid, Spain

Automatic program verification is one of the oldest challenges in computer
science. The formalism of constrained Horn clauses (CHCs) has emerged in recent
years as a common representation language for the semantics of imperative programming languages and the modelling of sequential, concurrent and reactive
systems. This has opened up possibilities for using CHCs in verification tools
[5,2,1]. Since CHCs are syntactically and semantically the same as constraint
logic programs (CLP) we look at how techniques for analysis and transformation
of CLP can play a role in verification of imperative programs. These techniques
include partial evaluation and abstract interpretation of logic programs, and the
exploitation of the connection between tree automata and Horn clauses.
The talk will summarise recent work exploiting tools, techniques and theory
developed for the analysis of constraint logic programs. A set of CHCs corresponds directly to a finite tree automaton that recognises the set of derivation
trees based on the CHCs. Well established properties and operations on tree
automata can then be exploited to manipulate sets of CHCs. We will see how
infeasible derivations can be pruned from a set of CHCs by computing the di↵erence of tree automata. This leads to a refinement operation in a CHC verification
tool [6,8]. Secondly we show how partial evaluation can be used to specialise a
set of CHCs with respect to a property to be verified. In this way, verification
problems can be simplified by eliminating derivations that are irrelevant to the
property being verified. Furthermore, CHCs that require disjunctive invariants
can often be transformed by polyvariant specialisation [4] to CHCs that can be
verified with simpler invariants [7]. The same technique is applied to achieve
control flow refinement of CHCs; the resulting transformed CHCs often allow
termination proofs that use simple ranking functions instead of requiring more
complex ranking functions such as lexicographic ranking functions, and can improve the results of automatic complexity analysis [3].
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A General Framework for Static Cost Analysis of
Parallel Logic Programs?
M. Klemen1,2 , P. López-Garcı́a1,3 , J.P. Gallagher1,4 , J.F. Morales1 , and M.V.
Hermenegildo1,2
1
IMDEA Software Institute, Spain
ETSI Informáticos, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (UPM), Spain
3
Spanish Council for Scientific Research (CSIC), Spain
4
Roskilde University, Denmark
{maximiliano.klemen,pedro.lopez,john.gallagher,josef.morales,manuel.hermenegildo}@imdea.org
2

Abstract. The estimation and control of resource usage is now an important challenge in an increasing number of computing systems. In particular,
requirements on timing and energy arise in a wide variety of applications
such as internet of things, cloud computing, health, transportation, and
robots. At the same time, parallel computing, with (heterogeneous) multicore platforms in particular, has become the dominant paradigm in computer
architecture. Predicting resource usage on such platforms poses a difficult
challenge. Most work on static resource analysis has focused on sequential
programs, and relatively little progress has been made on the analysis of parallel programs, or more specifically on parallel logic programs. We propose a
novel, general, and flexible framework for setting up cost equations/relations
which can be instantiated for performing resource usage analysis of parallel
logic programs for a wide range of resources, platforms and execution models.
The analysis estimates both lower and upper bounds on the resource usage
of a parallel program (without executing it) as functions on input data sizes.
In addition, it also infers other meaningful information to better exploit
and assess the potential and actual parallelism of a system. We develop a
method for solving cost relations involving the max function that arise in
the analysis of parallel programs. Finally, we instantiate our general framework for the analysis of logic programs with Independent And-Parallelism,
report on an implementation within the CiaoPP system, and provide some
experimental results. To our knowledge, this is the first approach to the
cost analysis of parallel logic programs.

Keywords: Resource Usage Analysis, Parallelism, Static Analysis, Complexity
Analysis, (Constraint) Logic Programming, Prolog.
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Introduction

Estimating in advance the resource usage of computations is useful for a number of
applications; examples include granularity control in parallel/distributed systems,
automatic program optimization, verification of resource-related specifications and
?

Research partially funded by Spanish MINECO TIN2015-67522-C3-1-R TRACES
project, and the Madrid P2018/TCS-4339 BLOQUES-CM program. We are also grateful
to the anonymous reviewers for their useful comments.

detection of performance bugs, as well as helping developers make resource-related
design decisions. Besides time and energy, we assume a broad concept of resources
as numerical properties of the execution of a program, including the number of
execution steps, the number of calls to a procedure, the number of network accesses,
number of transactions in a database, and other user-definable resources. The goal
of automatic static analysis is to estimate such properties without running the
program with concrete data, as a function of input data sizes and possibly other
(environmental) parameters.
Due to the heat generation barrier in traditional sequential architectures, parallel
computing, with (heterogeneous) multi-core processors in particular, has become
the dominant paradigm in current computer architecture. Predicting resource usage
on such platforms poses important challenges. Most work on static resource analysis
has focused on sequential programs, and relatively little progress has been made on
the analysis of parallel programs, or on parallel logic programs in particular. The
significant body of work on static analysis of sequential logic programs has already
been applied to the analysis of other programming paradigms, including imperative
programs. This is achieved via a transformation into Horn clauses [23]. In this paper
we concentrate on the analysis of parallel Horn clause programs, which could be the
result of such a translation from a parallel imperative program or be themselves the
source program. Our starting point is the well-developed technique of setting up
recurrence relations representing resource usage functions parameterized by input
data sizes [28, 25, 10, 8, 11, 24, 2, 26], which are then solved to obtain (exact or safely
approximated) closed forms of such functions (i.e., functions that provide upper or
lower bounds on resource usage). We build on this and propose a novel, general, and
flexible framework for setting up cost equations/relations which can be instantiated
for performing static resource usage analysis of parallel logic programs for a wide
range of resources, platforms and execution models. Such an analysis estimates both
lower and upper bounds on the resource usage of a parallel program as functions on
input data sizes. We have instantiated the framework for dealing with Independent
And-Parallelism (IAP) [16, 12], which refers to the parallel execution of conjuncts
in a goal. However, the results can be applied to other languages and types of
parallelism, by performing suitable transformations into Horn clauses.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
– We have extended a general static analysis framework for the analysis of
sequential Horn clause programs [24, 26], to deal with parallel programs.
– Our extensions and generalizations support a wide range of resources, platforms
and parallel/distributed execution models, and allow the inference of both
lower and upper bounds on resource usage. This is the first approach, to our
knowledge, to the cost analysis of parallel logic programs that can deal with
features such as backtracking, multiple solutions (i.e., non-determinism), and
failure.
– We have instantiated the developed framework to infer useful information for
assessing and exploiting the potential and actual parallelism of a system.
– We have developed a method for finding closed-form functions of cost relations
involving the max function that arise in the analysis of parallel programs.
– We have developed a prototype implementation that instantiates the framework
for the analysis of logic programs with Independent And-Parallelism within the
CiaoPP system [15, 24, 26], and provided some experimental results.
2

2

Overview of the Approach

Prior to explaining our approach, we provide some preliminary concepts. Independent And-Parallelism arises between two goals when their corresponding executions
do not a↵ect each other. For pure goals (i.e., without side e↵ects) a sufficient condition for the correctness of IAP is the absence of variable sharing at run-time among
such goals. IAP has traditionally been expressed using the &/2 meta-predicate
as the constructor to represent the parallel execution of goals. In this way, the
conjunction of goals (i.e., literals) p & q in the body of a clause will trigger the
execution of goals p and q in parallel, finishing when both executions finish.
Given a program P and a predicate p 2 P of arity k and a set ⇧ of k-tuples
of calling data to p, we refer to the (standard) cost of a call p(ē) (i.e., a call to
p with actual data ē 2 ⇧), as the resource usage (under a given cost metric)
of the complete execution of p(ē). The standard cost is formalized as a function
Cp : ⇧ ! R1 , where R1 is the set of real numbers augmented with the special
symbol 1 (which is used to represent non-termination). We extend the function
Cp to the powerset of ⇧, i.e., Cˆp : 2⇧ ! 2R1 , where Cˆp (E) = {Cp (ē) | ē 2 E}. Our
goal is to abstract (safely approximate, as accurately as possible) Cˆp (note that
Cp (ē) = Cˆp ({ē})). Intuitively, this abstraction is the composition of two abstractions:
a size abstraction and a cost abstraction. The goal of the analysis is to infer two
functions Cˆp# and Cˆp" : N>m ! R1 that give lower and upper bounds respectively on
the cost function Cˆp , where N>m is the set of m-tuples whose elements are natural
numbers or the special symbol >, meaning that the size of a given term under a
given size metric is undefined. Such bounds are given as a function of tuples of data
sizes (representing the concrete tuples of data of the concrete function Cˆp ). Typical
size metrics are the actual value of a number, the length of a list, the size (number
of constant and function symbols) of a term, etc. [24, 26].
We now enumerate di↵erent metrics used to evaluate the performance of parallel
versions of a logic program, compared against its corresponding sequential version.
When possible, we define these metrics parameterized with respect to the resource
(e.g., number of resolution steps, execution time, or energy consumption) in which
the cost is expressed.
– Sequential cost (Work ): It is the standard cost of executing a program,
assuming no parallelism.
– Parallel cost (Depth): It is the cost of executing a program in parallel,
considering an unbounded number of processors.
– Maximum number of processes running in parallel (P rocmax (P )): The
maximum number of processes that can run simultaneously in a program. This
is useful, for example, to determine what is the minimum number of processors
that are required to actually run all the processes in parallel.
The following example illustrates our approach.
Example 1. Consider the predicate scalar/3 below, and a calling mode to it with
the first argument bound to an integer n and the second one bound to a list of
integers [x1 , x2 , · · · , xk ]. Upon success, the third argument is bound to the list of
products [n · x1 , n · x2 , · · · , n · xk ]. Each product is recursively computed by predicate
3

1
2
3

mult/3. The calling modes are automatically inferred by CiaoPP (see [15] and its
references): the first two arguments of both predicates are input, and their last
arguments are output.
⌥
⌅
scalar (_ ,[] ,[]) .
scalar (N ,[ X | Xs ] ,[ Y | Ys ]) : mult (N ,X , Y ) & scalar (N , Xs , Ys ) .

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

mult (0 ,_ ,0) .
mult (N ,X , Y ) : N >1 ,
N1 is N - 1 ,
mult ( N1 ,X , Y0 ) ,
Y is Y0 + X .

⌃

The call to the parallel &/2 operator in the body of the second clause of scalar/3
causes the calls to mult/3 and scalar/3 to be executed in parallel.
We want to infer the cost of such a call to scalar/3, in terms of the number of
resolution steps, as a function of its input data sizes. We use the CiaoPP system to
infer size relations for the di↵erent arguments in the clauses, as well as dealing with
a rich set of size metrics (see [24, 26] for details). Assume that the size metrics used
in this example are the actual value of N (denoted int(N)), for the first argument,
and the list-length for the second and third arguments (denoted length(X) and
length(Y)). Since size relations are obvious in this example, we focus only on the
setting up of cost relations for the sake of brevity. Regarding the number of solutions,
in this example all the predicates generate at most one solution. For simplicity
we assume that all builtin predicates, such as is/2 and the comparison operators
have zero cost (in practice they have a “trust”assertion that specifies their cost as
if it had been inferred by the system). As the program contains parallel calls, we
are interested in inferring both total resolution steps, i.e., considering a sequential
execution (represented by the seq identifier), and the number of parallel steps,
considering a parallel execution, with infinite number of processors (represented by
par). In the latter case, the definition of this resource establishes that the aggregator
of the costs of the parallel calls that are arguments of the &/2 meta-predicate is
the max/2 function. Thus, the number of parallel resolution steps for p & q is the
maximum between the parallel steps performed by p and the ones performed by q.
However, for computing the total resolution steps, the aggregation operator we use
is the addition, both for parallel and sequential calls. For brevity, in this example
we only infer upper bounds on resource usages.
We now set up the cost relations for scalar/3 and mult/3. Note that the cost
functions have two arguments, corresponding to the sizes of the input arguments5 .
In the equations, we underline the operation applied as cost aggregator for &/2.
For the sequential execution (seq), we obtain the following cost relations:
Cscalar (n, l) = 1
Cscalar (n, l) = Cmult (n)+Cscalar (n, l
Cmult (n) = 1
Cmult (n) = Cmult (n 1) + 1
5

if
1) + 1 if
if
if

l=0
l>0
n=0
n>0

For the sake of clarity, we abuse of notation in the examples when representing the cost
functions that depend on data sizes.
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⇧

After solving these equations and composing the closed-form solutions, we obtain
the following closed-form functions:
Cscalar (n, l) = (n + 2) ⇥ l + 1 if n
Cmult (n) = n + 1
if n

0^l
0

0

For the parallel execution (par), we obtain the following cost relations:
Cscalar (n, l) = 1
Cscalar (n, l) = max(Cmult (n), Cscalar (n, l
Cmult (n) = 1
Cmult (n) = Cmult (n 1) + 1

if
1)) + 1 if
if
if

l=0
l>0
n=0
n>0

After solving these equations and composing the closed forms, we obtain the
following closed-form functions:
Cscalar (n, l) = n + l + 1 if n
Cmult (n) = n + 1
if n

0^l
0

0

By comparing the complexity order (in terms of resolution steps) of the sequential
execution of scalar/3, O(n · l), with the complexity order of its parallel execution
(assuming an ideal parallel model with an unbounded number of processors) O(n+l),
we can get a hint about the maximum achievable parallelization of the program.
Another useful piece of information about scalar/3 that we want to infer is
the maximum number of processes that may run in parallel, considering all possible
executions. For this purpose, we define a resource in our framework named sthreads.
The operation that aggregates the cost of both arguments of the meta-predicate
&/2, count process/3 for the sthreads resource, adds the maximum number of
processes for each argument plus one additional process, corresponding to the one
created by the call to &/2. The sequential cost aggregator is now the maximum
operator, in order to keep track of the maximum number of processes created
along the di↵erent instructions of the program executed sequentially. Note that if
the instruction p executes at most P rp processes in parallel, and the instruction
q executes at most P rq processes, then the program p, q will execute at most
max(P rp , P rq ) processes in parallel, because all the parallel processes created by p
will finish before the execution of q. Note also that for the sequential execution of
both p and q, the cost in terms of the sthreads resource is always zero, because
no additional process is created.
The analysis sets up the following recurrences for the sthreads resource and the
predicates scalar/3 and mult/3 of our example:
Cscalar (n, l) = 0
Cscalar (n, l) = Cmult (n) + Cscalar (n, l
Cmult (n) = 0

if l = 0
1) + 1 if l > 0
if n 0

After solving these equations and composing the closed forms, we obtain the
following closed-form functions:
Cscalar (n, l) = l if n
Cmult (n) = 0 if n

0^l
0

0

As we can see, this predicate will execute, in the worst case, as many processes as
there are elements in the input list.
5

3

The Parametric Cost Relations Framework for Sequential
Programs

The starting point of our work is the standard general framework described in [24] for
setting up parametric relations representing the resource usage (and size relations)
of programs and predicates.6
The framework is doubly parametric: first, the costs inferred are functions of
input data sizes, and second, the framework itself is parametric with respect to the
type of approximation made (upper or lower bounds), and to the resource analyzed.
Each concrete resource r to be tracked is defined by two sets of (user-provided)
functions, which can be constants, or general expressions of input data sizes:
1. Head cost '[ap,r] (H): a function that returns the amount of resource r used
by the unification of the calling literal (subgoal) p and the head H of a clause
matching p, plus any preparation for entering a clause (i.e., call and parameter
passing cost).
2. Predicate cost [ap,r] (p, x̄): it is also possible to define the full cost for a particular
predicate p for resource r and approximation ap, i.e., the function [ap,r] (p) :
N>m ! R1 (with the sizes of p’s input data as parameters, x̄) that returns the
usage of resource r made by a call to this predicate. This is specially useful
for built-in or external predicates, i.e., predicates for which the source code is
not available and thus cannot be analyzed, or for providing a more accurate
function than analysis can infer. In the implementation, this information is
provided to the analyzer through trust assertions.
For simplicity we only show the equations related to our standard definition of cost.
However, our framework has also been extended to allow the inference of a more
general definition of cost, called accumulated cost, which is useful for performing
static profiling, obtaining a more detailed information regarding how the cost is
distributed among a set of user-defined cost centers. See [13, 22] for more details.
Consider a predicate p defined by clauses C1 , . . . , Cm . Assume x̄ are the sizes of
p’s input parameters. Then, the resource usage (expressed in units of resource r with
approximation ap) of a call to p, for an input of size x̄, denoted as Cpred[ap,r] (p, x̄),
can be expressed as:
K
Cpred[ap,r] (p, x̄) =

(Ccl[ap,r] (Ci , x̄))

(1)

1im

K
where
= ClauseAggregator(ap, r) is a function that takes an approximation
identifier ap and returns a function which applies over the cost of all the clauses,
Ccl[ap,r] (Ci , x̄), for 1  i  m, in order to obtain the cost of a call to the predicate
p. For example, if ap is the identifier for approximation ”upper bound”P(ub), then
a possible conservative definition for ClauseAggregator(ub, r) is the
function.
In this case, and since the number of solutions generated by a predicate that will
6

We give equivalent but simpler descriptions than in [24], which are allowed by assuming
that programs are the result of a normalization process that makes all unifications
explicit in the clause body, so that the arguments of the clause head and the body
literals are all unique variables. We also change some notation for readability and
illustrative purposes.
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be demanded is generally not known in advance, a conservative upper bound on
the computational cost of a predicate is obtained by assuming that all solutions are
needed, and that all clauses are executed (thus the cost of the predicate is assumed
to be the sum of the costs of all of its clauses). However, it is straightforward to
take mutual exclusion into account to obtain a more precise estimate of the cost of
a predicate, using the maximum of the costs of mutually exclusive groups of clauses,
as done in [26].
Let us see now how to compute the resource usage of a clause. Consider a clause
C of predicate p of the form H :- L1 , . . . , Lk where Lj , 1  j  k, is a literal
(either a predicate call, or an external or builtin predicate), and H is the clause
head. Assume that j (x̄) is a tuple with the sizes of all the input arguments to
literal Lj , given as functions of the sizes of the input arguments to the clause head.
Note that these j (x̄) size relations have previously been computed during size
analysis for all input arguments to literals in the bodies of all clauses. Then, the
cost relation for clause C and a single call to p (obtaining all solutions), is:
lim(ap,C)

X

Ccl[ap,r] (C, x̄) = '[ap,r] (head(C)) +

j=1

solsj (x̄) ⇥ Clit[ap,r] (Lj ,

j (x̄))

(2)

where lim(ap, C) gives the index of the last body literal that is called in the
execution of clause C, j (x̄) are the sizes of the input parameters of literal Lj , and
solsj represents the product of the number of solutions produced by the predecessor
literals of Lj in the clause body:
j

solsj (x̄) =

Y1

spred (Li ,

i (x̄))

(3)

i=1

where spred (Li , i (x̄)) gives the number of solutions produced by Li , with arguments of size i (x̄). The number of solutions and size relations are both inferred
automatically by the framework (we refer the reader to [10, 8, 11, 26] for descriptions
of this process).
Finally, Clit[ap,r] (Lj , j (x̄)) is replaced by one of the following expressions,
depending on Lj :
– If Lj is a call to a predicate q which is in the same strongly connected component
as p (the predicate under analysis), then Clit[ap,r] (Lj , j (x̄)) is replaced by the
symbolic call Cpred[ap,r] (q, j (x̄)), giving rise to a recurrence relation that needs
to be bounded with a closed-form expression by the solver afterwards.
– If Lj is a call to a predicate q which is in a di↵erent strongly connected
component than p, then Clit[ap,r] (Lj , j (x̄)) is replaced by the closed-form
expression that bounds Cpred[ap,r] (q, j (x̄)). The analysis guarantees that this
expression has been inferred beforehand, due to the fact that the analysis is
performed for each strongly connected component, in a reverse topological
order.
– If Lj is a call to a predicate q, whose cost is specified (with a trust assertion) as [ap,r] (q, x̄), then Clit[ap,r] (Lj , j (x̄)) is replaced by the expression
[ap,r] (q, j (x̄)).
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4

Our Extended Resource Analysis Framework for Parallel
Programs

In this section, we describe how we extend the resource analysis framework detailed
above, in order to handle logic programs with Independent And-Parallelism, using
the binary parallel &/2 operator. First, we introduce a new general parameter
that indicates the execution model the analysis has to consider. For our current
prototype, we have defined two di↵erent execution models: standard sequential
execution, represented by seq, and an abstract parallel execution model, represented
by par(n), where n 2 N [ {1}. The abstract execution model par(1) is similar to
the work and depth model, presented in [6] and used extensively in previous work
such as [18]. Basically, this model is based on considering an unbounded number of
available processors to infer bounds on the depth of the computation tree. The work
measure is the amount of work to be performed considering a sequential execution.
These two measures together give an idea on the impact of the parallelization of a
particular program. The abstract execution model par(n), where n 2 N, assumes a
finite number n of processors.
In order to obtain the cost of a predicate, equation (1) remains almost identical,
with the only di↵erence of adding the new parameter to indicate the execution
model.
Now we address how to set the cost for clauses. In this case, equation (2) is
extended with the execution model ex, and also the ⌃ default
L sequential cost
aggregation is replaced by a parametric associative operator
, that depends
on the resource being defined, the approximation, and the execution model. For
ex ⌘ par(1) or ex ⌘ seq, the following equation is set up:
lim(ap,ex,C)

Ccl[ap,r,ex] (C, x̄) = '[ap,r] (head(C)) +

M
j=1

(solsj (x̄) ⇥ Clit[ap,r,ex] (Lj ,

j (x̄)))

(4)

Note that the cost aggregator operators must depend on the resource r (besides
the other parameters). For example, if r is execution time, then the cost of executing
two tasks in parallel must be aggregated by taking the maximun of the execution
times of the two tasks. In contrast, if r is energy consumption, then the aggregation
is the addition of the energy of the two tasks.
Finally, we extend how the cost of a literal Li , expressed as Clit[ap,r,ex] (Li , i (x̄)),
is set up. The previous definition is extended considering the new case where the
literal is a call to the meta-predicate &/2. N
In this case, we add a new parallel
aggregation associative operator, denoted by . Concretely, if Li = B1 &B2 , where
B1 and B2 are two sequences of goals, then:
Clit[ap,r,ex] (B1 &B2 , x̄) = Cbody[ap,r,ex] (B1 , x̄)

O

Cbody[ap,r,ex] (B2 , x̄)

(5)

lim(ap,ex,B)

Cbody[ap,r,ex] (B, x̄) =

M
j=1

B
where B = LB
1 , · · · , Lm .

(solsj (x̄) ⇥ Clit[ap,r,ex] (LB
j ,
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j (x̄)))

(6)

Consider now the execution model ex ⌘ par(n), where n 2 N (i.e., assuming
a finite number n of processors), and a recursive parallel predicate p that creates
a parallel task qi in each recursion i. Assume that we are interested in obtaining
an upper bound on the cost of a call to p, for an input of size x̄. We first infer
the number k of parallel tasks created by p as a function of x̄. This can be easily
done by using our cost analysis framework and providing the suitable assertions
for inferring a resource named “ptasks.” Intuitively, the “counter” associated to
such resource must be incremented by the (symbolic) execution of the &/2 parallel
operator. More formally, k = Cpred[ub,ptasks] (p, x̄). To this point, an upper bound
m on the number of tasks executed by any of the n processors is given by m = d nk e.
Then, an upper bound on the cost (in terms of resolution steps, i.e., r = steps) of a
call to p, for an input of size x̄ can be given by:
Cpred[ub,r,par(n)] (p, x̄) = C u + Spawu
u

Pm

u
i=1 Ci ;

(7)

where C can be computed in two possible ways: C =
or C = m C1u ,
where Ciu denotes an upper bound on the cost of parallel task qi , and C1u , . . . , Cku
are ordered in descending order of cost. Each Ciu can be considered as the sum
of two components: Ciu = Schedui + Tiu , where Schedui denotes the cost from the
point in which the parallel subtask qi is created until its execution is started by
a processor (possibly the same processor that created the subtask), i.e. the cost
of task preparation, scheduling, communication overheads, etc. Tiu denotes the
cost of the execution of qi disregarding all the overheads mentioned before, i.e.,
Tiu = Cpred[ub,r,seq] (q, q (x̄)), where q (x̄) is a tuple with the sizes of all the input
arguments to predicate q in the body of p. Spawu denotes an upper bound on the
cost of creating the k parallel tasks qi . It will be dependent on the particular system
in which p is going to be executed. It can be a constant, or a function of several
parameters, (such as input data size, number of input arguments, or number of
tasks) and can be experimentally determined.
In addition, we propose a method for finding closed-form functions for cost
relations that arise in the analysis of parallel programs, where the max function
usually
N plays
L a role both as parallel and sequential cost aggregation operation, i.e.,
as
and
respectively. In the following subsection, we detail these methods.
4.1

u

u

Solving Cost Recurrence Relations Involving max Operation

Automatically finding closed-form upper and lower bounds for recurrence relations
is an uncomputable problem. For some special classes of recurrences, exact solutions
are known, for example for linear recurrences with one variable. For some other
classes, it is possible to apply transformations to fit a class of recurrences with
known solutions, even if this transformation obtains an appropriate approximation
rather than an equivalent expression.
Particularly for the case of analyzing independent and-parallel logic programs,
nonlinear recurrences involving the max operator are quite common. For example,
if we are analyzing elapsed time of a parallel logic program, a proper parallel
aggregation operator is the maximum between the times elapsed for each literal
running in parallel. To the best of our knowledge, no general solution exists for
recurrences of this particular type. However, in this paper we identify some common
cases of this type of recurrences, for which we obtain closed forms that are proven
9

to be correct. In this section, we present these di↵erent classes, together with the
corresponding method to obtain a correct bound.
Consider the following function f : Nm ! N, defined as a general form of a
first-order recurrence equation with a max operator:
f (x̄) =

(

max(C, f (x̄|i
B

1)) + D

xi > ⇥
xi  ⇥

(8)

where ⇥ 2 N. C, D and B are arbitrary expressions possibly depending on x̄. Note
that x̄ = x1 , x2 , · · · , xm . We define x̄|i 1 = x1 , · · · , xi 1, · · · , xm , for a given i,
1  i  m. If C and D do not depend on xi , then C and D do not change through
the di↵erent recursive instances of f . In this case, a closed-form upper bound is
defined by the following theorem (whose proof is included in A):
Theorem 1. Given f : Nm ! N as defined in (8), where C and D are nondecreasing functions of x̄ \ xi . Then, 8x̄:
⇢
0
max(C, B) + (xi ⇥) · D xi > ⇥
f (x̄) = f (x̄) =
xi  ⇥

B

For the case where C = g(x̄) and D = h(x̄) are functions non-decreasing on xi ,
then the upper bound is given by the following closed form:
Theorem 2. Given f : Nm ! N as defined in (8), where g and h are functions of
x̄, non-decreasing on xi . Then, 8x̄:
⇢
max(g(x̄), B) + (xi ⇥ 1) ⇥ max(g(x̄), h(x̄|i 1)) + h(x̄|i ) xi > ⇥
f (x̄)  f 0 (x̄) =
xi  ⇥

B

The proof of this Theorem is included in B.
For the remaining cases, where a max(e1 , e2 ) appears, we try to eliminate the
max operator by proving either e1  e2 or e2  e1 , for any input. In order to
do that, we use the function comparison capabilities of CiaoPP, presented in [20,
21]. In cases where e1 and/or e2 contains non-closed recurrence functions, we use
the Z3 SMT solver [7] to find, if possible, a proof either for e1  e2 or e2  e1 ,
treating the non-closed functions as uninterpreted functions, assuming that they
are positive and non-decreasing. As the algorithm used by SMT solvers in this case
is not guaranteed to terminate, we set a timeout. In the worst case, when no proof
is found, then we replace the max operator with an addition, loosing precision but
still finding safe upper bounds.

5

Implementation and Experimental Results

We have implemented a prototype of our approach, leveraging the existing resource
usage analysis framework of CiaoPP. The implementation basically consists of the
parameterization of the operators used for sequential and parallel cost aggregation,
i.e., for the aggregation of the costs corresponding to the arguments of ,/2 and
&/2, respectively. This allows the user to define resources in a general way, taking
into account the underlying execution model.
10

Table 1. Description of the benchmarks.
map add1/2
fib/2
mmatrix/3
blur/2
add mat/3
intersect/3
union/3
diff/3
dyade/3
dyade map/3
append all/3

Parallel increment by one of each element of a list.
Parallel computation of the nth Fibonacci number.
Parallel matrix multiplication.
Generic parallel image filter.
Matrix addition.
Set intersection.
Set union.
Set di↵erence.
Dyadic product of two vectors.
Dyadic product applied on a set of vectors.
Appends a prefix to each list of a list of lists.

Table 2. Resource usage inferred for Independent And-Parallel Programs.
Bench

Res
Bound Inferred
BigO
TA (ms)
SCost 2 · lx + 1
O(lx )
PCost 2 · lx + 1
O(lx )
map add1(x)
35.57
SThreads lx
O(lx )
SCost F (ix ) + L(ix ) 1
O(2ix )
PCost ix + 1
O(ix )
fib(x)
52.66
SThreads F (ix ) + L(ix ) 1
O(2ix )
SCost in2 · im2 · im1 + 2 · im2 · im1 + 2 · im1 + 1
O(in2 · im2 · im1 )
PCost 2 · im1 + in1 + 1
O(in1 + im1 )
mmatrix(m1 , n1 , m2 , n2 )
220.9
SThreads im2 · im1 + im1
O(im2 · im1 )
SCost 2 · im · in + 2 · in + 1
O(im · in )
PCost 2 · im + 2 · in + 1
O(im + in )
blur(m,n)
123.321
SThreads in
O(in )
SCost im · in + 2 · in + 1
O(im · in )
PCost im + 2 · in + 1
O(im + in )
add mat(m,n)
62.72
SThreads in
O(in )
SCost la · lb + 3 · la + 3
O(lx )
PCost lb + 2 · la + 3
O(in )
intersect(a, b)
191.16
SThreads la
O(lx )
SCost la · lb + 3 · la + 3
O(la · lb )
PCost 2 · lb + 2 · la + 3
O(la + lb )
union(a, b)
193.37
SThreads la
O(la )
SCost la · lb + 3 · la + 3
O(la · lb )
PCost lb + 2 · la + 3
O(la + lb )
diff(a, b)
191.16
SThreads la
O(la )
SCost la · lb + 2 · la + 1
O(la · lb )
PCost lb + la + 1
O(la + lb )
dyade(a, b)
71.08
SThreads la
O(la )
SCost imax(m) · lm · ll + 2 · lm · ll + 2 · lm + 1
O(imax(m) · lm · ll )
PCost imax(m) + lm + ll + 1
O(imax(m) + lm + ll )
dyade map(l, m)
248.39
SThreads ll · lm + ll
O(lm · ll )
SCost ll · lm + 2 · lm + 1
O(ll · lm )
PCost ll + lm + 1
O(ll + lm )
append all(l, m)
108.4
SThreads lm
O(lm )
F (n) represents the nth element of the Fibonacci sequence.
L(n) represents the nth Lucas number.
ln , in represent the size of n in terms of the metrics length and int, respectively.

We selected a set of benchmarks that exhibit di↵erent common parallel patterns,
briefly described in Table 1, together with the definition of a set of resources that help
understand the overall behavior of the parallelization. Table 2 shows some results
of the experiments that we have performed with our prototype implementation.
Column Bench shows the main predicates analyzed for each benchmark. Set
operations (intersect, union and diff), as well as the programs append all,
11

Table 3. Resource usage inferred for a bounded number of processors.
Bench
map add1(x)
blur(m,n)
add mat(m,n)
intersect(a, b)
union(a, b)
diff(a, b)
dyade(a, b)
append all(l, m)

Bound Inferred
2 · d lpx e + 1
in
2 · d p e · im + 2 · d ipn e + 1
d ipn e · im + 2 · d ipn e + 1
d lpa e · lb + 2 · d lpa e + la + 2
d lpa e · lb + 2 · d lpa e + la + lb + 2
d lpa e · lb + 2 · d lpa e + la + 2
d lpa e · lb + 2 · d lpa e + 1
lm
d lm
p e · ll + 2 · d p e + 1

BigO
TA (ms)
O(d lpx e)
54.36
in
O(d p e · im ) 205.97
in
O(d p e · im ) 185.89
O(d lpa e · lb ) 330.47
O(d lpa e · lb ) 311.3
O(d lpa e · lb ) 339.01
O(d lpa e · lb ) 120.93
O(d lm
117.8
p e · ll )

p is defined as the minimum between the number of processors and SThreads.

dyade and add mat, are Prolog versions of the benchmarks analyzed in [18], which
is the closest related work we are aware of.
Column Res indicates the name of each of the resources inferred for each
benchmark: sequential resolution steps (SCost), parallel resolution steps assuming
an unbounded number of processors (PCost), and maximum number of processes
executing in parallel (SThreads). The latter gives an indication of the maximum
parallelism that can potentially be exploited. Column Bound Inferred shows
the upper bounds obtained for each of the resources indicated in Column Res.
While in the experiments both upper and lower bounds were inferred, for the
sake of brevity, we only show upper-bound functions. Column BigO shows the
complexity order, in big O notation, corresponding to each resource. For all the
benchmarks in Table 2 we obtain the exact complexity orders. We also obtain the
same complexity order as in [18] for the Prolog versions of the benchmarks taken
from that work. Finally, Column TA (ms) shows the analysis times in milliseconds.
The results show that most of the benchmarks have di↵erent asymptotic behavior in
the sequential and parallel execution models. In particular, for fib(x), the analysis
infers an exponential upper bound for sequential execution steps, and a linear
upper bound for parallel execution steps. As mentioned before, this is an upper
bound for an ideal case, assuming an unbounded number of processors. Nevertheless,
such upper-bound information is useful for understanding how the cost behavior
evolves in architectures with di↵erent levels of parallelism. In addition, this dual
cost measure can be combined together with a bound on the number of processors
in order to obtain a general asymptotic upper bound (see for example Brent’s
Theorem [14], which is also mentioned in [18]). The program map add1(l) exhibits
a di↵erent behavior: both sequential and parallel upper bounds are linear. This
happens because we are considering resolution steps, i.e., we are counting each
head unification produced from an initial call map add1(l). Even under the parallel
execution model, we have a chain of head unifications whose length depends linearly
on the length of the input list. It follows from the results of this particular case
that this simple, non-associative parallelization will not be useful for improving the
number of resolution steps performed in parallel.
Another useful information inferred in our experiments is the maximum number
of processes that can be executed in parallel, represented by the resource named
SThreads. We can see that for most of our examples the analysis obtains a linear
upper bound for this resource, in terms of the size of some of the inputs. For
example, the execution of intersect(a,b) (parallel set intersection) will create at
most la processes, where la represents the length of the list a. For other examples,
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the analysis shows a quadratic upper bound (as in mmatrix), or even exponential
bounds (as in fib). The information about upper bounds on the maximum level
of parallelism required by a program is useful for understanding its scalability in
di↵erent parallel architectures, or for optimizing the number of processors that a
particular call will use, depending on the size of the input data.
Finally, the results of our experiments considering a bounded number of processors are shown in Table 3.

6

Related Work

Our approach is an extension of an existing cost analysis framework for sequential
logic programs [11, 13, 21], which extends the classical cost analysis techniques
based on setting up and solving recurrence relations, pioneered by [28], with
solutions for relations involving max and min functions. The framework handles
characteristics such as backtracking, multiple solutions (i.e., non-determinism),
failure, and inference of both upper and lower bounds including non-polynomial
bounds. These features are inherited by our approach, and are absent from other
approaches to parallel cost analysis in the literature.
The most closely-related work to our approach is [18], which describes an
automatic analysis for deriving bounds on the worst-case evaluation cost of first
order functional programs. The analysis derives bounds under an abstract dual
cost model based on two measures: work and depth, which over-approximate the
sequential and parallel evaluation cost of programs, respectively, considering an
unlimited number of processors. Such an abstract cost model was introduced by [6] to
formally analyze parallel programs. The work is based on type judgments annotated
with a cost metric, which generate a set of inequalities which are then solved by
linear programming techniques. Their analysis is only able to infer multivariate
resource polynomial bounds, while non-polynomial bounds are left as future work.
In [17] the authors propose an automatic analysis based on the work and depth
model, for a simple imperative language with explicit parallel loops.
There are other approaches to cost analysis of parallel and distributed systems,
based on di↵erent models of computation than the independent and-parallel model
in our work. In [3] the authors present a static analysis which is able to infer upper
bounds on the maximum number of active (i.e., not finished nor suspended) processes
running in parallel, and the total number of processes created for imperative
async-finish parallel programs. The approach described in [1] uses recurrence
(cost) relations to derive upper bounds on the cost of concurrent object-oriented
programs, with shared-memory communication and future variables. They address
concurrent execution for loops with semi-controlled scheduling, i.e., with no arbitrary
interleavings. In [4] the authors address the cost of parallel execution of objectoriented distributed programs. The approach is to identify the synchronization
points in the program, use serial cost analysis of the blocks between these points,
and then, exploiting the techniques mentioned, construct a graph structure to
capture the possible parallel execution of the program. The path of maximal cost is
then computed. The allocation of tasks to processors (called “locations”) is part of
the program in these works, and thus, although independent and-parallel programs
could be modeled in this computation style, it is not directly comparable to our
more abstract model of parallelism.
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Solving, or safely bounding recurrence relations with max and min functions has
been addressed mainly for recurrences derived from divide-and-conquer algorithms [5,
27, 19]. In [2] the authors present solutions for Cost Relation Systems by obtaining
upper bounds for both the number of nodes and the cost added in each node, in the
derived evaluation tree. These bounds are then combined in order to obtain a closedform, upper-bound expression. This closed form possibly contains maximization
operations to express upper bounds for a set of subexpressions. However, each
cost relation is defined as a summatory of costs, while in our work we consider
other operations for aggregating the costs, including max operators. The presence
of these operators often generates recurrence relations where the recursive calls are
under the scope of such a max operator, for which we present a method to obtain a
closed-form bound. This class of recurrences are not handled by most of the current
computer algebra systems, as the authors in [2] mention.

7

Conclusions

We have presented a novel, general, and flexible analysis framework that can
be instantiated for estimating the resource usage of parallel logic programs, for
a wide range of resources, platforms, and execution models. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first approach to the cost analysis of parallel logic programs.
Such estimations include both lower and upper bounds, given as functions on input
data sizes. In addition, our analysis also infers other information which is useful for
improving the exploitation and assessing the potential and actual parallelism of a
program. We have also developed a method for solving the cost relations that arise
in this particular type of analysis, which involve the max function. Finally, we have
developed a prototype implementation of our general framework, instantiated it for
the analysis of logic programs with Independent And-Parallelism, and performed
an experimental evaluation, obtaining very encouraging results w.r.t. accuracy and
efficiency.
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Appendices
A

Proof for Theorem 1

Theorem Given f : Nm ! N as defined in (8), where C and D are non-decreasing
functions of x̄ \ xi . Then, 8x̄:
(
0
max(C, B) + (xi ⇥ + 1) · D xi > ⇥
f (x̄) = f (x̄) =
B
xi  ⇥
Proof. The proof for the case xi  ⇥ is trivial.
In the following, we prove the theorem for xi > ⇥, or equivalently, for xi
The proof is by induction on this subset.

⇥ + 1.

Base Case. We have to prove that f (x1 , · · · , xi 1 , ⇥ + 1, · · · , xm ) =
f 0 (x1 , · · · , xi 1 , ⇥ + 1, · · · , xm ). Using the definition of f and f 0 we have that
f (x1 , · · · , xi

1, ⇥

+ 1, · · · , xm ) = max(C, f (x1 , · · · , xi
= max(C, B) + D

1 , ⇥, · · ·

f 0 (x1 , · · · , xi

1, ⇥

+ 1, · · · , xm ) = max(C, B) + (⇥ + 1
= max(C, B) + D

⇥) · D

, xm )) + D

General Case. Assuming
f (x1 , · · · , xi 1 , xi , · · · , xm ) = f 0 (x1 , · · · , xi 1 , xi , · · · , xm ), we need to prove that
f (x1 , · · · , xi 1 , xi + 1, · · · , xm ) = f 0 (x1 , · · · , xi 1 , xi + 1, · · · , xm ). By induction
hypothesis we have that:
f (x1 , · · · , xi

1 , xi

+ 1, · · · , xm ) = max(C, f (x1 , · · · , xi 1 , xi , · · · , xm )) + D
= max(C, max(C, B) + (xi ⇥) · D) + D
= max(C, B) + (xi ⇥) · D + D
= max(C, B) + (xi ⇥ + 1) · D
= f 0 (x1 , · · · , xi
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1 , xi

+ 1, · · · , xm )

B

Proof of Theorem 2

For all a, b, c 2 N [ {0}, the following properties hold:
– Commutative: max(a, b) = max(b, a)
– Associative: max(a, max(b, c)) = max(max(a, b), c)
– Idempotent: max(a, a) = a
Lemma 1. 8a, b, c 2 N : max(a, b + c)  max(a, b) + max(a, c)
Lemma 2. 8a, b, c, d 2 N : a  c ^ b  d =) max(a, b)  max(c, d)
Theorem Given f : Nm ! N as defined in (8), where g and h are functions of x̄,
non-decreasing on xi . Then, 8x̄:
(
max(g(x̄), B) + (xi ⇥ 1) ⇥ max(g(x̄), h(x̄|i 1)) + h(x̄|i ) xi > ⇥
f (x̄)  f 0 (x̄) =
B
xi  ⇥
Proof. The proof for the case xi  ⇥ is trivial.
In the following, we prove the theorem for xi > ⇥, or equivalently, for xi ⇥ + 1.
The proof is by induction on this subset. For brevity, we only show the argument
corresponding to the position of xi in x̄. However, the proof is still valid considering
all of the arguments.
Base Case. We have to prove that f (⇥ + 1)  f 0 (⇥ + 1). Using the definition
of f and f 0 we have that
f (⇥ + 1) = max(g(⇥ + 1), f (⇥)) + h(⇥ + 1)
= max(g(⇥ + 1), B) + h(⇥ + 1)
f 0 (⇥ + 1) = max(g(⇥ + 1), B) + ((⇥ + 1)
= max(g(⇥ + 1), B) + h(⇥ + 1)

1) ⇥ max(g(⇥ + 1), h(⇥)) + h(⇥ + 1)

⇥

General Case. Assuming f (x)  f 0 (x), we need to prove that f (x + 1)  f 0 (x + 1).
By induction hypothesis and Lemma 2 we have that:
f (x + 1) = max(g(x + 1), f (x)) + h(x + 1)
 max(g(x + 1), max(g(x), B) + (x

⇥

1) ⇥ max(g(x), h(x

1)) + h(x)) + h(x + 1)

By Lemma 1 we have that:
f (x + 1)  max(g(x + 1), max(g(x), B))
+ max(g(x + 1), (x ⇥ 1) ⇥ max(g(x), h(x
+ max(g(x + 1), h(x))
+ h(x + 1)
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1)))

(9)

Consider now the first term appearing in the sum of the right hand side of the
inequality (9). Since max is associative, and it holds that 8x : g(x + 1)
g(x)
(which follows from the hypothesis of the theorem), we obtain:
max(g(x + 1), max(g(x), B)) = max(max(g(x + 1), g(x)), B)
= max(g(x + 1), B)

(10)

We consider now the second term in (9). By Lemma 1 we obtain:
max(g(x + 1), (x ⇥ 1) ⇥ max(g(x), h(x 1)))
 (x ⇥ 1) ⇥ max(g(x + 1), max(g(x), h(x 1)))
As before, by associativity of max, this is equivalent to:
(x
By Lemma 2, and h(x

1) ⇥ max(g(x + 1), h(x

⇥

1))

1)  h(x) (by hypothesis), we have that:
(x

⇥

1) ⇥ max(g(x + 1), h(x))

Replacing the results of (10) and (11) in (9):
f (x + 1)  max(g(x + 1), B)
+ (x ⇥ 1) ⇥ max(g(x + 1), h(x))
+ max(g(x + 1), h(x)) + h(x + 1)
= max(g(x + 1), B)
+ (x ⇥) ⇥ max(g(x + 1), h(x)) + h(x + 1)
= f 0 (x + 1)

) f (x + 1)  f 0 (x + 1)
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Abstract. Generic components represent a further abstraction over the
concept of modules, which introduces dependencies on other (not necessarily available) components implementing specified interfaces. It has become a
key concept in large and complex software applications. Despite its undeniable advantages, generic code is known to be anti-modular. Precise analysis
(e.g., for detecting bugs or optimizing code) requires such code to be instantiated with concrete implementations, potentially leading to a prohibitively
expensive combinatorial explosion. In this paper we claim that incremental (whole program) analysis can be very beneficial in this context, and
alleviate the anti-modularity nature of generic code. We propose a simple
Horn-clause encoding of generic programs, using open predicates and assertions, and we introduce a new incremental analysis algorithm that reacts
incrementally not only to changes in program clauses, but also to changes
in the assertions, upon which large parts of the analysis graph may depend.
We also discuss the application of the proposed techniques in a number of
practical use cases. In addition, as a realistic case study, we apply the proposed techniques in the analysis of the LPdoc documentation system. We
argue that the proposed traits are a convenient and elegant abstraction for
modular generic programming, and that our preliminary results support
the conclusion that the new incrementality-related features added to the
analysis bring promising analysis performance advantages.

Keywords: Incremental Static Analysis · Assertions · Logic Programming ·
Generic Code · Specifications · Abstract Interpretation
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Introduction

When developing large, real-life programs it is important to ensure application reliability and coding convenience. An important component in order to achieve these
goals is the availability in the language (and use in the development process) of
some mechanism for expressing specifications, combined with a way of determining
if the program meets the specifications or locate errors. This determination is usually achieved through some combination of compile-time analysis and verification
with testing and run-time assertion checking.
Another relevant aspect when developing large programs is modularity. In modern coding it is rarely necessary to write everything from scratch. Modules and
?
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interfaces allow dividing the program in manageable and interchangeable parts.
Interfaces, including specifications and dependencies, are needed in order to connect with external code (including specifications of such code), to connect selfdeveloped code that is common with other applications (also with specs), and
as a placeholder for di↵erent implementations of a given functionality, in general
referred to as generic code.
Despite its undeniable advantages, generic code is known to be in fact antimodular, and the analysis of generic code poses challenges: code is not fully available
and interface specifications may not be descriptive enough to verify the specifications for the whole application (e.g., proving termination if the interface specification does not enforce termination properties). Several approaches are possible
in order to balance separate compilation with precise analysis and optimization.
First, it is possible to analyze generic code by trusting its interface specifications,
i.e., analyzing the client code and the interface implementations independently,
flattening (widening) the analysis information inferred at the boundaries to that
of the interface descriptions. This technique can reduce global analysis cost significantly at the expense of some loss of precision. Some of it may be regained by,
e.g., enriching specifications manually for the application at hand. At the same
time, when considering a closed set of interface implementations, it may also be
desirable to analyze the whole application together with these implementations,
allowing the transfer of information with “native analysis precision” (e.g., multivariance) and specializations across the interfaces. This allows getting the most
precise information, specializations, compiler optimizations, etc., but at a higher
cost.
In this paper we claim that incremental (whole program) analysis can be very
beneficial in this context. After providing the necessary notation and background
(Section 2), we start by proposing a simple Horn-clause encoding of generic code,
using open predicates and assertions, and introduce a novel extension for logic
programming (traits) that is translated using open predicates (Section 3). This abstraction addresses typical use cases of generic code in a more elegant and analysisfriendly way than the traditional alternative in LP of using multifile predicates.
We also introduce a new incremental analysis algorithm (Sections 4 and 5) that,
in addition to supporting and taking advantage of assertions during analysis, i.e.,
as part of the fixpoint calculation, o↵ers two interesting properties: it reacts incrementally not only to changes in program clauses, but also to changes in the
assertions, upon which large parts of the analysis graph may depend, and it also
supports natively open predicates.
Generic code o↵ers many opportunities for this new analysis technique. For example: standalone analysis of trait-based code without particular implementations
by using the (trust) assertions in the interfaces; refinement of standalone analysis
for particular implementations; or reuse of analysis results when more implementations are made available. Note that fine-grained incremental analysis seems even
more interesting when using generic code, where the scope of a program change
may implicitly be scattered across many modules. We study a number of use cases
(Section 5.2), including editing a client (of an interface), while keeping the interface unchanged (e.g., analyzing a program reusing the analysis of a –family of–
libraries) and keeping the client code unchanged, but editing the interface implementation(s) (e.g., modifying one implementation of an interface). In addition, in
2

Section 6 we provide preliminary results from the application of a prototype implementation of the proposed techniques in a realistic case study: the analysis of
the LPdoc documentation system and its multiple backends for generating documentation in the di↵erent formats. Finally, Section 7 discusses some related work
and Section 8 presents our conclusions.

2

1
2

Background

Logic Programs. A definite Logic Program, or program, is a finite sequence of
clauses. A clause is of the form H:-B1 , . . . , Bn where H, the head, is an atom, and
B1 , . . . , Bn is the body, a possibly empty finite conjunction of atoms. Atoms are also
called literals. An atom is of the form p(V1 , . . . , Vn ). It is normalized if the V1 , . . . , Vn
are all distinct variables. Normalized atoms are also called predicate descriptors.
Each maximal set of clauses in the program with the same descriptor as head
(modulo variable renaming) defines a predicate (or procedure). We will use P and
Q to denote predicates. Body literals can be predicate descriptors, which represent
calls to the corresponding predicates, or built-ins. A built-in is a predefined relation
for some background theory. Note that built-ins are not necessarily normalized. In
the examples we may use non-normalized programs. We denote with vars(A) the
set of variables that appear in the atom A.
For presentation purposes, the heads of the clauses of each predicate in the
program will be referred to with a unique subscript attached to their predicate
name (the clause number), and the literals of their bodies with dual subscript
(clause number, body position), e.g., Pk :-Pk,1 , . . . Pk,nk . The clause may also be
referred to as clause k of predicate P . For example, for the append predicate:
⌥

⌃
⇧
app1 will denote the head of the first clause of app/3, app2,1 will denote the first
literal of the second clause of app, i.e., the unification X=[U|V].
app(X,Y,Z):- X=[], Y=Z.
app(X,Y,Z):- X=[U|V], Z=[U|W], app(V,Y,W).

Assertions. Assertions allow stating conditions on the state (current substitution) that hold or must hold at certain points of program execution. We use for
concreteness a subset of the syntax of the pred assertions of [2, 12, 19], which allow
describing sets of preconditions and conditional postconditions on the state for a
given predicate. These assertions are instrumental for many purposes, e.g., expressing the results of analysis, providing specifications, and documenting [9, 12, 20]. A
pred assertion is of the form:
:- pred Head [: Pre] [=> Post].
where Head is a predicate descriptor (i.e., a normalized atom) that denotes the
predicate that the assertion applies to, and Pre and Post are conjunctions of property literals, i.e., literals corresponding to predicates meeting certain conditions
which make them amenable to checking, such as being decidable for any input [19].
Pre expresses properties that hold when Head is called, namely, at least one Pre
must hold for each call to Head . Post states properties that hold if Head is called
in a state compatible with Pre and the call succeeds. Both Pre and Post can be
empty conjunctions (meaning true), and in that case they can be omitted.
Example 1. The following assertions describe di↵erent behaviors of an implementation of a hashing function dgst: (1) states that, when called with argument Word
3

1
2
3
4

a string and N a variable, then, if it succeeds, N will be a number, (2) states that
calls for which Word is a string and N is an integer are allowed, in other words, it
can be used to check if N is the hash of Word.
⌥
:- pred dgst(Word ,N) : ( string (Word), var(N)) => num(N).
:- pred dgst(Word ,N) : ( string (Word), int(N)).
dgst(Word ,N) :% implementation of the hashing function

⌃

% (1)
% (2)

Definition 1 (Meaning of a Set of Assertions for a Predicate). Given a
predicate represented by a normalized atom Head , and a corresponding set of assertions {a1 . . . an }, with ai = “:- pred Head : Pre i => Post i .” the set of assertion conditions for Head
is {C0 , C1W
, .n. . , Cn }, with:
⇢
calls(Head , j=1 Pre j )
i=0
Ci =
success(Head , Pre i , Post i )
i = 1..n
where calls(Head , Pre)3 states conditions on all concrete calls to the predicate
described by Head , and success(Head , Pre j , Post j ) describes conditions on the
success substitutions produced by calls to Head if Pre j is satisfied.
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⇧

An approach to modular generic programming: traits

In this section we present a simple approach to modular generic programming for
logic programs without static typing. To that end we introduce the concept of
open predicates. Then we show how they can be used to deal with generic code,
by proposing a simple syntactic extension for logic programs for writing and using
generic code (traits) and its translation to plain clauses.
Open vs. closed predicates. We consider a simple module system for logic programming where predicates are distributed in modules (each predicate symbol belongs
to a particular module) and where module dependencies are explicit in the program [3]. An interesting property, specially for program analysis, is that we can
distinguish between open and closed predicates. 4 Closed predicates within a module are those whose complete definition is available in the module. In contrast,
open predicates (traditionally declared as multifile in many Prolog systems) are
only partially defined within a given module, and di↵erent clauses can be scattered
across di↵erent modules, and thus the complete definition is not known until all
the application modules are linked (which is basically “anti-modular”).
Open as “multifile.” The following example shows an implementation of a generic
password-checking algorithm in Prolog:
⌥
:- multifile dgst /3.

check_passwd (User) :get_line (Plain),
passwd (User ,Hasher ,Digest ,Salt),
append (Plain ,Salt , Salted ),
dgst(Hasher ,Salted , Digest ).

⌃

3

4

%
%
%
%

Read plain text password
Consult password database
Append salt
Compute and check digest

We denote the calling conditions with calls (plural) for historic reasons, and to avoid
confusion with the higher order predicate in Prolog call/2.
We only consider static predicates and modules. Dynamic predicates whose definition
may change during execution, or modules that are dynamically changed (loaded/unloaded) at execution time can also be dealt with, using various techniques, and in
particular the incremental analysis proposed, but for space reasons we limit the discussion to static predicates.

4

⇧

The code above is generic w.r.t. the selected hashing algorithm (Hasher). Note that
there is no explicit dependency between check passwd/1 and the di↵erent hashing
algorithms. The special multifile predicate dgst/3 acts as an interface between
implementations of hashing algorithms and check passwd/1. While this type of
encoding is widely used in practice, the use of multifile predicates is semantically
obscure and error-prone. We propose a syntactic extension for defining interfaces,
or traits, in logic programs, which captures the essential mechanisms necessary for
writing generic code, but does not require the introduction of a static type system
(beyond the typing that modules and their interfaces already represents).

1
2
3

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2

Traits. A trait is defined as a collection of predicate specifications (as predicate
assertions). For example:
⌥
:- trait hasher {
:- pred dgst(Str , Digest ) : string (Str) => int( Digest ).
}.

⌃
⇧
defines a trait hasher, which specifies a predicate dgst/2, which must be called
with an instantiated string, and obtains an integer in Digest.
As a minimalistic syntactic extension, we introduce a new head and literal
notation (X as T ).p(A1 , . . . , An ), which represents the predicate p for X implementing trait T . Basically, this is equivalent to p(X, A1 , . . . , An ), where X is used
to select the trait implementation. The check passwd/1 predicate using the trait
above is:
⌥
check_passwd (User) :get_line (Plain),
passwd (User ,Hasher ,Digest ,Salt),
append (Plain ,Salt , Salted ),
( Hasher as hasher ).dgst(Salted , Digest ).

⌃

The following translation rules convert code using traits to plain predicates.
Note that we rely on the underlying module system to add module qualification to
function and trait (predicate) symbols. Calls to trait predicates are done through
the interface (open) predicate, which also carries the predicate assertions declared
in the trait definition:
⌥
% open predicates and assertions for each p/n in trait
:- multifile ’T.p’/(n + 1).
:- pred ’T.p’(X, A1 , . . . , An ) : . . . => . . . .
% call to p/n for X implementing T
. . . :- . . ., ’T.p’(X, A1 , . . . , An ), . . . % (X as T ).p(A1 , . . . , An )

⌃

A trait implementation is a collection of predicates that implements a given
trait, indexed by a specified functor associated with that implementation. E.g.:
⌥

⇧

⇧

:- impl(hasher , xor8 /0).
(xor8 as hasher ).dgst(Str , Digest ) :- xor8_dgst (Xs , 0, Digest ).

3
4
5

⌃

xor8_dgst ([], D, D).
xor8_dgst ([X|Xs], D0 , D) :- D1 is D0 # X, xor8_dgst (Xs , D1 , D).

declares that xor8 (an atom in this case, although trait syntax allows arbitrary
functors) implements a hasher, and provides an implementation for the dgst/2
predicate (head (xor8 as hasher).dgst(Str, Digest)).
The translation rules to plain predicates are as follows:
5

⇧

1
2

⌥

% implementation closed predicate (head renamed )
’<f/k as T>.p’(f (. . .), A1 , . . . , An ) :- . . . % (f (. . .) as T ).p(A1 , . . . , An )

3
4
5

1
2

⌃

% bridge from interface open predicate to implementation
’T.p’(X, A1 , . . . , An ) :- X=f(. . .), ’<f/k as T>.p’(X, A1 , . . . , An ).

⌥

Adding new implementations is simple:

⇧

⌃
⇧
This approach still preserves some interesting modular features: trait names can
be local to a module (and exported as other predicate/function symbols), and
trait implementations (e.g., sha256/0) are just function symbols, which can also
be made local to modules in the underlying module system.
:- impl(hasher , sha256 /0).
( sha256 as hasher ).dgst(Str , Digest ) :- . . .

4

Goal-dependent abstract interpretation

After introducing our generic code abstraction, we now describe our proposed incremental analysis to support generic code evolution (i.e., code with traits). We
start by recalling in this section the base goal-dependent abstract interpretation
algorithm, and in Section 5 we describe the proposed incremental version.
4.1

Preliminaries

Program Analysis with Abstract Interpretation. Our approach is based on
abstract interpretation [5], a technique in which execution of the program is simulated (over-approximated) on an abstract domain (D↵ ) which is simpler than
the actual, concrete domain (D). Although not strictly required, we assume that
D↵ has a lattice structure with meet (u), join (t), and less than (v) operators.
Abstract values and sets of concrete values are related via a pair of monotonic
mappings h↵, i: abstraction ↵ : D ! D↵ , and concretization : D↵ ! D, which
form a Galois connection. A description (or abstract value) d 2 D↵ approximates
a concrete value c 2 D if ↵(c) v d where v is the partial ordering on D↵ . Concrete operations on D values are (over-)approximated by corresponding abstract
operations on D↵ values.
Concrete Semantics. We use top-down, left-to-right SLD-resolution, which,
given a query (initial state), returns the answers (exit states) computed for it by
the program. A query is a pair hG, ✓i with G an atom and ✓ a substitution over
the variables of G. Executing (answering) a query with respect to a logic program
consists on determining whether the query is a logical consequence of the program
and for which substitutions (answers). However, since we are interested in abstracting the calls and answers (states) that occur at di↵erent points in the program,
we base our semantics on the well-known notion of generalized and trees [1]. The
concrete semantics of a program P for a given set of queries Q, JP KQ , is then the
set of generalized and trees that results from the execution of the queries in Q for
P . Each node hG, ✓c , ✓s i in the generalized and tree represents a call to a predicate
G (an atom), with the substitution (state) for that call, ✓c , and the corresponding
success substitution ✓s (answer). A renaming substitution, i.e., a substitution that
replaces each variable in the term it is applied to with distinct, fresh variables. We
use (X) to denote the application of to X.
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Graphs and paths. We denote by G = (V, E) a finite directed graph (henceforward called simply a graph) where V is a set of nodes and E ✓ V ⇥ V is an edge
relation, denoted with u ! v. A path P is a sequence of edges (e1 , . . . , en ) and
each ei = (xi , yi ) is such that x1 = u, yn = v, and for all 1  i  n 1 we have
yi = xi+1 , we also denote paths with u
v 2 G. We use the notation x 2 P to
denote that a node n appears in P , and e 2 P to denote that an edge e appears in
P.

4.2

Goal-dependent abstract interpretation.

We perform goal-dependent abstract interpretation, whose result is an abstraction
of the generalized and tree semantics. This technique derives an analysis result
from a program P , an abstract domain D↵ and a set of initial abstract queries
Q = {hAi , c i i}, where Ai is a normalized atom, and c i 2 D↵ . An analysis result
encodes an abstraction of the nodes of the generalized and trees derived from all
the queries hG, ✓i s.t. hG, i 2 Q ^ ✓ 2 ( ).
Analysis graphs. We will use graphs to overapproximate all possible executions
of a program given an initial query. Each node in our graph is identified by a
pair (P, ) with P a predicate descriptor and 2 D↵ , an element of the abstract
domain, which represents that (a possibly infinite set of) calls to a predicate may
occur. The analysis result defines a mapping function ans : P red ⇥ D↵ ! D↵ ,
denoted with hP, c i 7! s which over-approximates the answer to that abstract
predicate call. It is interpreted as calls to predicate P with calling pattern c have
the answer pattern s with c , s 2 D↵ . For a given predicate P , the analysis
graph can contain a number of nodes capturing di↵erent call situations. As usual,
? denotes the abstract description such that (?) = ;. A call mapped to ? (hA,
c
i 7! ?) indicates that calls to predicate A with description ✓ 2 ( c ) either fail
or loop, i.e., they never succeed.
p
Each edge hP, 1 ic,l !
hQ, 2 i in the graph represents a call dependency
r
among two predicates. It represents that calling predicate P with calling pattern 1
causes predicate Q (literal l of clause c) to be called with calling pattern 2 . It is
annotated with the abstract element representing the context of the call ( p ) and
the return ( r ) in the body of clause c and literal l of predicate P . Note that these
values are introduced to ease the presentation of the algorithm, however they can
be reconstructed with the identifiers of the nodes (i.e., predicate descriptor and
abstract value) and the source code of the program. For simplicity, we may write •
to omit the values that are not relevant for the operations that we are considering.
Note also that if we have the edges that represent the calls to a literal l and the
following one l + 1, hP, 1 ic,l •! hQ, 2 i the result at the return of the literal is the
call substitution of the next literal: hP,

1 ic,l+1

! hQ0 ,

•

0
2 i.

Fig. 1 shows a possible

analysis graph for a program that checks/computes the parity of a message.
The following operations defined over an analysis result g allow us to inspect
and manipulate analysis results to partially reuse or invalidate.
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1

hmain(M, P ),
>i 7! P/b

main(Msg , P) :par(Msg , 0, P).

1,1

2

⌥

3
4
5
6
7

par([], P, P).
par([C|Cs], P, P) :xor(C, P, P),
par(Cs , P, P).

(1)

8
9
11
12

xor (0 ,0 ,0).
xor (0 ,1 ,1).
xor (1 ,0 ,1).
xor (1 ,1 ,0).

⌃

⇧

hpar(M, X, P ),
X/zi 7!
(X/z, P/b)
2,2

10

2,1

hxor(C, P0 , P1 ),
P0 /zi 7!
(C/b, P0 /z, P1 /b)

Abstract domain D↵ :
>
b (bit)
z (0)

2 ,2

hpar(M, X, P ),
X/bi 7!
(X/b, P/b)

2,1

hxor(C, P0 , P1 ),
P0 /bi 7!
(C/b, P0 /b, P1 /b)

o (1)
?

Fig. 1. A program that implements a parity function and a possible analysis result for
domain D↵ .

Graph consultation operations
hP, c i 2 g : there is a node in the call graph of g with key hP, c i.
hP, c i 7! s 2 g : there is a node in g with key hP, c i and the answer
mapped to that call is s .
p
c0
hP, c ic,l !
hQ,
i
2
g
:
there are two nodes (k = hP, c i and k 0 = hQ, c 0 i) in g
r
and there is an annotated edge from k to k 0 .
Graph update operations
r
add(g, {kc,l !
k 0 }) : adds an edge from node k to k 0 (creating node k 0 if
p
necessary) annotated with p and r for clause c and
literal l.
del(g, {kc,l ••! k 0 }) : removes the edge from node k to k 0 annotated for clause
c and literal l.
The influence of assertions on the analysis result. As described earlier,
assertions guarantee that incorrect or undesired behaviors of a program do not
occur in the actual execution. We can take advantage of this to prune from the
analysis result the states that will never be reached.
We first mention some properties of the analysis graph when no assertions are
p
present in the program: (1) in any edge of the graph A, hP, 1 ii,j ! hQ, 2 i, the

abstract substitution immediately before calling the literal ( p ) is the same as the
call to the predicate ( 2 ), when projected to the variables of the literal (modulo
renaming): 2 = (abs project( p , vars(Pi,j ))) ^ Q = (P ), and (2) the answer
pattern s to a call to a predicate P with c (hP, c i 7! s 2 A ) is the abstract
union of the answer of each of its clauses, i.e., the (abstract) state after the call
( r ) toFthe last literal in the body (Pn,last ):
s
= {abs project( r , vars(Pn )) s.t. hP, c in,last !
N 2 A }, with the varir
ables restricted (projected) to the variables in the head of the clause Pn .
However, these properties do not hold when assertions are introduced in a program. (1) does not hold in general because if predicate Q has assertions that cause
the analyzer to prune some over-approximated states then, it is not guaranteed
to be exactly the same but 2 v (abs project( p , vars(Pi,j ))) ^ Q = (P ). (2)
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does not hold for the same reason (analysis result may be pruned), and the answer
pattern s could be smaller than the abstract join of its clauses.

5

Incremental analysis of programs with assertions

In this section we propose an analysis algorithm that responds incrementally to
changes both in the clauses and the assertions of the program. We do so by taking
advantage of previous analysis algorithms.
Baseline incremental analysis algorithm. The concepts of analyzing a program incrementally and analyzing a program using assertions are not new. We want
to take advantage of the existing algorithms to design an analyzer that is sensible
to changes in assertions also. We will use as a black box the straightforward combination of the algorithms to analyze incrementally a CHC program [13], and the
analyzer that is guided by assertions [8]. This combined algorithm is detailed in
Appendix A, and not included in the paper for space constraints. We will refer to it
with the function A 0 = IncAnalyze(P, Cls , Q, A ), meaning that the algorithm
takes as input:
– A program P = (Cls, As) as a pair of a set of clauses (Cls) and a set of
assertions (As).
– A set of changes Cls in the form of added or deleted clauses
– A set Q of initial queries that will be the starting point of the analyzer.
– A previous result of the algorithm A which is a well formed analysis graph.
The algorithm produces a new A 0 that correctly abstract the behavior of the
program reacting incrementally to changes in the clauses.
The algorithm is parametric on the abstract domain D↵ , given by implementing
(1) the domain-dependent operations v, u, t, abs project( , Vs), which restricts
the abstract substitution to the set of variables Vs, and abs extend(Pk,n , p , s ),
which propagates the information of the success abstract substitution over the
variables of Pk,n , s , to the substitution of the variables of the clause p ; and (2)
transfer functions for program built-ins, that abstract the meaning of the basic
operations of the language. These operations are assumed to be monotonic and to
correctly over-approximate their correspondent concrete version.
In addition, we assume to have two functions apply call(P, c ) and
apply succ(P, c , s ) that are the transfer functions of the semantics of the assertion conditions (resp. calls and success conditions), i.e., they correctly abstract
and apply the assertions to a given predicate and call description. Further details
of these functions are described in Appendix A and in [8].
5.1

The incremental analyzer of programs with assertions

We extend IncAnalyze with an initial phase that will manipulate the analysis
graph in a way such that we are able to call IncAnalyze to obtain results that are
correct and precise, reacting incrementally to changes in assertions. This procedure
is shown in Fig. 2. The phase prior to analyzing consists in inspecting all the
program points a↵ected by the changes in the assertions, collecting which call
patterns need to be reanalyzed by the incremental analysis, i.e., it may be di↵erent
9

function IncAnalyze-w/AssrtChanges((Cls, As),
R := ;
for each P 2 Cls do
if As [P ] 6= ; then
R := R [ update calls pred(P )
R := R [ update success pred(P )
A 0 := IncAnalyze((Cls, As), Cls , Q [ R, A )
del (A 0 , {E | E 2 A 0 ^ Q 6 E ^ Q 2 Q})
return A 0

Cls ,

As , Q, A

)

. Remove unreachable calls

Fig. 2. High-level view of the proposed algorithm

from the set of initial queries Q originally requested by the user. In addition, after
the analysis phase, the unreachable abstract calls that were safe to reuse may not
be reachable anymore, so they need to be removed from the analysis result.
Detecting a↵ected parts in the analysis results. The pseudocode to find
potential changes in the analysis results when assertions are changed is detailed
in Fig. 3 with procedures update calls pred and update successes pred. The
goal is to identify which edges and nodes of the analysis graph are not precise or
correct. Since, as mentioned in section 4.2, assertions may a↵ect the inferred call
or the inferred success of predicates we have split the procedure in two functions.
However the overall idea is to obtain the current substitution (i.e., which encodes
the semantics of the assertions in the previous version of the program), and the
abstract substitution that would have been inferred if no assertions were present.
Then we get the semantics of the new assertions (using the functions apply call
and apply success), finally we call a general procedure to treat the potential
changes, treat change (see Fig. 4). Specifically, in the case of call conditions,
for a given predicate we want to review all the program points from which it is
called (by checking the incoming edges of the nodes of that predicate). So, for each
node we project the substitution of the clause ( p ) to the variables of the literal
to obtain the call patterns if no assertions would be specified (line 4). We then
detect if the call pattern produced by the new semantics of the assertions already
existed in the analysis graph to reuse its result, and last, we call the procedure to
treat the change. In the case of success conditions we obtain the substitution if no
assertions were present by joining the return substitution at the last literal of each
of the clauses of the predicate, previously projected to the variables of the head
(line 16).
Amending the analysis results. Qualifying the changes in the abstract substitutions (i.e., they remain the same, they become more general, they become more
concrete, or they become incompatible) becomes handy to take advantage of two
key known facts about the concrete semantics of logic programs:
– Further constraining a substitution cannot cause more answers to appear.
– Generalizing a substitution cannot cause solutions to disappear.
Based on this knowledge, we define the procedure treat change in Fig. 4. The
goal is, given an edge that points to a literal whose success potentially changed,
10

1: function update calls pred(P )
2:
Q := ;
p
3:
for each hP 0 , ic,l ! hP , cold i 2 A do

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

0
0
:= (abs project( p , vars(Pc,l
)) s.t. (Pc,l
)=P
. Original call
:= apply call(P, c )
if 9hP 0 , c new i 7! s 2 A then
. A node for that call already exist
s0
:= s
else s0 := ?
p
Q := Q [ treat change(hP 0 , ic,l !
hP, c new i, s0 )
r
c

c
new

10:
return Q
11: function update successes pred(P )
12:
Q := ;
13:
for each hP , c i 7! s 2 A do
14:
:= ?
15:
for each hP , c ic,last !
hQ, i 2 A do
r
16:
17:
18:
19:

:= t apply success(P , c , abs project(
for each E = N•,• ••! hP , c i 2 A do

. Original success
r

, vars(Pc )))
. A↵ected literals

Q := Q [ treat change (E, )
return Q

Fig. 3. Changes in assertions (split by assertion conditions)

update the analysis result, and decide which predicates and call patterns need to
be recomputed. After an initial step to update the annotation of the edge (line 3),
we study how the abstract substitution changed. If the new substitution ( r 0 ) is
more general than the previous one ( r ), this means that the previous assertions
where pruning more concrete states than the new one, and, thus, this call pattern
needs to be reanalyzed. Else, if r 6v r 0 , i.e., the new abstract substitution is more
concrete or incompatible, some parts of the analysis graph may not be accurate.
Therefore, we have to eliminate from the graph the literals that were a↵ected by
the change (i.e., the literals following the program point with a change) and all the
dependent code from this call pattern. Also, the analysis have to be restarted from
the original entry points that were a↵ected by the deletion of these potentially
imprecise nodes. The case that remains (line 13) is the case in which the old and
the new substitutions are the same, and, thus, nothing needs to be reanalyzed (the
; is returned).
5.2

Use cases

We now show some examples in which recomputing is avoided by reasoning with
the changes between versions of a program. We assume that we analyze with a
shape domain in which the properties that appear in the assertions can be exactly
represented.
Example 2 (Reusing a preanalyzed generic program). Consider a slightly modified
version the program that checks a password as shown earlier, that only allows the
user to write passwords with lowercase letters. Until we have a concrete implementation for the hasher we will not be able to analyze precisely this program.
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1: function treat change(hP , ic,l
r0

p

2:
3:

:= abs extend( ,
del(A , hP , ic,l ••! •)

4:

add(A , hP , ic,l

p

s

c

i,

)

! hQ,

r0

p

!
hQ,
r

s

)
. Obtain new info at literal return

c

i)

@
then
return {hP , i}
. Restart the analysis for this predicate and call pattern
else if r 6v r 0 then
. Analysis is potentially imprecise
Lits := {E | E = hP , ic,i ! N 2 A ^ i > l}
. Following literals

5:
6:
7:
8:

if

r

r0

IN := {E | E
Q = IN \ Q
del(A , IN )
return Q
else return ;

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

L 2 A ^ L 2 Lits}
. Potentially imprecise nodes
. Entry point of potentially imprecise nodes

Fig. 4. Functions to determine how the analysis result needs to be recomputed.

However, we can preanalyze it by using the information of the assertion of the
trait to obtain the following simplified analysis graph:
⌥
1
2

:- trait hasher { :- pred dgst(Str , Digest )
: lowercase (Str) => int( Digest ). }.

5
6
7
8

check_passwd (User) :get_line (Plain),
passwd (User ,Hasher ,Digest ,Salt),
append (Plain ,Salt , Salted ),
( Hasher as hasher ).dgst(Salted , Digest ).

get line/2

1 ,2

1,4

4

1,1

check passwd/1

3

1,

dgst/2

3

passwd/4

⌃
⇧
Concretely the node for dgst/2 will represent the call
hdgst(S, D), (S/lowercase, D/num)i 7! (S/lowercase, D/int), in this case, D was
inferred to be a number because of the success of passwd/4.
If we add a very naive implementation that consists on counting the number
of some letters in the password, reanalyzing will cause adding to the graph some
new nodes, shown with a dashed line:
9

10

2
3

⌥

check passwd/1

:- impl(hasher , naive /0).
(naive as hasher ).dgst(Str , Digest ) :naive_count (Xs , 0, Digest ).

6
7
8

3

passwd/4

append/3

1,3

⇧

1,2

⌃

naive count/2
1,1

9

naive_count (L, D0 , D) :count (L,’a’,Na), D1 is D0 + Na*1,
count (L,’b’,Nb), D2 is D1 + Nb*2,
count (L,’c’,Nc), D3 is D2 + Nc*3,
%% implementation continues

get line/2

1,1

5

1,

dgst/2

4

1,1

1 ,2

1,4

1

append/3

passwd (don ,xor8 ,0x6d ," eNfwuBhtN9CUHxg ==").

count/2

We are able to detect that none of the previous nodes need to be recomputed
due to tracking dependencies for each literal. The analysis was performed by going
directly to the program point of dgst/2 and inspecting the new clause (that was
generated automatically by the translation) that calls naive count/2. By analyzing naive count/2 we obtain nodes
hnaive count(S, D), (S/lowercase, D/num)i 7! (S/lowercase, D/int), and
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hcount(L, C, N), (S/lowercase, C/char)i 7! (S/lowercase, C/char, N/int). As
no information needs to be propagated because the head does not contain any
of the variables of the call to digest, we are done, and we avoid reanalyzing any
caller to check passwd/2, if existed.

1
2

Example 3 (Weakening assertion properties). Consider the program and analysis
result of Example 2. We realize that allowing the user to write a password only
with lowercase letters is not very secure. We can change the assertion of the trait
to allow any string as a valid password.
⌥

⌃
⇧
When reanalyzing, node hdgst(S, D), (S/lowercase, D/num)i will disappear to
become hdgst(S, D), (S/string, D/num)i, and the same for naive count/3. A
new call pattern will appear for count/3 hcount(L, C, N), (S/string, C/char)i 7!
(S/string, C/char, N/int), leading to the same result for dgst/2. I.e., we only
had to partially analyze the library, instead of the whole program.
:- trait hasher {
:- pred dgst(Str , Digest ) : string (Str) => int( Digest ). }.
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Experiments

We have implemented the proposed analysis algorithm within the CiaoPP system [9]
and performed some preliminary experiments to test the use case described in
Example 2. Our test case is the LPdoc documentation generator tool [10, 11],
which takes a set of Prolog files with assertions and machine-readable comments
and generates a reference manual from them. LPdoc consists of around 150 files,
of mostly (Ciao) Prolog code,with assertions (most of which, when written, were
only meant for documentation generation), as well as some auxiliary scripts in Lisp,
JavaScript, bash, etc. The Prolog code analyzed is about 22K lines. This is a tool
in everyday use that generates for example all the manuals and web sites for the
Ciao system (http://ciao-lang.org, http://ciao-lang.org/documentation.
html) and as well as for all the di↵erent bundles developed internal or externally,
processing around 20K files and around 1M lines of Prolog and interfaces to another
1M lines of C and other miscellaneous code). The LPdoc code has also been adapted
as the documentation generator for the XSB system [21].
LPdoc is specially relevant in our context because it includes a number of backends in order to generate the documentation in di↵erent formats such as texinfo,
Unix man format, html, ascii, etc. The front end of the tool generates a documentation tree with all the content and formatting information and this is passed
to one out of a number of these backends, which then does the actual, specialized
generation in the corresponding typesetting language. We analyzed all the LPdoc
code with a simple groundness domain (gr), and a domain tracking dependencies
via propositional clauses [7] (def). The experiment consisted on preanalyzing the
tool with no backends and then adding incrementally the backends one by one. In
Table 6 we show how much time it took to analyze in each setting, i.e., for the different domains and with the incremental algorithm or analyzing from scratch. The
experiments were run on a MacBook Pro with an Intel Core i5 2.7 GHz processor,
8GB of RAM, and an SSD disk. These preliminary results support our hypothesis that the proposed incremental analysis brings performance advantages when
dealing with these use cases of generic code.
13

domain no backend texinfo man html
gr
3.3
4.4
5.3 6.0
gr inc
3.5
1.8
1.3 2.7
def
12.2
15.2 15.7 20.8
def inc
12.3
2.1
1.3 2.9
Table 1. Analysis time for LPdoc adding one backend at a time (time in seconds).
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Related work

Languages like C++ require specializing all parametric polymorphic code (e.g.,
templates [22]) to monomorphic variants. While this is more restrictive than runtime polymorphism (variants must be statically known at compile time), it solves
the analysis precision problem, but not without additional costs. First, it is known
to be slow, as templates must be instantiated, reanalized, and recompiled for each
compilation unit. Second, it produces many duplicates which must be removed
later by the linker. Rust [15] takes a similar approach for unboxed types.
Runtime polymorphism or dynamic dispatch can be used in C++ (virtual methods), Rust (boxed traits), Go [6] (interfaces), or Haskell’s[14] type classes. However,
in this case compilers and analyzers do not usually consider the particular instances,
except when a single one can be deduced (e.g., in C++ devirtualization [17]).
Mora et al. [16] perform modular symbolic execution to prove that some (versions of) libraries are equivalent with respect to the same client. Chatterjee et
al. [4] analyze libraries in the presence of callbacks incrementally for data dependence analysis. I.e., they preanalyze the libraries and when a client uses it reuses
the analysis and adds incrementally possible calls made by the client. We argue
that when using our Horn clause encoding, both high analysis precision and compiler optimizations can be achieved more generally by combining the incremental
static global analysis that we have proposed with abstract specialization [18].
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Conclusions

While logic programming can intrinsically handle generic programming, we have
illustrated a number of problems that appear when handling generic code with
the standard solutions provided by current (C)LP module systems, namely, using multifile predicates. We argue that the proposed traits are a convenient and
elegant abstraction for modular generic programming, and that our preliminary
results support the conclusion that the novel incremental analysis proposed brings
promising analysis performance advantages for this type of code. Our encoding is
very close to the underlying mechanisms used in other languages for implementing
dynamic dispatch or run-time polymorphism (like Go’s interfaces, Rust’s traits, or
a limited form of Haskell’s type clases), so we believe that our techniques and results can be generalized to other languages. Traits are also related to higher-order
code (e.g., a “callable” trait with a single “call” method). We also claim that our
work contributes to the specification and analysis of higher-order (LP) code.
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A

Full description of the base algorithm

In this section we describe the combination of the incremental analysis algorithm
[13] with the algorithm that uses assertions of programs [8].
Additional graph operations. In addition to the operations introduced in
the paper we will need some more operations to modify the analysis graph:
upd(g, hA, c i [ s ): overwrites the value of hA, c i in the mapping function
and, if necessary, adding a node to g with key hA, c i.
p
0
upd(g, kc,l !
k ): adds an edge node k to node k 0 with the corresponding
r
annotation if it did not exist.
upd(g, {ei }): performs the upd operation for each of the elements of
the set.
ancestors(g, k) : obtains nodes from which there is a path to k
{k 0 |k 0
k 2 g}
Algorithm usage. As mentioned in the paper, we refer to the analyzer with the
function A 0 = IncAnalyze(P, Cls , Q, A ), which is shown in Fig. 5. It takes as
input:
– A program P = (Cls, As) as a pair of a set of clauses (Cls) and a set of
assertions (As).
– A set of changes Cls in the form of added or deleted clauses
– A set Q of initial queries that will be the starting point of the analyzer.
– A previous result of the algorithm A which is a well formed analysis graph.
And produces a new A 0 that correctly abstract the behavior of the program reacting incrementally to changes in the clauses.
Additional domain operation. As mentioned earlier, the algorithm is parametric on the abstract domain (D↵ ), apart from the operations introduced in the
paper we define an additional operation: abs call( , P, Pk ) performs the abstract
unification of predicate descriptor P with the head of the clause Pk , including in
the new substitution abstract values for the variables in the body of clause Pk .
This operation includes the necessary variable renamings.
Events. The algorithm is centered around processing tasks triggered by events.
There are two kinds of events:
– newcall(hA, c i) indicates that a new description for atom A has been encountered.
– arc(D) means that recomputation needs to be performed starting at program
point (literal) indicated by dependency D.
To add events to the queue we use the function add event(E).
16

Operation of the algorithm. The algorithm starts by adding to the queue
newcall events for each of the call patterns that need to be recomputed. The
process(newcall(hP, c i )) procedure initiates the processing of the clauses in the
definition of predicate P . For each of them an arc event is added for the first
literal. The initial guess function returns a guess of the s to hP, c i . If possible,
it reuses the results in A , otherwise returns ?. Procedure reanalyze updated
propagates the information of new computed answers across the analysis graph by
creating arc events with the program points from which the analysis has to be
p
restarted. The process(arc(hPk , c il,c ! hP, c i)) procedure performs the core
of the module analysis. It performs a single step of the left-to-right traversal of a
clause body. First of all the semantics of the assertions of predicate P are computed
by apply call. Then, if the literal Pk,i is a built-in, it is added to the abstract
description; otherwise, if it is an atom, an edge is added to A and the s is looked
up (a process that includes creating a newcall event for hP, c i if the answer is not in
the analysis graph). The obtained answer is combined with the description p from
the program point immediately before Pk,i to obtain the description (return) for
the program point after Pk,i . This is either used to generate an arc event to process
the next literal (if there is one), or otherwise to update the answer of the rule in
insert answer info. This function combines the new answer with the semantics
of any applicable assertions (in apply succ), and with the previous answers, and
propagates the new answer if needed.
Procedure add clauses add to the queue the tasks to analyze the new clause
for each predicates. This information is used to update A and propagated to the
rest of the graph. The computation and propagation of the added rules is done
simply by adding arc events before starting the processing of the queue.
The delete clauses function selects which information can be kept in order
to obtain the most precise semantics of the module, by removing all information in
the L which is potentially inaccurate, i.e., the information related to the calls that
depend on the deleted rules (remove invalid info), which gathers all the callers
to the set of obsolete Calls, and the hP, c i generated from literals that follow in
a clause body any Calls, because they were a↵ected by the s .
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B

Assertions

Assertions may not be exactly represented in the abstract domain used by the
analyzer. We recall some definitions (adapted from [20]) which are instrumental to
correctly approximate the properties of the assertions during the analysis.
Definition 2 (Set of Calls for which a Property Formula Trivially Succeeds (Trivial Success Set)). Given a conjunction L of property literals and the
definitions for each of these properties in P , we define the trivial success set of L
in P as:
T S(L, P ) = {✓|V ar(L) s.t. 9✓0 2 answers(P, {hL, ✓i}), ✓ |= ✓0 }

1
2

where ✓|V ar(L) above denotes the projection of ✓ onto the variables of L, and
|= denotes that ✓0 is a more general constraint than ✓ (entailment). Intuitively,
T S(L, P ) is the set of constraints ✓ for which the literal L succeeds without adding
new constraints to ✓ (i.e., without constraining it further). For example, given the
following program P :
⌥

⌃
⇧
and L = list(X), both ✓1 = {X = [1, 2]} and ✓2 = {X = [1, A]} are in the trivial
success set of L in P , since calling (X = [1, 2], list(X)) returns X = [1, 2] and
calling (X = [1, A], list(X)) returns X = [1, A]. However, ✓3 = {X = [1| ]} is not,
since a call to (X = [1|Y ], list(X)) will further constrain the term [1|Y ], returning
X = [1|Y ], Y = []. We define abstract counterparts for Def. 2:
list([]).
list([_|T]) :- list(T).

Definition 3 (Abstract Trivial Success Subset of a Property Formula).
Under the same conditions of Def. 2, given an abstract domain D↵ , T S(L,P ) 2 D↵
is an abstract trivial success subset of L in P i↵ ( T S(L,P ) ) ✓ T S(L, P ).
Definition 4 (Abstract Trivial Success Superset of a Property Formula).
Under the same conditions of Def. 3, an abstract constraint +
T S(L,P ) is an abstract
+
trivial success superset of L in P i↵ ( T S(L,P ) ) ◆ T S(L, P ).
I.e., T S(L,P ) and +
T S(L,P ) are, respectively, safe under- and over-approximations
of T S(L, P ). These abstractions come useful when the properties expressed in the
assertions cannot be represented exactly in the abstract domain.
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Algorithm IncAnalyze
input (global): (Cls, As),
global: A

26: procedure process(newcall(hP, c i))
27: for all Pk :- Pk,1 , . . . , Pk,nk 2 Cls do
p
28:
:=abs call( c , P, Pk )
c
p
29:
, vars(Pk,1 ))
1 :=abs project(
p
30:
add event(arc(hP, c ik,1 ! hpred(Pk,1 ),

Cls , Q

31:
32:
33:
34:

1: for all hP, c i 2 Q do
2: add event(newcall(hP, c i))
3: if Cls = (Dels, Adds) 6= (;, ;) then
4: delete clauses(Dels)
5: add clauses(Adds)
6: analysis loop()
7: procedure analysis loop()
8: while E :=next event() do
9:
process(E)
10: procedure add clauses(Cls)
11: for all Pk :- Pk,1 , . . . , Pk,nk 2 Cls do
s
12:
for all hP, c i !
7
2 A do
p
13:
:=abs call( c , P, Pk )
c
p
14:
, vars(Pk,1 ))
1 :=abs project(
p
c
15:
add event(arc(hP, ik,1 ! hpred(Pk,1 ),

s

:=initial guess(hP, i)
s
6= ? then
reanalyze updated(hP,
upd(A , hP, c i [ s )
if

35: procedure process(arc(hP,
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
c

1 i))

16: procedure delete clauses(Cls)
17: Calls := {hP, c i|hP, c i 2 A , (Pk :- Body) 2 Cls}
18: Ns := ancestors(A , Calls)
19: del(A , Ns)
20: function lookup answer(hP, c i)
21: if hP, c i 7! s 2 A then
22:
return s
23: else
24:
add event(newcall(hP, a i))
25:
return ?

45:
46:
47:

a

c

c

0 ik,i

p

! hQ,

c

1 i))

= apply call(Q, c 1 )
if Pk,i is a built-in then
s
↵
a
)
. Apply transfer function
0 := f (Pk,i ,
else s 0 :=lookup answer(hQ, a i)
r
:=abs extend( p , s 0 )
p
upd(A , hP, c 0 ik,i !
hQ, a i)
r
if

r

6= ? and i 6= nk then
:=abs project( r , vars(Pk,i+1 ))
r
add event(arc(hH, c 0 ik,i+1 ! hB,
c

2

r

else if
6= ? and i = nk then
s
:=abs project( r , vars(Pk ))
insert answer info(hP, c 0 i, s )

add event(arc(E))

Fig. 5. The generic context-sensitive, incremental fixpoint algorithm using (not changing)
assertion conditions.
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1 i))

i)

c

2 i))

48: procedure insert answer info(hP, c i, s )
a
49:
:= apply succ(P, c , s )
s
50: if hP, c i !
7
0 2 A then
s
a
51:
, s0)
1 :=abs generalize(
s
52: else 1 = ?
53: if s 0 6= s 1 then
54:
upd(A , hP, c i [ s 1 )
55:
reanalyze updated(hP, c i)
56: procedure reanalyze updated(hP, c i)
p
57: for all E := hQ, c 0 ik,i ! hP, c i 2 A do

58:

c

c

global flag: speed-up
1: function apply call(P, c )
2: if 9 , t = +
T S( (Pre),P ) s.t. calls(H, Pre) 2 C, (H) = P then
3:
if speed-up return t else return c u t
4: else return c
5: function apply succ(P, c , s0 )
6: app = { | 9 , success(H, Pre, Post) 2 C, (H) = P,
c
7:
= +
}
T S( (Post),P ) , T S( (Pre),P ) w
8: if app 6=d; then
t
9:
:= app
10:
if speed-up return t else return t u s0
11: else return s0
Fig. 6. Applying assertions.
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Abstract. Abstract interpretation is a well-established technique for
performing static analyses of logic programs. However, choosing the abstract domain, widening, fixpoint, etc. that provides the best precisioncost trade-oﬀ remains an open problem. This is in a good part because
of the challenges involved in measuring and comparing the precision of
diﬀerent analyses. We propose a new approach for measuring such precision, based on defining distances in abstract domains and extending
them to distances between whole analyses of a given program, thus allowing comparing precision across diﬀerent analyses. We survey and extend existing proposals for distances and metrics in lattices or abstract
domains, and we propose metrics for some common domains used in logic
program analysis, as well as extensions of those metrics to the space of
whole program analysis. We implement those metrics within the CiaoPP
framework and apply them to measure the precision of diﬀerent analyses
on both benchmarks and a realistic program.
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Introduction

Many practical static analyzers for (Constraint) Logic Programming ((C)LP)
are based on the theory of Abstract Interpretation [8]. The basic idea behind
this technique is to interpret (i.e., execute) the program over a special abstract
domain to obtain some abstract semantics of the program, which will overapproximate every possible execution in the standard (concrete) domain. This
makes it possible to reason safely (but perhaps imprecisely) about the properties that hold for all such executions. As mentioned before, abstract interpretation has proved practical and eﬀective for building static analysis tools, and
?
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in particular in the context of (C)LP [30,21,38,6,12,5,29,16,25]. Recently, these
techniques have also been applied successfully to the analysis and verification
of other programming paradigms by using (C)LP (Horn Clauses) as the intermediate representation for diﬀerent compilation levels, ranging from source to
bytecode or ISA [1,3,33,17,26,10,19,4,28,24].
When designing or choosing an abstract interpretation-based analysis, a crucial issue is the trade-oﬀ between cost and precision, and thus research in new
abstract domains, widenings, fixpoints, etc., often requires studying this tradeoﬀ. However, while measuring analysis cost is typically relatively straightforward,
having eﬀective precision measures is much more involved. There have been a
few proposals for this purpose, including, e.g., probabilistic abstract interpretation [13] and some measures in numeric domains [27,37] 5 , but they have
limitations and in practice most studies come up with ad-hoc measures for measuring precision. Furthermore, there have been no proposals for such measures
in (C)LP domains.
We propose a new approach for measuring the precision of abstract interpretation-based analyses in (C)LP, based on defining distances in abstract domains
and extending them to distances between whole analyses of a given program,
which allow comparison of precision across diﬀerent analyses. Our contributions
can be summarized as follows: We survey and extend existing proposals for distances in lattices and abstract domains (Sec. 3). We then build on this theory
and ideas to propose distances for common domains used in (C)LP analysis (Sec.
3.2). We also propose a principled methodology for comparing quantitatively the
precision of diﬀerent abstract interpretation-based analyses of a whole program
(Sec. 4). This methodology is parametric on the distance in the underlying abstract domain and only relies in a unified representation of those analysis results
as AND-OR trees. Thus, it can be used to measure the precision of new fixpoints,
widenings, etc. within a given abstract interpretation framework, not requiring
knowledge of its implementation. Finally, we also provide experimental evidence
about the appropriateness of the proposed distances (Sec. 5).

2

Background and Notation

Lattices: A partial order on a set X is a binary relation v that is reflexive,
transitive, and antisymmetric. The greatest lower bound or meet of a and b,
denoted by a u b, is the greatest element in X that is still lower than both of
them (a u b v a, a u b v b, (c v a ^ c v b =) c v a u b)). If it exists,
it is unique. The least upper bound or join of a and b, denoted by a t b, is the
smallest element in X that is still greater than both of them (a v a t b, b v a t b,
(a v c ^ b v c =) a t b v c)). If it exists, it is unique. A partially ordered set
(poset) is a couple (X, v) such that the first element X is a set and the second one
is a partial order relation on X. A lattice is a poset for which any two elements
5

Some of these attempts (and others) are further explained in the related work section
(Section 6).
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have a meet and a join. A lattice L is complete if, extending in the natural way
the definition of supremum and infimum to subsets of L, every subset S of L has
both a supremum sup(S) and an infimum inf (S). The maximum element of a
complete lattice, sup(L) is called top or >, and the minimum, inf(L) is called
bottom or ?.
Galois Connections: Let (L1 , v1 ) and (L2 , v2 ) be two posets. Let f : L1 ! L2
and g : L2 ! L1 be two applications such that:
8x 2 L1 , y 2 L2 : f (x) v2 y () x v1 g(y)
Then the quadruple hL1 , f, L2 , gi is a Galois connection, written L1
f g is the identity, then the quadruple is called a Galois insertion.

g

! L2 . If

f

Abstract Interpretation and Abstract Domains: Abstract interpretation [8] is a
well-known static analysis technique that allows computing sound over-approximations of the semantics of programs. The semantics of a program can be described in terms of the concrete domain, whose values in the case of (C)LP are
typically sets of variable substitutions that may occur at runtime. The idea behind abstract interpretation is to interpret the program over a special abstract
domain, whose values, called abstract substitutions, are finite representations of
possibly infinite sets of actual substitutions in the concrete domain. We will denote the concrete domain as D, and the abstract domain as D↵ . We will denote
the functions that relate sets of concrete substitutions with abstract substitutions as the abstraction function ↵ : D ! D↵ and the concretization function
: D↵ ! D. The concrete domain is a complete lattice under the set inclusion order, and that order induces an ordering relation in the abstract domain
herein represented by “v.” Under this relation the abstract domain is usually a
complete lattice and (D, ↵, D↵ , ) is a Galois insertion. The abstract domain is
of finite height or alternatively it is equipped with a widening operator, which
allows for skipping over infinite ascending chains during analysis to a greater
fixpoint, achieving convergence in exchange for precision.
Metric: A metric on a set S is a function d : S ⇥ S ! R satisfying:
–
–
–
–

Non-negativity:
Identity of indiscernibles:
Symmetry:
Triangle inequality:

8x, y 2 S, d(x, y) 0.
8x, y 2 S, d(x, y) = 0 () x = y.
8x, y 2 S, d(x, y) = d(y, x).
8x, y, z 2 S, d(x, z)  d(x, y) + d(y, z).

A set S in which a metric is defined is called a metric space. A pseudometric
is a metric where two elements which are diﬀerent are allowed to have distance
0. We call the left implication of the identity of indiscernibles, weak identity of
indiscernibles. A well-known method to extend a metric d : S ⇥ S ! R to a
distance in 2S is using the Hausdorﬀ distance, defined as:
⇢
dH (A, B) = max sup inf d(a, b), sup inf d(a, b)
a2A b2B

3

b2B a2A

3

Distances in Abstract Domains

As anticipated in the introduction, our distances between abstract interpretationbased analyses of a program will be parameterized by distance in the underlying
abstract domain, which we assume to be a complete lattice. In this section we
propose a few such distances for relevant logic programming abstract domains.
But first we review and extend some of the concepts that arise when working
with lattices or abstract domains as metric spaces.
3.1

Distances in lattices and abstract domains

When defining a distance in a partially ordered set, it is necessary to consider
the compatibility between the metric and the structure of the lattice. This relationship will suggest new properties that a metric in a lattice should satisfy. For example, a distance in a lattice should be order-preserving, that is,
8a, b, c 2 D with a v b v c, then d(a, b), d(b, c)  d(a, c). It is also reasonable
to expect that it fulfills what we have called the diamond inequality, that is,
8a, b, c, d 2 D with c u d @ a u b, a t b @ c t d, then d(a, b)  d(c, d). But more
importantly, this relationship will suggest insights for constructing such metrics.
One such insight is precisely defining a partial metric dv only between elements which are related in the lattice, which is arguably easier, and to extend it later to a distance between arbitrary elements x, y, as a function of
dv (x, xuy), dv (y, xuy), dv (x, xty), dv (x, xty) and dv (xuy, xty). Jan Ramon
et al. [36] show under which circumstances dv (x, xty)+dv (y, xty) is a distance,
that is, when dv is order-preserving and fulfills dv (x, x t y) + dv (y, x t y) 
dv (x, x u y) + dv (y, x u y).
In particular, one could define a monotonic size size : L ! R in the lattice
and define dv (a, b) as size(b) size(a). Gratzer [18] shows that if the size fullfills
size(x)+size(y) = size(xuy)+size(xty), then d(x, y) = size(xty) size(xuy)
is a metric. De Raedt [11] shows that d(x, y) = size(x) + size(y) 2 · size(x t y)
is a metric iﬀ size(x) + size(y)  size(x u y) + size(x t y), and an analogous
result with d(x, y) = size(x) + size(y) 2 · size(x t y) and instead of . Note
that the first distance is the equivalent of the symmetric diﬀerence distance in
finite sets, with v instead of ✓ and size instead of the cardinal of a set. Similar
distances for finite sets, such as the Jaccard distance, can be translated to lattices
in the same way. Another approach to defining dv that follows from the idea
of using the lattice structure, is counting the steps between two elements (i.e.,
the number of edges between both elements in the Hasse diagram of the lattice).
This was used by Logozzo [27].
When defining a distance not just in any lattice, but in an actual abstract domain (abstract distance from now on), it is also necessary to consider the relation
of the abstract domain with the concrete domain (i.e., the Galois connection),
and how an abstract distance is interpreted under that relation. In that sense,
we can observe that a distance dD↵ : D↵ ⇥ D↵ ! R+ in an abstract domain
+
will induce a distance d↵
in the concrete one, as d↵
D : D ⇥D ! R
D (A, B) =
dD↵ (↵(A), ↵(B)), and the other way around: a distance dD : D ⇥ D ! R+ in
4

the concrete domain induces an abstract distance dD↵ : D↵ ⇥ D↵ ! R+ in the
abstract one, as dD↵ (a, b) = dD ( (a), (b)). Thus, an abstract distance can be
interpreted as an abstraction of a distance in the concrete domain, or as a way
to define a distance in it, and it is clear that it is when interpreted that way that
an abstract distance makes most sense from a program semantics point of view.
It is straightforward to see (and we show in the appendix) that these induced
distances inherit most metric and order-related properties. In particular, if a
distance dD in the concrete domain is a metric, its abstraction dD↵ is a pseudometric in the abstract domain, and a full metric if the Galois connection between
D and D↵ is a Galois insertion. This allows us to define distances d↵ in the abstract domain from distances d the concrete domain, as d↵ (a, b) = d( (a), (b)).
This approach might seem of little applicability, due to the fact that concretizations will most likely be infinite and we still need metrics in the concrete domain.
But in the case of logic programs, such metrics for Herbrand terms already exist (e.g., [22,34,36]), and in fact we show later a distance for the regular types
domain that can be interpreted as an extension of this kind, of the distance
proposed by Nienhuys-Cheng [34] for sets of terms.
Finally, we note that a metric in the Cartesian product of lattices can be
easily derived from existing distances in each lattice, for example as the 2-norm
or any other norm of the vector of distances component to component. This is
relevant because many abstract domains, such as those that are combinations
of two diﬀerent abstract domains, or non-relational domains which provide an
abstract value from a lattice for each variable in the substitution, are of such
form. However, although this is a well-known result, it is not clear whether the
resulting distance will fulfill other lattice-related properties if the distances for
each component do. It is straightforward to see that that is the case for the
order-preserving property, but not for the diamond inequality.
3.2

Distances in Logic Programming Domains

We now propose some distances for two well-known abstract domains used in
(C)LP, following the considerations presented in the previous section.
Sharing domain: The sharing domain [23,30] is a well-known domain for analyzing the sharing (aliasing) relationships between variables and grounding in
P var
logic programs. It is defined as 22
, that is, an abstract substitution for a
clause is defined to be a set of sets of program variables in that clause, where
each set indicates that the terms to which those variables are instantiated at runtime might share a free variable. More formally, we define Occ(✓, U ) = {X|X 2
dom(✓), U 2 vars(X✓)}, the set of all program variables X 2 P var in the clause
such that the variable U 2 U var appears in X✓. We define the abstraction of a
substitution ✓ as Asharing (✓) = {Occ(✓, U ) | U 2 U var}, and extend it to sets
P var
of substitutions. The order induced by this abstraction in 22
is the set inclusion, the join, the set union, and the meet, the set intersection. As an example,
> = 2P var , a program variable that does not appear in any set is guaranteed to
5

be ground, or two variables that never appear in the same set are guaranteed to
not share. The complete definition can be found in [23,30]).
Following the approach of the previous section, we define this monotone size
in the domain: size(a) = |a| + 1, size(?) = 0. It is straightforward to check
P var
that 8a, b 2 22
, size(a) + size(b) = size(a u b) + size(a t b). Therefore the
following distance is a metric and order-preserving:
dshare (Sh1 , Sh2 ) =
size(Sh1 [ Sh2 )

size(Sh1 \ Sh2 ) = |(Sh1 [ Sh2 )|

|size(Sh1 \ Sh2 )|

We would like our distance to be in a normalized range [0, 1], and for that
we divide it between d(?, >) = 2n + 1, where n = |V | denotes the number
of variables in the domain of the substitutions. This yields the following final
distance, which is a metric by construction:
dshare (Sh1 , Sh2 ) = (|(Sh1 [ Sh2 )| |size(Sh1 \ Sh2 )|)/(2n + 1)
Regular-type domain: Another well-known domain for logic programs is the regular types domain [9], which abstracts the shape or type of the terms to which
variables are assigned on runtime. It associates each variable with a deterministic context free grammar that describes its shape, with the possible functors
and atoms of the program as terminal symbols. A more formal definition can be
found in [9]. We will write abstract substitutions as tuples hT1 , . . . , Tn i, where
Ti = (Si , Ti , Fi , Ri ) is the grammar that describes the term associated to the i-th
variable in the substitution. We propose to use as a basis the Hausdorﬀ distance
in the concrete domain, using the distance between terms proposed in [34], i.e.,
(
1 if f /n 6= g/m
Pn
dterm (f (x1 , . . . , xn ), g(y1 , . . . , ym )) =
else : p i=1 n1 dterm (xi , yi )
where p is a paremeter of the distance. As the derived abstract version, we
propose the following distance between two types or grammars S1 , S2 , defined
recursively and with a little abuse of notation:
8
0
0
>
< 1 if 9 (S1 ! f (T1 , . . . , Tn )) 2 R1 ^ @(S2 ! f (T10 , . . . , Tn0 )) 2 R2
0
1
if
9
(S
!
f
(T
,
.
.
.
,
T
))
2
R
^
@(S
!
f
(T
,
.
.
.
,
T
2
n
2
1
n )) 2 R1
1
d (S1 , S2 ) =
Pn 1
>
: else : max{p i=1 n1 d0 (Ti , Ti0 ) | (S1 ! f (T1 , . . . , Tn )) 2 R1 ^
(S2 ! f (T10 , . . . , Tn0 )) 2 R2 }
We also extend this distance between types to distance between substitutions
in
d(hT1 , . . . , Tn i, hT10 , . . . , Tn0 i)
=
p the abstract domain as follows:
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
d (T1 , T1 ) + . . . + d (Tn , Tn ) . Since d is the abstraction of the Hausdorﬀ distance with dterm , which it is proved to be a metric in [34], d0 is a metric too. 6
Therefore d is also a metric, since it is its extension to the cartesian product.

4

Distances between analyses

We now attempt to extend a distance in an abstract domain to distances between
results of diﬀerent abstract interpretation-based analyses of the same program
6

Actually that only guarantees that d0 is a pseudo-metric. Proving that it is indeed a
metric is more involved and not really relevant to our discussion.

6

:-

(1) quicksort/2
1/1

: - entry quicksort ( Xs , Ys ) : ( ground ( Xs ) ,
var ( Ys ) ) .

(2) qsort/3

quicksort ( Xs , Ys ) : qsort ( Xs , Ys , [ ] ) .

1/3
(5) qsort/3

1/3

1/2

1/2 1/3
1/1

1/1

(4) qsort/3
1/1
(3) partition/4

1/2

module ( quicksort , [ quicksort /2 ] ,[ assertions ] ) .
: - use_module ( partition , [ partition /4 ] ) .

qsort ( [ ] ,Ys , Ys ) .
qsort ( [ X | Xs ] ,Ys , TailYs ) : partition ( Xs ,X ,L , R ) ,
qsort (R , R2 , TailYs ) ,
qsort (L , Ys , [ X | R2 ] ) .

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

hquicksort(Xs, Y s), {Xs/g, Y s/ng}, {Xs/g, Y s/g}i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, []), {Xs/g, Y s/ng}, {Xs/g, Y s/g}i
hpartition(Xs, X, L, R), {Xs/g, X/g, L/ng, R/ng}, {Xs/g, X/g, L/g, R/g}i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, Zs), {Xs/g, Y s/ng, Zs/g}, {Xs/g, Y s/g, Zs/g}i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, [Z|Zs]), {Xs/g, Y s/ng, Z/g, Zs/g}, {Xs/g, Y s/g, Z/g, Zs/g}i

Fig. 1. Analysis of quicksort/2 (using diﬀerence lists).

over that domain. In the following we will assume (following most “top-down”
analyzers for (C)LP programs [30,5,16,25]) that the result of an analysis for a
given entry (i.e., an initial predicate P, and an initial call pattern or abstract
query c ), is an AND-OR tree, with root the OR-node hP, c , s i_ , where s is
the abstract substitution computed by the analysis for that predicate given that
initial call pattern. An AND-OR tree alternates AND-nodes, which correspond
to clauses in the program, and OR-nodes, which correspond to literals in those
clauses. An OR-node is a triplet hL, c , s i_ , with L a call to a predicate P and
c , s the abstract call and success substitutions for that goal. It has one ANDj
j
node hCj , entry
, exit
i^ as child for each clause Cj in the definition of P, where
F j
j
=
8j
and
=
c
s
entry
exit . An AND-node is a triplet hC, entry , exit i^ ,
with C a clause Head : L1 , ..., Ln and with entry , exit the abstract entry
and exit substitutions for that clause. It has an OR-node hLi , ic , is i_ for each
n
literal Li in the clause, where entry = 1c , is = i+1
c ,
s = exit . This tree
is the abstract counterpart of the resolution trees that represent concrete topdown executions, and represents a possibly infinite set of those resolution trees
at once. The tree will most likely be infinite, but can be represented as a finite
cyclic tree. We denote the children of a node T as ch(T ) and its triplet as val(T ).
Example 1. Let us consider as an example the simple quick-sort program (using
diﬀerence lists) in Fig. 1, which uses an entry assertion to specify the initial
abstract query of the analysis [35]. If we analyze it with a simple groundness
domain (with just two values g and ng, plus > and ?), the result can be represented with the graph shown in Fig. 1. That graph is a finite representation of
an infinite abstract and-or tree. The nodes in the graph correspond to or-nodes
hL, c , s i in the analysis tree, where the literals L, abstract call substitutions
c
and abstract success substitutions s are specified below the graph. The la7

bels in the edge indicate to which program point each node corresponds: if one
node is connected to its predecessor by an arrow with label i/j, then that node
corresponds to the j-th literal of the i-th clause of the predicate indicated by
the predecessor. The and-nodes are left implicit. ⇤
We propose three distances between AND-OR trees S1 , S2 for the same entry,
in increasing order of complexity, and parameterized by a distance d↵ in the underlying abstract domain. We also discuss which metric properties are inherited
by these distances from d↵ . Note that a good distance for measuring precision
should fulfill the identity of indiscernibles.
Top distance. The first consists in considering only the roots of the top trees,
hP, c , 1s i_ and hP, c , 2s i_ , and defining our new distance as d(S1 , S2 ) =
d↵ ( 1s , 2s ). This distance ignores too much information (e.g., if the entry point
is a predicate main/0, the distance would only distinguish analyses that detect
failure from analysis which do not), so it is not appropriate for measuring analysis precision, but it is still interesting as a baseline. It is straightforward to see
that it is a pseudometric if d↵ is, but will not fulfill the identity of indiscernibles
even if d↵ does.
Flat distance. The second distance considers all the information inferred by the
analysis for each program point, but forgetting about its context in the AND-OR
tree. In fact, analysis information is often used this way, i.e., considering only
the substitutions with which a program point can be called or succeeds, and
not which traces lead to those calls (path insensitivity). We define a distance
between program points
G
G
G
G
1
dP P (S1 , S2 ) = (d↵ (
,
) + d↵ (
,
))
2
1
2
1
2
2P Pc

2P Pc

2P Ps

2P Ps

where
= { c | hP P, c , s i_ 2 Si },
= { s | hP P, c , s i_ 2 Si }.
If we denote P as the set of all program points in the program, that distance
P can later be extended to a distance between analyses as d(S1 , S2 ) =
1
P P 2P dP P (S1 , S2 ), or any other combination of the distances dP P (S1 , S2 )
|P |
(e.g, weighted average, || · ||2 ). This distance is more appropriate for measuring
precision than the previous one, but it will still inherit all metric properties except the identity of indiscernibles. An example of this distance can be found in
appendix B.1.
Tree distance. For the third distance, we propose the following recursive definition, which can easily be translated into an algorithm:
P
⇢ 1
1
µ 2 (d↵ ( 1c , 2c ) + d↵ ( 1s , 2s )) + (1 µ) |C|
(c1 ,c2 )2C d(c1 , c2 ) if C 6= ;
d(T1 , T2 ) =
1
else 2 (d↵ ( 1c , 2c ) + d↵ ( 1s , 2s ))
P Pci

P Psi

where T1 = hP, 1c , 1s i, T2 = hP, 2c , 2s i, µ 2 (0, 1] and C = {(c1 , c2 ) | c1 2
ch(T1 ), c2 2 ch(T2 ), val(c1 ) = hX, _, _i, val(c2 ) = hY, _, _i, X = Y }.
This definition is possible because the two AND-OR trees will necessarily
have the same shape, and therefore we are always comparing a node with its
8

correspondent node in the other tree. Also, this distance is well defined, even if
the trees, and therefore the recursions, are infinite, since the expression above
always converges. Furthermore, the distance to which the expression converges
can be easily computed in finite time. Since the AND-OR trees always have a
finite representation as cyclic trees with n and m nodes respectively, there are
at most n ⇤ m diﬀerent pairs of nodes to visit during the recursion. Assigning
a variable to each pair that is actually visited, the recursive expression can be
expressed as a linear system of equations. That system has a unique solution since
the original expression had, but also because there is an equation for each variable
and the associated matrix, which is therefore squared, has strictly dominant
diagonal. An example can be found in the appendix B.2.
The idea of this distance is that we consider more relevant the distance
between the upper nodes than the distance between the deeper ones, but we still
consider all of them and do not miss any of the analysis information. As a result,
this distance will directly inherit the identity of indiscernibles (apart from all
other metric properties) from d↵ .

5

Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the usefulness of the program analysis distances, we set up a practical
scenario in which we study quantitatively the cost and precision tradeoﬀ for
several abstract domains. In order to do it we need to overcome two technical
problems described below.
Base domain. Recall that in the distances defined so far, we assume that we
compare two analyses using the same abstract domain. We relax this requirement
by translating each analysis to a common base domain, rich enough to reflect
a particular program property of interest. An abstract substitution
over a
domain D↵ is translated to a new domain D↵0 as 0 = ↵0 ( ( )), and the ANDOR tree is translated by just translating any abstract substitution occurring in
it. The results still over-approximates concrete executions, but this time all over
the same abstract domain.
Program analysis intersection. Ideally we would compare each analysis with the
actual semantics of a program for a given abstract query, represented also as an
AND-OR tree. However, this semantics is undecidable in general, and we are
seeking an automated process. Instead, we approximated it as the intersection
of all the computed analyses. The intersection between two trees, which can be
easily generalized to n trees, is defined as inter(T1 , T2 ) = T , with
val(T1 ) = hX, 1c , 2s i, val(T2 ) = hX, 2c , 2s i, val(T ) = hX, 1c u 2c , 1s u 2s i
ch(T ) = { inter(c1 , c2 ) | c1 2 ch(T1 ), c2 2 ch(T2 ), val(c1 ) = hX, _, _i,
val(c2 ) = hY, _, _i, X = Y }
That is, a new AND-OR tree with the same shape as those computed by the
analyses, but where each abstract substitution is the greatest lower bound of
the corresponding abstract substitutions in the other trees. The resulting tree is
9

the least general AND-OR tree we can obtain that still over-approximates every
concrete execution.
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Fig. 2. (a) Precision using flat distance and (b) tree distance (micro-benchmarks)
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Fig. 3. (a) Precision using top distance and (b) Analysis time (micro-benchmarks)

Case study: variable sharing domains. We have applied the method above on a
well known set of (micro-)benchmarks for CLP analysis, and a number of modules from a real application (the LPdoc documentation generator). The programs are analyzed using the CiaoPP framework [20] and the domains shfr [31],
share [23,30], def [15,2], and sharefree_clique [32] with diﬀerent widenings. All
these domains express sharing between variables among other things, and we
compare them with respect to the base share domain. All experiments are run
on a Linux machine with Intel Core i5 CPU and 8GB of RAM.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the results for the micro-benchmarks. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5
show the same experiment on LPdoc modules. In both experiments we measure
the precision using the flat distance, tree distance, and top distance. In general,
the results align with our a priori knowledge: that shfr is strictly more precise
than all other domains, but can sometimes be slower; while gr is less precise and
generally faster. As expected, the flat and tree distances show that share is in
all cases less precise than shfr, and not significantly cheaper (sometimes even
more costly). The tree distance shows a more pronounced variation of precision
when comparing share and widenings. While this can also be appreciated in the
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top distance, the top distance fails to show the diﬀerence between share and
shfr. Thus, the tree distance seems to oﬀer a good balance. For small programs
where analysis requires less than 100ms in shfr, there seems to be no advantage
in using less precise domains. Also as expected, for large programs widenings
provide significant speedups with moderate precision lose. Small programs do
not benefit in general from widenings. Finally, the def domain shows very good
precision w.r.t. the top distance, representing that the domain is good enough
to capture the behavior of predicates at the module interface for the selected
benchmarks.
Fig. 6 reflects the size of the AND-OR tree and experimentally it is correlated with the analysis time. The size measures the cost of representing abstract
substitutions as Prolog terms (roughly as the number of functor and constant
symbols).

6

Related Work

Distances in lattices: Lattices and other structures that arise from order relations
are common in many areas of computer science and mathematics, so it is not
surprising that there have been already some attempts at proposing metrics in
them. E.g., [18] has a dedicated chapter for metrics in lattices. Distances among
terms: Hutch [22], Nienhuys-Cheng [34] and Jan Ramon [36] all propose distances in the space of terms and extend them to distances between sets of terms
or clauses. Our proposed distance for regular types can be interpreted as the abstraction of the distance proposed by Nienhuys-Cheng. Furthermore, [36] develop
some theory of metrics in partial orders, as also does De Raedt [11]. Distances
among abstract elements and operators: Logozzo [27] proposes defining metrics
in partially ordered sets and applying them to quantifying the relative loss of
precision induced by numeric abstract domains. Our work is similar in that we
also propose a notion of distance in abstract domains. However, they restrict
their proposed distances to finite or numeric domains, while we focus instead
on logic programming-oriented, possible infinite, domains. Also, our approach to
quantifying the precision of abstract interpretations follows quite diﬀerent ideas.
They use their distances to define a notion of error induced by an abstract value,
and then a notion of error induced by a finite abstract domain and its abstract
operators, with respect to the concrete domain and concrete operators. Instead,
we work in the context of given programs, and quantify the diﬀerence of precision between the results of diﬀerent analyses for those programs, by extending
our metrics in abstract domains to metrics in the space of abstract executions
of a program and comparing those results. Sotin [37] defines measures in Rn
that allow quantifying the diﬀerence in precision between two abstract values of
a numeric domain, by comparing the size of their concretizations. This is applied to guessing the most appropriate domain to analyse a program, by underapproximating the potentially visited states via random testing and comparing
the precision with which diﬀerent domains would approximate those states. Di
12

Pierro [13] proposes a notion of probabilistic abstract interpretation, which allows measuring the precision of an abstract domain and its operators. In their
proposed framework, abstract domains are vector spaces instead of partially ordered sets, and it is not clear whether every domain, and in particular those used
in logic programming, can be reinterpreted within that framework. Cortesi [7]
proposes a formal methodology to compare qualitatively the precision of two
abstract domains with respect to some of the information they express, that is,
to know if one is strictly more precise that the other according to only part
of the properties they abstract. In our experiments, we compare the precision
of diﬀerent analyses with respect to some of the information they express. For
some, we know that one is qualitatively more precise than the other in Cortesi’s
paper’s sense, and that is reflected in our results.

7

Conclusions

We have proposed a new approach for measuring and comparing precision across
diﬀerent analyses, based on defining distances in abstract domains and extending them to distances between whole analyses. We have surveyed and extended
previous proposals for distances and metrics in lattices or abstract domains,
and proposed metrics for some common (C)LP domains. We have also proposed
extensions of those metrics to the space of whole program analysis. We have implemented those metrics and applied them to measuring the precision of diﬀerent
sharing-related (C)LP analyses on both benchmarks and a realistic program. We
believe that this application of distances is promising for debugging the precision of analyses and calibrating heuristics for combining diﬀerent domains in
portfolio approaches, without prior knowledge and treating domains as black
boxes (except for the translation to the base domain). In the future we plan to
apply the proposed concepts in other applications beyond measuring precision
in analysis, such as studying how programming methodologies or optimizations
aﬀect the analyses, comparing obfuscated programs, giving approximate results
in semantic code browsing [14], program synthesis, software metrics, etc.
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A
A.1

Theory of Section 3
Properties inherited by abstraction or concretization of
distances

Proposition 1. Let us consider an abstract domain D↵ , that abstracts the concrete domain D, with abstraction function ↵ : D ! D↵ and concretization
function : D↵ ! D. Both domains are complete lattices and ↵ and form a
Galois connection. Then:
(1) If d↵ : D↵ ⇥D↵ ! R is a metric in the abstract domain, then d : D⇥D !
R, d(A, B) = d↵ (↵(A), ↵(B)) is a pseudometric in the concrete domain. If d↵
is order-preserving, so it is d.
(2) If d : D⇥D ! R is a metric in the concrete domain, then d↵ : D↵ ⇥D↵ !
R, d↵ (a, b) = d( (a), (b)) is a pseudometric in the abstract domain. If the
Galois connection is a Galois insertion, then d is a full metric. If d is orderpreserving, so it is d↵ .
Proof (Proof).
– (1)
• d is a pseudometric:

∗ Non-negativity: d(A, B) = d↵ (↵(A), ↵(B))
0, since d↵ is nonnegative
∗ Weak identity of indiscernibles : d(A, A) = d↵ (↵(A), ↵(A)) = 0, since
d↵ fulfills the identity of indiscernibles
∗ Symmetry: d(A, B) = d↵ (↵(A), ↵(B)) = d↵ (↵(B), ↵(A)) = d(B, A),
since d↵ is symmetric
∗ Triangle inequality: d(A, C) = d↵ (↵(A), ↵(C))  d↵ (↵(A), ↵(B)) +
d↵ (↵(B), ↵(C)) = d(A, B) + d(B, C), since d↵ fulfills the triangle
inequality

• d is order-preserving:
If A ✓ B ✓ C, then ↵(A) v ↵(B) v ↵(C), since ↵ is monotonic. But
then d(A, B) = d↵ (↵(A), ↵(B))  d↵ (↵(A), ↵(C)) = d(A, C), since d↵ is
order-preserving.
– (2)
• d↵ is a pseudometric: analogous. Besides, if the Galois connection is a
Galois insertion, then is injective (otherwise, 9 a 6= b 2 D↵ s.t. (a) =
(b) =) ↵( (a)) = ↵( (b)) =) a = b, which is absurd). But then
d↵ (a, b) = 0 =) d( (a), (b)) = 0 =) (a) = (b) =) a = b, and
therefore d↵ is a full metric
• d↵ is order-preserving: Analogous
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B

Examples for section 4

B.1

Example of flat distance

The analysis shown in Fig. 1 has only one triple hL, c , s i for each program
point. Let us consider a diﬀerent analysis for the same program, in which there
is no information about the imported predicate partition/4, and therefore the
analysis needs to assume the most general abstract substitution on success for
calls to that predicate. Fig. 7 shows the result of the analysis in the same manner as Fig. 1 does. We observe that this time there are program points which
have more that one triple in the analysis. Let us denote each program point as
P/A/N/M, where that represents the M-th literal of the N-th clause of the predicate P/A. The correspondence between program points and analysis nodes is the
following:
quicksort/2/0 (entry) quicksort/2/1/1 qsort/3/1/1 qsort/3/1/2 qsort/3/1/3
(1)
(2)
(3), (5)
(4), (6)
(7), (8)

The resulting single triples hL,
lowing:
quicksort/2/0 (entry)
(1)
quicksort/2/1/1
(2)
qsort/3/1/1
(3) ’t’ (5)
qsort/3/1/2
(4) ’t’ (6)
qsort/3/1/3
(7) ’t’ (8)

c

,

s

i for each program point will be the folhquicksort(Xs, Y s), {Xs/g, Y s/ng}, {Xs/g, Y s/any}i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, []), {Xs/g, Y s/ng}, {Xs/g, Y s/any}i

hpartition(Xs, X, L, R), {Xs/any, X/any, L/ng, R/ng}), {Xs/any, X/any, L/any, R/any})i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, Zs), {Xs/any, Y s/ng, Zs/any}, {Xs/any, Y s/any, Zs/any}i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, [Z|Zs]), {Xs/any, Y s/ng, Z/any, Zs/any}, {Xs/any, Y s/any, Z/g, Zs/any}i

Let us compare the two analyses shown in Figs. 1 and 7. We already have their
representation as one triple hL, c , s i for each program point. The distances for
each program point, computed as the average of the distance between its abstract
call substitution and the distance between its abstract success substitution, is
the following:
quicksort/2/0 (entry) quicksort/2/1/1 qsort/3/1/1 qsort/3/1/2 qsort/3/1/3
0.354
0.354
0.427
0.454
0.467

The final distance between the analysis could be the average of all of them,
0.411. Alternatively, we could assign diﬀerent weights to each program point
taking into account the structure of the program, and use a weighted average
as final distance. For example, we could assign the weights of the table below,
which would yield the final distance 0.378.
quicksort/2/0 (entry) quicksort/2/1/1 qsort/3/1/1 qsort/3/1/2 qsort/3/1/3
1
2

B.2

1
4

1
12

1
12

1
12

Example of the tree distance

Let us compute the tree distance between the two analyses shown in Figs. 1
and 7. Fig. 8 shows the tree with distances between both analysis node to
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node. The and-nodes are omitted for simplicity. Each or-node is a quintuple
(P, Id1 , Id2 , D, W ): P is the predicate corresponding to that program point, I1
is the identifier of the node in analysis 1 corresponding to that or-node, I2 is the
analogous in analysis 7, D is the distance between the two nodes, and W is the
corresponding weight to the distance in that node when we apply the definition
of the tree distance. We use a factor µ = 15 , and the average of the distance
between the call substitutions and the distance between the success substitutions as distance between nodes, using an abstract distance in the underlying
groundness domain.
If we follow the tree through the edges labelled 1,2,3..., we observe that we are
visiting the same node over and over with decreasing weights 0.043, 0.011, 0.003 . . . =
w 15 + w 45 13 15P
+ w 45 13 45 13 15 + . . ., where w = 1 45 11 45 13 . The sum of those weights con1
1
verges ( 5 w i=0 ( 45 13 )i = 15 w 15
11 ), but it is not trivial to compute in the general
case and for all cases.
However, we can compute the final sum solving the following systems of
equations, where the variable Xi,j corresponds to the node (P, i, j, D, W ):
8
X1,1 = 1 ⇤ 0.177 + 4 X2,2
>
>
> X = 51 ⇤ 0.177 + 54 1 X + 4 1 X + 4 1 X
>
>
5
5 3 3,3
5 3 4,4
5 3 5,8
> 2,2
>
>
X3,3 = 0.177
>
>
<
X4,4 = 15 ⇤ 0.348 + 45 13 X3,5 + 45 13 X4,4 + 45 13 X5,7
1
41
41
41
>
> X5,8 = 5 ⇤ 0.177 + 5 3 X3,5 + 5 3 X4,6 + 5 3 X5,7
>
>
> X3,5 = 0.427
>
>
>
>
X = 15 ⇤ 0.177 + 45 13 X3,5 + 45 13 X4,6 + 45 13 X5,7
>
: 5,7
X4,6 = 15 ⇤ 0.177 + 45 13 X3,5 + 45 13 X4,6 + 45 13 X5,7
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(1) quicksort/2
1/1
(2) qsort/3
1/3
(8) qsort/3

1/2

(4) qsort/3
1/3

1/2
1/1

1/1

(6) qsort/3

(3) partition/4

1/3

(7) qsort/3
1/2

1/2

1/3

1/3

1/1

1/2 1/1
1/1
(5) partition/4

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

hquicksort(Xs, Y s), {Xs/g, Y s/ng}, {Xs/g, Y s/any}i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, []), {Xs/g, Y s/ng}, {Xs/g, Y s/any}i
hpartition(Xs, X, L, R), {Xs/g, X/g, L/ng, R/ng}), {Xs/g, X/g, L/any, R/any})i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, Zs), {Xs/any, Y s/ng, Zs/g}), {Xs/any, Y s/any, Zs/g})i
hpartition(Xs, X, L, R), {Xs/any, X/any, L/ng, R/ng}), {Xs/any, X/any, L/any, R/any})i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, Zs), {Xs/any, Y s/ng, Zs/any}, {Xs/any, Y s/any, Zs/any}i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, [Z|Zs]), {Xs/any, Y s/ng, Z/any, Zs/any}), {Xs/any, Y s/any, Z/any, Zs/any})i
hqsort(Xs, Y s, [Z|Zs]), {Xs/any, Y s/ng, Z/g, Zs/any}, {Xs/any, Y s/any, Z/g, Zs/any}i

Fig. 7. Analysis of quicksort/2.
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(quicksort/2,1,1,0.177,0.2)

(qsort/3,2,2,0.177,0.16)
1
(partition/4,3,3,0.177,0.043)

(qsort/3,4,4,0.348,0.043)

(qsort/3,5,8,0.393,0.043)

2
(partition/4,3,5,0.427,0.011)

(qsort/3,4,4,0.348,0.011)

...

...

...

(qsort/3,5,7,0.467,0.011)

...

(qsort/3,4,6,0.454,0.003)

(qsort/3,5,7,0.467,0.003)

...

...

3
(partition/4,3,5,0.427,0.003)

...

...

(qsort/3,5,7,0.467,0.003)

...

Fig. 8. 3rd approach: whole abstract execution tree
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Abstract. We consider the problem of obtaining an implementation of
an algorithm from its specification. We assume that these specifications
are written in answer set programming (ASP). ASP is an ideal formalism
for writing specifications due to its highly declarative and expressive nature. To obtain an implementation from its specification, we utilize the
operational semantics of ASP implemented in the s(ASP) system. This
operational semantics is used to transform the declarative specification
written in ASP to obtain an equivalent efficient program that uses imperative control features. This work is inspired by our overarching goal of
automatically deriving efficient concurrent algorithms from declarative
specifications. This paper reports our first step towards achieving that
goal where we restrict ourselves to simple sequential algorithms. We illustrate our ideas through several examples. Our work opens up a new
approach to logic-based program synthesis not explored before.
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Introduction

Program synthesis concerns generating programs according to given specifications. This problem has been tackled in various ways. One of the earliest approaches was to use theorem proving to generate imperative programs from a
given logical input-output specification [10]. Extensive work using logical approaches are surveyed [2]. More recently synthesis has been reduced to the task
of verification [15]. In this paper, we provide a method to extract programs from
executable specifications written in a particular class of datalog answer set programs, by means of program transformation. Answer Set Programming (ASP)
is a declarative, logic-based programming paradigm for solving combinatorial
search and knowledge representation problems [6]. In ASP, specification and
computation are synonymous, which is highly desirable to rapidly prototype
systems [4]. However the implementations of ASP are quite complex [5]. It is
?
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rather difficult to justify why a specification computes what it computes. On the
other hand, imperative programs are relatively easier to trace and in general enjoy faster run-times than their declarative program counterparts. This is because
imperative programs often represent computationally faster implementations of
a specification without directly being concerned about the specification. This
makes deriving imperative programs from ASP specifications highly desirable.
Our main insight is to employ the recently-developed operational semantics for
ASP realized in the s(ASP) system [11, 1]. s(ASP) is a query-driven answer set
programming system which computes the (partial) stable models of a query of
an answer set program without grounding the program first. Traditional implementations of ASP are based on grounding the program to its propositional
equivalent and then using SAT solvers to compute the answer sets. Using the
operational semantics of s(ASP), one can follow how the stable models are computed for a query in a step-by-step manner. This provides us the right playground
to extract an imperative program while simplifying all the machinery that makes
s(ASP) work.
Our key contribution is the following. We demonstrate how program transformation, based on s(ASP)-style operational semantics, can be used to realize
efficient imperative programs from their declarative ASP specifications. We illustrate our approach through several sequential algorithms. Our major contribution is the novel use of the forall mechanism that is part of s(ASP)’s operational
semantics. The forall directly translates into a for-loop in the derived imperative
program. Eventually, we plan to employ partial evaluation obeying the s(ASP)
operational semantics to further improve efficiency.
Answer set programming is essentially logic programming with negation as
failure (NAF) under the stable model semantics [6]. Answer set programs consist
of even loops that act as generators of worlds and odd loops (or constraints)
that act as destroyer of worlds. ASP provides a paradigm where each rule can
be written and understood in isolation from others. Due to presence of negation
as failure, ASP permits specification of a concept by stating what it is not. ASP
thus serves as a very high-level and expressive specification language.
Our main idea is as follows: Programs are written in terms of abstractions
over certain allowed primitives and further abstractions are built on top of existing abstractions. This applies to specifications as well, particularly for the
specifications we are interested in this paper. In logic programs, a specification
contains either positive terms or negated terms. However, in a corresponding imperative program, there are only function-calls and constraints (if-checks). We
thus eliminate negated terms in the imperative program making them implicit.
In doing so, the meaning of negated terms is propagated downward from the
abstractions to the primitives. In ASP, combinations of possibilities or situations that are not permitted are expressed as constraints that a consistent world
(answer set) must obey; those that are permitted or desired are represented
through simple rules, even loops, etc. Our insight behind obtaining an imperative algorithm from an ASP specification involves simply following the s(ASP)
operational semantics to orchestrate the calls to predicates so that constraints
2
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end up as if-then-else checks in the imperative execution. In addition, s(ASP)
semantics creates universally quantified variables in the body of negated rules
that translate directly into an imperative for-loop. These ideas are illustrated in
more detail later.
Our ultimate goal is to synthesize efficient concurrent algorithms from their
declarative specifications. Concurrent algorithms are notoriously difficult to design. They are also equally difficult to verify. ASP provides the right formalism
to represent concepts of concurrency in an elegant, straightforward way. For instance, the ASP program that describes the behaviour of a concurrent linked list
is no di↵erent than the ASP program for blocks world planning [6]. Thus, to be
able to synthesize imperative code from a concurrent specification, will greatly
aide designers of concurrent algorithms. Further, our work corroborates the idea
of writing programs that are correct by construction.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: We give an overview of s(ASP) and
its features used for synthesis in Section 2. We then provide two examples, one
in Section 3 for motivating the idea of synthesis and the second in Section 4 to
elaborate in detail. Section 5 describes the assumptions on which our technique
is based. Section 6 outlines the entire algorithm followed by concluding remarks
in Section 7.
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Background

The ASP Paradigm: We assume basic familiarity with ASP syntax [6] and
its applications in building intelligent systems [3, 6]. The sets of satisfiable truth
assignments to the propositional variables of an answer set program constitute
its answer sets under the stable model semantics [6, 8]. In general, ASP programs have predicates with variables. Most of the ASP solvers [5] ground the
predicated program into propositions and find stable models by SAT solving.
The s(ASP) system takes a di↵erent path by finding stable models relevant to
a given query such as ?- p(X). s(ASP) finds the stable models for the issued
query operationally without grounding the program. In short, stable models are
solved in traditional ASP solvers, whereas the models are proved in s(ASP). For
every answer set, there is a justification tree (proof tree) produced by the s(ASP)
system describing all the sub-goals that lead up to the query. The s(ASP) system employs coinductive SLD Resolution [14] to execute even loops in a top
down manner. Odd loops and constraints (NMR checks) serve as an extension
of the top-level query in order to constrain the answers. For instance, a query
?- p(X) issued by the user is extended with a constraint {chk :- ...} as ?p(X), chk. The goal-directed s(ASP) algorithm can be found elsewhere [11].
Prominent Features of s(ASP): We next summarize the salient features of
the s(ASP) system that are relevant to our work here. The operational semantics
of s(ASP) is a Prolog style execution of an issued query adhering to the stable
model semantics. The query triggers a search where all clauses that are consistent
are resolved and backtracking happens when inconsistent goals are encountered.
3
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All the terms encountered in the consistent goals constitute the “partial” stable
model associated with the query. At a basic level, the current resolvent is invalid
when during expansion it leads to a stable model that has both a goal and its
negation. This is, in fact, how stable models are constructed in the propositional
variant of s(ASP), namely Galliwasp [13]. Note that the execution algorithm of
s(ASP) relies on corecursion [14] to handle even loops [11], but this feature is
not as important for the work reported here.
Handling negation with Dual rules: In s(ASP), negated goals are executed
through dual rules. The dual rule of a predicate p systematically negates the
literals in a rule body defining p. Dual rules of all predicates together with the
rules in the original program represent its completion [9]. For instance, the dual
rule of the predicate p with the following definition is shown below:
% definition of p
p : - not q .
p : - r , not s .
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% dual of p /0
not p : - np1 , np2
% negating of not q yields q
np1 : - q .
% negating r , not s yields
disjunction (not r) _ s
np2 : - not r .
np2 : - s .
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Forall mechanism: We have just shown dual rules for propositions which are
simple enough. However, writing dual rules for predicates is more involved. One
complication is due to implicit quantifiers in predicate rules. For a rule such as:
p(X) :- q(Y), r(X).

147
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X is universally quantified over the whole formula, whereas Y is existentially
quantified in the body only. Therefore, negating p(X) results in Y being universally quantified in the body as follows:
not p ( X ) : - np1 ( X ) ; np2 ( X ) .
np1 ( X ) : - forall (Y , not q ( Y ) ) .
np2 ( X ) : - not r ( X ) .

151
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Notice that the universal quantifier for Y in not q(Y ) is enclosed within a
forall(...). The forall represents a proof procedure that runs through all values in the domain of Y and verifies if the goal enclosed within it is satisfied.
In our example, the forall checks that not q(Y ) holds for all values in the domain of Y . No such mechanism existed in prior Prolog based systems. It is this
forall mechanism coupled with dual rules that we make extensive use of in our
synthesis procedure. Because they treat negated predicates constructively [11],
we turn them into computations in our synthesis procedure.
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Motivating Example

Consider the program that finds the maximum of n numbers, which is naturally
specified in ASP as shown below:
4

max ( X ) : - num ( X ) , not smaller ( X ) .
smaller ( X ) : - num ( X ) , num ( Y ) , X < Y .
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num(X) provides the domain of numbers over which the input values range.
smaller(X) defines when a number X is dominated by another number Y .
max(X) gives the definition for X to be the maximum. The main predicate
from where the computation to decide whether a given number X is the maximum begins with max(X). The negation of smaller(X) can be translated to a
forall as shown below:
not smaller ( X ) : - forall (Y , not ( num ( X ) , num ( Y ) , X < Y ) ) .
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Assuming that num(X) and num(Y ) are true, the negation only applies to
X < Y . Therefore, replacing the definition of not smaller(X) in max(X) gives
us the following:
max ( X ) : -

177
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forall (Y , num ( X ) , num ( Y ) , not ( X < Y ) ) .

The forall definition of max(X) makes apparent the operational flavor involved in finding the maximum of n numbers: enumerate all numbers Y and
compare them with X. If X is not smaller than any Y , i.e., X < Y is false
for all Y , then X is maximum. The forall can be translated to a for-loop in
imperative languages if the domains of the variables involved in the scope of
forall are finite. From an Answer Set Programming point of view, max(X) is
present in the answer set if the forall succeeds (if X is the maximum), otherwise it is not present in the answer set. The abstract code synthesized through
program tranformation, thus looks like:
def max ( x ) :
for y in num :
if x < y :
return False
return True
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The interpretation shown above is not sufficient to translate ASP programs
written to solve graph-coloring or sorting an array. We illustrate our idea further
in the following section taking the example of graph-coloring.
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Synthesizing Code for Graph Coloring

We first provide an ASP program and then provide an operational interpretation
which is still a logic program. Finally, we show how the various fragments of the
“intermediate” logic program1 can be transformed into an imperative program.
The Graph Coloring Problem: Graph coloring involves selecting a color c
for every node v in an input graph such that no two adjacent (edge-connected)
nodes (x, y) have the same color c. The ASP program is shown below:
1

Both intermediate logic program and intermediate ASP program are used interchangeably
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color (X , C ) : - node ( X ) , color ( C ) , not another_color (X , C ) ,
not conflict (X , C ) .
another_color (X , C ) : - node ( X ) , color ( C ) , color ( C1 ) , C != C1 ,
color (X , C1 ) .
conflict (X , C ) : - node ( X ) , color ( C ) , node ( Y ) , X != Y , edge (X , Y ) ,
color (X , C ) , color (Y , C ) .

The domain of nodes and colors come from the predicates node/1 and color/1.
The predicate color(X, C) provides the definition of what it means to color
a node X with color C: Color X with C provided there is no other choice for X
other than C and, the choice of color C does not conflict with the color C0 of all
nodes Y edge-connected to X. The two conditions stated now are represented by
predicates another color/2 and conflict/2, respectively.
Operational interpretation for predicates in Graph Coloring: Considering color(X, C) to start o↵ a computation for coloring node X (and subsequently
the entire graph), we follow the definition of color(X, C) in a top-down, leftright manner while simplifying all intervening negations until we either reach an
assertion about a domain variable (or) reach a recursive definition of color/2.
In the definition of color(X, C), the dual clause synthesized by s(ASP) for
another color(X, C) will be used for the call not another color(X, C). This
clause contains a forall with disjunction of negated terms as follows:
not another_color (X , C ) : forall ( C1 , node ( X ) , color ( C ) ,( not ( C != C1 ) or not color (X , C1 ) ) .

Operationally, not another color(X, C) checks two constraints over all colors
C1. For the first constraint we check if C != C1 is false, an assertion on the
domain variables C and C1. The second constraint checks if the negation of not
color(X, C1) is true, which is the negation of the predicate that started the
computation, but with a possibly di↵erent binding for C1 than C. In order to
compute the negation of color(X, C1) we generate the following dual rule:

231

not color (X , C ) : - node ( X ) , color ( C ) , another_color (X , C ) .
not color (X , C ) : - node ( X ) , color ( C ) , conflict (X , C ) .

232

Similarly, not conflict(X, C) is translated in terms of forall :

233

not_conflict (X , C ) : -

230

234
235

236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243

forall (Y , node ( X ) , color ( C ) , node ( Y ) ,
( not ( X != Y ) ) or not edge (X , Y ) or
not color (Y , C ) ) .

Notice that the negation is not applied to node(X), color(C) and node(Y)
as we are not concerned about bindings for X, C, Y that are neither nodes nor
colors. Further, not color(X, C) is skipped in the disjunction. This is because
expanding negation of color(X, C) in the expansion of color(X, C) leads to
a direct contradiction.
Once we have the intermediate logic program generated by the s(ASP) compiler (s(ASP) automatically generates dual rules), we have to transform the program further in a top-down, left-right manner, using s(ASP) semantics, starting
6
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from color(X, C) while generating imperative code for each of the predicates
found in the body of color(X, C) (while excluding domain predicates). For our
current research, the language of choice is Python. The choice could as well be
any other imperative language as long as it supports recursion. Again, support
for recursion is also not strictly necessary as the lack of it thereof would increase
the size of the generated code to explicitly handle it.
Translating Graph Coloring to Imperative code: The intermediate ASP
program for graph coloring is broken down into its constituent syntactic parts
and the translation for each of them is discussed in turn:
1. Main Rule-Head maps to Function call (Abstraction): color(X, C)
is our starting point which is in fact the rule-head defining color(X, C).
Rule heads represent abstractions in Logic Programming [9], and hence an
obvious choice is to map them to a function prototype such as: def color(x,
c). But it is not clear what the “function” color(x, c) should compute.
At this point we can treat the call to color(x, c) as a query in the s(ASP)
system: ?- color(X, C). The query immediately finds bindings for node X,
color C and also relevant bindings color(X0 , C0 ) for other node, color pairs
X0 ,C0 that are consistent with color(X, C) in the ASP program.
In other words, the s(ASP) system finds the first answer set (partial stable
model) of the program. If s(ASP) cannot find an answer set, it returns false.
Further, imperative languages can only operate on ground values (unlike
logic program queries). Thus, the call color(x, c) in Python has ground
values for parameters x, c at run-time. With these arguments, it makes
sense that def color(x, c) should return all “terms” consistent with the
choice x, c taken at run-time. Also, at run-time, the function should be able
to track the consistent terms computed thus far. Therefore every function call
color(x, c) is designated an additional parameter named context, which
stores set of the consistent terms.
Thus the complete function prototype is: def color(x, c, context) with
the initial context being the empty set {}. In addition to returning consistent terms, the function should also report failure. Therefore, the function
color(x, c, {}) returns a pair (success, set). success is a boolean variable
taking the value T rue upon success and F alse upon failure. set is the set of
consistent terms found.
2. Domains map to Dictionary objects (Domain mapping): Domains
are represented by Dictionary objects. A dictionary object can be viewed as
a set of key-value pairs and it is iterable over the keys. If the colors in the
coloring problem are color(red), color(green) and color(blue) then
the corresponding domain of colors is represented as:
colors = { ‘ red ’ : True , green ’ : True , ‘ blue ’ : True }

Domains in rule-bodies, such as color(X) translate to if color[x]: ...
3. Predicates in the rule-body map to a sequence of statements (Sequencing): As stated previously, we follow the intermediate logic program
in a top-down, left-right manner. For graph coloring, the forall for not
7
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another color(X, C) is followed by the forall for not conflict(X, C)
in the body of the function color(x, c, context). Note that there are
recursive calls to color in both the foralls. Now that there are a sequence
of statements following other statements, the context is passed and returned
from any recursive calls to color. The context is always passed-by-value because we might have to backtrack if any recursive call fails for some reason.
Although dictionary objects are always passed-by-reference, we emulate this
by use of a copy function which always copies the value of the context before
passing it to a recursive call.
4. Assertions on domain variables map to if-else conditions (Constraint checking): From the intermediate logic program, we can identify
three assertions on the domain variables. The first one is the check not (C !=
C1) in not another color(X, C) and the other two are not (X != Y) and
not edge(X, Y) in not conflict(X, C). All these constraints are trivially
translated into simple if-conditions. For example, the check not edge(X,
Y) is translated to if not edge(x, y):.... Failure to satisfy this assertion
would explore any other assertion in the disjunction. If all assertions are not
satisfied, then the program returns (f alse, context) where context is the set
of consistent terms explored upto failure.
5. Forall maps to a for-loop on the domain variable (Forall transformation): At first glance, it is easy to see the forall map exactly to the
for-loop (this is in fact the case for max(X) as shown in Section 3). However, this is not always the case. There needs to be additional code added
to handle recursive calls within the forall . For graph coloring, consider the
following input graph:
node ( a ) . node ( b ) . node ( c ) . edge (a , b ) . edge (b , c ) . edge (c , a ) .
color ( red ) . color ( green ) . color ( blue ) .

313
314

It is clear that all the colors assigned to the nodes should be unique as the
graph is a complete graph. If we translated the forall for not conflict(X,
C) exactly to a for-loop, then the for-loop would look like:
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def color (x , c , context ) :
...
# forall corresponding to not conflict (X , C )
for y in node :
if ( not ( x != y ) :
# nothing else to check , continue
else :
if not edge (x , y ) :
# again nothing to check , continue
else :
ctx = not_color (y , c , copy ( context ) )
if ctx [ ‘ success ’]:
context = ctx
else :
return { ‘ success ’: False , ‘ context ’: context }
...
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The above for-loop, starting at line 5 and ending at line 15, checks for nodes
y that are consistent with the choice of color(x, c). Say the choice is x
= a, c = green, the iteration for y = a succeeds with the not (x != y)
succeeding. The iteration for y = b fails the check at line 4 and the check
at line 8 resulting in the execution of line 11. The dual not color(y, c,
copy(context)) selects the first color c0 which is not c = green. Say the
first color that is not green is c0 = red. Then, not color(y, c, context)2
adds color(b, red) to ctx. Similary, for y = c the color selected would
be red. The entire context is now {color(a, green), color(b, red),
color(c, red)}. It is clear that the constraints are satisfied locally but
are inconsistent globally.
To address this and thus to ensure global consistency, we check y with all
pairs of choices (x0 ,c0 ) which are in the current context. If there is no violation, we proceed. Otherwise, there must be some choice (x00 ,c00 ) in the
current context that is globally inconsistent and the recursive program reports failure while making another choice c000 for x00 upon backtracking. The
rectified code now looks like:
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Notice that line 5 now ensures the variable y is checked against all terms
in the current context. Since we are in the scope of color(x, c), it is assumed that color(x, c) is already added to the context. This is done in
the first statement of color(x, c, context){...} as def color(x, c,
context){ context[‘color(x, c)’] = true ... }
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def color (x , c , context ) :
...
# forall corresponding to not conflict (X , C )
for y in node :
for ( color ( x1 , c1 ) in context ) :
if ( not ( x1 != y ) ) :
# nothing else to check , continue
else :
if not edge ( x1 , y ) :
# again nothing to check , continue
else :
ctx = not_color (y , c , copy ( context ) )
if ctx [ ‘ success ’]:
context = ctx
else :
return { ‘ success ’: False , ‘ context ’: context }
...

5

Synthesis Assumptions

The program synthesis process we have illustrated is confined to a class of answer set programs. The source ASP program should be a safe program (datalog
2

not color(y, c, copy(context))
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program) and cannot have head-less rules (constraints). Further, the program
should consist of a unique main predicate. The program structure is as follows:
% main_predicate is defined in terms of abstractions
main_predicate ( X1 , X2 , ... , Xn )
: - dom 1 ( X1 ) , dom 2 ( X2 ) ,... , dom n ( Xn ) ,
abstraction 1 (...) , abstraction 2 (...) , ...
abstraction m (...) .
% every abstractions results in a constraint on domain
variables
abstraction1 ( X1 , X2 , ... , Xp )
: - dom ↵1 ( X1 ) , dom ↵2 ( X2 ) , ... , dom ↵p ( Xp ) , constraint ↵1 .
% or , an abstraction can result in a constraint with a
recursive call
abstraction1 ( X1 , X2 , ... , Xp )
: - dom ↵1 ( X1 ) , dom ↵2 ( X2 ) , ... , dom ↵p ( Xp ) ,
constraint ↵2 , main_predicate (...) .
...
abstraction m ( X1 , X2 , ... , Xq )
: - dom µ1 ( X1 ) , dom µ2 ( X2 ) , ... , dom µq ( Xq ) , constraint µ1 .
abstraction m ( X1 , X2 , ... , Xq )
: - dom µ1 ( X1 ) , dom µ2 ( X2 ) , ... , dom µq ( Xq ) ,
constraint µ2 , main_predicate (...) .

404

Abstractions can be either positive literals or NAF literals (dual rules). Constraints are traditional relational operators found in most imperative languages.
Notice that the abstractions do not call other abstractions directly. This is required of the source ASP program. Because if they do call other abstractions
directly, constraint propagation through negation becomes non-trivial and most
of the s(ASP) machinery would have to be exposed in the imperative program.
These restrictions are discussed more in Section 7.

405
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Synthesis Task

Every rule-head in the ASP program stands for an abstraction and defines more
abstractions that eventually reduce to constraints on domain variables. For the
synthesis algorithm, it is useful to see the intermediate ASP program as a grammar with associated attributes for each of the non-terminal symbols. Each rulehead represents its own non-terminal symbol including the dual rules. Every
rule-head (non-terminal symbol) has a set of attributes which are relevant for
translation.
If the rule-head is R, then R.arity and R.arglist represent the number of
arguments and the list of arguments with their associated domains. R.callsMain
is a boolean attribute that signifies R directly calls the main predicate. This helps
us in adding extra code required for global consistency checking within a forall as
illustrated in the graph coloring example. R.bodyVariables represents the set of
body variables that appear in the definition of the rule represented by the rulehead R. Body variables give rise to choice-points and R.bodyVariables enables
10
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us to add backtracking code. Constraints on domain variables such as X < Y are
treated as terminal symbols in the grammar. We assume the rule-head R stands
for its own name. This is useful when R represents a domain or an input fact
(such as edge relation for graphs). Next, we give a syntax-directed translation
of all syntactic fragments found in the intermediate logic program.

425

6.1 Syntax-Directed Translation
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We provide a top-down translation of ASP code (grammar symbols at this juncture) into imperative code. The translation function T maps syntax of intermediate ASP to Python code. Letters p, q, .. are used to denote predicates. Predicates
get mapped to function-calls. Letters Xi , Yj , ... denote arguments of predicates.
The arguments get translated to variables xi , yj , ... with their respective associated domains Dxi , Dyj , ... and so on. The notation X̄ stands for an arbitrary
list of arguments. It is also used in the Python translation as x̄, representing an
arbitrary list of arguments in a function-call. The context, which is the set of
consistent terms of the main predicate, is taken to be visible in all code fragments and is universally passed as the last argument at every function-call. The
call associated with the predicate q(Ȳ ) would be q(ȳ, context). Dual rules are
prefixed with not . For instance, if p(x̄, context) is a function-call associated with
the predicate p(X̄), then not p(x̄, context) stands for the call associated with the
dual rule not p(X̄). We list important rules for translation and explain the ones
that are not obvious. More general rules can be found elsewhere [16].
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6.2 Synthesis Procedure
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The procedure Gen Intermediate generates the dual rules and foralls on body
variables (if any). This procedure is quite straightforward and not further elucidated. Likewise, Gen Attribute Grammar associates the intermediate program
with grammar symbols and annotates them with appropriate attributes. Again,
it is easy to determine the body variables of a rule, to check if an abstraction
calls the main predicate directly. The algorithm is given below:
Algorithm 1 Synthesizing Python from source ASP
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Code
;
Pint
Gen Intermediate(Pinput )
G
Gen Attribute Grammar(Pint )
for every f actf 2 Pinput do
Code
Code [ T [[f ]]
end for
for every rule R 2 G do
Code
Code [ T [[R]]
end for

. generate dual rules and foralls

. add code for input facts and domains

. where T is the translation function
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I. Domain mapping:
T [[domain(constant)]] =
II. Constraint Checking:
T [[X relop Y ]] =

domain[str(constant)] = True
if not x relop y:
return {‘success’:False,‘context’:ctx}

where relop is relational operator
III. Sequencing:

T [[ p1 (X̄1 ), p2 (X̄2 ) ]] =

ctx_p1 = p1 (x1 ,..,copy(ctx))
if ctx[‘success’]:
ctx = ctx_p1
T [[p2 (X̄2 )]]
else:
return{‘success’:False,‘context’:ctx_p1}

IV. Double negations cancel out:
T [[ not not p(X̄) ]] = T [[ p(X̄) ]]
V. Forall transformation (global consistency):

450

for y in Dy :
for main_pred(x↵1 ,..,x↵m ) in ctx:
ctx_p = p(x 1 ,..y,..,x m ,copy(ctx))
T [[ forall(Y, p(X1 , .., Y, .., Xn ) ]] = if ctx_p[‘success’]:
ctx = ctx_p
else:
return {‘success’:False‘context’:ctx}

where p.callsMain is true, X 1 ,..,X m are some variables in p(X1 ,..,Y ,..,Xn )
which unify with main pred(X↵1 ,..,X↵m ). Also, the choice p(x1 , .., xn , ctx) is
checked against all terms in the context explored thus far.
VI. Disjunction translates to nested if-else condition:
context = p1 (x1 , ..., copy(context))
if not context[‘success’]:
T [[p2 (X̄2 )]]
T [[ p1 (X̄1 ) _ p2 (X̄2 ) ]] =
else:
pass

VII. Abstraction (positive rule-heads):

T [[p(X̄) :

def p(x̄,ctx):
if ctx[p(x̄)]:
return {‘success’: True, ‘context’: ctx}
q1 (X̄1 ), .., qm (X̄m )]] = ctx[p(x̄)] = true
T [[q1 (X̄1 ), q2 (X̄2 ), ..., qm (X¯m )]]
return {‘success’: False, ‘context’: ctx}
}

The if-check in the beginning signals the function to report success if it already
part of the context. Otherwise, it is added to the context contingent on the success
of the rule body.
12

VIII. Abstraction (dual rule-heads):

T [[not p(X̄) :

q1 (X̄1 ), .., qm (X̄m )]] =

def not_p(x̄,ctx):
if ctx[p(x̄)]:
return {‘success’:False,‘context’:ctx}
T [[q1 (X̄1 ), .., qm (X¯m )]]
return {‘success’: False,‘context’:ctx}

If the positive term corresponding to the dual is already part of the context, then we
report failure. Else, it would be a contradiction to have both the positive term and its
NAF term in the same answer set (context).
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6.3 Efficiency of the Synthesized Code
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Since the synthesized code has the s(ASP) logic encoded within and due to
the fact that it is imperative in nature, the execution time is expected to be
faster. This is, in fact, the case. We ran the synthesized graph coloring code on
complete graphs of size 3, 4, 5 respectively. A complete graph of size n is labelled
Kn . The running times are shown in the table below. The programs were run on
an Intel i7 Processor at 2.90 GHz with 8 GB RAM. Average of 10 runs is shown:
Kn

K3
K4
K5
K10

459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474

Graph Colorable
Python Python
s(ASP) Speedup
Basic Optimized
Optimized
0.109s
0.043s
1.14s
26.51
0.135s
0.05s
4.80s
96
0.334s
0.071s
34.63s
487.64
⇡ 3h
772.05s >15h
Large

Graph Not
Python Python
Basic Optimized
0.109s
0.039s
0.129s
0.046s
0.444s
0.074s
⇡ 3h
79.78s

Colorable
s(ASP) Speedup
Optimized
0.359s 9.21
3.330s 72.39
62.295s 841.82
> 15h Large

The speedup as the graph sizes increase is significant. Although asymptotically both the synthesized code and the s(ASP) execution su↵er from the same
exponential time complexity (in the size of the input graph), the improvement
in the constant factor cannot be ignored. This echoes the idea that program
transformation by partial evaluation results in program speedup [7]. Although
we have very minimal partial evaluation, we eliminate the NMR checks that
s(ASP) appends to every query. The NMR checks are implicitly handled by reducing them to a simple check of asserting whether both a proposition and its
negation are present in the same context (partial stable model). For larger graph
sizes such as K10 , the imperative program found a solution in 3 hours in whereas
s(ASP) did not produce even after 15 hours. This again confirms the e↵ectiveness of our program transformation. Nonetheless, it should also be noted that
s(ASP) is still experimental and can handle any answer set program. Another
point that should be highlighted is that the imperative program just produces
one stable model as opposed to producing all stable models. This is well suited
for ASP programs that have at most one answer set. The top-down translation
13
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can admit optimization in the imperative program by having the program maintain a set of inconsistent models in its computation. It can also be improved by
user-provided heuristics. We leave this for future work. An optimization of the
graph-coloring and n-queens can be found elsewhere [16].
6.4 Proof of Correctness The first proof obligation is to ensure that the
synthesized program is adherent to the stable model semantics. For this, we
need to ensure that the steps taken by the imperative algorithm correspond to
the steps taken by s(ASP) given a query. The imperative program represents
on-the-fly grounding. This is stated in the following theorem as follows:
Theorem 1 Goal-directed on-the-fly grounding is equivalent to goal-directed
grounded execution.
Proof Outline The proof can be found in the paper on s(ASP) [11] ⇤
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Next we state two lemmas. The first lemma justifies having just the main predicate
in the context, the second lemma proves the equivalence of the forall and forloop. Let P represent the class of answer set programs from Section 5.
Lemma 1 For every program ⇧ 2 P that is satisfiable, every partial stable
model consists of at least one grounded term of the main predicate. ⇤
Lemma 2 The translated for-loop is equivalent to the forall . ⇤
Theorem 2 For every query Q of main predicate of every program ⇧ 2 P,
the synthesized imperative program returns a context corresponding to some
partial stable model of Q in ⇧. The program returns an empty context if Q is
unsatisfiable in ⇧.
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Proof Outline Follows directly from Theorem 1, Lemmas 1 and 2. ⇤
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Note: The proofs of Lemmas 1, 2 can be found elsewhere [16].

500
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Conclusion

In this paper, we described a way to synthesize imperative code from (a class
of) ASP program specification under the goal-directed operational semantics
of s(ASP). The work reported here is the first step towards obtaining efficient
implementation from high level specifications. Our eventual goal is to specify algorithms (e.g., inserting, deleting, and checking for membership of an element)
for concurrent data structures (lists, queues, trees, heaps, etc.) as answer set
programs and automatically be able to obtain the efficient, imperative versions
of those algorithms. Achieving such a goal requires making extensive use of
partial evaluation and semantics-preserving re-arrangement of goals in the current resolvent. It is part of our future work. Essentially, we should be able to
take constraints and move them up in the resolvent to the earliest point where
this constraint can be executed. Note that this is essential for efficiency since
constraints could be specified globally as in this di↵erent version of the graphcoloring answer set program below:
14
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color(X, C) :- node(X), color(C), not another_color(X, C).
another_color(X, C) :- node(X), color(C), node(Y), X != Y, color(Y,C).
:- color(X, C), color(Y, C), edge(X, Y).

523

Handling global constraints is closely related to dynamic consistency checking
(DCC) in goal-directed answer set programs [12, 13]. DCC ensures only the necessary constraints, that are relevant to a rule and the possible bindings variables
could take, are checked along with the rule-body. All other constraints not relevant to the rule can be ignored. This would also enable synthesis of programs
specifying data structures and planning problems.
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Abstract. Voting rules aggregate multiple individual preferences in order to make collective decisions. Commonly, these mechanisms are expected to respect a multitude of different fairness and reliability properties, e.g., to ensure that each voter’s ballot accounts for the same proportion of the elected alternatives, or that a voter cannot change the election
outcome in her favor by insincerely filling out her ballot. However, no
voting rule is fair in all respects, and trade-off attempts between such
properties often bring out inconsistencies, which makes the construction
of arguably practical and fair voting rules non-trivial and error-prone.
In this paper, we present a formal systematic approach for the flexible
synthesis of voting rules from composable core modules to respect such
properties by construction. Formal composition rules guarantee resulting properties from properties of the individual components, which are of
generic nature to be reused for various voting rules. We provide a prototypical logic-based implementation with proofs for a selected set of structures and composition rules within the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL.
The approach can be readily extended in order to support many voting rules from the literature by extending the set of basic modules and
composition rules. We exemplarily synthesize the well-known voting rule
sequential majority comparison (SMC) from simple generic modules, and
automatically produce a proof that SMC satisfies the fairness property
monotonicity. Monotonicity is a well-known social-choice property that
is easily violated by voting rules in practice.
Keywords: Social choice · Higher-order logic · Program synthesis ·
Modular design.

1

Introduction

In an election, voters cast ballots to express their individual preferences about
eligible alternatives. From these individual preferences, a collective decision, i.e.,
a set of winning alternatives, is determined using a voting rule. Throughout the
literature and existing elections, many different voting rules have been proposed
and are in use, and exhibit each different behaviors and properties. Depending on
the specific applications and regulations, voting rules are devised for a variety
of different design goals towards carefully selected behaviors and properties.
Imagine, for instance, one situation where a village wants to elect a local council,

or another one where a group of friends wants to choose a destination to go
on vacation based on each of the friend’s preferences. In the former case, the
village might prefer to be represented by a larger council rather than having
only few representatives who are elected by a majority, but are strongly disliked
by everybody else. For the latter, it is clearly undesirable to choose multiple
destinations, but rather settle for one so that the group can spend the vacation
together.
Indeed, there is no general rule which caters for every requirement, and any
voting rule shows paradoxical behavior for some voting situation [1]. The axiomatic method permits the analysis of desired behavior by formal properties.
It advocates the use of rules that provide rigorous guarantees (which we call
properties), and compares them based on guarantees that they do, or do not,
satisfy. Voting rules can be characterized by formal properties to understand and
predict their behavior, or check that they comply with the law. These properties
capture very different requirements, e.g., principles that each vote is counted
equally, that the winning alternatives are proportionally composed with respect
to the composition of the voters, or that all winning alternatives are preferred
over all other alternatives by a sufficient amount of voters. Devising voting rules
towards such properties is generally cumbersome as their trade-off is inherently
difficult and error-prone. Attempting to prove properties for specific voting rules
often exhibits design errors, but is cumbersome as well [4]. As of yet, there exists
no general formal process to systematically devise voting rules towards formal
properties without being either error-prone or extremely cumbersome.
Contribution. In this paper, we present a formal systematic approach for the
flexible synthesis of voting rules from compact composable modules with formal
properties guaranteed by construction. Indeed, when taking an abstract view,
many voting rules share similar structures such as, e.g., aggregating the individual votes by calculating the sum or some other aggregator function. Based
on this observation, our approach enables flexible and intuitive synthesis of interesting voting rules from a small number of compositional structures. These
structures exhibit precise and general interfaces such that their scope may easily
be extended with further modules. We devise a general component type as well
as special types, e.g., for aggregation functions, and compositional structures for
revising choices from prior modules, as well as sequential, parallel and loop composition. The resulting formal properties, e.g., common social choice properties
such as monotonicity or Condorcet consistency, are guaranteed from composing modules with given individual properties by rigorous composition rules. We
demonstrate the logic-based application with proofs for a selected set of composition structures and rules, and composable modules within the theorem prover
Isabelle/HOL [13]. Thereby, the approach is amenable both for external scrutiny
as compositions are rigorously and compactly defined, and for an integration in
larger automatic voting rule design or verification frameworks. As case study, we
define composition rules for common social choice properties, and demonstrate a
formal correct-by-construction synthesis of the well-known voting rule sequential
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majority comparison (SMC). The synthesis produces a proof that SMC fulfills
the monotonicity property using a set of basic modules.
Outline. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
formal concepts and definitions from social choice theory for our synthesis approach. We present core modules and structures in Section 3 and demonstrate the
logic-based synthesis approach within Isabelle/HOL in Section 4. In Section 5,
we apply our approach to the case study of synthesizing the monotone voting
rule sequential majority comparison, and give an overview of related work to our
approach in Section 6. We finally conclude and discuss future work in Section 7.

2

Concepts and Definitions from Social Choice Theory

We consider a fixed finite set A of eligible alternatives and a finite (possibly
ordered) set K of voters (with cardinality k). In an election, each voter i casts a
ballot %i œ L(A), which is a linear order1 , ranking the alternatives A according
to i’s preference. We collect all votes in a profile, i.e., a sequence % = (%1 , . . . , %k )
of k ballots. Given L(A) the set of linear orders on A, L(A)k defines the set of
all profiles on A of length k, i.e., for all voters, which lets us definetL(A)+ as the
set of all finite, nonempty profiles on A. Hence, we have L(A)+ = kœN+ L(A)k ,
which is the input domain for a voting rule. Voting rules elect a nonempty subset
C(A) of the alternatives as (possibly tied) winners, given C(X) denotes the set
of all nonempty subsets of a set X.
Definition 1 (Voting Rule). Given a finite set of alternatives A, a voting
rule f maps each possible profile %œ L(A)+ to a nonempty set of winning alternatives w œ C(A):
f : L(A)+ æ C(A).
In practice and in literature, a multitude of voting rules are in use. A common example is the function that returns all alternatives that are ranked at
first position by a plurality of the voters, hence called plurality voting. Another
common kind of voting rules assigns values for every ballot to each alternative
according to her position occupied on the ballot, and elects the alternatives with
the maximal score, i.e., sum of all such values for her. Such rules are called scoring rules, e.g., the Borda rule, where the value of an alternative on a ballot is
equal to the number of alternatives ranked below her on that ballot.
Social Choice Properties. Within social choice theory, the axiomatic method
has established a number of general fairness and reliability properties called
(axiomatic) social choice properties. They formally capture intuitively desirable
or in other ways useful properties to compare, evaluate, or characterize voting
rules. Such properties are applicable in a general way as they are defined on
1

A linear order is a transitive, complete, and antisymmetric relation.
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abstract voting rules only with respect to profiles and returned sets of winning
alternatives. For the sake of simplicity, the examples illustrated in this paper only
address properties of universal nature, i.e., they require that all mappings of a
given voting rule belong to some set of admissible ways, as formally described
by the property of interest, for associating sets of winners to profiles. Besides
properties which functionally limit the possible sets of winning alternatives for
any one given profile, properties may also relationally limit combinations (of
finite arity) of mappings, e.g., certain (hypothetical) changes of a profile may
only lead to certain changes of the winning alternatives. Relational properties
capture a voter’s considerations such as how certain ways of (not) filling out her
ballot may or may not affect the chances of winning for some alternatives.
Within this paper, we use Condorcet consistency and monotonicity as running examples. The functional property Condorcet consistency requires that if
there is an alternative w that is the Condorcet winner, the rule elects w as unique
winner. A Condorcet winner is an alternative that wins every pairwise majority
comparison against all other alternatives, i.e., for any other alternative, there is a
majority of voters who rank the Condorcet winner higher than that alternative.
Definition 2 (Condorcet Winner). For a set of alternatives A and a profile
% œ L(A)+ , an alternative w œ A is a Condorcet winner iff the following holds:
’a œ A \ {w} : |{i œ K : a %i w}| < |{i œ K : w %i a}|.
Note that, if a Condorcet winner exists, it is unique by the above definition.
Definition 3 (Condorcet Consistency). For a set of alternatives A, a voting
rule f is Condorcet consistent iff for every profile % œ L(A)+ and (if existing)
the respective Condorcet winner w œ A, the following holds:
w is Condorcet winner for %

∆

f (%) = {w}.

For profiles where no Condorcet winner exists, the property imposes no requirements on the election outcome. The relational property monotonicity expresses that if a voter were to change her vote in favor of some alternative, the
outcome could never change to the disdvantage of that alternative. Monotone
voting rules are resistant to some forms of strategic manipulation where a voter
might make their preferred alternative the (unique) winner by misrepresenting
her actual preferences and assigning a higher rank to another alternative on her
ballot. A voting rule is monotone iff for any profiles % and %Õ which are identical except for one alternative a that is ranked higher in %Õ (while preserving all
remaining pairwise-relative rankings), the election of a in % always implies her
election in %Õ . We define this “ranking higher” as lifting an alternative.
Definition 4 (Lifting). For a set of alternatives A and two profiles %, %Õ œ
L(A)k , %Õ is obtained from % by lifting an alternative a œ A iff there exists a
ballot i œ [1, k] such that %i ”=%Õi and for each such i the following holds:
i. There exists some alternative x œ A such that x %i a and a %Õi x, and
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ii. we have y %i z … y %Õi z for all other alternatives y, z œ A \ {a}.
We may thus define the monotonicity property as follows.

Definition 5 (Monotonicity). For a set of alternatives A and an alternative
a œ A, a voting rule f is monotone iff for all profiles %, %Õ œ L(A)+ where %Õ
is obtained from lifting a in %, the following implication holds:
a œ f (%) ∆ a œ f (%Õ ).

3

Composable Modules and Compositional Structures

Component-Based Synthesis The approach in this paper consists of two
structural and two semantic concepts, namely (i) component types that specify
structural interfaces wherein components can be implemented, and (ii) compositional structures that specify structural contracts which combine components
to create new components that are again composable. Moreover, semantic aspects for synthesizing concrete voting rules are addressed by (iii) composition
rules that define semantic rules which compositions can contractually depend
on in the sense that, if components fulfill a rule’s requirements, the composition guarantees the semantics specified by the rule, as well as (iv) composable
modules that define concrete semantics of either directly implemented or further decomposable modules from which other modules can be composed using
the above-named rules. In the following, we elaborate our component types and
compositional structures for composing voting rules as introduced in [9].
3.1

Electoral Modules

The structural foundation of our approach are electoral modules, a generalization
of voting rules from Definition 1. Electoral modules are the principal component
type within our component-based synthesis, and is more general than a voting rule in the sense that it does not need to make final decisions in the form
of a partitioning the alternatives into only winning and losing alternatives. Instead, electoral modules partition alternatives into elected, rejected and deferred
alternatives. Besides the additional set of deferred alternatives to let another
module decide on them, electoral modules may receive any (possibly empty)
subset A ™ A, and may leave the set of winning (elected) alternatives empty.
Hence, an electoral module maps a (sub-)set of alternatives and a profile (that
considers only the mentioned (sub-)set of alternatives) to three sets of alternatives that partition the received (sub-)set of alternatives. We say that atsequence
of sets s1 , . . . , sn partitions a set S if and only if S equals the union iœ[1,n] si
over all sets si for i œ [1, n] and all their pairwise intersections are empty, i.e.,
’i ”= j œ [1, n] : si ﬂ sj = ÿ. Moreover, we demand that the profile passed
to a module only addresses alternatives from the (sub-)set that the module reA
A
ceives. We define the domain Dmod
as Dmod
:= {(A, %) | A ™ A, % œ L(A)+ }
which contains all subsets of A paired with matching profiles, for the following
definition:
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Definition 6 (Electoral Module). For the eligible alternatives A and a (sub)set A ™ A an electoral module m is a function
A
m : Dmod
æ P(A)3

which maps a set of alternatives with a matching profile to the set-triple (e, r, d)
of sets of elected, rejected, and deferred alternatives such that
A
(A, %) œ Dmod
∆ (m(A, %) = (e, r, d) partitions A).

For the sake of readability, we write MA for the set of electoral modules. We
introduce the shorthands me (A, %), mr (A, %), and md (A, %) respectively for the
elected, rejected and deferred alternatives of an electoral module m for (A, %).
Moreover, we can easily translate voting rules to electoral modules by returning a triple of empty sets in case the module receives an empty set. Otherwise,
we return an empty deferred set, an elected set with exactly the winning alternatives, and a rejected set with the complement of the winning alternatives
(we remove the alternatives which are not contained in the received set of alternatives). Note that this also entails that social choice properties can be easily
translated for electoral modules.
3.2

Sequential Composition

Sequential composition is a compositional structure for composing two electoral
modules m, n into a new electoral module (m Û n) such that the second module
n only decides on alternatives which m defers and cannot reduce the set of
alternatives already elected or rejected by m. In this composition, n receives
only m’s deferred alternatives md (A, %) and a profile %|(md (A,%)) which only
addresses alternatives contained in md (A, %).
Definition 7 (Sequential Composition). For any set of alternatives A and
A
a (sub-)set A ™ A, electoral modules m, n œ MA and input (A, %) œ Dmod
, we
2
define the sequential composition function (Û) : MA æ MA as
(m Û n)(A, %) :=

(me (A, %) ﬁ ne (md (A, %), %|(md (A,%)) ),
mr (A, %) ﬁ nr (md (A, %), %|(md (A,%)) ),
nd (md (A, %), %|(md (A,%)) ))

3.3

Revision Composition

For situations where we want to revise the alternatives already elected by a prior
module, e.g., for making them available in a sequential composition to apply a
tie-breaking module for instance, the revision composition comes in handy. For
an electoral module m, the revision composition of m reinterprets m’s elected
alternatives by removing them and attaching them to the previous deferred
6

alternatives, while leaving the rejected alternatives unchanged. Whereas the revision composition can also be achieved by parallel composition, this dedicated
structure turned out to be beneficial in our implementation due to its frequent
uses.
Definition 8 (Revision Composition). For any set of alternatives A and a
A
(sub-)set A ™ A, electoral module m œ MA , and input (A, %) œ Dmod
, we define
the revision composition (¿) : MA æ MA as
(m ¿)(A, %) := (ÿ, mr (A, %), me (A, %) ﬁ md (A, %)).
3.4

Parallel Composition

The parallel composition lets two electoral modules make two independent decisions for the given set of alternatives. Their two decisions are then aggregated
by an aggregator, which is another component type that combines two set-triples
of elected, rejected and deferred alternatives (as well as the set of alternatives)
A
into a single such triple (we define the input domain Dagg
accordingly).
Definition 9 (Aggregator). For a set of alternatives A, a (sub-)set A ™ A
A
and input (A, p1 , p2 ) œ Dagg
, an aggregator is a function
A
agg : Dagg
æ P(A)3 such that agg(A, p1 , p2 ) partitions A.

A useful instance of such an aggregator is the max-aggregator aggmax :
Definition 10 (Max-Aggregator). Given two set-triples (e1 , r1 , d1 ), (e2 , r2 , d2 )
of elected (e), rejected (r) and deferred (d) alternatives, aggmax picks for each
alternative a and the sets containing a the superior one of the two sets (assuming
the order e > d > r).

aggmax ((e1 , r1 , d1 ), (e2 , r2 , d2 )) =
(e1 ﬁ e2 , (r1 ﬁ r2 ) \ (e1 ﬁ e2 ﬁ d1 ﬁ d2 ), (d1 ﬁ d2 ) \ (e1 ﬁ e2 ))
Based on the notion of aggregators, we can now define the parallel composition as a function mapping two electoral modules m, n and an aggregator
agg œ GA (the set of all aggregators) to a new electoral module (m ||agg n):
Definition 11 (Parallel Composition). For a set of alternatives A and a
(sub-)set A ™ A, electoral modules m, n, and an aggregator agg we define the
parallel composition (||) : (MA ◊ GA ◊ MA ) æ MA as
(m ||agg n)(A, %) := agg(A, m(A, %), n(A, %)).
7

3.5

Loop Composition

Based on sequential composition (Section 3.2) of electoral modules, we define
the more general loop composition to allow sequential compositions of dynamic
length.
A loop composition (m t ) repeatedly composes an electoral module m sequentially with itself until either a fixed point is reached or a termination condition t, which is technically another component type that simply consists of a
boolean predicate on a set-triple of alternatives, is satisfied.
The full definition can be found within the Isabelle/HOL theories provided
with this paper.
3.6

A Simple Example

As a simple example, we illustrate the synthesis of a voting rule using the compositional structures defined above. Consider the well-known Baldwin’s rule, which
is a voting rule based on sequential elimination [2]. The rule repeatedly eliminates the alternative with the lowest Borda score (see Section 2) until only one
alternative remains.
As basic modules, we use (a) a module that computes the Borda scores,
rejects the alternative with the lowest such score, and defers the rest, as well as
(b) a module that attaches all deferred alternatives to the elected set.
Moreover, we require a termination condition for a loop structure such that
the loop of interest stops when the set of (deferred) alternatives has reached size
one.
Therefore, Baldwin’s rule can be obtained by
1. composing (a) by a loop structure with above mentioned termination condition, and
2. sequentially composing the loop composition with (b).
Moreover, loop composition can be used for many voting rules of a category
called tournament solutions, where in multiple rounds, alternatives are compared
to another regarding their rankings in the profile, and the winner of a comparison
advances to the next round.

4

Logic-Based Synthesis Using Composition Rules

In the following, we describe how we model the concepts defined in Section 3
within a logic-based proof framework for synthesizing fair voting rules.
4.1

Isabelle and Higher-Order Logic (HOL)

We implemented and proved our logical concepts within the interactive theorem
prover Isabelle/HOL [13]. The Isabelle/HOL system provides a generic infrastructure for implementing deductive systems in higher-order logics and enabling
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to write tactics for human-readable and machine-checked proofs to show that the
deductive conclusions are indeed correct. We decided to use Isabelle/HOL, because higher-order logic (HOL) allows to define very expressive, rigorous and general theorems. By this means, a theorem is –once proven correct within Isabelle–
re-checked and confirmed by Isabelle/HOL within a few seconds every time the
theorem is loaded. Proofs within Isabelle/HOL are based on the employed theories at the core of the Isabelle system. We made use of the possibility to define
very general theorems to be reused for the synthesis of various voting rules and
sorts of composition. Moreover, the framework allows for easy application and
extension potentially within a larger framework for the automatic discovery and
synthesis of voting rules, provided that the voting rule of interest can be composed from the given compositional rules and composable modules using the
given composition structures and component types.
The definitions and theorems within our framework are mostly self-contained,
i.e., for the most part they only rely on basic set theory as well as the theories of
finite lists, relations, and order relations for defining the profiles and linear orders
used within our notion of profiles and modules as seen in Listing 1. Therein,
we introduce a handy type abbreviation (Line 1) for profiles which are lists of
relations and therefrom define profiles on alternatives (Lines 3 to 4) based on
the theory of order relations, and moreover finite profiles (Lines 5 to 6) which
we use in a number of structures and concepts. Moreover, type abbreviations
for results of electoral modules (Line 8), i.e., set-triples, are introduced, and
electoral modules (Line 10) as defined in Section 3. We capture the partitioning
with the two functions to express disjointness of the three sets in an electoral
module result (Lines 20 to 21) and that their union yields the set of alternatives
of the input (Lines 17 to 18). Finally, at the end of Listing 1, we can essentially
define electoral modules on finite profiles and partitionings of the alternatives
(Lines 23 to 25). We did not require any additional theories besides the ones
provided off-the-shelf with the Isabelle system.
1

type_synonym

a Profile = "( a rel) list"

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

definition profile_on :: " a set ∆ a Profile ∆ bool" where
"profile_on A p © (’ b œ (set p). linear_order_on A b)"
abbreviation finite_profile :: " a set ∆ a Profile ∆ bool" where
"finite_profile A p © finite A · profile_on A p"
type_synonym

a Result = " a set *

a set *

a set"

type_synonym

a Electoral_module = " a set ∆ a Profile ∆ a Result"

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

fun disjoint :: " a Result ∆ bool" where "disjoint (e, r, d) =
((e ﬂ r = {}) ·
(e ﬂ d = {}) ·
(r ﬂ d = {}))"
fun unify_to :: " a set ∆ a Result ∆ bool"
where "unify_to A (e, r, d) ¡ (e ﬁ r ﬁ d = A)"
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25

definition partition_of :: " a set ∆ a Result ∆ bool" where
"partition_of A result © disjoint result · unify_to A result"
definition electoral_module :: " a Electoral_module ∆ bool"
where "electoral_module m ©
’A p. finite_profile A p æ partition_of A (m A p)"

Listing 1. Central Isabelle/HOL definitions for electoral modules.

As of yet, our logic-based synthesis framework comprises concepts and proofs
for 18 composition rules with ten reusable auxiliary properties and eight properties which translate directly to common social choice properties from the literature. Thereof, we implemented the auxiliary properties and the monotonicity
property with respective proofs within the Isabelle/HOL framework.
4.2

Compositional Synthesis based on Composition Rules

From devising composition rules and properties as described in the beginning
of this section together with the component types and structures as described
in Section 3, our framework now only requires a comparatively small set of basic
components in order to construct interesting voting rules for the desired social
choice properties which have been defined as properties and included in the rules
for composing electoral modules. The power of our approach lies both in the generality of the composition rules and compositional structures such that various
voting rules may be constructed for various properties, and in the reduction of
complexity such that compositions for complex social choice properties can be
defined by predominantly local composition rules in a step-by-step manner.
In general, the synthesis using composition rules works as follows: When we
want to design a voting rule with a set of properties p from some basic components c and d which satisfy sets of properties pc and pd respectively, we might
make use of a compositional structure X which guarantees that a composed
module mc Xmd satisfies the properties p. Hence, we can design a desired voting
rule by instantiating mc and md by c and d respectively, which gives us the
induced voting rule fcXd .
One such example using structures from Section 3 and properties defined
in this section is that p consists of the property Condorcet consistency, X is
the sequential composition, pc also consists of Condorcet consistency, and pd
is empty, i.e., we have no requirements for properties of any component d. On
its own, this composition rule might not be very sensible, but may be used in
combination with other composition rules to preserve Condorcet consistency of
composed voting rules. A voting rule from the literature which is constructed
in such a manner is Black’s rule. Black’s rule is a sequential composition of (a
component which induces) the Condorcet rule and (a component which induces)
the Borda rule.
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5

Case Study

As a case study for demonstrating the applicability of our approach to existing
voting rules and the merits of composition, we constructed the voting rule sequential majority comparison (SMC) from the literature (e.g., from Brandt et
al. [5]), thereby producing a compositional proof that our constructed voting
rule is monotone.
Sequential Majority Comparison (SMC). The voting rule of sequential majority comparison, also known as sequential pairwise majority, is simple enough
for understanding, but still complex enough such that it demonstrates interesting properties such as monotonicity. Essentially, SMC fixes some (potentially
arbitrary) order on all alternatives and then consecutively performs pairwise
majority elections. We start by doing pairwise comparisons of the first and the
second alternative, then compare the winner of this pairwise comparison to the
third alternative, whose winner is then compared to the fourth alternative, and
so on. SMC belongs to a category of voting rules called tournament solutions,
for which we outline a possible construction for synthesis in the following.
Logic-Based Synthesis of Tournament Solution. As indicated in Section 3,
loop composition appears sensible for tournament solutions, as a list of alternatives is processed by multiple rounds, whereof in each, the previously chosen
alternative is compared to the next alternative on the list regarding their rankings in the profile, and the winner of a comparison advances to the next round.
To compare alternatives, we use any electoral module m which elects one
alternative and rejects the rest (for example via plurality voting). To limit comparisons to two alternatives, we use the electoral module pass2> , which defers
the two alternatives ranked highest in some fixed order > and rejects the rest.
Similarly, drop2> rejects these two alternatives and defers the rest.
We can now describe a single comparison in our tournament as
c = (pass2> Û m) ||aggmax drop2>
The first part of the parallel composition elects the winner of the current comparison and rejects all other alternatives. The second part defers all alternatives
which are not currently being compared and therefore stay in the tournament.
The termination condition t|d|=0 is satisfied iff the set of deferred alternatives
passed to it is empty. Then we describe a single round of our tournament as
r = (c

t|d|=0 ) ¿

Every single comparison elects a single alternative to advance to the next
round and rejects the other. As long as alternatives are left, the next c compares
the next two alternatives. If there ever is only a single alternative left, it advances
to the next round automatically. At the end of the round, we need to revise to
defer all winners to the next round instead of electing them.
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Let melect be the electoral module which elects all alternatives passed to it
and t|d|=1 the termination condition that is satisfied when exactly one alternative
is deferred. We can now define the whole tournament as
t = (r

t|d|=1 )

Û melect .

t repeats single rounds as long as there is more than one alternative left and
then elects the single survivor.
Compositional Design of SMC. After having described a general approach
for synthesizing tournament solutions, we give only structural information on
the synthesis of SMC as the details are rather lengthy, but instead refer the
reader to the Isabelle/HOL proofs.
We can construct SMC by combining six different basic components by using
all of our composition structures, i.e., the sequential, parallel, loop, and revision
structure, and thereby produce a proof that SMC is a monotone voting rule.
1
2
3
4

definition SMC :: " a rel ∆ a Electoral_module" where
"SMC x © let a = Max_aggregator; t = Defer_eq_condition 1 in
((((Pass_module 2 x) Û ((Plurality_module¿) Û (Pass_module 1 x))) ||a
(Drop_module 2 x)) t ) Û Elect_module"

5
6
7
8

theorem SMC_sound:
assumes order: "linear_order x"
shows "electoral_module (SMC x)"

9
10
11
12

theorem SMC_monotone:
assumes order: "linear_order x"
shows "monotone (SMC x)"
Listing 2. The compositional synthesis of SMC in Isabelle/HOL.

The high-level compositional synthesis can be seen in Listing 2, where SMC
stands for sequential majority comparison composed of a number of simple components. Each component, the largest of which is an electoral module inducing
plurality voting (see Section 2), consists of not more than three lines in higherorder logic and we provided proofs within our Isabelle/HOL framework for easy
reuse and modification for similar voting rules.
Moreover, Listing 2 shows the simplicity of the abstract proof obligations
both that SMC is again an electoral module and satisfies the monotonicity property. Both tasks are proven fully modularly and are hence a direct result of
SMC’s composition, and is apt for an automated integration within a potential
future logic-based synthesis assistant . We omit the proofs at this point, but
they are available for download2 and can be inspected and re-played for inspection and automatically checked using Isabelle/HOL. The full proof comprises
26 compositions using a set of six basic components within the theorem prover
Isabelle/HOL.
2

https://formal.iti.kit.edu/~kirsten/lopstr2019/theories.zip
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6

Related Work

We base the core component type in our design framework on the electoral
modules from the unified description of electoral systems in [7]. Therein, Grilli di
Cortona et al. devise a complex component structure for describing hierarchical
electoral systems with a focus on proportional voting rules including notions
for electoral districts and concepts of proportionality. General informal advice
on voting rule design is given by Taagepera [15]. Moreover, a first approach for
composing voting rules in a limited setting is given by Narodytska et al. [12]
that is readily expressible by our structures. Other work designs voting rules
less modularly for statistically guaranteeing social choice properties by machine
learning [16]. Prior modular approaches target verification [10] or declarative
combinations of voting rules [6], but ignore social choice properties.
We have defined our compositional approach within Isabelle/HOL [13], a
theorem prover for higher-order logic. Isabelle/HOL provides interactive theorem
proving for rigorous systems design. Further work on computer-aided verification
of social choice properties for voting rules using HOL4 has been done by Dawson
et al. [8]. More light-weight approaches with some loss of generality, but the
merit of generating counterexamples for failing properties has been devised by
Beckert et al. [3] and Kirsten and Cailloux [11]. Therein, techniques for relational
verification of more involved social choice properties have been applied. Another
interesting approach has been followed by Pattinson and Schürmann [14], where
voting rules are directly encoded into HOL rules within tactical theorem provers.
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Conclusion

Within this work, we introduced an approach to systematically synthesize voting
rules from compact composable modules to satisfy formal social choice properties. We devised composition rules for a selection of common social choice properties, such as monotonicity or Condorcet consistency, as well as for reusable
auxiliary properties. These composition rules give by design formal guarantees
that a synthesized voting rule fulfills the social choice property of interest as
long as its components satisfy specific properties.
Our approach is applicable to the synthesis of a wide range of voting rules
which use sequential or parallel modular structures, notably voting rules with
tie-breakers, elimination procedures, or tournament structures. This includes
well-known rules such as instant-runoff voting, Nanson’s method, or sequential majority comparison (SMC). We synthesized SMC from simple components,
which we presume to be reusable for synthesizing further rules, and automatically by construction synthesized a proof that SMC satisfies monotonicity from
basic formal proofs for the structures, compositions and components which we
compositionally synthesized. This case study and all required definitions were
implemented and verified with the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL. Finally, our
approach can be safely extended with additional modules, compositional structures, and rules, for integration into voting rule design or verification frameworks.
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Outlook. So far, composition is realized mostly by transferring sets of deferred
alternatives between modules. We also intend to inspect the more involved modular structures already incorporated in some more complicated voting rules, in
order to achieve a more flexible notion of composition. This, however, also involves making more detailed assumptions on how exactly information is passed
between modules, which might come with a loss of generality. This however,
seems to be necessary for voting rules such as Single-Transferable Vote (STV),
which are not composable for sensible social choice properties with our strong
notion of locality in composition rules.
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Solving Proximity Constraints?
Temur Kutsia and Cleo Pau
RISC, Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria
Abstract. Proximity relations are binary fuzzy relations that satisfy
reflexivity and symmetry properties, but are not transitive. This relation induces the notion of distance between function symbols, which is
further extended to terms. Given two terms, we aim at bringing them
“sufficiently close” to each other, by finding an appropriate substitution.
We impose no extra restrictions on proximity relations, allowing a term
in unification to be close to two terms that themselves are not close to
each other. Our unification algorithm works in two phases: first reducing
the equation solving problem to constraints over sets of function symbols, and then solving the obtained constraints. Termination, soundness
and completeness of both algorithms are shown. The unification problem
has finite minimal complete set of unifiers.

1

Introduction

Proximity relations are reflexive and symmetric fuzzy binary relations. Introduced in [2], they generalize similarity relations (a fuzzy version of equivalence),
by dropping transitivity. Proximity relations help to represent fuzzy information in situations, where similarity is not adequate, providing more flexibility in
expressing vague knowledge. For unification, working modulo proximity or similarity means to treat di↵erent function symbols as if they were the same when
the given relation asserts they are “close enough” to each other.
Unification for similarity relations was studied in [3, 4, 12] in the context of
fuzzy logic programming. In [1], the authors extended the algorithm from [12]
to full fuzzy signature (permitting arity mismatches between function symbols)
and studied also anti-unification, a dual technique to unification.
A constraint logic programming schema with proximity relations has been
introduced in [11]. The similarity-based unification algorithm from [12] was generalized for proximity relations in [5], where the authors introduced the notion of
proximity-based unification under a certain restriction imposed on the proximity
relation. The restriction requires that the same symbol can not be close to two
symbols at the same time, when those symbols are not close to each other. One
of them should be chosen as the proximal candidate to the given symbol. Essentially, proximal neighborhoods of two function symbols are treated as being
either identical or disjoint. Looking at the proximity relation as an undirected
graph, this restriction implies that maximal cliques in the graph are disjoint.
From the unification point of view, it means that p(x, x) can not be unified with
?
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p(a, c) when a and c are not close to each other, even if there exists a b which is
close both to a and c. Anti-unification for such kind of proximity relations, and
its subalgorithm for computing all maximal partitions of a graph into maximal
cliques have been considered in [8, 9].
In this paper we consider the general case of unification for a proximity
relation without any restrictions, and develop an algorithm which computes a
compact representation of the set of solutions. Considering neighborhoods of
function symbols as finite sets, we work with term representation where in place
of function symbols we permit neighborhoods or names. The latter are some
kind of variables, which stand for unknown neighborhoods. The algorithm is
split into two phases. In the first one, which is a generalization of syntactic
unification for proximity relations, we produce a substitution together with a
constraint over neighborhoods and their names. A crucial step in the algorithm
is variable elimination, which is done not with a term to which a variable should
be unified, but with a copy of that term with fresh names and variables. This
step also introduces new neighborhood constraints to ensure that the copy of
the term remains close to its original.
In the second phase, the constraint is solved by a constraint solving algorithm.
Combining each solution from the second phase with the substitution computed
in the first phase, we obtain a compact representation of the minimal complete
set of unifiers of the original problem. We prove termination, soundness and
completeness of both algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
detailed study of full-scale proximity-based unification.
In the rest of the paper, the necessary notions and terminology are introduced
in Sect. 2, and both algorithms are developed and studied in Sect. 3. Due to space
limits, long proofs are put in the appendix, which also contains some illustrative
examples. The full version of the paper can be found in the technical report [10].

2

Preliminaries

Proximity relations. We define basic notions about proximity relations following
[5]. A binary fuzzy relation on a set S is a mapping from S ⇥ S to the real
interval [0, 1]. If R is a fuzzy relation on S and is a number 0   1, then
the -cut of R on S, denoted R , is an ordinary (crisp) relation on S defined as
R := {(s1 , s2 ) | R(s1 , s1 )
}. In the role of T-norm ^ we take the minimum.
A fuzzy relation R on a set S is called a proximity relation on S i↵ it is
reflexive and symmetric. The -proximity class of s 2 S (a -neighborhood of s)
is a set pc(s, R, ) = {s0 | R(s, s0 )
}. When R and are fixed, we simply
write pc(s).
Terms and substitutions. Given a set of variables V and a set of fixed arity
function symbols F, terms over F and V are defined as usual, by the grammar
t := x | f (t1 , . . . , tn ), where x 2 V and f 2 F is n-ary.
The set of terms over V and F is denoted by T (F, V). We denote variables
by x, y, z, arbitrary function symbols by f, g, h, constants by a, b, c, and terms
by s, t, r.
2

Substitutions are mappings from variables to terms, where all but finitely
many variables are mapped to themselves. The identity substitution is denoted
by Id . We use the usual set notation for substitutions, writing, e.g., a substitution as {x 7! (x) | x 6= (x)}. Substitution application and composition are
defined in the standard way. We use the postfix notation for substitution application, e.g., t , and juxtaposition for composition, e.g., # means the composition
of and # (the order matters).
Extended terms, extended substitutions, name-neighborhood mappings. Assume
that N is a countable set of names, which are symbols together with associated
arity (like function symbols). We use the letters N, M, K for them. It is assumed
that N \ F = ; and N \ V = ;.
Neighborhood is either a name, or a finite subset of F, where all elements have
the same arity. Since in the construction of extended terms below neighborhoods
will behave like function symbols, we will use the letters F and G to denote them.
arity(F) is defined as the arity of elements of F. The set of all neighborhoods is
denoted by Nb.
An extended term (or, shortly, an X-term) t over F, N , and V is defined by
the grammar:
t := x | F(t1 , . . . , tn ), where arity(F) = n.
The set of X-terms is denoted by T (F, N , V). X-terms, in which every neighborhood set is a singleton, are called singleton X-terms or, shortly, SX-terms.
Slightly abusing the notation, we assume that a term (i.e., an element of T (F, V))
is a special case of an SX-term (as an SX-term without names), identifying a
function symbol f with the singleton neighborhood {f }. We will use this assumption in the rest of the paper.
The notion of head is defined as head (x) = x and head (F(t1 , . . . , tn )) = F.
The set of variables (resp. names) occurring in an X-term t is denoted by
V(t) (resp. N (t)). Approximate extended equations (X-equations) are pairs of
X-terms.
The notion of substitution (and the associated relations and operations) are
extended to X-terms straightforwardly. We use the term “X-substitution” and
denote them by upright Greek letters µ, ⌫, and ⇠. When we want to emphasize
that we are talking about substitutions for terms, we use the letters , #, and '.
The restriction of an X-substitution µ to a set of variables V is denoted by
µ|V := {x 7! xµ | x 2 dom(µ) \ V }.
A name-neighborhood mapping
: N ! Nb \ N is a finite mapping from
names to non-name neighborhoods (i.e., finite sets of function symbols of the
same arity) such that if N 2 dom( ) (where dom is the domain of mapping),
then arity(N) = arity( (N)). They are also represented as finite sets, writing
as {N 7! (N) | N 2 dom( )}.
A name-neighborhood mapping can apply to an X-term t, resulting in an Xterm (t), which is obtained by replacing each name N in t by the neighborhood
(N). The application of to a set of X-equations P , denoted by (P ), is a set
of equations obtained from P by applying to both sides of each equation in P .
3

Proximity relations over X-terms. The proximity relation R is defined on the set
Nb [ V (where neighborhoods are assumed to be nonempty) in such a way that
it satisfies the following conditions (in addition to reflexivity and symmetry):
(a) R(F, G) = 0 if arity(F) 6= arity(G);
(b) R(F, G) = min{R(f, g) | f 2 F, g 2 G}, if F = {f1 , . . . , fn }, G = {g1 , . . . , gm },
and arity(F) = arity(G);
(c) R(N, F) = 0, if F 2
/ N.
(d) R(N, M) = 0, if N 6= M;
(e) R(x, y) = 0, if x 6= y for all x, y 2 V.
(f) R(F, G) is undefined, if F = ; or G = ;.
We write F ⇡R, G if R(F, G)
. Note that for F = {f1 , . . . , fn } and G =
{g1 , . . . , gm }, F ⇡R, G is equivalent to R(f, g)
for all f 2 F and g 2 G. It is
easy to see that the obtained relation is again a proximity relation. Furthermore,
it can be extended to X-terms (which do not contain the empty neighborhood):
1. R(s, t) := 0 if R(head (s), head (t)) = 0.
2. R(s, t) := 1 if s = t and s, t 2 V.
3. R(s, t) := R(F, G) ^ R(s1 , t1 ) ^ · · · ^ R(sn , tn ), if s = F(s1 , . . . , sn ), t =
G(t1 , . . . , tn ).
4. R(s, t) is not defined, if s or t contains the empty neighborhood ;.
Two X-terms s and t are (R, )-close to each other, written s 'R, t, if R(s, t)
. We say that s is (R, )-more general than t and write s -R, t, if there exists
an substitution such that s 'R, t.
Neighborhood equations, unification problems. We introduce the notions of problems we would like to solve.
Definition 1 (Neighborhood equations). Given R and , an (R, )-neighborhood equation is a pair of neighborhoods, written as F ⇡?R, G. The question
mark indicates that it has to be solved.
A name-neighborhood mapping
is a solution of an (R, )-neighborhood
equation F ⇡?R, G if (F) 'R,
(G). The notation implies that R( (F), (G))
is defined, i.e., neither (F) nor (G) contains the empty neighborhood.
An (R, )-neighborhood constraint is a finite set of (R, )-neighborhood equations. A name-neighborhood mapping is a solution of an (R, )-neighborhood
constraint C if it is a solution of every (R, )-neighborhood equation in C.
We shortly write “an (R, )-solution to C” instead of “a solution to an (R, )neighborhood constraint C”.
To each X-term t we associate a set of SX-terms Singl(t) defined as follows:
Singl(x) := {x},

Singl(N(t1 , . . . , tn )) := {N(s1 , . . . , sn ) | si 2 Singl(ti ), 1  i  n}.

Singl(F(t1 , . . . , tn )) := {f (s1 , . . . , sn ) | f 2 F, si 2 Singl(ti ), 1  i  n}.
The notation extends to substitutions as well:
Singl(µ) := {# | x# 2 Singl(xµ) for all x 2 V}.
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Definition 2 (Approximate X-unification). Given R and , a finite set P
of (R, )-equations between X-terms is called an (R, )-X-unification problem.
A mapping-substitution pair ( , µ) is called an (R, )-solution of an (R, )-Xequation t '?R, s, if (tµ) 'R,
(sµ). An (R, )-solution of P is a pair ( , µ)
which solves each equation in P .
If ( , µ) is an (R, )-solution of P , then the X-substitution (µ) is called an
(R, )-X-unifier of P .
SX-unification problems, SX-solutions and SX-unifiers are defined analogously. For unification between terms, we do not use any prefix, talking about
unification problems, solutions, and unifiers.
Instead of writing “a · · · -unifier of an (R, )-unification problem P ”, we often
shortly say “an (R, )-· · · -unifier of P ”.
The notion of more generality for substitutions is defined with the help of
syntactic equality: µ is more general than ⌫, written µ
⌫, if there exists ⇠
such that µ⇠ = ⌫.
Remark 1. Note that we did not use proximity in the definition of this notion.
The reason is that in our definition, is a quasi-order and preserves good properties of unifiers. In particular, if µ is an (R, )-X-unifier of P , then so is any ⌫
for which µ ⌫ holds.
If we defined this notion as “µ -R, ⌫ if there exists a substitution ⇠ such
that xµ⌫ 'R, x⇠ for all x”, it would not be a quasi-order, because it is not
transitive. Therefore, it might happen that µ is an (R, )-X-unifier of P , but
⌫ with µ -R, ⌫ is not. A simple example is P = {x '?R, a} and R =
{(a, b), (b, c)}. Then µ = {x 7! b} is an (R, )-unifier of P , but ⌫ = {x 7! c} is
not. However, µ -R, ⌫.
Two substitutions µ and ⌫ are called equigeneral i↵ µ
case we write µ ' ⌫. It is an equivalence relation.

⌫ and ⌫

µ. In this

Unification between terms. Our unification problem will be formulated between
terms, and we would like to have a characterization of the set of its unifiers. (Extended terms and substitutions will play a role in the formulating of algorithms,
proving their properties, and representing the mentioned unifier set compactly.)
Definition 3 (Complete set of unifiers). Given a proximity relation R, a cut
value , and an (R, )-proximity unification problem P , the set of substitutions
⌃ is a complete set of (R, )-unifiers of P if the following conditions hold:
Soundness: Every substitution 2 ⌃ is an (R, )-unifier of P .
Completeness: For any (R, )-unifier # of P , there exists 2 ⌃ such that
#.
⌃ is a minimal complete set of unifiers of P if it is its complete set of unifiers
and, in addition, the following condition holds:
Minimality: No two elements in ⌃ are comparable with respect to
, # 2 ⌃, if
#, then = #.
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: For all

Under this definition, {x 'R,0.5 b} for R(a, b) = 0.6, R(b, c) = 0.5 has a
minimal complete set of unifiers {{x 7! a}, {x 7! b}, {x 7! c}}. Note that the
substitutions {x 7! a} and {x 7! b} are -incomparable, but -R, -comparable.
The same is true for {x 7! a} and {x 7! c}.
Given an approximate unification problem P , our goal is to obtain a compact
representation of its minimal complete set of (R, )-unifiers. The representation
X
will be constructed as a set of X-unifiers UR,
(P ) = { 1 (µ), . . . , n (µ)}. The
algorithms below construct this representation.

3

Solving unification problems

We start with a high-level view of the process of solving an approximate unification problem s '?R, t between terms s and t (we omit R and below):
– First, we treat the input equation as an SX-equation and apply rules of the
pre-unification algorithm. Pre-unification works on SX-equations. It either
fails (in this case the input terms are not unifiable) or results in a neighborhood constraint C and a substitution µ over T (;, N , V).
– Next, we solve C by the neighborhood constraint solving algorithm. If the
process fails, then the input terms are not unifiable. Otherwise, we get a
finite set of name-neighborhood mappings M = { 1 , . . . , n }. Note that
’s do not necessarily map names to singleton sets here.
– For each i 2 M, the pair ( i , µ) solves the original unification problem,
i.e., the X-substitution i (µ) is an X-unifier of it.
– From the obtained set { 1 (µ), . . . , n (µ)} of computed (R, )-X-unifiers of
s and t we can construct a minimal complete set of unifiers mcsu R, (s, t) of
s and t as the set mcsu R, (s, t) = Singl( (µ1 )) [ · · · [ Singl( (µ1 )).
Hence, the algorithm consists of two phases: pre-unification and constraint
solving. They are described in separate subsections below.
3.1

Pre-unification rules

We start with the definition of a technical notion needed later:
Definition 4. We say that a set of SX-equations {x '?R, t} ] P contains
an occurrence cycle for the variable x if t 2
/ V and there exist SX-term-pairs
(x0 , t0 ), (x1 , t1 ), . . . , (xn , tn ) such that x0 = x, t0 = t, for each 0  i  n P contains an equation xi '?R, ti or ti '?R, xi , and xi+1 2 V(ti ) where xn+1 = x0 .
Lemma 1. If a set of SX-equations P contains an occurrence cycle for some
variable, then it has no (R, )-solution for P for any R and .
Proof. The requirement that neighborhoods of di↵erent arity are not (R, )-close
to each other guarantees that an SX-term can not be (R, )-close to its proper
subterm. Therefore, equations containing an occurrence cycle can not have an
(R, )-solution.
t
u
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In the rules below we will use the renaming function ⇢ : T (F, N , V) !
T (N , V). Applied to a term, ⇢ gives its fresh copy, obtained by replacing each
occurrence of a symbol from F [ N by a new name and each variable occurrence
by a fresh variable. For instance, if the term is f (N(a, x, x, f (a))), where f, a 2
F and N 2 N , then ⇢(f (N(a, x, x, f (a))) = N1 (N2 (N3 , x1 , x2 , N4 (N5 ))), where
N1 , N2 , N3 , N4 , N5 2 N are new names and x1 , x2 are new variables.
Given R and , an equational (R, )-configuration is a triple P ; C; µ, where
– P is a finite set of (R, )-SX-equations. It is initialized with the unification
equation between the original terms;
– C is a (R, )-neighborhood constraint;
– µ is an X-substitution over T (;, N , V), initialized by Id . It serves as an
accumulator, keeping the pre-unifier computed so far.
The pre-unification algorithm takes given terms s and t, creates the initial
configuration {s '?R, t}; ;; Id and applies the rules given below exhaustively.
The rules are very similar to the syntactic unification algorithm with the
di↵erence that here the function symbol clash does not happen unless their arities
di↵er, and variables are not replaced by other variables until the very end. (The
notation exp n in the rules below abbreviates the sequence exp 1 , . . . , exp n .)
(Tri) Trivial:

{x '?R, x} ] P ; C; µ =) P ; C; µ.

(Dec) Decomposition:
{F(sn ) '?R, G(tn )} ] P ; C; µ =) {sn '?R, tn } [ P ; {F ⇡?R, G} [ C; µ,
where each of F and G is a name or a function symbol treated as a
singleton neighborhood.
(VE) Variable Elimination:
{x '?R, t} ] P ; C; µ =) {t0 '?R, t} [ P {x 7! t0 }; C; µ{x 7! t0 },

where t 2
/ V, there is no occurrence cycle for x in {x '?R, t} ] P , and
t0 = ⇢(t).
(Ori) Orient:
(Cla) Clash:

{t '?R, x} ] P ; C; µ =) {x '?R, t} [ P ; C; µ, if t 2
/ V.
F(sn ) '?R, G(tm )} ] P ; C; µ =) ?, where n 6= m.

(Occ) Occur Check:

{x '?R, t} ] P ; C; µ =) ?,

if there is an occurrence cycle for x in {x '?R, t} ] P .
(VO) Variables Only:
{x '?R, y, xn '?R, yn }; C; µ =) {xn '?R, yn }{x 7! y}; C; µ{x 7! y}.
Informally, in the (VE) rule, we imitate the structure of t in t0 by ⇢, replace x
by t0 , and then try to bring t0 close to t by solving the equation t0 '?R, t.
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Theorem 1 (Termination of pre-unification). The pre-unification algorithm
terminates either with ? or with a configuration of the form ;; C; µ.
Proof. The rules (Tri) and (Dec) strictly decrease the size of P . (Ori) does not
changes the size, but strictly decreases the number of equations of the form
t '?R, x, where t 2
/ V. (VO) stands separately, because once it starts applying,
no other rule is applicable and (VO) itself is terminating. So are the failure rules.
To see what is decreased by (VE), we need some definitions. First, with
each variable occurring in the initial unification problem we associate the set of
its copies, which is initialized with the singleton set consisting of the variables
themselves. For instance, if the problem contains variables x, y, z, and u, we will
have four copy sets: {x}, {y}, {z}, and {u}. Rules may add new copies to these
sets, or remove some copies from them. However, the copy sets themselves are
fixed. None of them will be removed, and no new copy sets will be created.
In the process of rule applications, we will maintain a directed acyclic graph,
whose vertices are labeled by copy sets, and there is an edge from a vertex V1 to
a vertex V2 if we have encountered an equation of the form x '?R, t such that
x 2 V1 and t contains a variable y 2 V2 .
One can notice that the graph is a variable dependency graph. If it contains
a cycle, the algorithm stops with failure by the (Occ) rule. From the beginning,
the vertices (i.e. the copy sets) are isolated. In the process of rule applications,
assume that we reach a configuration that is transformed by the (VE) rule,
applied to an equation x '?R, t, where t contains variables y, z 0 , and z 00 (the
latter two are copies of z). The rule creates a fresh copy of t, which contains
copies of variables: ⇢(y), ⇢(z 0 ), and ⇢(z 00 ). They are added to the corresponding
copy sets (graph vertices): ⇢(y) to the copy set of y, and ⇢(z 0 ) and ⇢(z 00 ) to the
copy set of z. Let us call those vertices Vy and Vz . Besides, if there was no edge
connecting the vertex Vx (containing the copy set of x) to the vertices Vy and
Vz , the edges are created. Finally, x is removed from Vx .
Hence, after each application of the (VE) rule, the copy set decreases in one
vertex V (in the example above it is Vx ), and stays unchanged in all vertices that
are not reachable from V . We say in this case that the graph measure decreases.
This ordering can be seen as a generalization of lexicographic ordering to graphs.
It is well-founded. (VE) strictly decreases it, and the other rules have no e↵ect.
Hence, if we take the lexicographic combination of three measures: copy set
dags, the size of the set of equations, and the number of equations with nonvariable term in the left and variable in the right, each rule except (VO) strictly
decrease it. After finitely many steps, either failure will occur, or one reaches the
variable-only equations, which are solved in finitely many steps by (VO). Then
it stops with the configuration ;; C; µ.
t
u
We say that a mapping-substitution pair ( , ⌫) is a solution of an equational
(R, )-configuration P ; C; µ if the following conditions hold:
– ( , ⌫) is an (R, )-solution of P ;
–
is an (R, )-solution of C;
– For each x 2 dom(µ), we have x⌫ = xµ⌫ (syntactic equality).
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Lemma 2. 1. If P ; C; µ =) ? by (Cla) or (Occ) rules, then P ; C; µ does not
have a solution.
2. Let P1 ; C1 ; µ1 =) P2 ; C2 ; µ2 be a step performed by a pre-unification rule
(except (Cla) and (Occ)). Then every solution of P2 ; C2 ; µ2 is a solution of
P1 ; C1 ; µ1 .
t
u

Proof. See the appendix.

Theorem 2 (Soundness of pre-unification). Let s and t be two terms, such
that the pre-unification algorithm gives {s '?R, t}; ;; Id =)⇤ ;; C; µ. Let
be
an (R, )-solution of C. Then the X-substitution (µ) contains no names and
is an (R, )-X-unifier of {s '?R, t}.
Proof. Note that ( , µ) is an (R, )-solution of ;; C; µ, since solves C. From
{s '?R, t}; ;; Id =)⇤ ;; C; µ, by induction on the length of the derivation, using
Lemma 2, we get that ( , µ) is a solution of {s '?R, t}; ;; Id .
Since s and t do not contain names,
has no e↵ect on them: (sµ) =
s (µ) and (tµ) = t (µ). From these equalities and (sµ) 'R,
(tµ) we get
s (µ) 'R, t (µ), which implies that (µ) is an (R, )-X-solution of {s '?R, t}.
By construction of pre-unification derivations, all the names in µ are in the
domain of . Hence, (µ) contains no names.
t
u
Corollary 1. Let s and t be two terms, such that the pre-unification algorithm
gives {s '?R, t}; ;; Id =)⇤ ;; C; µ. Let be an (R, )-solution of C. Then every
substitution in Singl( (µ)) is an (R, )-unifier of s and t.
Proof. Direct consequence of Theorem 2 and the definition of Singl. Note that
Singl( (µ)) in this case is a set of substitutions, not a set of SX-substitutions,
because (µ) does not contain names.
t
u
For any solution of an approximate unification problem, we can not always
compute a solution which is more general than the given one. For instance, for
the problem x '?R, y we compute {x 7! y}, but the problem might have a
solution, e.g., {x 7! a, y 7! b} (when a and b are close to each other). Strictly
speaking, {x 7! y} is not more general than {x 7! a, y 7! b}, because there is no
substitution such that {x 7! y} = {x 7! a, y 7! b}, but we have the relation
{x 7! a, y 7! b} 2 Singl({x 7! y}{y 7! {a, b}}) = Singl({x 7! {a, b}, y 7! {a, b}}).
The Completeness Theorem below proves a more general statement. It states
that for any solution of an approximate unification problem, we can always
compute a solution which is more general than a solution close to the given one.
Theorem 3 (Completeness of pre-unification). Let an substitution # be
an (R, )-unifier of two terms s and t. Then any maximal derivation that starts
at {s '?R, t}; ;; Id must end with an equational configuration ;; C; µ, such that
for some (R, )-solution of C, which maps names to singleton neighborhoods,
and some substitution 'R, #, we have (µ|V(s)[V(t) )
.
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Proof. The full proof can be found in the appendix. Here we sketch the idea.
Since {s '?R, t} is solvable, the derivation can not end with ? by soundness
of pre-unification. Since for every equation there is a rule, and the algorithm
terminates, the final configuration should have a form ;; C; µ.
Let V be V(s) [ V(t). In the construction of , we need the proposition:
Proposition: Assume P1 ; C1 ; µ1 =) P2 ; C2 ; µ2 is a single step rule application
in the above mentioned derivation. Let 1 be a name-neighborhood mapping
which maps names occurring in µ1 to singleton neighborhoods such that
equations in 1 (P1 ) and in 1 (C1 ) remain solvable. Assume that there exists
a substitution 1 'R, # such that 1 (µ1 |V )
1 . Then there exist a
substitution 2 'R, # and a name-neighborhood mapping 2 which maps
names occurring in µ2 to singleton neighborhoods such that equations in
2 (P2 ) and in
2 (C2 ) remain solvable, and
2 (µ2 |V )
2.
In the constructed derivation, for the initial configuration P0 ; C0 ; µ0 = {s '?R,
t}; ;; Id we take 0 = ;. Then 0 (P0 ) = P0 = {s '?R, t} and 0 (C0 ) = ;
are solvable, and 0 (µ0 |V ) = Id
#. By applying the proposition iteratively,
we get that for the final configuration ;; C; µ, there exists which maps names
to singleton neighborhoods such that (C) is solvable. By the way how
is
constructed, we have dom( ) = N (µ), but N (µ) = N (C). Hence, N ( (C)) = ;
and its solvability means that it is already solved (trivially solvable). It implies
that is a solution of C. Besides, again by an iterative application of the proposition, we show the existence of a 'R, # such that (µ|V )
.
t
u
By Theorem 2, (µ|V(s)[V(t) ) in the completeness theorem is an X-unifier of
the given problem. Then by the definition of , there is also a unifier. From
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, by definition of Singl we get the following result:
Theorem 4. Given R, and two terms s and t, let the pre-unification algorithm produce a derivation {s '?R, t}; ;; Id =)+ ;; C; µ. Let { 1 , . . . , n } be a
complete set of solutions of C, restricted to N (C). Then the set Singl( 1 (µ)) [
· · · [ Singl( 1 (µ)) is a minimal complete set of unifiers of s and t.
We introduce a neighborhood constraint solving algorithm in the next section.
But before that we illustrate the pre-unification rules with a couple of examples:
Example 1. Let s = p(x, y, x) and t = q(f (a), g(d), y). Then the pre-unification
algorithm stops with the configuration ;; C, µ, where C = {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R,
f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, g, N4 ⇡?R, d, N1 ⇡?R, N3 , N2 ⇡?R, N4 } and µ = {x 7!
N1 (N2 ), y 7! N3 (N4 )}.
Assume that for the given -cut, the proximity relation consists of pairs
R = {(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (a, b0 ), (b0 , c0 ), (c0 , d), (f, g), (p, q)}. The obtained constraint can be solved, e.g., by the name-neighborhood mappings
= [N1 7!
{f, g}, N2 7! {b}, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c}] and 0 = [N1 7! {f, g}, N2 7!
{b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c0 }]. From them and µ we can get the sets (µ)
and 0 (µ) of (R, )-unifiers of s and t.
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If we did not have the VO rule and allowed the use of VE rule instead, we
might have ended up with the unification problem {y '?R, f (a), y '?R, g(d)},
which does not have a solution, because the neighborhoods of a and d do not
have a common element. Hence, we would have lost a solution.
Example 2. Let s = p(x, x) and t = q(f (y, y), f (a, c)). The pre-unification algorithm stops with ;; P ; µ, where P = {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R,
c, M ⇡?R, N2 , N3 ⇡?R, M} and µ = {x 7! N1 (N2 , N3 ), y1 7! N2 , y2 7!
N3 , y 7! M}. Let R = {(a, a1 ), (a1 , b), (b, c1 ), (c1 , c), (p, q)}. Then C is solved
by = [N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a1 }, M 7! {b}, N3 7! {c1 }] and (µ|V(s)[V(t) ) contains only one element, an (R, )-unifier = {x 7! f (a1 , c1 ), y 7! b} of s and t.
Indeed, s = p(f (a1 , c1 ), f (a1 , c1 )) 'R, q(f (b, b), f (a, c)) = t .
This example illustrates the necessity of introducing a fresh variable for each
occurrence of a variable by the renaming function in the VE rule. If we used
the same new variable, say y 0 , for both occurrences of y in f (y, y) (instead of
using y1 and y2 as above), we would get the configuration ;; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R,
f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, N3 ⇡?R, N2 }; {x 7! N1 (N2 , N2 ), y 0 7! N2 , y 7! N2 }.
But for the given R , the constraint {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R,
c, N3 ⇡?R, N2 } does not have a solution (because the neighborhoods of a and c
are not close to each other). Hence, we would lose a unifier.
3.2

Rules for neighborhood constraints

Let
and

be a name-neighborhood mapping. The combination of two mappings
, denoted by
, is defined as
:= {N 7! (N) | N 2 dom( ) \ dom( )} [
{N 7!

(N) | N 2 dom( ) \ dom( )} [

{N 7! (N) \

(N) | N 2 dom( ) \ dom( )}.

We call
and
compatible, if (
)(N) 6= ; for all N 2 dom(
).
Otherwise they are incompatible.
A constraint configuration is a pair C; , where C is a set of (R, )-neighborhood constraints to be solved, and is a name-neighborhood mapping (as a set
of rules), representing the (R, )-solution computed so far. We say that is an
(R, )-solution of a constraint configuration C; if
is an (R, )-solution to
C, and and are compatible.
The constraint simplification algorithm CS transforms constraint configurations, exhaustively applying the following rules (? indicates failure):
(FFS) Function Symbols:

{f ⇡?R, g} ] C;

; =) C;

, if R(f, g)

.

(NFS) Name vs Function Symbol:
{N ⇡?R, g} ] C;

=) C;

{N 7! pc(g, R, )}.

(FSN) Function Symbol vs Name:{g ⇡?R, N} ] C;
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=) {N ⇡?R, g} [ C;

.

(NN1) Name vs Name 1:
{N ⇡?R, M} ] C;

=) C;

where N 2 dom( ), f 2
(NN2) Name vs Name 2:

(N).

{N 7! {f }, M 7! pc(f, R, )},

{M ⇡?R, N} ] C;

where M 2
/ dom( ), N 2 dom( ).
(Fail1) Failure 1:

{f ⇡?R, g} ] C;

(Fail2) Failure 2:

C;

=) {N ⇡?R, M} [ C;

,

=) ?, if R(f, g) < .

=) ?, if there exists N 2 dom( ) with

(N) = ;.

The NN1 rule causes branching, generating n branches where n is the number
of elements in (N). (Remember that by definition, the proximity class of each
symbol is finite.) When the derivation does not fail, the terminal configuration
has the form {N1 ⇡?R, M1 , . . . , Nn ⇡?R, Mn }; , where for each 1  i  n,
Ni , M i 2
/ dom( ). Such a constraint is trivially solvable.
Theorem 5. The constraint simplification algorithm CS is terminating.
Proof. With each configuration C; we associate a complexity measure, which is
a triple of natural numbers (n1 , n2 , n3 ): n1 is the number of symbols occurrences
in C, n2 is the number of equations of the form g ⇡?R, N in C, and n3 is
the number of equations of the form M ⇡?R, N in C, where M 2
/ dom( )
and N 2 dom( ). Measures are compared by the lexicographic extension of the
ordering > on natural numbers. It is a well-founded ordering. The rules (FFS),
(NFS), (NN1) decrease n1 . The rule (FSN) does not change n1 and decreases
n2 . The rule (NN2) does not change n1 and n2 and decreases n3 . The failing
rules cause termination immediately. Hence, each rule reduces the measure or
terminates. It implies the termination of the algorithm.
t
u
In the statements below, we assume R and
to be solved with respect to them.

to be given and the problems are

Lemma 3. 1. If C; =) ? by (Fail1) or (Fail2) rules, then (C, ) does not
have an (R, )-solution.
2. Let C1 ; 1 =) C2 ; 2 be a step performed by a constraint solving (nonfailing)
rule. Then any (R, )-solution of C1 ; 2 is also an (R, )-solution of C1 ; 1 .
Proof. 1. For (Fail1), the lemma follows from the definition of (R, )-solution.
For (Fail2), no is compatible with which maps a name to the empty set.
2. The lemma is straightforward for (FFS), (FSN), and (NN2). To show it for
(NFS), we take , which solves C;
{N 7! pc(g, R, )}. By definition of ,
we get (N) ✓ pc(g, R, ). But then is a solution to {N ⇡?R, g} ] C; .
To show the lemma holds for (NN1), we take a solution of C;
{N 7!
{f }, M 7! pc(f, R, )}. It implies that (N) = {f } and (M) ✓ pc(f, R, ).
But then we immediately get that solves {N ⇡?R, M} ] C; .
t
u
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Theorem 6 (Soundness of CS). Let C be an (R, )-neighborhood constraint
such that CS produces a maximal derivation C; ; =)⇤ C 0 ; . Then
is an
(R, )-solution of C \ C 0 , and C 0 is a set of constraints between names which is
trivially (R, )-satisfiable.
Proof. If a neighborhood equation is not between names, there is a rule in CS
which applies to it. Hence, a maximal derivation can not stop with a C 0 that
contains such an equation. As for neighborhood equations between names, only
two rules deal with them: (NN1) and (NN2). But they apply only if at least one of
the involved names belongs to the domain of the corresponding mapping. Hence,
it can happen that an equation of the form N ⇡?R, M is never transformed by CS.
When the algorithm stops, such equations remain in C 0 and are trivially solvable.
We can remove C 0 from each configuration in C; ; =)⇤ C 0 ; without a↵ecting
any step, getting a derivation C \ C 0 ; ; =)⇤ ;; . Obviously,
is an (R, )solution of ;; . By induction on the length of the derivation and Lemma 3, we
get that is an (R, )-solution of C \ C 0 ; ; and, hence, it solves C \ C 0 .
t
u
Remark 2. When a neighborhood constraint C is produced by the pre-unification
algorithm, then every maximal CS-derivation starting from C; ; ends either in
? or in the pair of the form ;; . This is due to the fact that the VE rule (which
introduces names in pre-unification problems) and the subsequent decomposition
steps always produce chains of neighborhood equations of the form N1 ⇡R,
N2 , N2 ⇡R, N3 , . . . , Nn ⇡R, f , n 1, for the introduced N’s and for some f .
Theorem 7 (Completeness of CS). Let C be an (R, )-neighborhood constraint produced by the pre-unification algorithm, and be one of its solutions.
Let dom( ) = {N1 , . . . , Nn }. Then for each n-tuple c1 2 (N1 ), . . . , cn 2 (Nn )
there exists a CS-derivation C; ; =)⇤ ;; with ci 2 (Ni ) for each 1  i  n.
Proof. We fix c1 , . . . , cn such that c1 2 (N1 ), . . . , cn 2 (Nn ).
First, note that dom( ) coincides with N (C). It is implied by the assumption
that C is produced by pre-unification, and Remark 2 above.
The desired derivation is constructed recursively, where the important step is
to identify a single inference. To see how such a single step is made, we consider
a configuration Ci ; i in this derivation (i
0, C0 = C, 0 = ;). We have
dom( i ) ✓ dom( ). During construction, we will maintain the following two
invariants for each i 0 (easy to check that they hold for i = 0):
(I1)
is an (R, )-solution of (Ci , i ), and
(I2) for all 1  j  n, if Nj 2 dom( i ), then cj 2

i (Nj ).

We consider the following cases:
– Ci contains an equation of the form f ⇡?R, g. By (I1), R(f, g)
. Then
we make the (FFS) step with f ⇡?R, g, obtaining Ci+1 = Ci \ {f ⇡?R, g}
and i+1 = i . Obviously, (I1) and (I2) hold also for the new configuration.
– Otherwise, assume Ci contains an equation Nk ⇡?R, g, where 1  k  n.
Since solves C; i , we have i (N) 6= ; for all N 2 dom( i ) and there is only
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one choice to make the step: the (NFS) rule. It gives Ci+1 = Ci \{Nk ⇡?R, g}
and i+1 = i {Nk 7! pc(g, R, )}. Since solves, in particular, Nk ⇡?R,
g, we have (Nk ) ✓ pc(g, R, ) and, hence, ck 2 pc(g, R, ). First, assume
Nk 2
/ dom( i ). Then i+1 (Nk ) = pc(g, R, ) and both (I1) and (I2) hold
for i+1. Now, assume Nk 2 dom( i ). Then i+1 (Nk ) = i (Nk )\pc(g, R, ).
Besides, (I2) implies ck 2 i (Nk ). Hence, ck 2 i+1 (Nk ), which implies that
(I2) holds for i + 1. From ck 2 i+1 (Nk ) and ck 2 (Nk ) we get that
is compatible with i+1 . Moreover,
solves Ci , therefore, it solves Ci+1 .
Hence, solves Ci+1 ; i+1 and (I1) holds for i + 1 as well.
– Otherwise, assume Ci contains an equation of the form Nk ⇡?R, Nj , where
1  k, j  n and Nk 2 dom( i ). By (I1), we have Nk , Nj 2 dom( ),
(Nk ) \ (Nj ) 6= ;, and (Nk ) \ i (Nk ) 6= ;. By (I2), we have ck 2 i (Nk ).
But since ck 2 (Nk ), we have ck 2 (Nk ) \ i (Nk ). We make the step with
(NN1) rule, choosing the mapping Nk 7! {ck }. It gives Ci+1 = Ci \ {Nk ⇡?R,
Nj } and i+1 = i {Nk 7! {ck }, Nj 7! pc(ck , R, )}.
To see that (I1) holds for i+1, the only nontrivial thing is to check that and
i+1 are compatible. For this, i+1 (Nk )\ (Nk ) 6= ; and i+1 (Nj )\ (Nj ) 6=
; should be shown.
Proving i+1 (Nk ) \ (Nk ) 6= ;: By construction, i+1 (Nk ) = {ck }. By
assumption, ck 2 (Nk ). Hence, i+1 (Nk ) \ (Nk ) 6= ;.
Proving i+1 (Nj ) \ (Nj ) 6= ;: Since
solves Nk ⇡?R, Nj and ck 2
(Nk ), we have (Nj ) ✓ pc(ck , R, ). If Nj 2
/ dom( i ), then i+1 (Nj ) =
pc(ck , R, ) and i+1 (Nj ) \ (Nj ) 6= ;. If Nj 2 dom( i ), then by (I2),
cj 2 i (Nj ). On the other hand, cj 2 (Nj ) and, therefore, cj 2 pc(ck , R, ).
Since i+1 (Nj ) = i (Nj ) \ pc(ck , R, ), we get cj 2 i+1 (Nj ) and, hence,
i+1 (Nj ) \ (Nj ) 6= ;.
To see that (I2) holds is easier. In fact, we have already shown above that
i+1 (Nk ) = {ck }. As for Nj , we have Nj 2 dom( i+1 ) i↵ Nj 2 dom( i ). In
the latter case, we have seen in the proof of (I1) that cj 2 i+1 (Nj ).
– The other cases will be dealt by the rules (FSN) and (NN2). The invariants
for them trivially hold, since these rules do not change the problem.
By (I1), the configurations in our derivation are solvable. Therefore, the failing
rules do not apply. Hence, the derivation ends with ;; for some . By construction, dom( ) = {N1 , . . . , Nn }. By (I2), ci 2 (Ni ) for each 1  i  n. t
u
Example 3. The pre-unification derivation in Example 1 gives the neighborhood constraint C = {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, g, N4 ⇡?R,
d, N1 ⇡?R, N3 , N2 ⇡?R, N4 }. For R = {(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (a, b0 ), (b0 , c0 ), (c0 , d),
(f, g), (p, q)}, the algorithm CS gives four solutions:
1
2
3
4

= {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {b}, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c}}

= {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c0 }}.
= {N1 7! {g}, N2 7! {b}, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c}}

= {N1 7! {g}, N2 7! {b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c0 }}.
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Referring to the mappings and 0 and the substitution µ in Example 1, it is
easy to observe that (µ) [ 0 (µ) = 1 (µ) [ 2 (µ) [ 3 (µ) [ 4 (µ).

4

Final remarks

We described an algorithm that solves unification problems over unrestricted
proximity relations. It is terminating, sound, complete, and computes a compact representation of a minimal complete set of unifiers. A next step is to
incorporate the computation of unification degree into the procedure and use it
to characterize the “best” unifiers. Another future work involves a combination
of unranked unification [6,7] and proximity relations to permit proximal function
symbols with possibly di↵erent arities, similarly to the analogous extension of
similarity-based unification described in [1].
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A

Proofs

Lemma 2. 1. If P ; C; µ =) ? by (Cla) or (Occ) rules, then P ; C; µ does not
have a solution.
2. Let P1 ; C1 ; µ1 =) P2 ; C2 ; µ2 be a step performed by a pre-unification rule
(except (Cla) and (Occ)). Then every solution of P2 ; C2 ; µ2 is a solution of
P1 ; C1 ; µ1 .
Proof. 1. If (Cla) applies, we have an arity mismatch in an equation in P , which
can not be repaired by substitutions: P is not unifiable. For the case of (Occ),
the lemma follows from Lemma 1.
2. We shall prove the lemma for each non-failing rule. The nontrivial cases are
(Dec), (VE), and (VO) rules.
(Dec): P1 = {F(s1 , . . . , sn ) '?R, G(t1 , . . . , tn )} ] P , P2 = {s1 '?R, t1 , . . . ,
sn '?R, tn }[P , C2 = C1 [{F ⇡?R, G}, µ1 = µ2 . Hence, the information
about F and G to be (R, )-close to each other just moves from P1 to
C2 . The rest does not change. Therefore, P1 ; C1 ; µ1 and P2 ; C2 ; µ2 have
the same set of solutions.
(VE): Let ⇠ = {x 7! t0 }. Then P1 = {x '?R, t} ] P , P2 = {t0 '?R, t} [ P ⇠,
C1 = C2 , and µ2 = µ1 ⇠.
Note that µ2 contains x 7! t0 , because x 2
/ dom(µ1 ) by the rules. Let
( , ⌫) be a solution of P2 ; C2 ; µ2 . Then we have (x⌫) = (t0 ⌫). We also
have (t0 ⌫) 'R,
(t⌫), since ⌫ solves t0 '?R, t. Hence, (x⌫) 'R,
(t⌫) and we get that ( , ⌫) solves the equation x '?R, t. For an equation eq 2 P , we have eq⌫ = eq⇠⌫, because x⌫ = t0 ⌫ = x⇠⌫, and for any
y 6= x, it holds trivially that y⌫ = y⇠⌫. Hence, ( , ⌫) solves P as well.
For a y 2 dom(µ1 ), we have y⌫ = yµ2 ⌫ = yµ1 ⇠⌫ = yµ1 ⌫. Therefore,
( , ⌫) is a solution of P1 ; C1 ; µ1 .
(VO): P1 = {x '?R, y, xn '?R, yn }, P2 = {xn '?R, yn }{x 7! y}, C1 = C2 ,
and µ2 = µ1 {x 7! y}. We have x 7! y 2 µ2 , because the rules guarantee
that x 2
/ dom(µ1 ). Then for any solution ( , ⌫) of P2 ; C2 ; µ2 we have
x⌫ = y⌫, which implies the lemma.
Theorem 3 (Completeness of pre-unification). Let an substitution # be an
(R, )-unifier of two terms s and t. Then any maximal derivation that starts at
{s '?R, t}; ;; Id must end with an equational configuration ;; C; µ, such that for
some (R, )-solution of C, which maps names to singleton neighborhoods, and
some substitution 'R, #, we have (µ|V(s)[V(t) )
.
Proof. Since {s '?R, t} is solvable, the derivation can not end with ? by soundness of pre-unification. Since any equation in the first component in configurations can be transformed by a rule, and the algorithm terminates, the final
configuration should have a form ;; C; µ.
Let V be the set of variables V(s) [ V(t). We show now how to construct the
desired step-by-step. Namely, we show the following proposition:
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Proposition: Assume P1 ; C1 ; µ1 =) P2 ; C2 ; µ2 is a single step rule application
in the above mentioned derivation. Let 1 be a name-neighborhood mapping
which maps names occurring in µ1 to singleton neighborhoods such that
equations in 1 (P1 ) and in 1 (C1 ) remain solvable. Assume that there exists
a substitution 1 'R, # such that 1 (µ1 |V )
1 . Then there exist a
substitution 2 'R, # and a name-neighborhood mapping 2 which maps
names occurring in µ2 to singleton neighborhoods such that equations in
2 (P2 ) and in
2 (C2 ) remain solvable, and
2 (µ2 |V )
2.
Proof of the proposition: We assume that dom(#) ✓ V(s) [ V(t). We consider each of the rules separately.
(Tri): In this case we take

2

=

1

and

2

=

1.

(Dec): Note that if a name appears in P1 or C1 , it appears in µ1 as well.
(The (VE) rule guarantees it, since we start from terms, not from X-terms.)
Therefore, if the decomposed terms in P1 had a name in their head, the name
is already in µ1 and, by assumption, in the domain of 1 . This step leaves
µ2 = µ1 unchanged. Hence, we take 2 = 1 and 2 = 1 . Since 1 (P1 ) and
1 (C1 ) were solvable,
2 (P2 ) and
2 (C2 ) are solvable as well.
(VE): P1 = {x '?R, t} ] P10 where there is no occurrence cycle for x, t 2
/ V,
P2 = {t0 '?R, t} [ P10 {x 7! t0 }, and µ2 = µ1 {x 7! t0 }, where t0 = ⇢(t). The
new names in µ2 are those introduced by ⇢ in t0 , and there is at least one
of them, since t 2
/ V. Since # is a solution of the initial configuration, and
x '?R, t is an equation between (copies of) the instances of the corresponding subterms of the original terms, x# and t# have a similar structure: if at
position p in t# there is a name or function symbol, then at position p in
x# we also have a function symbol. Besides, if that position p in t# is the
position p in t, then we have a new name at position p in t0 . Now, let 2 be
2

:=

1

[ {N ! {f } | N is the name at position p in t0 and

f is the function symbol at position p in x#}.

Then, if N is a renaming of a function symbol g at position p in t (and,
hence, in t#), and f is a function symbol at position p in x#, then f and g
must be (R, )-close to each other, because # should unify those positions.
Then solvability of 1 (P1 ) implies solvability of 2 (P2 ).
If x 2 V , then by pre-unification rules, x does not appear in the range of
substitutions in configuration. In particular, it does not appear in the range
of µ1 and, therefore, by substitution composition we have µ2 = µ1 [{x 7! t0 }.
Since t 2
/ V, x appears in dom(#). By construction, if we have a name N in
position p in xµ2 , in x# in the same position we have a function symbol f
with 2 (N) = {f }. In other positions in xµ2 we have fresh variables, each
occurring once. Then there exists a substitution ' such that x 2 (µ2 )' =
x#. Besides, from the assumptions we know that there exists
such that
for any other variable y in V we have y 2 (µ2 ) = y 1 (µ1 ) = y 1 . We
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define 2 = {x 7! x#} [ {y 7! y 1 | y 2 V \ {x}}. Then 2 'R, # and
2 (µ2 |V )( [ ') = 2 . Hence,
2 (µ2 |V )
2.
If x 2
/ V , then µ2 |V is obtained from µ1 |V by replacing x with t0 . Let z 7!
r[x] 2 µ1 |V be a substitution pair in where x appears. Then µ2 |V will contain
z 7! r[t0 ]. By the definition of 2 and by the fact that t0 is a fresh copy
of t, there exists ' such that z 2 (µ2 )' = z#. For any y in V such that
x2
/ V(yµ2 ), we have y 2 (µ2 ) = y 1 for some . With a similar reasoning
as above, we conclude the existence of 2 such that 2 (µ2 |V )
2 . When
z 7! r[x] 2
/ µ1 |V , we will not have z in dom(µ2 |V ) either. Besides, z appears
neither in the range of µ1 nor in the range of µ2 (since by construction those
substitutions are idempotent). Hence, we can reuse 1 in the role of 2 .
(Ori): Straightforward.
(VO): We have P1 = {x '?R, y, xn '?R, yn }, P2 = {xn '?R, yn }{x 7! y},
C1 = C2 , and µ2 = µ1 {x 7! y}. Then 2 = 1 . Then equations in (C2 ) are
solvable. Since # is a solution of the initial configuration, and x '?R, y is
an equation between (copies of) the instances of the corresponding variable
subterms of the original terms, x# and y# are (R, )-close to each other.
Then equations in 2 (P2 ) are also solvable.
Note that x, y 2
/ dom(µ), because x, y 2 V(P1 ). Therefore, x 1 (µ1 ) = x and
y 1 (µ1 ) = y. On the other hand, x 2 (µ2 ) = y 2 (µ2 ) = y.
Assume x, y 2 V . From the assumptions we know that there exists such
that for any other variable z in V we have z 2 (µ2 ) = z 1 (µ1 ) = z 1 . We
define 2 = {x 7! y#, y 7! y#} [ {z 7! z 1 | z 2 V \ {x, y}}. Then 2 'R, #
and 2 (µ2 |V )( [ {y 7! y#}) = 2 .
If x 2
/ V , then we take 2 = {y 7! y#} [ {z 7! z 1 | z 2 V \ {y}}. If y 2
/ V,
then 2 = {x 7! y#} [ {z 7! z 1 | z 2 V \ {x}}. If x, y 2
/ V , then 2 = 1 .
This finishes the proof of the proposition.
In the constructed derivation, for the initial configuration P0 ; C0 ; µ0 = {s '?R,
t}; ;; Id we take 0 = ;. Then 0 (P0 ) = P0 = {s '?R, t} and 0 (C0 ) = ;
are solvable, and 0 (µ0 |V ) = Id
#. By applying the proposition iteratively,
we get that for the final configuration ;; C; µ, there exists which maps names
to singleton neighborhoods such that (C) is solvable. By the way how
is
constructed, its domain consists of all the names that appear in µ, but they are
exactly those that appear in C. Hence, (C) does not contain names and its
solvability means that it is already solved (trivially solvable). It implies that
is a solution of C. Besides, again by an iterative application of the proposition,
we show the existence of a 'R, # such that (µ|V )
.
t
u
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Examples

The selected equations are underlined.
Example 4. Let s = p(x, y, x) and t = q(f (a), g(d), y). The following is a preunification derivation, which shows how the neighborhood constraint and the
substitution shown in Example 1 are computed:
{p(x, y, x) '?R, q(f (a), g(d), y)}; ;; Id =)Dec

{x '?R, f (a), y '?R, g(d), x '?R, y}; {p ⇡?R, q}; Id =)VE

{N1 (N2 ) '?R, f (a), y '?R, g(d), N1 (N2 ) '?R, y}; {p ⇡?R, q};
{x 7! N1 (N2 )} =)Dec2

{y '?R, g(d), N1 (N2 ) '?R, y}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a};
{x 7! N1 (N2 )} =)VE

{N3 (N4 ) '?R, g(d), N1 (N2 ) '?R, N3 (N4 )}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f,
N2 ⇡?R, a}; {x 7! N1 (N2 ), y 7! N3 (N4 )} =)Dec2

{N1 (N2 ) '?R, N3 (N4 )};

{p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, g, N4 ⇡?R, d};
{x 7! N1 (N2 ), y 7! N3 (N4 )} =)Dec2

;; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, g, N4 ⇡?R, d, N1 ⇡?R, N3 ,
N2 ⇡?R, N4 }; {x 7! N1 (N2 ), y 7! N3 (N4 )}.

Note that we could have chosen the second equation in the set {y '?R, g(d),
N1 (N2 ) '?R, y} to eliminate y, but the obtained result would di↵er from the
above computed one by the choice of names only.
Together with the output from Example 3, we report the solutions for R =
{(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (a, b0 ), (b0 , c0 ), (c0 , d), (f, g), (p, q)},
1
2
3
4

= {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {b}, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c}},

= {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c0 }},
= {N1 7! {g}, N2 7! {b}, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c}},

= {N1 7! {g}, N2 7! {b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c0 }},

µ = {x 7! N1 (N2 ), y 7! N3 (N4 )}.

Example 5. Now we illustrate the steps made for computations in Example 2.
Let s = p(x, x) and t = q(f (y, y), f (a, c)). Then the pre-unification derivation
looks as follows:
{p(x, x) '?R, q(f (y, y), f (a, c))}; ;; Id =)Dec

{x '?R, f (y, y), x '?R, f (a, c)}; {p ⇡?R, q}; Id =)VE
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{N1 (y1 , y2 ) '?R, f (y, y), N1 (y1 , y2 ) '?R, f (a, c)}; {p ⇡?R, q};
{x 7! N1 (y1 , y2 )} =)Dec

{y1 '?R, y, y2 '?R, y, N1 (y1 , y2 ) '?R, f (a, c)}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f };
{x 7! N1 (y1 , y2 )} =)Dec

{y1 '?R, y, y2 '?R, y, y1 '?R, a, y2 '?R, c}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f };
{x 7! N1 (y1 , y2 )} =)VE,Dec

{N2 '?R, y, y2 '?R, y, y2 '?R, c}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a};
{x 7! N1 (N2 , y2 ), y1 7! N2 } =)VE,Dec

{N2 '?R, y, N3 '?R, y}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c};
{x 7! N1 (N2 , N3 ), y1 7! N2 , y2 7! N3 } =)Ori,VE

{N3 '?R, M}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, M ⇡?R, N2 };
{x 7! N1 (N2 , N3 ), y1 7! N2 , y2 7! N3 , y 7! M} =)Dec

;; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, M ⇡?R, N2 , N3 ⇡?R, M};
{x 7! N1 (N2 , N3 ), y1 7! N2 , y2 7! N3 , y 7! M}.

If R = {(a, a1 ), (a1 , b), (b, c1 ), (c1 , c), (p, q)}, then the obtained constraint is
satisfied by the assignment [N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a1 }, M 7! {b}, N3 7! {c1 }],
computed by CS as follows (where NN1 causes branching, we display only the
success branch):
{p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, M ⇡?R, N2 , N3 ⇡?R, M};
; =)FFS

{N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, M ⇡?R, N2 , N3 ⇡?R, M}; ; =)NFS
{N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, M ⇡?R, N2 , N3 ⇡?R, M}; {N1 7! {f }} =)NFS

{N3 ⇡?R, c, M ⇡?R, N2 , N3 ⇡?R, M}; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a, a1 }} =)NFS

{M ⇡?R, N2 , N3 ⇡?R, M}; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a, a1 }, N3 7! {c, c1 }} =)NN2
{N2 ⇡?R, M, N3 ⇡?R, M}; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a, a1 }, N3 7! {c, c1 }} =)NN1
{N3 ⇡?R, M}; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a1 }, N3 7! {c, c1 }, M 7! {b}} =)NN1
;; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a1 }, N3 7! {c1 }, M 7! {b}}.

Hence, the computed solution is
= {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a1 }, N3 7! {c1 }, M 7! {b}},

µ = {x 7! N1 (N2 , N3 ), y1 7! N2 , y2 7! N3 , y 7! M}.
µ|V(s)[V(t) = {x 7! N1 (N2 , N3 ), y 7! M}.

If we used the same new variable, say y 0 , for both occurrences of y in f (y, y)
(instead of using y1 and y2 as above), we would get the following pre-unification
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derivation:
{p(x, x) '?R, q(f (y, y), f (a, c))}; ;; Id =)Dec

{x '?R, f (y, y), x '?R, f (a, c)}; {p ⇡?R, q}; Id =)VE

{N1 (y 0 , y 0 ) '?R, f (y, y), N1 (y 0 , y 0 ) '?R, f (a, c)}; {p ⇡?R, q};
{x 7! N1 (y 0 , y 0 )} =)Dec

{y 0 '?R, y, N(y 0 , y 0 ) '?R, f (a, c)}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f };
{x 7! N1 (y 0 , y 0 )} =)Dec

{y 0 '?R, y, y 0 '?R, a, y 0 '?R, c}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f };
{x 7! N1 (y 0 , y 0 )} =)VE,Dec

{N2 '?R, y, N2 '?R, c}; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a};
{x 7! N1 (N2 , N2 ), y 0 7! N2 } =)VE,Dec

{N2 '?R, N3 }; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c};
{x 7! N1 (N2 , N3 ), y 0 7! N2 , y 7! N2 } =)Dec

;; {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, N3 ⇡?R, N2 };
{x 7! N1 (N2 , N2 ), y 0 7! N2 , y 7! N2 }.

If R = {(a, a1 ), (a1 , b), (b, c1 ), (c1 , c), (p, q)}, the obtained neighborhood constraint does not have a solution:
{p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, N3 ⇡?R, N2 }; ; =)FFS
{N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, N3 ⇡?R, N2 }; ; =)NFS
{N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, c, N3 ⇡?R, N2 }; {N1 7! {f }} =)NFS

{N3 ⇡?R, c, N3 ⇡?R, N2 }; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a, a1 }} =)NFS
{N3 ⇡?R, N2 }; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a, a1 }, N3 7! {c, c1 }}
From here, NN1 generates two branches. First:
{N3 ⇡?R, N2 }; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a, a1 }, N3 7! {c, c1 }} =)NN1
;; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a}, N3 7! ;} =)Fail2 ?.
Second:
{N3 ⇡?R, N2 }; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a, a1 }, N3 7! {c, c1 }} =)NN1
;; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a1 }, N3 7! ;} =)Fail2 ?.

Example 6. In Example 3, we saw four solutions obtained by the constraint
solving algorithm for the the neighborhood constraint C = {p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R,
f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, g, N4 ⇡?R, d, N1 ⇡?R, N3 , N2 ⇡?R, N4 } and R =
{(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (a, b0 ), (b0 , c0 ), (c0 , d), (f, g), (p, q)}.
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Here we illustrate the steps how the constraint C can be solved by CS (the
selected equation is always the leftmost):
{p ⇡?R, q, N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, g, N4 ⇡?R, d, N1 ⇡?R, N3 ,
N2 ⇡?R, N4 }; ; =)FFS

{N1 ⇡?R, f, N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, g, N4 ⇡?R, d, N1 ⇡?R, N3 ,
N2 ⇡?R, N4 }; ; =)NFS

{N2 ⇡?R, a, N3 ⇡?R, g, N4 ⇡?R, d, N1 ⇡?R, N3 , N2 ⇡?R, N4 };
{N1 7! {f, g}} =)NFS

{N3 ⇡?R, g, N4 ⇡?R, d, N1 ⇡?R, N3 , N2 ⇡?R, N4 };
{N1 7! {f, g}, N2 7! {a, b, b0 }} =)NFS

{N4 ⇡?R, d, N1 ⇡?R, N3 , N2 ⇡?R, N4 };

{N1 7! {f, g}, N2 7! {a, b, b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}} =)NFS

{N1 ⇡?R, N3 , N2 ⇡?R, N4 };

{N1 7! {f, g}, N2 7! {a, b, b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {d, c, c0 }}.

Here the algorithm branches, since NN1 applies. Branch 1 continues with
{N1 ⇡?R, N3 , N2 ⇡?R, N4 };

{N1 7! {f, g}, N2 7! {a, b, b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {d, c, c0 }} =)NN1

{N2 ⇡?R, N4 }; {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {a, b, b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {d, c, c0 }}.
Branching again by NN1 produces three subbranches. Branch 1.1 fails: ;; {N1 7!
{f }, N2 7! {a}, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! ;} =)Fail2 ?. Branch 1.2 and branch 1.3 give
two solutions, respectively:
1
2

= {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {b}, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c}}

= {N1 7! {f }, N2 7! {b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c0 }}.

Branch 2 also expands into three subbranches, the first of which fails. The other
two return two more solutions:
3
4

= {N1 7! {g}, N2 7! {b}, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c}}

= {N1 7! {g}, N2 7! {b0 }, N3 7! {f, g}, N4 7! {c0 }}.

Referring to the name-neighborhood mappings
in Example 1, it is easy to observe that (µ) [
4 (µ).
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(µ) =
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and the substitution µ
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Introduction

The nominal approach allows us to extend first-order syntax and represent
smoothly systems with bindings, which are frequent in computer science and
mathematics. However, in order to represent bindings correctly, ↵-equivalence
must be taken into account. For instance, despite their syntactical di↵erence,
the formulas 9x : x < 0 and 9z : z < 0 should be considered equivalent. The
nominal theory allows us to deal with these bindings in a natural way, using
atoms, atom permutations and freshness constraints, instead of using indices as
in explicit substitutions à la de Bruijn (e.g. [19], [14]).
?
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On the other hand, unification is an important problem in first-order theories, with applications to logic programming systems, type inference algorithms,
theorem provers and so on (e.g. [12]). Since unification is essential for equational
reasoning, the development of unification techniques for nominal logic has been
an attractive area of research since the invention of the nominal approach.
The problem of nominal unification has been solved by Urban et al. ([22]),
with further research being developed on algorithm improvements to solve this
problem (e.g. [10], [17]). The area now also focuses on elaborating extensions of
nominal unification (e.g [20], [16], [9]), among them nominal unification modulo
equational theories (e.g. [2], [1], [5], [3]). Here, we consider nominal unification
modulo commutative function symbols (nominal C-unification, for short).
Related Work. Nominal unification was first solved by Urban et al. in [22], by
proposing a set of transformation rules and showing, using Isabelle/HOL, their
correctness and completeness [21]. An alternative specification of nominal unification, as a function that maps (solvable) problems to solutions, was formalised
in PVS and proved sound and complete [6]. This work brought two new perspectives to the problem. The first is the specification of a functional algorithm for
nominal unification, not a set of inference rules, which made the specification
closer to the implementation. The second is the separate treatment of freshness
constraints and equational constraints. Both ideas are used in this paper.
Nominal C-unification extends nominal unification to handle commutative
function symbols. Using the Coq proof assistant, a set of non-deterministic transformation rules to solve nominal C-unification problems, in the style of Urban
et al. [21], was shown correct and complete [2].
Contribution. In this paper, we present the first (to our knowledge) functional
nominal C-unification algorithm and formalize its correctness and completeness
using the proof assistant PVS. We emphasize the most interesting aspects of its
formalization.
Although there is one other specification ([2]) for nominal C-Unification, the
approaches taken are di↵erent. In [2], a set of rules that gradually transforms the
nominal C-unification problem into simpler ones is presented. Here, by contrast,
we develop a recursive algorithm, specified and formalized in PVS and implemented in Python, not a set of inference rules. The advantage of this approach
is that the algorithm can be executed, while the set of inference rules, specified
through inductive definitions cannot, because it is non-deterministic.
As mentioned previously, [6] gave us a nominal unification algorithm and a
new insight about the problem: the possibility to handle freshness constraints
and equational constraints separately. We adapt a significant portion of the formalization of [6], adding and formalizing the necessary lemmas to obtain a sound
and complete algorithm for nominal C-unification and keep the separate treatment of freshness constraints and equational constraints. This insight, along with
a trick of separating fixed point equations (see Definition 9) from the unification
problem, allowed us to reduce the lexicographic measure found in [2], from 4 parameters to only 2 parameters which made the proofs of termination, soundness
and completeness simpler.
2

Finally, the formalization of soundness and completeness was done in PVS
and is available at http://www.github.com/gabriel951/c-unification. PVS
was chosen partly in order to reuse the definitions and lemmas previously used
in [6] and partly because its specification language provides great support for
the definition (and formalization) of functional recursive algorithms.
Possible Applications. As remarked before, nominal unification is used in logic
programming. Therefore, the nominal C-unification algorithm could be used on
a logic programming language that uses the nominal setting, such as ↵-Prolog
[12]. Another application is related to matching (see [8], [7]). Matching two terms
t and s can be seen as unification where one of the terms (suppose t, without
loss of generality) is not a↵ected by substitutions [2]. This can be accomplished
by adding as an additional parameter to the algorithm a set of variables that
are forbidden to be instantiated. Then, matching boils down to unifying, using
as this additional parameter the set of variables in t [2]. The C-matching algorithm proposed could then, for instance, be used to extend the nominal rewriting
relation introduced in [14] modulo commutativity. Also, nominal C-unification
and matching are relevant to implement nominal narrowing introduced in [4]
allowing commutative symbols.
Organization. The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we provide
the necessary background. The nominal setting is explained and the problem
of nominal C-unification is defined. In Section 3, we present and explain the
pseudocode for the algorithm specified in PVS and implemented in Python.
In Section 4, we discuss the main aspects of the formalization: the principal
lemmas, the hardest cases, how introducing commutativity made the problem
more complex and so on. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the paper and o↵er
possible paths of future work. An extended version of this paper is available at
http://ayala.mat.unb.br/publications.html.

2

Background

In this section, we provide the necessary background in nominal theory.
2.1 Nominal Terms, Permutations and Substitutions
In nominal theory, we consider disjoint countable sets of atoms A = {a, b, c, ...}
and of variables X = {X, Y, Z, ...}. A permutation ⇡ is a bijection of the form
⇡ : A ! A such that the domain of ⇡ (i.e., the set of atoms that are modified by
⇡) is finite. Permutations are usually represented as a list of swappings, where
the swapping (a b) exchanges the atoms a and b and fixes the other atoms.
Therefore, a permutation is represented as ⇡ = (a1 b1 ) :: ... :: (an bn ) :: nil. ⇡ 1 ,
the inverse of this permutation, is computed by simply reversing the list.
Definition 1 (Nominal Terms). Let ⌃ be a signature with function symbols
and commutative function symbols. The set T (⌃, A, X ) of nominal terms is
generated according to the grammar:
s, t ::= hi | a | ⇡ · X | [a]t | hs, ti | f t | f C hs, ti
3

(1)

where hi is the unit, a is an atom term, ⇡ · X is a suspended variable (the
permutation ⇡ is suspended on the variable X), [a]t is an abstraction (a term
with the atom a abstracted), hs, ti is a pair, f t is a function application and
f C hs, ti is a commutative function application over a pair.
Remark 1. Pairs can be used to encode tuples with an arbitrary number of
arguments. For instance, the tuple (t1 , t2 , t3 ) could be constructed as ht1 , ht2 , t3 ii.
Remark 2. Following the proposal of [2], we impose that commutative functions
receive a pair as their argument. No generality is lost with this restriction and
the analysis is simplified.
Definition 2 (Permutation Action). The permutation action on atoms is
defined recursively: nil · c = c, (a b) :: ⇡ · a = ⇡ · b, (a b) :: ⇡ · b = ⇡ · a and
(a b) :: ⇡ · c = ⇡ · c. The action of permutations on terms is defined recursively:
⇡ · hi = hi

⇡ · (⇡ 0 · X) = (⇡ :: ⇡ 0 ) · X

⇡ · [a]t = [⇡ · a]⇡ · t

⇡ · hs, ti = h⇡ · s, ⇡ · ti

⇡ · f C hs, ti = f C h⇡ · s, ⇡ · ti

⇡·f t=f ⇡·t

Remark 3. We follow Gabbay’s permutative convention, which says that atoms
di↵er in their names. Therefore, if we consider atoms a and b, it is redundant to
say a 6= b.
Example 1. To illustrate the action of a permutation on a term, consider ⇡ =
(a b) :: (c d) :: nil and t = f (a, c). Then, the result of the permutation action is
⇡ · t = f (b, d).
Definition 3 (Nuclear Substitution). A nuclear substitution is a pair [X !
t], where X is a variable and t is a term. Nuclear substitutions act over terms:
hi[X ! t] = hi

a[X ! t] = a
⇢
⇡ · Y if X 6= Y
([a]s)[X ! t] = [a](s[X ! t])
⇡ · Y [X ! t] =
⇡ · t otherwise
hs1 , s2 i[X ! t] = hs1 [X ! t], s2 [X ! t]i
(f s)[X ! t] = f (s[X ! t])

(f C hs1 , s2 i)[X ! t] = f C hs1 [X ! t], s2 [X ! t]i

Definition 4 (Substitution Action on Terms). A substitution
nuclear substitutions, which are applied consecutively to a term:
s id = s, where id is the empty list

is a list of

s( :: [X ! t]) = (s[X ! t])

(2)

Remark 4. The notion of substitution defined here di↵ers from the more traditional view of a substitution as a simultaneous application of nuclear substitutions, although both are correct [6]. The notion here presented is closer to the
concept of triangular substitutions [15].
Example 2. Let
[a]f (a, b).

= [X ! a] :: [Y ! f (X, b)] and t = [a]Y . Then, t
4

=

2.2

Freshness and ↵-equality

Two valuable notions in nominal theory are freshness and ↵-equality, which are
represented, respectively, by the predicates # and ⇡↵ .
– a#t means, intuitively, that if a occurs in t then it does so under an abstractor [a].
– s ⇡↵ t means, intuitively, that s and t are ↵-equivalent, i.e, they are equal
modulo the renaming of bound atoms.
These concepts are formally defined in Definitions 5 and 6.
Definition 5 (Freshness). A freshness context r is a set of constraints of the
form a#X. An atom a is said to be fresh on t under a context r, denoted by
r ` a#t, if it is possible to build a proof using the rules:
(⇡ 1 · a#X) 2 r
(#hi)
(#atom)
(#X)
r ` a#b
r ` a#hi
r ` a#⇡ · X
r ` a#t
r ` a#s r ` a#t
(#[a]a)
(#[a]b)
(#pair)
r ` a#[a]t
r ` a#[b]t
r ` a#hs, ti
r ` a#t
(#app)
r ` a#f t

r ` a#s r ` a#t
(#c-app)
r ` a#f C hs, ti

Example 3. Notice that a#X ` a#h[a]hX, ai, [b]hhX, bii, by application of rules
(#pair), (#[a]a), (#[a]b), (#app), (#X) and (#atom).
Definition 6 (↵-equality with commutative operators). Two terms t and
s are said to be ↵-equivalent under the freshness context
( ` t ⇡↵ s) if it is
possible to build a proof using the rules:
` s 0 ⇡ ↵ ti ,

` s1 ⇡↵ ti+1(mod2) (⇡↵ C)
i = 0, 1
` f hs0 , s1 i ⇡↵ f C ht0 , t1 i
` s ⇡↵ t
(⇡↵ app)
` f s ⇡↵ f t

` a ⇡↵ a

C

` s ⇡↵ (a b) · t,
` a#t
(⇡↵ [a]b)
` [a]s ⇡↵ [b]t
` s 0 ⇡ ↵ t0 ,
` s 1 ⇡ ↵ t1
(⇡↵ pair)
` hs0 , s1 i ⇡↵ ht0 , t1 i

(⇡↵ atom)

` s ⇡↵ t
(⇡↵ [a]a)
` [a]s ⇡↵ [a]t

ds(⇡, ⇡ 0 )#X ✓
(⇡↵ var)
` ⇡ · X ⇡↵ ⇡ 0 · X
` hi ⇡↵ hi

(⇡↵ hi)

Notation: We define the di↵erence set between two permutations ⇡ and ⇡ 0 as
ds(⇡, ⇡ 0 ) = {a 2 A|⇡ ·a 6= ⇡ 0 ·a}. By extension, ds(⇡, ⇡ 0 )#X is the set containing
every constraint of the form a#X for a 2 ds(⇡, ⇡ 0 ).
Example 4. Notice that [a]a ⇡↵ [b]b:
(⇡↵ atom)
a ⇡↵ (a b) · b
[a]a ⇡↵ [b]b
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a#b

(#atom)
(⇡↵ [a]b)

2.3

Nominal C-Unification

Definition 7 (Unification Problem). A unification problem is a pair hr, P i
where r is a freshness context and P is a finite set of equations and freshness
constraints of the form s ⇡? t and a#? t, respectively.
Remark 5. Consider r and r0 freshness contexts and and 0 substitutions.
We need the following notation to define a solution to a unification problem:
– r0 ` r denotes that r0 ` a#X holds for each (a#X) 2 r.
– r ` ⇡ 0 denotes that r ` X ⇡↵ X 0 for all X in dom( ) [ dom( 0 ).
Definition 8 (Solution for a Triple or Problem). Let be a substitution.
A solution for a triple P = h , , P i is a pair hr, i that fulfills the following
four conditions:
1. r `
3. r ` s ⇡↵ t , if s ⇡? t 2 P
2. r ` a#t , if a#? t 2 P
4. There exists such that r `
⇡
Then, a solution for a unification problem h , P i is a solution for the associated triple h , id, P i.
Definition 9 (Fixed Point Equation). An equation of the form ⇡·X ⇡↵ ⇡ 0 ·X
is called a fixed point equation.
Remark 6. Fixed point equations are not solved in C-unification because there
is an infinite number of solutions to them. Instead, they are carried on, as part
of the solution to the unification problem [1].
Remark 7. One of the original features of this work is the separate treatment
of fixed point equations from the set of equational and freshness constraints.
There is a trivial extension of Definition 8 in order to consider this detachment.
Let F P be a set of fixed point equations. hr, i is a solution to the quadruple
P = h , , P, F P i if all conditions of Definition 8 are satisfied and additionally:
– r ` ⇡ · X ⇡↵ ⇡ 0 · X , if ⇡ · X ⇡? ⇡ 0 · X 2 F P
Remark 8. The problem of nominal C-unification, as the problem of first-order
C-unification is NP-complete (see [7] and [2]).

3

Specification

We developed a functional nominal C-unification algorithm for unifying the
terms t and s. The algorithm is recursive and needs to keep track of the current
context, the substitutions made so far, the remaining terms to unify and the current fixed point equations. Therefore, the algorithm receives as input a quadruple
( , , P rbLst, F P EqLst), where
is the context we are working with, is a
list of the substitutions already done, P rbLst is a list of unification problems
which we must still unify (each equational constraint t ⇡? s is represented as
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a pair (t, s) in Algorithm 1) and F P EqLst is a list of fixed point equations we
have already computed.
The first call to the algorithm, in order to unify the terms t and s is simply:
UNIFY(;, id, [(t, s)], ;). The algorithm eventually terminates, returning a list (possibly empty) of solutions, where each solution is of the form ( , , F P EqLst).
Although extensive, the algorithm is simple. It starts by analysing the list
of terms it needs to unify. If P rbLst is an empty list, then it has finished and
can return the answer computed so far, which is the list: [( , , F P EqLst)]. If
P rbLst is not empty, then there are terms to unify, and the algorithm starts by
trying to unify the terms t and s that are in the head of the list and only after
that it goes to the tail of the list. The algorithm is recursive, calling itself on
progressively simpler versions of the problem until it finishes.
3.1

Auxiliary Functions

Following the approach of [6], freshness constraints are treated separately from
the main function. This has the advantage of making the main function UNIFY
smaller, handling only equational constraints. To deal with the freshness constraints, the following auxiliary functions, which come from [6], were used:
– fresh subs?( , ) returns the minimal context ( 0 in Algorithm 1) in
which a#? X holds, for every a#X in the context .
– fresh?(a, t) computes and returns the minimal context ( 0 in Algorithm 1)
in which a is fresh for t.
Both functions also return a boolean (bool1 in Algorithm 1), indicating if it was
possible to find the mentioned context.
3.2

Main Algorithm

The pseudocode of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Remark 9. When trying to unify f C ht1 , t2 i with f C hs1 , s2 i there are two possible
paths to take: try to unify t1 with s1 and t2 with s2 , or try to unify t1 with s2 and
t2 with s1 . This means that there are two branches that we must consider, and
since each branch can generate a solution, we may have more than one solution.
This is the reason why the algorithm here presented gives a list of solutions
as output. In nominal unification, by contrast, only one most general unifier is
given as solution.

3.3

Examples

A simple example of the algorithm is given in Example 5. In this example, it is
possible to see how commutativity introduces branches and how the algorithm
calls itself with progressively simpler versions of the problem until it finishes.
Example 6 is a slightly more complex example, which uses Example 5.
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Algorithm 1 - First Part - Functional Nominal C-Unification
1: procedure unify( , , P rbLst, F P EqLst)
2:
if nil?(P rbLst) then
3:
return list(( , , F P EqLst))
4:
else
5:
cons((t, s), P rbLst0 ) = P rbLst
6:
if (s matches ⇡ · X) and (X not in t) then
0
7:
= {X ! ⇡ 1 · t}
00
8:
= 0
9:
( 0 , bool1) = fresh subs?( 0 , )
00
10:
=
[ 0
11:
P rbLst00 = append((P rbLst0 ) 0 , (F P EqLst) 0 )
12:
if bool1 then return unify( 00 , 00 , P rbLst00 , nil)
13:
else return nil
14:
end if
15:
else
16:
if t matches a then
17:
if s matches a then
18:
return unify( , , P rbLst0 , F P EqLst)
19:
else
20:
return nil
21:
end if
22:
else if t matches ⇡ · X then
23:
if (X not in s) then
24:
. Similar to case above
25:
else if (s matches ⇡ 0 · X) then
0
26:
F P EqLst = F P EqLst [ { ⇡ · X ⇡↵ ⇡ 0 · X}
27:
return unify( , , P rbLst0 , F P EqLst0 )
28:
else return nil
29:
end if
30:
else if t matches hi then
31:
if s matches hi then
32:
return unify( , , P rbLst0 , F P EqLst)
33:
else return nil
34:
end if
35:
else if t matches ht1 , t2 i then
36:
if s matches hs1 , s2 i then
37:
P rbLst00 = cons((s1 , t1 ), cons((s2 , t2 ), P rbLst0 ))
38:
return unify( , , P rbLst00 , F P EqLst)
39:
else return nil
40:
end if

where s is a suspension

Example 5. Suppose f is a commutative function symbol. This example shows
how the algorithm proceeds in order to unify f h(a b) · X, ci with f hX, ci.
unify(;, id, [f h(a b) · X, ci ⇡↵ f hX, ci], ;)

unify(;, id, [(a b) · X ⇡↵ X, c ⇡↵ c], ;) unify(;, id, [(a b) · X ⇡↵ c, X ⇡↵ c], ;)
unify(;, id, [c ⇡↵ c], (a b) · X ⇡↵ X)

unify(;, {X ! c}, [c ⇡↵ c], ;)

unify(;, id, nil, (a b) · X ⇡↵ X)

unify(;, {X ! c}, nil, ;)

(;, id, (a b) · X ⇡↵ X)

(;, {X ! c}, ;)

Example 6. Suppose f and g are commutative function symbols, and h is a noncommutative function symbol. This example shows how the algorithm would
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Algorithm 1 - Second Part - Functional Nominal C-Unification
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:

else if t matches [a]t1 then
if s matches [a]s1 then
P rbLst00 = cons((t1 , s1 ), P rbLst0 )
return unify( , , P rbLst00 , F P EqLst)
else if s matches [b]s1 then
( 0 , bool1) = f resh?(a, s1 )
00
=
[ 0
P rbLst00 = cons((t1 , (a b) s1 ), P rbLst0 )
if bool1 then
return unify( 00 , , P rbLst00 , F P EqLst)
else return nil
end if
else return nil
end if
else if t matches f t1 then
. f is not commutative
if s matches f s1 then
P rbLst00 = cons((t1 , s1 ), P rbLst0 )
return unify( , , P rbLst00 , F P EqLst)
else return nil
end if
else
. t is of the form f C (t1 , t2 )
if s matches f C (s1 , s2 ) then
P rbLst1 = cons((s1 , t1 ), cons((s2 , t2 ), P rbLst0 ))
sol1 = unify( , , P rbLst1 , F P EqLst)
P rbLst2 = cons((s1 , t2 ), cons((s2 , t1 ), P rbLst0 ))
sol2 = unify( , , P rbLst2 , F P EqLst)
return append(sol1 , sol2 )
else return nil
end if
end if
end if
end if
end procedure

unify ghh d, f h(a b) · X, cii with ghf hX, ci, h d). Because g is commutative, the
algorithm explores two branches:
– On the first branch, the algorithm tries to unify h d with f hX, ci and f h(a b)·
X, c) with h d. However, since it is impossible to unify h d with f hX, ci
(di↵erent function symbols), the algorithm returns an empty list, indicating
that no solution is possible for this branch.
– On the second branch, the algorithm tries to unify h d with h d and f h(a b) ·
X, ci with f hX, ci. First, h d unifies with h d without any alterations on the
context , the substitution or the list of fixed point equations F P EqLst.
Finally, the unification of f h(a b) · X, ci with f hX, ci was shown in Example
5, and gives two solutions, which are also the solutions to this example:
(;, id, (a b) · X ⇡↵ X) and (;, {X ! c}, ;).

4
4.1

Formalization
Termination

Termination of the algorithm was proved by proving the type-correctness conditions (TCCs) generated by PVS [18]. In order to do that, a lexicographic measure
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was defined:
lex2(|V ars(P rbLst) [ V ars(F P EqLst)|, size(P rbLst))

(3)

The first component in the lexicographic measure is the cardinality of the set
of variables which occur in P rbLst (the list of remaining unification problems)
or in F P EqLst (the list of fixed point equations). To compute the variables in
a list, we consider the variables in all terms of the list. Finally, the variables in
a term are computed recursively, as can be seen in Definition 10.
Definition 10 (Set of Variables). The set of variables in a term is recursively
defined as:
V ars(a) = ;
V ars(hi) = ;
V ars(⇡ · X) = {X}
V ars([a]t) = V ars(t)
V ars(ht0 , t1 i) = V ars(t0 ) [ V ars(t1 ) V ars(f t) = V ars(t)
V ars(f C ht0 , t1 i) = V ars(t0 ) [ V ars(t1 )

The second component in the lexicographic measure is the sum of the size of
every unification problem. To calculate the size of the unification problem (t, s),
we only calculate the size of the first term t. This was an arbitrary choice, as the
measure would still work if we had taken the size of s or even the size of t plus
the size of s (in each recursive call, both the size of t and the size of s decrease).
Finally, the size of t is computed recursively according to Definition 11.
Definition 11 (Size of Terms). The size of terms is recursively computed as:
size(a) = 1
size(hi) = 1
size(⇡ · X) = 1
size([a]t) = 1 + size(t)
size(ht0 , t1 i) = 1 + size(t0 ) + size(t1 ) size(f t) = 1 + size(t)
size(f C ht0 , t1 i) = 1 + size(t0 ) + size(t1 )

The lexicographic measure decreases in each recursive call. The component
that decreases depends on the type of the terms t and s that are in the head of
the list of problems to unify. If one of them is a variable X, and we are not dealing
with a fixed point equation, then the algorithm will instantiate this variable X,
and the first component, |V ars(P rbLst) [ V ars(F P EqLst)|, will decrease. In
any other case, the second component, size(P rbLst), will decrease.
Remark 10. It was possible to reduce the lexicographic measure used in [2], from
4 parameters to only 2 parameters. The measure adopted in [2] was:
|P| = h|V ar(P⇡ )|, |P⇡ |, |Pnf p |, |P# |i

(4)

where P⇡ is the set of equation constraints in P , Pnf p is the set of non fixed
point equations in P and P# is the set of freshness constraints in P . Two ideas
were used in order to accomplish this reduction. The first was to separate the
treatment of freshness constraints from equational constraints, and treat the
freshness constraints with the help of the auxiliary functions of 3.1. This idea
comes from [6]. The second one is to separate the fixed point equations from
the equational constraints. This way, when a fixed point equation is found in
P rbLst, it is moved to F P EqLst, which makes size(P rbLst) diminish.
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4.2

Soundness and Completeness

To state the main theorems that allow us to prove soundness and completeness,
we must first define the notion of a valid quadruple. A valid quadruple is an
invariant of the UNIFY function in Algorithm 1 with useful properties.
Definition 12 (Valid Quadruple). Let
be a freshness context, a substitution, P a list of unification problems and F P a list of fixed point equations.
P = h , , P, F P i is a valid quadruple if the following two conditions hold:
– V ars(im( )) \ dom( ) = ; – dom( ) \ (V ars(P ) [ V ars(F P )) = ;
where im( ) is the image of and dom( ) is the domain of .
Remark 11. A valid quadruple has two desirable properties: the substitution is
idempotent (condition 1) and applying the substitution to P or F P produces
no e↵ect.
Soundness Corollary 1 states that UNIFY is sound. It follows directly by application of Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 (Main Theorem for Soundness of UNIFY Algorithm). Suppose ( sol , sol , F P EqLstsol ) 2 UNIFY( , , P rbLst, F P EqLst), (r, ) is a
solution to h sol , sol , ;, F P EqLstsol i and h , , P rbLst, F P EqLsti is a valid
quadruple. Then (r, ) is a solution to h , , P rbLst, F P EqLsti.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the lexicographic measure, according to the
form of the terms t and s that are in the head of P rbLst, the list of remaining unification problems. The hardest cases are the ones of suspended variables
and abstractions (see Remark 14). Below we explain the case of commutative
functions.
In the case of commutative function symbols f ht1 , t2 i and f hs1 , s2 i, there are
no changes in the context or the substitution from one recursive call to the next.
Therefore, it is trivial to check that we remain with a valid quadruple and it
is also trivial to check all but the third condition of Definition 8. For the third
condition we have either r ` t1 ⇡↵ s1 and r ` t2 ⇡↵ s2 or r ` t1 ⇡↵ s2
and r ` t2 ⇡↵ s1 . In any case, we are able to deduce r ` (f ht1 , t2 i) ⇡↵
(f hs1 , s2 i) by noting that (f ht1 , t2 i) = f ht1 , t2 i, (f hs1 , s2 i) = f hs1 , s2 i
and then using rule (⇡↵ c app) for alpha equivalence of commutative function
symbols.
Corollary 1 (Soundness of UNIFY Algorithm). Suppose (r, ) is a solution
to h sol , sol , ;, F P EqLstsol i, and ( sol , sol , F P EqLstsol ) 2 UNIFY(;, id, [(t, s)],
;). Then (r, ) is a solution to h;, id, [(t, s)], ;i.
Proof. Notice that h;, id, [(t, s)], ;i is a valid quadruple. Then, we apply Theorem
1 and prove the corollary.
Remark 12. An interpretation of Corollary 1 is that if (r, ) is a solution to one
of the outputs of the algorithm UNIFY, then (r, ) is a solution to the original
problem.
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Completeness Corollary 2 states that UNIFY is complete. It follows directly by
application of Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 (Main Theorem for Completeness of UNIFY). Suppose (r, )
is a solution to h , , P rbLst, F P EqLsti and that h , , P rbLst, F P EqLsti is a
valid quadruple. Then, there exists a computed output ( sol , sol , F P EqLstsol ) 2
UNIFY( , , P rbLst, F P EqLst) such that the solution (r, ) is also a solution
to h sol , sol , ;, F P EqLstsol i.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the lexicographic measure, according to the
form of the terms t and s that are in the head of P rbLst, the list of remaining
unification problems. The hardest cases are again the ones of suspended variables
and abstractions (see Remark 14). Below we explain the case of commutative
functions.
In the case of commutative function symbols f ht1 , t2 i and f hs1 , s2 i, there
are no changes in the context or the substitution from one recursive call to the
next. Therefore, it is trivial to check that we remain with a valid quadruple
and it is also trivial to check all but the third condition of Definition 8. For
the third condition we have r ` (f ht1 , t2 i) ⇡↵ (f hs1 , s2 i) and must prove
that either (r ` t1 ⇡↵ s1 and r ` t2 ⇡↵ s2 ) or (r ` t1 ⇡↵ s2 and
r ` t2 ⇡↵ s1 ) happens. This again is solved by noting that (f ht1 , t2 i) =
f ht1 , t2 i, (f hs1 , s2 i) = f hs1 , s2 i and then using rule (⇡↵ c app) for alpha
equivalence of commutative function symbols.
Corollary 2 (Completeness of UNIFY). Suppose (r, ) is a solution to the
input quadruple h;, id, [(t, s)], ;i. Then, there exists ( sol , sol , F P EqLstsol ) 2
UNIFY(;, id, [(t, s)], ;) such that (r, ) is a solution to h sol , sol , ;, F P EqLstsol i.
Proof. Notice that h;, id, [(t, s)], ;i is a valid quadruple. Then, we apply Theorem
2 and prove the corollary.
Remark 13. An interpretation of Corollary 2 is that if (r, ) is a solution to the
initial problem, then (r, ) is also a solution to one of the outputs of UNIFY.

5

Interesting Points of Formalization and Implementation

We discuss interesting points of the formalization and implementation here.
Remark 14. To prove correctness and completeness of the algorithm, we work
with the terms t and s that are in the head of P rbLst. We divide the proof by
cases. The most interesting case is when t or s is a suspension ⇡ · X and X does
not occur in the other term (see Algorithm 1).
In this case, the algorithm receives as arguments , , P rbLst and F P EqLst
and the next recursive call is made with four di↵erent parameters: 00 , 00 ,
P rbLst00 and nil (see Algorithm 1). Therefore, all of the four conditions of the
Definition 8 are not trivially satisfied. Moreover, since in the next recursive call
we will be working with a new substitution 00 we must prove that the quadruple
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we are working with remains valid (this is proved by noting that when a variable
X is added to the domain of the substitution, all occurrences of it in P rbLst
and in F P EqLst are instantiated, maintaining the validity of the quadruple).
The case of unifying t = [a]t1 with s = [b]s1 is also interesting, since both
the context and the list of problems to unify su↵er modifications in the recursive
call. In all the remaining cases, there are no changes in the context nor in the
substitution, making them easier. In these remaining cases, only one condition
(the third) of the four in Definition 8 is not trivially satisfied.
Remark 15. Introducing commutative function symbols to the nominal unification algorithm presented in [6] meant we had to:
– Unify terms rooted by commutative function symbols (for instance, f (t1 , t2 )
with f (s1 , s2 )). First, the algorithm tries to unify t1 with s1 and t2 with s2 ,
generating a list of solutions sol1 (see Algorithm 1). Then, the algorithm
tries unifying t1 with s2 and t2 with s1 , generating a list of solutions sol2 .
The final result is then simply the concatenation of both lists.
– Handle fixed point equations. This was also straightforward. We keep a separate list of fixed point equation (F P EqLst), and when the algorithm recognizes a fixed point equation in P rbLst it takes this equation out of P rbLst
and puts it on F P EqLst.
– Define an appropriate data structure for the problem and the solutions.
This was not straightforward. As mentioned before, since commutativity
introduced branches, the recursive calls of the algorithm can be seen as a tree
(see Example 5). Therefore, initially, an approach using a tree data structure
was planned (which would have complicated the analysis). However, since the
algorithm simply solves one branch and then the other, we realized all that
was needed was to do two recursive calls (one for each branch) and append
the two lists of solutions generated. Therefore, we were able to avoid the tree
data structure, working instead with lists, which simplified the specification.
Remark 16. Since PVS does not support automatic extraction of Python code,
the translation of the PVS specification for the Python implementation was
done manually. Indeed, PVS provides extraction to Lisp and Clean (a dialect of
Haskell). The code follows strictly the lines of the specification (Algorithm 1)
with small adjustments, such as the inclusion of two parameters in the algorithm
implementation, in order to support a verbose mode that prints the tree of recursive calls. This, and the representation of atoms, variables and terms in the
implementation is discussed in the extended version. An OCaml implementation
of a nominal C-unification algorithm was previously developed [2], but in contrast to the current Python implementation, the OCaml implementation does
not correspond in a direct way to the formalized non-deterministic inductive
specification [2].

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explained the problem of nominal C-unification and presented a
functional algorithm for doing this task. We observed how nominal C-unification
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has applications on logic programming languages and how the algorithm here
presented could be straightforwardly converted to a matching algorithm, which
in turn would have applications in nominal rewriting.
Our approach di↵ers from the only other work in nominal C-unification ([2])
in two main points. First, we do not present a set of non-deterministic transformation rules, instead, we opt for a recursive specification, implemented in
Python. Second, we follow the approach in [6] and deal with freshness contexts
separately. This simplifies the main function and, along with the idea of using a
di↵erent parameter to represent fixed point equations, allowed us to reduce the
lexicographic measure used in [2] from four parameters to only two parameters,
thus simplifying the formalizations of termination, soundness and completeness.
Finally, a future study would be extending the formalization to handle the
more general case of Mal’cev permutative theories, which include n-ary functions
with permutative arguments [13]. Other possible path, as indicated in [11], is
expanding the algorithm to handle other equational theories such as unification
modulo associative and associative-commutative function symbols (A- and ACunification).
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Abstract. Automated commonsense reasoning is essential for building
human-like AI systems featuring, for example, explainable AI. Event Calculus (EC) is a family of formalisms that model commonsense reasoning
with a sound, logical basis. Previous attempts to mechanize reasoning
using EC faced difficulties in the treatment of the continuous change
in dense domains (e.g., time and other physical quantities), constraints
among variables, default negation, and the uniform application of di↵erent inference methods, among others. We propose the use of s(CASP), a
query-driven, top-down execution model for Predicate Answer Set Programming with Constraints, to model and reason using EC. We show
how EC scenarios can be naturally and directly encoded in s(CASP)
and how its expressiveness makes it possible to perform deductive and
abductive reasoning tasks in domains featuring, for example, constraints
involving dense time and fluents.
Keywords: ASP · goal-directed · Event Calculus · Constraints

1

Introduction

The ability to model continuous characteristics of the world is essential for Commonsense Reasoning (CR) in many domains that require dealing with continuous change: time, the height of a falling object, the gas level of a car, the water
level in a sink, etc.
Event Calculus (EC) is a formalism based on many-sorted predicate logic [12,
22] that can represent continuous change and capture the commonsense law of
inertia, whose modeling is a pervasive problem in CR. In EC, time-dependent
properties and events are seen as objects and reasoning is performed on the truth
values of properties and the occurrences of events at a point in time.
?
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Answer Set Programming (ASP) is a logic programming paradigm that was
initially proposed to realize non-monotonic reasoning [16]. ASP has also been
used to model the Event Calculus [14, 15]. Classical implementations of ASP are
limited to variables ranging over discrete and bound domains and use mechanisms such as grounding and SAT solving to find out models (called answer
sets) of ASP programs. However, non-monotonic reasoning often needs variables
ranging over dense domains (e.g., those involving time or physical quantities) to
faithfully represent the properties of these domains.
This paper presents an approach to modeling Event Calculus using
s(CASP) [1] as the underlying reasoning infrastructure. The s(CASP) system is
an implementation of Constraint Answer Set Programming over first-order predicates which combines ASP and constraints. It features predicates, constraints
among non-ground variables, uninterpreted functions, and, most importantly, a
top-down, query-driven execution strategy. These features make it possible to
return answers with non-ground variables (possibly including constraints among
them) and to compute partial models by returning only the fragment of a stable
model that is necessary to answer a given query. Thanks to its interface with
constraint solvers, sound non-monotonic reasoning with constraints is possible.
Our approach based on s(CASP) achieves more conciseness and expressiveness than other related approaches because dense domains can be faithfully
modeled as continuous quantities, while in other proposals such domains [19, 15]
had to be discretized, therefore losing precision or even soundness. Additionally,
in our approach the amalgamation of ASP and constraints and its realization in
s(CASP) is considerably more natural: under s(CASP), answer set programs are
executed in a goal-directed manner so constraints encountered along the way are
collected and solved dynamically as execution proceeds — this is very similar to
the way in which Prolog has been extended with constraints. Implementations
of other ASP systems featuring constraints are considerably more complex.

2

Related Work

Previous work translated discrete EC into ASP [14, 15] by reformulating the
EC models as first-order stable models and translating the (almost universal)
formulas of EC into a logic program that preserves stable models. Given a finite
domain, EC2ASP (and its evolution, F2LP) compile (discrete) Event Calculus
formulas into ASP programs [14, 15]. This translation scheme relies on two facts:
second order circumscription and first order stable model semantics coincide on
canonical formulas, and almost-universal formulas can be transformed into a
logic program while the stable models are preserved. As a result, computing
models of Event Calculus descriptions can be done by computing the stable
models of an appropriately generated program under the stable model semantics.
Clearly, approaches featuring discrete domains cannot faithfully handle continuous quantities such as time. In addition, because of their reliance on SAT
solvers to find the stable models, they can only handle safe programs. In contrast, the s(CASP) system, because of its direct support for predicates with
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arbitrary terms, constructive negation, and the novel forall mechanism [17, 1],
program safety is not a requirement. Thus, s(CASP) can model Event Calculus
axioms much more directly and elegantly.
Action languages [9] were developed by Gelfond and Lifschitz to model the
elements of natural language that are used to describe the e↵ects of actions. They
have been implemented using answer set programming to perform planning and
diagnosis [7]. There have been extensions of action languages to accommodate
time: for example, the action language C+ has been extended by Lee and Meng
to accommodate continuous time [13].
The approaches mentioned above assume discrete quantities and do not support reasoning about continuous time or change. As long as SAT-based ASP systems are used to model Event Calculus, continuous fluents cannot be straightforwardly expressed since they require unbounded, dense domains for the variables.
The work closest to incorporating continuous time makes use of SMT solvers. In
this approach, constraints are incorporated into ASP and the grounded theory is
executed using an SMT solver [13]. However, this approach has not been applied
to modeling the Event Calculus.
Other ASP-based approaches to deal with planning in continuous domains
include, for example, PDDL+ [5], which was developed to allow reasoning with
continuous time-dependent e↵ects. It models temporal behavior in terms of the
initiation and termination of processes, which in turn act upon the numeric
components of states. Processes are initiated and terminated instantaneously
by actions or exogenous events. Continuous changes are made by concurrent
processes. In PDDL+, reasoning is monotonic and thus the degree of elaboration
tolerance is low. There are implementations of PDDL+ using constraint answer
set programming (CASP) [2] though these have not been applied to modeling
the Event Calculus.
EC can be written as a logic program, but it cannot be executed directly
by Prolog [24], as it lacks some necessary features, such as constructive negation, deduction of negative literals, and (to some extent) detection of infinite
failure [21]. A common approach is to write a metainterpreter specific to the
EC variant at hand. This can be as complex as writing a (specialized) theorem
prover or, more often, a specialized interpreter whose correctness is difficult to
ascertain (see the code at [3]). Therefore, some Prolog implementations of EC
do not completely formalize the calculus or implement a reduced version. In our
case, we leverage on the capabilities of s(CASP) to provide constructive, sound
negation, plus negative rule heads, and loop detection [1].

3

Background

Answer Set Programming is a logic programming and modelling language
that evaluates normal logic programs under the stable model semantics [8].
s(ASP) [17] is a top-down, goal-driven ASP system that can evaluate ASP programs with function symbols (functors) without grounding them either before
or during execution. Grounding is a procedure that substitutes program vari-
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ables with the possible values from their domain. For most classical ASP solvers,
grounding is a necessary pre-processing phase. Grounding, however, requires program variables to be restricted to take values in a finite domain. As a result, ASP
solvers cannot be used to model continuous time or change.
3.1

s(CASP)

s(CASP) [1] extends s(ASP) similarly to how CLP extends Prolog. s(CASP)
adds constraints to s(ASP); these constraints are kept and used both during
execution and in the answer. Constraints have historically proved to be e↵ective in improving both expressiveness and efficiency in logic programming, as
constraints can succinctly express properties of a solution and reduce the search
space. As a result, s(CASP) is more expressive and faster than s(ASP), while
retaining the capability of executing non-ground predicate answer set programs.
A s(CASP) program is a set of clauses of the following form:
a :- ca ,b1 ,. . .,bm ,not bm+1 ,. . .,not bn .

where a and b1 , . . ., bn are atoms and not corresponds to default negation. The
di↵erence w.r.t. an ASP program is ca , a simple constraint or a conjunction of
constraints.
In s(CASP), and unlike Prolog’s negation as failure, not p(X) can return
bindings for X on success. This is possible thanks to the use of constructive negation [17] and coinduction [10]. This highlights two di↵erences w.r.t. Prolog: first,
s(CASP) resolves negated atoms not bi against dual rules of the program [1, 17],
which makes it possible for a non-ground call not p(X) to return the bindings
for X for which the positive call p(X) would have failed, therefore supporting
constructive negation. Second, the dual program is not interpreted under SLD
semantics in order to handle the di↵erent kind of loops that can appear in
s(CASP) [1, 17].
The execution of a s(CASP) program starts with a query of the form ?cq ,l1 ,. . .,lm , where li are (negated) literals and cq is a conjunction of constraint(s). The answers to the query are partial stable models where each partial
model is a subset of a stable model [8] including only the literals necessary to
support the query (see [1] for details). Additionally, for each partial stable model
s(CASP) returns on backtracking the justification tree and the bindings for the
free variables of the query that correspond to the most general unifier (mgu) of
a successful top-down derivation consistent with this stable model.
3.2

Event Calculus

EC is a formalism for reasoning about events and change [22], of which there
are several axiomatizations. There are three basic, mutually related, concepts
in EC: events, fluents, and time points (see Fig. 1). An event is an action or
incident that may occur in the world: for instance, a person dropping a glass is
an event. A fluent is a time-varying property of the world, such as the altitude of
a glass. A time point is an instant of time. Events may happen at a time point;
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Predicate

Meaning

InitiallyN (f )
InitiallyP (f )
Happens(e, t)
Initiates(e, f, t)

fluent f is false at time 0
fluent f is true at time 0
event e occurs at time t
if e happens at time t, f is true and not released
from the commonsense law of inertia after t
if e occurs at time t, f is false and not released
from the commonsense law of inertia after t
if e occurs at time t, f is released from the commonsense law of inertia after t
if f1 is initiated by an event that occurs at t1 ,
then f2 is true at t2

T erminates(e, f, t)
Releases(e, f, t)
T rajectory(f1 , t1 , f2 , t2 )
StoppedIn(t1 , f, t2 )
StartedIn(t1 , f, t2 )

f is stopped between t1 and t2
f is started between t1 and t2

HoldsAt(f, t)

fluent f is true at time t

5

Fig. 1. Basic event calculus (BEC) predicates
(e = event, f , f1 , f2 = fluents, t, t1 , t2 = timepoints)

fluents have a truth value at any time point or over an interval, and these truth
values are subject to change upon an occurrence of an event. In addition, fluents
may have (continuous) quantities associated with them when they are true. For
example, the event of dropping a glass initiates the fluent that captures that
the glass is falling, and perhaps its height above the ground, and the event of
holding a glass terminates the fluent that the glass is falling. An EC description
consists of a universal theory and a domain narrative. The universal theory is a
conjunction of EC axioms and the domain narrative consists of the causal laws
of the domain and the known events and fluent properties.
Circumscription [18] is applied to EC domain narratives to minimize the
extension of predicates and has two e↵ects: the only events that happen are
those defined and the only e↵ects of events are those defined.
The original EC (OEC) was introduced by Kowalski and Sergot in 1986 [12].
OEC has sorts for event occurrences, fluents, and time periods. In this paper
we use the Basic Event Calculus (BEC) formulated by Shanahan [21]. Fig. 1
summarizes the predicates in BEC, which are used in the seven BEC axioms
(Fig. 2). An explanation of these axioms follows.
Axiom BEC1. A fluent f is stopped between time points t1 and t2 i↵ it is
terminated or released by some event e that occurs after t1 and before t2 .
Axiom BEC2. A fluent f is started between time points t1 and t2 i↵ it is
initiated or released by some event e that occurs after t1 and before t2 .
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BEC1. StoppedIn(t1 , f, t2 ) ⌘
9e, t ( Happens(e, t) ^ t1 < t < t2 ^ ( T erminates(e, f, t) _ Releases(e, f, t) ) )
BEC2. StartedIn(t1 , f, t2 ) ⌘
9e, t ( Happens(e, t) ^ t1 < t < t2 ^ ( Initiates(e, f, t) _ Releases(e, f, t) ) )
BEC3. HoldsAt(f2 , t2 )
Happens(e, t1 ) ^ Initiates(e, f1 , t1 ) ^ T rajectory(f1 , t1 , f2 , t2 ) ^ ¬StoppedIn(t1 , f1 , t2 )
BEC4. HoldsAt(f, t)

InitiallyP (f ) ^ ¬StoppedIn(0, f, t)

BEC5. ¬HoldsAt(f, t)

InitiallyN (f ) ^ ¬StartedIn(0, f, t)

BEC6. HoldsAt(f, t2 )
Happens(e, t1 ) ^ Initiates(e, f, t1 ) ^ t1 < t2 ^ ¬StoppedIn(t1 , f, t2 )
BEC7. ¬HoldsAt(f, t2 )
Happens(e, t1 ) ^ T erminates(e, f, t1 ) ^ t1 < t2 ^ ¬StartedIn(t1 , f, t2 )
Fig. 2. Formalization of BEC axioms [22].

Axiom BEC3. A fluent f2 is true at time t2 if a fluent f1 initiated at t1
does not finish before t2 and it makes fluent f2 be true.4
Axiom BEC4. A fluent f is true at time t if it is true at time 0 and is not
stopped on or before t.
Axiom BEC5. A fluent f is false at time t if it is false at time 0 and it is
not started on or before t.
Axiom BEC6. A fluent f is true at time t2 if it is initiated at some earlier
time t1 and it is not stopped before t2 .
Axiom BEC7. A fluent f is false at time t2 if it is terminated at some
earlier time t1 and it is not started on or before t2 .

4

From Event Calculus to s(CASP)

4.1

Modeling EC with s(CASP)

Two key factors contribute to s(CASP)’s ability to model Event Calculus: the
preservation of non-ground variables during the execution and the integration
with constraint solvers.
Treatment of variables in s(CASP): Thanks to the usage of non-ground
variables, s(CASP) is able to directly model Event Calculus axioms that would
otherwise require “unsafe” rules. In classical ASP, a rule is safe when every
variable that appears in its head or in a negated literal in its body also appears
in a positive literal in the body of the rule, and it is unsafe otherwise. Safety
4

For implementation convenience, and without loss of expressiveness, we assume that
argument t2 in T rajectory(f1 , t1 , f2 , t2 ) is not a time di↵erence w.r.t. t1 , but an
absolute time after t1 .
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

%% BEC1
stoppedIn(T1,F,T2) :T1 .<. T, T .<. T2,
terminates(E,F,T),
happens(E,T).
stoppedIn(T1,F,T2) :T1 .<. T, T .<. T2,
releases(E,F,T),
happens(E,T).
%% BEC2
startedIn(T1,F,T2) :T1 .<. T, T .<. T2,
initiates(E,F,T),
happens(E,T).
startedIn(T1,F,T2) :T1 .<. T, T .<. T2,
releases(E,F,T),
happens(E,T).
%% BEC3
holdsAt(F2,T2) :initiates(E,F1,T1),

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
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happens(E,T1),
trajectory(F1,T1,F2,T2),
not stoppedIn(T1,F1,T2).
%% BEC4
holdsAt(F,T) :0 .<. T, initiallyP(F),
not stoppedIn(0,F,T).
%% BEC5
-holdsAt(F,T) :0 .<. T, initiallyN(F),
not startedIn(0,F,T).
%% BEC6
holdsAt(F,T) :T1 .<. T, initiates(E,F,T1),
happens(E,T1),
not stoppedIn(T1,F,T).
%% BEC7
-holdsAt(F,T) :T1 .<. T, terminates(E,F,T1),
happens(E,T1),
not startedIn(T1,F,T).

Fig. 3. Basic Event Calculus (BCE) modeled in s(CASP)

guarantees that every variable can be grounded. For example, BEC4 is unsafe
since parameter t, that appears in the head, does not appear in a positive literal
in the body (i.e., it only appears in ¬StoppedIn(0, f, t)). A SAT-based ASP
solver such as Clingo [6] will not be able to directly process unsafe rules like this.
However, the top-down strategy of the execution of s(CASP) makes it possible
to keep logical variables both during execution and in answer sets and therefore
free (logical) variables can be handled in heads and in negated literals.
Integration with constraint solvers: The s(CASP) system has a generic
interface to enable plugging in constraint solvers. s(CASP) currently uses
Holzbaur’s CLP(Q) linear constraints solver [11], that supports the constraints
<, >, =, 6=, , . As has been shown, all definitions and axioms in EC involve
inequality comparisons over time points. The ability of s(CASP) to make use of
constraint solvers makes it ideal to model continuous time in EC.
4.2

Translating BEC into s(CASP)

Our translation of EC description into s(CASP) program is similar to that of
the systems EC2ASP and F2LP [14, 15], but we di↵er in some key aspects that
improve performance and are relevant for expressiveness: the treatment of rules
with negated heads, the possibility of generating unsafe rules, and the use of constraints over rationals. We describe below, with the help of a running example,
the translation that turns logic statements (as found in BEC) into a s(CASP)
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program. The code corresponding to the translations of the axioms of BEC in
Fig. 2 can be found in Fig. 3. s(CASP) code follows the syntactical conventions
of logic programming: constants (including function names) and predicate symbols start with a lowercase letter and variables start with an uppercase letter.
In addition, constraints are written between two dots in s(CASP), (e.g., .<.) to
make it clear that they do not correspond to Prolog’s arithmetic comparisons.
4.3

Translation of the BEC theory

Atoms and Constants: Their names are preserved. Uniqueness of Names [23] is
assumed by default (and enforced) in logic programming.
Constraints: Predicates that represent constraints (e.g., on time) are directly
translated to their counterparts in s(CASP). E.g., t1 < t2 becomes T1.<.T2,
where .<. is in our examples handled by a linear constraint solver. The translation (and s(CASP) itself) is parametric on the constraint domain.
Definitions:
Axiomatizations of EC use definitions of the form
D(x) ⌘ 9yB(x, y), where B(x, y) is a conjunction of (negated) atoms,
disjunctions of atoms, and constraints (e.g., BEC1). The use of definitions
makes it easier to build conceptual blocks out of basic predicates. However, for performance reasons we treat them as if they were written as
8x(D(x)
9yB(x, y)), following [20]. Intuitively, if we ignore the truth value
of D in the (partial) models that s(CASP) generates, the models returned using
implication and/or equivalence are the same, and the literal D can be ignored
because it would anyway have disappeared had it been expanded. Additionally,
s(CASP) internally performs Clark’s completion [4] to the s(CASP) program,
and therefore, we can assume that s(CASP) rules expresses all possible ways in
which heads can be true.
Rules with Positive Heads: A rule (e.g., BEC6)
8x(H(x)

9y(A(y) ^ ¬B(x, y) ^ x < y))

where x < y is a constraint, is translated into
1

h(X) :- X .<. Y, a(Y), not b(X,Y).

Since s(CASP) performs left-to-right evaluation, placing constraints earlier in the
rule is in general better, as constraint solvers are deterministic and constraining
variables as soon as possible helps reduce the size of the search tree.
Rules with Negated Heads: BEC rules 5 and 7 infer negated heads
(¬HoldsAt(f, t)) while rule 4 and 6 infer positive heads (HoldsAt(f, t)), i.e.,
they have the scheme
8x(H(x)

9yA(x, y)) ^ 8x(¬H(x)

9yB(x, y))

The standard approach to translate rules with negated heads is to convert them
into global constraints [14]:
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:- b(X,Y), h(X).

Our approach is to define instead a rule for the literal -h(X) that captures the
explicit evidence that h(X) is false:
1

-h(X) :- b(X,Y).

which makes it possible to call -h(X) in a top-down execution. This construct
was termed classical negation in [17] and behaves as a regular predicate, except
that the s(CASP) compiler automatically adds the global constraint :- -h(X),
h(X) to ensure that -h(X) and h(X) cannot be simultaneously true. Therefore,
s(CASP) can detect an inconsistency (and return an empty model) if both
HoldsAt(f, t) and ¬HoldsAt(f, t) can be simultaneously derived from an EC
narrative. Since circumscription is not applied to the BEC theory, not being
able to derive HoldsAt(f, t) does not immediately determine that its negation
is true. We will see how this is connected with the translation of the narrative.
Rules with Disjunctive Bodies: A rule (e.g., BEC1)
8x[H(x)

9y( (A(x, y) _ B(x, y)) ^ C(x, y) )]

is translated into two separate clauses:
1
2

h(X) :- a(X,Y), c(X,Y).
h(X) :- b(X,Y), c(X,Y).

4.4

Translation of the narrative

The definition of a given scenario (its narrative part) states the basic actions
and e↵ects using the predicates in Fig. 1. EC assumes circumscription of the
predicates defined in the narrative: the events (resp., e↵ects) known to occur
are the only events (resp., e↵ects) that occur. Note that this is automatic in
s(CASP), since it produces the Clark’s completion of s(CASP) programs when
generating the dual program. In addition, global constraints can restrict the
admissible states of the system.
Every basic BEC predicate P (x) (where P can stand for an event occurrence,
an e↵ect of an event on a fluent, etc.) is translated into a s(CASP) rule P (x)
,
where states all the cases where P (x) is true. In many cases, these are facts,
but in other cases captures the conditions for P (x) to hold.
Let us consider example 14 in [22], which reasons about turning a light switch
on and o↵.
Events: The description:
Happens(e, t) ⌘ (e = T urnOn ^ t = 1/2) _
(e = T urnOf f ^ t = 4)
states that the T urnOn event will happen exclusively at time t = 1/2 and that
T urnOf f will happen exclusively at t = 4. This is translated into:
1
2

happens(turn_on, 1/2).
happens(turn_off, 4).
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Event e↵ects: When the event T urnOn happens, the light is put in on status;
similarly, when event T urnOf f happens, the status on of the light is terminated.
In both cases, this can happen at any time t:
1
2

initiates(turn_on, light_on, T).
terminates(turn_off, light_on, T).

Release from Inertia: When turned on, the light emits red light for 2 seconds,
and then green light is emitted. T rajectory expresses how this change depends
on the time elapsed since an event occurrence. Releases states that the color
of the light is released from the commonsense law of inertia. After a fluent is
released, its truth value is not determined by BEC and is permitted to vary.
Thus, there may be models in which the fluent is true, and models in which the
fluent may be false. Releasing a fluent frees it up so that other axioms in the
domain description can be used to determine its truth value, thus allowing us to
represent continuous change using T rajectory.
1
2
3
4
5
6

trajectory(light_on, T1, light_red, T2) :T2 .>=. T1, T2 .<. T1 + 2.
trajectory(light_on, T1, light_green, T2) :T2 .>=. T1 + 2.
releases(turn_on, light_red, T).
releases(turn_on, light_green, T).

The T rajectory formula has the shape P (x)
, as we need to state the
(time) conditions for the fluent to become activated.
A Note on using ¬HoldsAt(f, t) in : The basic BEC predicates may depend
on what the BEC theory can deduce, e.g.,
may depend on HoldsAt(f, t)
or ¬HoldsAt(f, t) (see Fig. 4). HoldsAt(f, t) would be invoked directly, but
¬HoldsAt(f, t) would be called using classical negation, e.g., -holdsAt(F,T).
The reason is that since EC does not apply circumscription to its axioms, we
can deduce only the truth (or falsehood) of a predicate when we have direct
evidence of either of them — i.e., what the positive (holdsAt(F,T)) and negative
(-holdsAt(F,T)) heads provide.
State Constraint: State constraints usually contain HoldsAt(f, t) or
¬HoldsAt(f, t) and represent restrictions on the models. In our running example, a light cannot be red and green at the same time: 8t.¬(HoldsAt(Red, t) ^
HoldsAt(Green, t)). This is translated as:
1

:- holdsAt(light_red,T), holdsAt(light_green,T).

4.5

Continuous Change: A Complete Encoding

We consider now an example from [23]: a water tap fills a vessel, whose water
level is subject to continuous change. When the level reaches the bucket rim, it
starts spilling. We will present the main ideas behind its encoding (Fig. 4) and
will show some queries we can ask about its state and behavior.
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#include bec_theory.

2
3
4

16

max_level(10):- not max_level(16).
max_level(16):- not max_level(10).

5
6
7
8

initiallyP(level(0)).
happens(overflow,T).
happens(tapOn,5).

11
12
13
14

18

20
21
22
23

initiates(tapOn,filling,T).
terminates(tapOff,filling,T).
initiates(overflow,spilling,T):max_level(Max),
holdsAt(level(Max), T).

releases(tapOn,level(0),T):happens(tapOn,T).

17

19

9
10

15

11

24
25
26
27
28

trajectory(filling,T1,level(X2),T2):T1 .<. T2, X2 .=. X + T2-T1,
max_level(Max), X2 .=<. Max,
holdsAt(level(X),T1).
trajectory(filling,T1,level(overflow),T2):T1 .<. T2, X2 .=. X + T2-T1,
max_level(Max), X2 .>. Max,
holdsAt(level(X),T1).
trajectory(spilling,T1,leak(X),T2):holdsAt(filling, T2),
T1 .<. T2, X .=. T2-T1.

Fig. 4. Encoding of an Event Calculus narrative with continuous change

Continuous Change: The fluent Level(x) represents that the water is at level
x in the vessel. The first T rajectory formula (lines 18-21) determines the timedependent value of the Level(x) fluent,5 which is active as long as the F illing
fluent is true and the rim of the vessel is not reached. Additionally, the second
T rajectory formula (lines 22-25) allows us to capture the fact that the water
reached the rim of the vessel and overflowed.
Triggered Fluent: The fluent Spilling is triggered (lines 12-14) when the water
level reaches the rim of the vessel. As a consequence, the T rajectory formula in
lines 26-28 starts the fluent Leak(x) and captures the amount of water leaked
while the fluent Spilling holds.
Di↵erent Worlds: The clauses in lines 3-4 force the vessel capacity to be either 10 or 16 — i.e., they create two possible worlds/models: {max_level(10),
not max_level(16), . . .} and {max_level(16), not max_level(10), . . .}. The
same mechanism can be used to state whether an event happens or not. For
this, a keyword #abducible is provided as a shortcut in s(CASP). We will use it
in the Abduction subsection later on.

5

Examples and Evaluation

The benchmarks used in this section are available at https://goo.gl/jzUw46.
They were run on a MacOS 10.14.3 laptop with an Intel Core i5 at 2GHz.
5

For simplicity the amount of water filled/leaked correspond directly to how long the
water has been pouring in / spilling from the vessel.
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Deduction: Deduction determines whether a state of the world is possible given
a theory (in our case, BEC) and an initial narrative. We can perform deduction
in BEC for the previous examples through queries to the corresponding s(CASP)
program. For the lights scenario:
?- holdsAt(light_on,2) succeeds: it deduces that the light is on at time 2.
?- -holdsAt(light_on,5) succeeds: the light is not on at time 5.
?- holdsAt(F,2) is true in one stable model containing holdsAt(light_red,2)
and holdsAt(light_on,2), meaning that at time 2, the light is on and its

color is red.
In the water level scenario (Fig. 4) we can make queries involving time and
the water level:
?- holdsAt(level(H),15/2) is true when H=5/2.
?- holdsAt(level(5/2),T) is true when T=15/2.

Note that s(CASP) can operate and answer correctly queries involving rationals without having to modify the original program to introduce domains for
the relevant variables or to scale the constants to convert rationals into integers.
Abduction: Abductive reasoning tries to determine a sequence of events/actions
that reaches a final state. In the case of ASP, actions are naturally captured as
the set of atoms that are true in a model which includes the initial and final states
and are consistent with BEC. For the water scenario, (Fig. 4), let us assume we
want to reach water level 14 at time 19. The query ?- holdsAt(level(14),19)
will return a single model with a vessel size of 16 and the rest of the atoms in
the model capture what must (not) happen to reach this state.
More interesting abductive tasks can be performed: adding the line
#abducible happens(tapOff,U) to the program, we specify that it is possible
(but not necessary) for the tap to close at some time U. As we mentioned in
Section 4.5, this directive is translated into code that creates di↵erent worlds/models. The query ?- holdsAt(spilling,T) determines if the water may overspill
and under which conditions. s(CASP) returns two models:
– One containing T>15, holdsAt(spilling,T), happens(tapOn,5), 5<U<15,
not happens(TapOff,U), max_level(10) meaning that the water will spill at
T=15 if the vessel has a capacity of 10, the tap is open at T=5, and it is not
closed between times 5 and 15.
– Another similar model, with the water spilling at T=21 in a vessel with capacity of 16 and where the tap was not closed before U=21.
Note that s(CASP) determined the truth value of Happens and, more importantly, performed constraint solving to infer the time ranges during which
some events ought (and ought not) to take place, represented by the negated
atoms in the models inferred by constructive negation. Since all relevant atoms
have a time parameter, they actually represent a timed plan. Due to the expressiveness of constraints, this plan contains information on time points when
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events must (not) happen and also on time windows (sometimes in relation with
other events) during which events must (not) take place. Note that it would be
impossible to (finitely) represent this interval with grounded atoms, as it would
correspond to an infinite number of points in time.
Evaluation: Comparing directly implementations of EC in s(CASP) with implementations in other ASP systems is not easy: most ASP systems do not support
continuous quantities and the technological gap is too wide: grounding-based
ASP have been in production for years. We will instead evaluate the advantage of providing constraints over continuous domains by comparing s(CASP)
w.r.t. s(ASP) [17], an implementation of equivalent technological maturity that
does not provide constraints. In order to execute comparable programs, we produced versions of programs that check conditions when variables are instantiated enough and simulate grounding by making the domains of some variables
(such as those expressing time) explicit, emulating ASP declarations such as
time(1..5). Variables can then be instantiated on backtracking. Queries involving rational numbers need a specific version of the programs that use smaller
steps to enumerate the variables. We want to emphasize that these adjustments
are unnecessary in s(CASP).
The results for several queries (Table 1) show that s(CASP) is significantly
faster than s(ASP). Note that using rationals instead of integers in s(CASP) does
not incur any noticeable overhead. In the s(ASP) case, discretization requires
fractional steps (e.g., a step of 0.25 is required for the last query), with a considerable negative impact on execution time. Note that selecting the right step
size to discretize domains depends on both the query and the program, adding
additional complications to the problem of approximating continuous domains
with discrete variables.
Table 1. Run time (ms) comparison for the light scenario.
Queries
holdsAt(light_on,2)
-holdsAt(light_on,5)
holdsAt( light_red ,2)
holdsAt( light_green ,3)
holdsAt( light_red ,9/4)

6

s(CASP) s(ASP)
233
314
231
229

8,320
7,952
8,214
8,577

234 51,548

Conclusions

We showed how Event Calculus can be modeled in s(CASP), a goal-directed
implementation of constraint answer set programming with predicates, with
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much fewer limitations than other approaches. s(CASP) can capture the notion of continuous time (and, in general, fluents) in Event Calculus thanks to
its grounding-free top-down evaluation strategy. It can also represent complex
models and answer queries in a flexible manner thanks to the use of constraints.
The main contribution of the paper is to show how Event Calculus can be
directly modeled using s(CASP), and ASP system that seamlessly supports constraints. The modeling of the Event Calculus using s(CASP) is more elegant and
faithful to the original axioms compared to other approaches such as F2LP, where
time has to be discretized. While other approaches such as ASPMT do support
continuous domains, their reliance on SMT solvers makes their implementation
really complex as associations among variables are lost during grounding. The
use of s(CASP) brings other advantages: for example, the justification for the
answers to a query is obtained for free, since in a query-driven system, the justification is merely the trace of the proof. Likewise, explanations for observations
via abduction are also generated for free, thanks to the goal-directed, top-down
execution of s(CASP).
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, our approach is the only one that
faithfully models continuous-time Event Calculus under the stable model semantics. All other approaches discretize time and thus do not model EC in a
sound manner. Our approach supports both deduction and abduction with little
or no additional e↵ort.
The work reported in this paper can be seen as the first serious application of
s(CASP) [1]. It illustrates the advantages that goal-directed ASP systems have
over grounding and SAT solver-based ones for certain applications. Our future
work includes applying the s(CASP) system to solving planning problems where
a generated plan must obey real-time constraints.
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Abstract. In the blockchain-based, distributed computing platform
Ethereum, programs called smart contracts are compiled to bytecode and
executed on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Executing EVM bytecode is subject to monetary fees—a clear optimization target. Our aim is
to superoptimize EVM bytecode by encoding the operational semantics
of EVM instructions as SMT formulas and leveraging a constraint solver
to automatically find cheaper bytecode. We implement this approach in
our EVM Bytecode SuperOptimizer ebso and perform two large scale
evaluations on real-world data sets.
Keywords: Superoptimization, Ethereum, Smart Contracts, SMT

1

Introduction

Ethereum is a blockchain-based, distributed computing platform featuring a quasiTuring complete programming language. In Ethereum, programs are called smart
contracts, compiled to bytecode and executed on the Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM). In order to avoid network spam and to ensure termination, execution
is subject to monetary fees. These fees are specified in units of gas, i.e., any
instruction executed on the EVM has a cost in terms of gas, possibly depending
on its input and the execution state.
Example 1. Consider the expression 3+(0 x), which corresponds to the program
PUSH 0 SUB PUSH 3 ADD. The EVM is a stack-based machine, so this program takes
an argument x from the stack to compute the expression above. However, clearly
one can save the ADD instruction and instead compute 3 x, i.e., optimize the
program to PUSH 3 SUB. The first program costs 12 g to execute on the EVM,
while the second costs only 6 g.
We build a tool that automatically finds this optimization and similar others
that are missed by state-of-the-art smart contract compilers: the EVM bytecode
superoptimizer ebso. The use of ebso for Example 1 is sketched in Figure 1. To
find these optimizations, ebso implements superoptimization. Superoptimization
is often considered too slow to use during software development except for special
circumstances. We argue that compiling smart contracts is such a circumstance.
?
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x

EVM executes for 12 g

3 + (0

x)

PUSH 0 SUB PUSH 3 ADD
⌘
x

PUSH 3 SUB

3

x

EVM executes for 6 g

Fig. 1: Overview over ebso.

Since bytecode, once it has been deployed to the blockchain, cannot change again,
spending extra time optimizing a program that may be called many times, might
well be worth it. Especially, since it is very clear what “worth it” means: the
clear cost model of gas makes it easy to define optimality.3
Our main contributions are: (i) an SMT encoding of a subset of EVM bytecode
semantics (Section 4), (ii) an implementation of two flavors of superoptimization:
basic, where the constraint solver is used to check equivalence of enumerated
candidate instruction sequences, and unbounded, where also the enumeration
itself is shifted to the constraint solver (Section 5), and (iii) two large scale
evaluations (Section 6). First, we run ebso on a collection of smart contracts from
a programming competition aimed at producing the cheapest EVM bytecode
for given programming challenges. Even in this already highly optimized data
set ebso still finds 19 optimizations. In the second evaluation we compare the
performance of basic and unbounded superoptimization on the 2500 most called
smart contracts from the Ethereum blockchain and find that, in our setting,
unbounded superoptimization outperforms basic superoptimization.

2

Ethereum and the EVM

Smart contracts in Ethereum are usually written in a specialized high-level
language such as Solidity or Vyper and then compiled into bytecode, which is
executed on the EVM. The EVM is a virtual machine formally defined in the
Ethereum yellow paper [14]. It is based on a stack, which holds words, i.e., bit
vectors, of size 256.4 The maximal stack size is set to 210 . Pushing words onto a
full stack leads to a stack overflow, while removing words from the empty stack
leads to a stack underflow. Both lead the EVM to enter an exceptional halting
state. The EVM also features a volatile memory, a word-addressed byte array,
and a persistent key-value storage, a word-addressed word array, whose contents
are stored on the Ethereum blockchain. The bytecode directly corresponds to
3

4

Of course setting the gas price of individual instructions, such that it accurately
reflects the computational cost is hard, and has been a problem in the past see e.g.
news.ycombinator.com/item?id=12557372.
This word size was chosen to facilitate the cryptographic computations such as
hashing that are often performed in the EVM.
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more human-friendly instructions. For example, the EVM bytecode 6029600101
encodes the following sequence of instructions: PUSH 41 PUSH 1 ADD. Instructions
can be classified into di↵erent categories, such as arithmetic operations,e.g. ADD
and SUB for addition and subtraction, comparisons, e.g. SLT for signed less-than,
and bitwise operations, like AND and NOT. The instruction PUSH pushes a word onto
the stack, while POP removes the top word.5 Words on the stack can be duplicated
using DUPi and swapped using SWAPi for 1 6 i 6 16, where i refers to the ith
word below the top. Some instructions are specific to the blockchain domain, like
BLOCKHASH, which returns the hash of a recently mined block, or ADDRESS, which
returns the address of the currently executing account. Instructions for control
flow include e.g. JUMP, JUMPDEST, and STOP.
We write (◆) for the number of words that instruction ◆ takes from the stack,
and ↵(◆) for the number of words ◆ adds onto the stack. A program p is a finite
sequence of instructions. We define the size |p| of a program as the number of its
instructions. To execute a program on the Ethereum blockchain, the caller has to
pay gas. The amount to be paid depends on both the instructions of the program
and the input: every instruction comes with a gas cost. For example, PUSH and
ADD currently cost 3 g, and therefore executing the program above costs 9 g. Most
instructions have a fixed cost, but some take the current state of the execution
into account. A prominent example of this behavior is storage. Writing to a
zero-valued key conceptually allocates new storage and thus is more expensive
than writing to a key that is already in use, i.e., holds a non-zero value. The gas
prices of all instructions are specified in the yellow paper [14].

3

Superoptimization

Given a source program p superoptimization tries to generate a target program p0
such that (i ) p0 is equivalent to p, and (ii ) the cost of p0 is minimal with respect
to a given cost function C. This problem arises in several contexts with di↵erent
source and target languages. In our case, i.e., for a binary recompiler, both source
and target are EVM bytecode.
A standard approach to superoptimization and synthesis [4, 9, 12, 13] is to
search through the space of candidate instruction sequences of increasing cost
and use a constraint solver to check whether a candidate correctly implements
the source program. The solver of choice is usually a Satisfiability Modulo
Theories (SMT) solver, which operates on first-order formulas in combination
with background theories, such as the theory of bit vectors or arrays. Modern
SMT solvers are highly optimized and implement techniques to handle arbitrary
first-order formulas, such as E-matching. With increasing cost of the candidate
sequence, the search space dramatically increases. To deal with this explosion
one idea is to hand some of the search to the solver, by using templates [4, 13].
Templates leave holes in the target program, e.g. for immediate arguments of
instructions, that the solver must then fill. A candidate program is correct if the
5

We gloss over the 32 di↵erent PUSH instructions depending on the size of the word to
be pushed.
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1: function BasicSo(ps , C)
2: n
0
3: while true do
4: for all pt 2 {p | C(p) = n} do
5:
EncodeBso(ps , pt )
6:
if Satisfiable( ) then
7:
m
GetModel( )
8:
pt
DecodeBso(m)
9:
return pt
10: n
n+1
(a) Basic Superoptimization.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

function UnboundedSo(ps , C)
pt
ps
EncodeUso(pt ) ^ Bound(pt , C)
while Satisfiable( ) do
m
GetModel( )
pt
DecodeUso(m)
^ Bound(pt , C)
return pt
(b) Unbounded Superoptimization.

Alg. 2: Superoptimization.

encoding is satisfiable, i.e., if the solver finds a model. Constructing the target
program then amounts to obtaining the values for the templates from the model.
This approach is shown in Algorithm 2(a).
Unbounded superoptimization [5, 6] pushes this idea further. Instead of searching through candidate programs and calling the SMT solver on them, it shifts
the search into the solver, i.e., the encoding expresses all candidate instruction
sequences of any length that correctly implement the source program. This approach is shown in Algorithm 2(b): if the solver returns satisfiable then there is
an instruction sequence that correctly implements the source program. Again,
this target program is reconstructed from the model. If successful, a constraint
asking for a cheaper program is added and the solver is called again. Note that
this also means that unbounded superoptimization can stop with a correct, but
possibly non-optimal solution. In contrast, basic superoptimization cannot return
a correct solution until it has finished.
The main ingredients of superoptimization in Algorithm 2 are EncodeBso/Uso producing the SMT encoding, and DecodeBso/Uso reconstructing
the target program from a model. We present our encodings for the semantics of
EVM bytecode in the following section.

4

Encoding

We start by encoding three parts of the EVM execution state: (i) the stack,
(ii) gas consumption, and (iii) whether the execution is in an exceptional halting
state. We model the stack as an uninterpreted function together with a counter,
which points to the next free position on the stack.
Definition 1. A state

= hst, c, hlt, gi consists of

(i) a function st(V, j, n) that, after the program has executed j instructions on
input variables from V returns the word from position n in the stack,
(ii) a function c(j) that returns the number of words on the stack after executing
j instructions. Hence st(V, j, c(j) 1) returns the top of the stack.
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(iii) a function hlt(j) that returns true (>) if exceptional halting has occurred
after executing j instructions, and false (?) otherwise.
(iv) a function g(V, j) that returns the amount of gas consumed after executing j
instructions.
Here the functions in
variable j.

represent all execution states of a program, indexed by

Example 2. Symbolically executing the program PUSH 41 PUSH 1 ADD using our
representation above we have
g(0) = 0

g(1) = 3

g(2) = 6

c(0) = 0

c(1) = 1

c(2) = 2

st(1, 0) = 41

st(2, 0) = 41

st(2, 1) = 1

g(3) = 9
c(3) = 1
st(3, 0) = 42

and hlt(0) = hlt(1) = hlt(2) = hlt(3) = ?.
Note that this program does not consume any words that were already on
the stack. This is not the case in general. For instance we might be dealing with
the body of a function, which takes its arguments from the stack. Hence we need
to ensure that at the beginning of the execution sufficiently many words are on
the stack. To this end we first compute the depth ˆ(p) of the program p, i.e., the
number of words a program p consumes. Then we take variables x0 , . . . , x ˆ(p) 1
that represent the input to the program and initialize our functions accordingly.
Definition 2. For a program with ˆ(p) = d we initialize the state using
^
g (0) = 0 ^ hlt (0) = ? ^ c (0) = d ^
st (V, 0, `) = x`
06`<d

For instance, for the program consisting of the single instruction ADD we set
c(0) = 2, and st({x0 , x1 }, 0, 0) = x0 and st({x0 , x1 }, 0, 1) = x1 . We then have
st({x0 , x1 }, 1, 0) = x1 + x2 .
To encode the e↵ect of EVM instructions we build SMT formulas to capture
their operational semantics. That is, for an instruction ◆ and a state we give a
formula ⌧ (◆, , j) that defines the e↵ect on state if ◆ is the j-th instruction that
is executed. Since large parts of these formulas are similar for every instruction
and only depend on and ↵ we build them from smaller building blocks.
Definition 3. For an instruction ◆ and state

we define:

⌧g (◆, , j) ⌘ g (V, j + 1) = g (V, j) + C( , j, ◆)
⌧c (◆, , j) ⌘ c (j + 1) = c (j) + ↵(◆)

⌧pres (◆, , j) ⌘ 8 n.n < c (j)

(◆)

(◆) ! st (V, j + 1, n) = st (V, j, n)

⌧hlt (◆, , j) ⌘ hlt (j + 1) = hlt (j) _ c (j)

(◆) < 0 _ c (j)

Here C( , j, ◆) is the gas cost of executing instruction ◆ on state

(◆) + ↵(◆) > 210
after j steps.
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The formula ⌧g adds the cost of ◆ to the gas cost incurred so far. The formula ⌧c
updates the counter for the number of words on the stack according to and
↵. The formula ⌧pres expresses that all words on the stack below c (j)
(◆) are
preserved. Finally, ⌧hlt captures that exceptions relevant to the stack can occur
through either an underflow or an overflow, and that once it has occurred an
exceptional halt state persists. For now the only other component we need is how
the instructions a↵ect the stack st, i.e., a formula ⌧st (◆, , j). Here we only give
an example and refer to our implementation or the yellow paper [14] for details.
We have
⌧st (ADD, , j) ⌘ st (V, j + 1, c (j + 1)
= st (V, j, c (j)

1)

1) + st (V, j, c (j)

2)

Finally these formulas yield an encoding for the semantics of an instruction.
Definition 4. For an instruction ◆ and state

we define

⌧ (◆, , j) ⌘ ⌧st (◆, , j) ^ ⌧c (◆, , j) ^ ⌧g (◆, , j) ^ ⌧hlt (◆, , j) ^ ⌧pres (◆, , j)
Then to encode the semantics of a program p all we need to do is to apply ⌧
to the instructions of p.
V
Definition 5. For a program p = ◆0 · · · ◆n we set ⌧ (p, ) ⌘ 06j6n ⌧ (◆j , , j).

Before building an encoding for superoptimization we consider another aspect
of the EVM for our state representation: storage and memory. The gas cost for
storing words depends on the words that are currently stored. Similarly, the cost
for using memory depends on the number of bytes currently used. This is why
the cost of an instruction C( , j, ◆) depends on the state and the function g
accumulating gas cost depends on V.
To add support for storage and memory to our encoding there are two natural
choices: the theory of arrays or an Ackermann encoding. However, since we have
not used arrays so far, they would require the solver to deal with an additional
theory. For an Ackermann encoding we only need uninterpreted functions, which
we have used already. Hence, to represent storage in our encoding we extend
states with an uninterpreted function str(V, j, k), which returns the word at
key k after the program has executed j instructions. Similarly to how we set
up the initial stack we need to deal with the values held by the storage before
the program is executed. Thus, to initialize str we introduce fresh variables to
represent the initial contents of the storage. More precisely, for all SLOAD and
SSTORE instructions occurring at positions j1 , . . . , j` in the source program, we
introduce fresh variables s1 , . . . , s` and add them to V. Then for a state we
initialize str by adding the following conjunct to the initialization constraint
from Definition 2:
8w. str (V, 0, w) = ite(w = aj1 , s1 , ite(w = aj2 , s2 , . . . , ite(w = aj` , s` , w? )))
where aj = st (V, j, c(j)

1) and w? is the default value for words in the storage.
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The e↵ect of the two storage instructions SLOAD and SSTORE can then be
encoded as follows:
⌧st (SLOAD, , j) ⌘ st (V, j + 1, c (j + 1)

⌧str (SSTORE, , j) ⌘ 8w. str (V, j + 1, w) =
ite(w = st (V, j, c (j)

1) = str(V, j, st (V, j, c (j)
1), st (V, j, c (j)

1))

2), str (V, j, w))

Moreover all instructions except SSTORE preserve the storage, that is, for ◆ 6=
SSTORE we add the following conjunct to ⌧pres (◆, , j):
8w. str (V, j + 1, w) = str (V, j, w)
To encode memory a similar strategy is an obvious way to go. However, we
first want to evaluate the solver’s performance on the encodings obtained when
using stack and storage. Since the solver already struggled, due to the size of the
programs and the number of universally quantified variables, see Section 6, we
have not yet added an encoding of memory.
Finally, to use our encoding for superoptimization we need an encoding of
equality for two states after a certain number of instructions. Either to ensure
that two programs are equivalent (they start and end in equal states) or di↵erent
(they start in equal states, but end in di↵erent ones). The following formula
captures this constraint.
Definition 6. For states
✏(

1,

2 , j1 , j2 )

1

and

2

and program locations j1 and j2 we define

⌘ c 1 (j1 ) = c 2 (j2 ) ^ hlt 1 (j1 ) = hlt 2 (j2 )

^ 8 n.n < c 1 (j1 ) ! st 1 (V, j1 , n) = st 2 (V, j2 , n)
^ 8 w.str 1 (V, j1 , w) = str 2 (V, j2 , w)

Since we aim to improve gas consumption, we do not demand equality for g.
We now have all ingredients needed to implement basic superoptimization:
simply enumerate all possible programs ordered by gas cost and use the encodings
to check equivalence. However, since already for one PUSH there are 2256 possible
arguments, this will not produce results in a reasonable amount of time. Hence we
use templates as described in Section 3. We introduce an uninterpreted function
a(j) that maps a program location j to a word, which will be the argument
of PUSH. The solver then fills these templates and we can get the values from
the model. This is a step forward, but since we have 80 encoded instructions,
enumerating all permutations still yields too large a search space. Hence we use an
encoding similar to the CEGIS algorithm [4]. Given a collection of instructions, we
formulate a constraint representing all possible permutations of these instructions.
It is satisfiable if there is a way to connect the instructions into a target program
that is equivalent to the source program. The order of the instructions can again
be reconstructed from the model provided by the solver. More precisely given
a source program p and a list of candidate instructions ◆1 , . . . , ◆n , EncodeBso
from Algorithm 2(a) takes variables j1 , . . . , jn and two states and 0 and builds
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the following formula
0
, 0, 0) ^ ✏( , 0 , |p|, n) ^ ⌧ (p, )
^
^
^
^
⌧ (◆` , 0 , j` ) ^
j` 6= jk ^
j` > 0 ^ j` < n

8V. ✏( ,

16`6n

16`<k6n

16`6n

Here the first line encodes the source program, and says that the start and final
states of the two programs are equivalent. The second line encodes the e↵ect of
the candidate instructions and enforces that they are all used in some order. If
this formula is satisfiable we can simply get the ji from the model and reorder
the candidate instructions accordingly to obtain the target program.
Unbounded superoptimization shifts even more of the search into the solver,
encoding the search space of all possible programs. To this end we take a
variable n, which represents the number of instructions in the target program
and an uninterpreted function instr(j), which acts as a template, returning the
instruction to be used at location j. Then, given a set of candidate instructions
the formula to encode the search can be built as follows:
Definition 7. Given a set of instructions CI we define the formula ⇢( , n) as
^
_
8j. j > 0 ^ j < n !
instr(j) = ◆ ! ⌧ (◆, , j) ^
instr(j) = ◆
◆2CI

◆2CI

Finally, the constraint produced by EncodeUso from Algorithm 2(b) is
8V. ⌧ (p, ) ^ ⇢( 0 , n) ^ ✏( ,

0

, 0, 0) ^ ✏( ,

0

, |p|, n) ^ g (V, |p|) > g 0 (V, n)

During our experiments we observed that the solver struggles to show that
the formula is unsatisfiable when p is already optimal. To help in these cases
we additionally add a bound on n: since the cheapest EVM instruction has gas
cost 1, the target program cannot use more instructions than the gas cost of p,
i.e., we add n 6 g (V, |p|).
In our application domain there are many instructions that fetch information
from the outside world. For instance, ADDRESS gets the Ethereum address of
the account currently executing the bytecode of this smart contract. Since it
is not possible to know these values at compile time we cannot encode their
full semantics. However, we would still like to take advantage of structural
optimizations where these instructions are involved, e.g., via DUP and SWAP.
Example 3. Consider the program ADDRESS DUP1. The same e↵ect can be achieved
by simply calling ADDRESS ADDRESS. Duplicating words on the stack, if they are
used multiple times, is an intuitive approach. However, because executing ADDRESS
costs 2 g and DUP1 costs 3 g, perhaps unexpectedly, the second program is cheaper.
To find such optimizations we need a way to encode ADDRESS and similar
instructions. For our purposes, these instructions have in common that they put
arbitrary but fixed words onto the stack. Analogous to uninterpreted functions, we
call them uninterpreted instructions and collect them in the set UI. To represent
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their output we use universally quantified variables—similar to input variables.
To encode the e↵ect uninterpreted instructions have on the stack, i.e., ⌧st , we
distinguish between constant and non-constant uninterpreted instructions.
Let uic (p) be the set of constant uninterpreted instructions in p, i.e. uic (p) =
{◆ 2 p | ◆ 2 UI ^ (◆) = 0}. Then for uic (p) = {◆1 , . . . , ◆k } we take variables
u◆1 , . . . , u◆k and add them to V, and thus to the arguments of the state function st. The formula ⌧st can then use these variables to represent the unknown
word produced by the uninterpreted instruction, i.e., for ◆ 2 uic (p) with the
corresponding variable u◆ in V, we set ⌧st (◆, , j) ⌘ st (V, j + 1, c (j)) = u◆ .
For a non-constant instruction ◆, such as BLOCKHASH or BALANCE, the word
put onto the stack by ◆ depends on the top (◆) words of the stack. We again
model this dependency using an uninterpreted function. That is, for every nonconstant uninterpreted instruction ◆ in the source program p, uin (p) = {◆ 2 p |
◆ 2 UI ^ (◆) > 0}, we use an uninterpreted function f◆ . Conceptually, we can
think of f◆ as a read-only memory initialized with the values that the calls to ◆
produce.
Example 4. The instruction BLOCKHASH gets the hash of a given block b. Thus
optimizing the program PUSH b1 BLOCKHASH PUSH b2 BLOCKHASH depends on the
values b1 and b2 . If b1 = b2 then the cheaper program PUSH b1 BLOCKHASH DUP1
yields the same state as the original program.
To capture this behaviour, we need to associate the arguments b1 and b2 of
BLOCKHASH with the two di↵erent results they may produce. As with constant
uninterpreted instructions, to model arbitrary but fixed results, we add fresh
variables to V. However, to account for di↵erent results produced by ` invocations
of ◆ in p we have to add ` variables. Let p be a program and ◆ 2 uin (p) a
unary instruction which appears ` times at positions j1 , . . . , j` in p. For variables
u1 , . . . , u` , we initialize f◆ as follows:
8w. f◆ (V, w) = ite(w = aj1 , u1 , ite(w = aj2 , u2 , . . . , ite(w = aj` , u` , w? )))
where aj is the word on the stack after j instructions in p, that is aj =
st (V, j, c(j) 1), and w? is a default word.
This approach straightforwardly extends to instructions with more than one
argument. Here we assume that uninterpreted instructions put exactly one word
onto the stack, i.e., ↵(◆) = 1 for all ◆ 2 UI. This assumption is easily verified for
the EVM: the only instructions with ↵(◆) > 1 are DUP and SWAP. Finally we set
the e↵ect a non-constant uninterpreted instruction ◆ with associated function f◆
has on the stack:
⌧st (◆, , j) ⌘ st (V, j + 1, c (j + 1)

1) = f◆ (V, st (V, j, c (j)

1))

For some uninterpreted instructions there might a be way to partially encode
their semantics. The instruction BLOCKHASH returns 0 if it is called for a block
number greater than the current block number. While the current block number
is not known at compile time, the instruction NUMBER does return it. Encoding
this interplay between BLOCKHASH and NUMBER could potentially be exploited for
finding optimizations.
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Implementation

We implemented basic and unbounded superoptimization in our tool ebso, which
is available under the Apache-2.0 license: github.com/juliannagele/ebso. The
encoding employed by ebso uses several background theories: (i ) uninterpreted
functions (UF) for encoding the state of the EVM, for templates, and for encoding
uninterpreted instructions, (ii ) bit vector arithmetic (BV) for operations on
words, (iii ) quantifiers for initial words on the stack and in the storage, and the
results of uninterpreted instructions, and (iv ) linear integer arithmetic (LIA)
for the instruction counter. Hence following the SMT-LIB classification6 ebso’s
constraints fall under the logic UFBVLIA. As SMT solver we chose Z3 [3],
version 4.7.1 which we call with default configurations. In particular, Z3 performed
well for the theory of quantified bit vectors and uninterpreted functions in the
last SMT competition (albeit non-competing).7
The aim of our implementation is to provide a prototype without relying
on heavy engineering and optimizations such as exploiting parallelism or tweaking Z3 strategies. But without any optimization, for the full word size of the
EVM—256 bit—ebso did not handle the simple program PUSH 0 ADD POP within a
reasonable amount of time. Thus we need techniques to make ebso viable. By
investigating the models generated by Z3 run with the default configuration, we
believe that the problem lies with the leading universally quantified variables.
And we have plenty of them: for the input on the stack, for the storage, and
for uninterpreted instructions. By reducing the word size to a small k, we can
reduce the search space for universally quantified variables from 2256 to some
significantly smaller 2k . But then we need to check any target program found
with a smaller word size.
Example 5. The program PUSH 0 SUB PUSH 3 ADD from Example 1 optimizes to
NOT for word size 2 bit, because then the binary representation of 3 is all ones.
When using word size 256 bit this optimization is not correct.
To ensure that the target program has the same semantics for word size 256 bit,
we use translation validation: we ask the solver to find inputs, which distinguish
the source and target programs, i.e., where both programs start in equivalent
states, but their final state is di↵erent. Using our existing machinery this formula
is easy to build:8
Definition 8. Two programs p and p0 are equivalent if
⌫(p, p0 , ,

0

) ⌘ 9V, ⌧ (p, ) ^ ⌧ (p0 ,

0

) ^ ✏( ,

0

, 0, 0) ^ ¬✏( ,

0

, |p|, |p0 |)

is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, p and p0 are di↵erent, and the values for the variables
in V from the model are a corresponding witness.
6
7
8

smtlib.cs.uiowa.edu/logics.shtml
smt-comp.github.io/2019/results/ufbv-single-query
This approach also allows for other over-approximations. For instance, we tried using
integers instead of bit vectors, which performed worse.
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A subtle problem remains: how can we represent the program PUSH 224981
with only k bit? Our solution is to replace arguments a1 , . . . , am of PUSH where
ai > 2k with fresh, universally quantified variables c1 , . . . , cm . If a target program
is found, we replace ci by the original value ai , and check with translation
validation whether this target program is correct. A drawback of this approach
is that we might lose potential optimizations.
Example 6. The program PUSH 0b111...111 AND optimizes to the empty program.
But, abstracting the argument of PUSH translates the program to PUSH ci AND,
which does not allow the same optimization.
Like many compiler optimizations, ebso optimizes basic blocks. Therefore we
split EVM bytecode along instructions that change the control flow, e.g. JUMPI,
or SELFDESTRUCT. Similarly we further split basic blocks into (ebso) blocks so
that they contain only encoded instructions. Instructions, which are not encoded,
or encodable, include instructions that write to memory, e.g. MSTORE, or the log
instructions LOG.
Lemma 1. If program p superoptimizes to program t then in any program we
can replace p by t.
Proof. We show the statement by induction on the program context (c1 , c2 ) of
the program c1 pc2 . By assumption, the statement holds for the base case ([ ], [ ]).
For the step case (◆c1 , c2 ), we observe that every instruction ◆ is deterministic, i.e.
executing ◆ starting from a state leads to a deterministic state 0 . By induction
hypothesis, executing c1 pc2 and c1 tc2 from a state 0 leads to the same state
00
, and therefore we can replace ◆c1 pc2 by ◆c1 tc2 . We can reason analogously for
(c1 , c2 ◆).

6

Evaluation

We evaluated ebso on two real-word data sets: (i ) optimizing an already highly
optimized data set in Section 6.1, and (ii ) a large-scale data set from the Ethereum
blockchain to compare basic and unboundend superoptimization in Section 6.2.
We use ebso to extract ebso blocks from our data sets. From the extracted
blocks (i) we remove duplicate blocks, and (ii) we remove blocks which are only
di↵erent in the arguments of PUSH by abstracting to word size 4 bit. We run
both evaluations on a cluster [7] consisting of nodes running Intel Xeon E5645
processors at 2.40 GHz, with one core and 1 GiB of memory per instance.
We successfully validated all optimizations found by ebso by running a
reference implementation of the EVM on pseudo-random input. Therefore, we run
the bytecode of the original input block and the optimized bytecode to observe
that both produce the same final state. The EVM implementation we use is
go-ethereum9 version 1.8.23.
9

github.com/ethereum/go-ethereum
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optimized (optimal)
proved optimal
time-out (trans. val. failed)

#

%

19 (10)
481
2243 (196)

0.69 % (0.36 %)
17.54 %
81.77 % (7.15 %)

Table 1: Aggregated results of running ebso on GG.

6.1

Optimize the Optimized

This evaluation tests ebso against human intelligence. Underlying our data set are
200 Solidity contracts (GGraw ) we collected from the 1st Gas Golfing Contest.10 In
that contest competitors had to write the most gas-efficient Solidity code for five
given challenges: (i) integer sorting, (ii) implementing an interpreter, (iii) hex
decoding, (iv) string searching, and (v) removing duplicate elements. Every
challenge had two categories: standard and wild. For wild, any Solidity feature is
allowed—even inlining EVM bytecode. The winner of each track received 1 Ether.
The Gas Golfing Contest provides a very high-quality data set: the EVM bytecode
was not only optimized by the solc compiler, but also by humans leveraging these
compiler optimizations and writing inline code themselves. To collect our data
set GG, we first compiled the Solidity contracts in GGraw with the same set-up
as in the contest.11 One contract in the wild category failed to compile and was
thus excluded from GGraw . From the generated .bin-runtime files, we extracted
our final data set GG of 2743 distinct blocks.
For this evaluation, we run ebso in its default mode: unbounded superoptimization. We run unbounded superoptimization because, as can be seen in
Section 6.2, in our context unbounded superoptimization outperformed basic
superoptimization. As time-out for this challenging data set, we estimated 1 h as
reasonable.
Table 1 shows the aggregated results of running ebso on GG. In total, ebso
optimizes 19 blocks out of 2743, 10 of which are shown to be optimal. Moreover,
ebso can prove for more than 17 % of blocks in GG that they are already optimal. It
is encouraging that ebso even finds optimizations in this already highly optimized
data set. The quality of the data set is supported by the high percentage of blocks
being proved as optimal by ebso. Next we examine three found optimizations
more closely. Our favorite optimization POP PUSH 1 SWAP1 POP PUSH 0 to SLT
DUP1 EQ PUSH 0 witnesses that superoptimization can find unexpected results,
and that unbounded superoptimization can stop with non-optimal results: SLT
DUP1 EQ is, in fact, a round-about and optimizable way to pop two words from
the stack and push 1 on the stack. Some optimizations follow clear patterns.
The optimizations CALLVALUE DUP1 ISZERO PUSH 81 to CALLVALUE CALLVALUE
10
11

g.solidity.cc
Namely, $ solc --optimize --bin-runtime --optimize-runs 200 with solc compiler version 0.4.24 available at github.com/ethereum/solidity/tree/v0.4.24.
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bso
#

%

#

%

943 (393)
3882
56 392 (1467)

1.54 % (0.64 %)
6.34 %
92.12 % (2.4 %)

184
348
60 685

0.3 %
0.57 %
99.13 %

Table 2: Aggregated results of running ebso with uso and bso on EthBC.

ISZERO PUSH 81 and CALLVALUE DUP1 ISZERO PUSH 364 to CALLVALUE CALLVALUE
ISZERO PUSH 364 are both based on the fact that CALLVALUE is cheaper than
DUP1. Finding such patterns and generalizing them into peephole optimization
rules could be interesting future work.
Unfortunately, ebso hit a time-out in nearly 82 % of all cases, where we count
a failed translation validation as part of the time-outs, since in that case ebso
continues to search for optimizations after increasing the word size.
6.2

Unbounded vs. Basic Superoptimization

In this evaluation we compare unbounded and basic superoptimization, which
we will abbreviate with uso and bso, respectively. To compare uso and bso, we
want a considerably larger data set. Fortunately, there is a rich source of EVM
bytecode accessible: contracts deployed on the Ethereum blockchain. Assuming
that contracts that are called more often are well constructed, we queried the
2500 most called contracts12 using Google BigQuery.13 From them we extract
our data set EthBC of 61 217 distinct blocks. For this considerably larger data
set, we estimated a cut-o↵ point of 15 min as reasonable. One limitation is that,
due to the high volume, we only run the full evaluation once.
Table 2 shows the aggregated results of running ebso on EthBC. Out of 61 217
blocks in EthBC, ebso finds 943 optimizations using uso out of which it proves 393
to be optimal. Using bso 184 optimizations are found. Some blocks were shown
to be optimal by both approaches. Also, both approaches time out in a majority
of the cases: uso in more than 92 %, and bso in more than 99 %. Over all 61 217
blocks the total amount of gas saved for uso is 17 871 and 6903 for bso. For
all blocks where an optimization is found, the average gas saving per block in
uso is 29.63 %, and 46.1 % for bso. The higher average for bso can be explained
by (i ) bso’s bias for smaller blocks, where relative savings are naturally higher,
and (ii ) bso only providing optimal results, whereas uso may find intermediate,
non-optimal results. The optimization with the largest gain, is one which we did
not necessarily expect to find in a deployed contract: a redundant storage access.
Storage is expensive, hence optimized for in deployed contracts, but uso and
12
13

up to block number 7 300 000 deployed on Mar-04-2019 01:22:15 AM +UTC
cloud.google.com/blog/products/data-analytics/ethereum-bigquery-public-datasetsmart-contract-analytics
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bso both found PUSH 0 PUSH 4 SLOAD SUB PUSH 4 DUP2 SWAP1 SSTORE POP which
optimizes to the empty program—because the program basically loads the value
from key 4 only to store it back to that same key. This optimization saves at
least 5220 g, but up to 20 220 g.
From Table 2 we see that on EthBC, uso outperforms bso by roughly a factor
of five on found optimizations; more than ten times as many blocks are proved
optimal by uso than by bso. As we expected, most optimizations found by bso
were also found by uso, but surprisingly, bso found 21 optimizations, on which uso
failed. We found that nearly all of the 21 source programs are fairly complicated,
but have a short optimization of two or three instructions. To pick an example, the
block PUSH 0 PUSH 12 SLOAD LT ISZERO ISZERO ISZERO PUSH 12250 is optimized
to the relatively simple PUSH 1 PUSH 12250—a candidate block, which will be
tried early on in bso. Additionally, all 21 blocks are cheap: all cost less than 10 g.
We also would have expected at least some of these optimizations to have been
found by uso. We believe internal unfortunate, non-deterministic choice within
the solver to be the reason that it did not.

7

Conclusion

Summary. We develop ebso, a superoptimizer for EVM bytecode, implementing
two di↵erent superoptimization approaches and compare them on a large set of
real-world smart contracts. Our experiments show that, relying on the heavily
optimized search heuristics of a modern SMT solver is a feasible approach to
superoptimizing EVM bytecode.
Related Work. Superoptimization [9] has been explored for a variety of different contexts [5, 6, 10, 12], including binary translation [1] and synthesizing
compiler optimizations [11]. To our knowledge ebso is the first application of
superoptimization to smart contracts.
Chen et al. [2] also aim to save gas by optimizing EVM bytecode. They
identified 24 anti patterns by manual inspection. Building on their work we
run ebso on their identified patterns. For 19 instances, ebso too found the same
optimizations. For 2 patterns, ebso lacks encoding of the instructions (STOP,
JUMP), and for 2 patterns ebso times out on a local machine.
Due to the repeated exploitation of flaws in smart contracts, various formal approaches for analyzing EVM bytecode have been proposed. For instance
Oyente [8] performs control flow analysis in order to detect security defects such
as reentrancy bugs.
Outlook. There is ample opportunity for future work. We do not yet support the
EVM’s memory. While conceptually this would be a straightforward extension,
the number of universally quantified variables and size of blocks are already
posing challenges for performance, as we identified by analyzing the optimizations
found by ebso.
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Thus, it would be interesting to use SMT benchmarks obtained by ebso’s
superoptimization encoding to evaluate di↵erent solvers, e.g. CVC414 or Vampire15 .
The basis for this is already in place: ebso can export the generated constraints
in SMT-LIB format. Accordingly, we plan to generate new SMT benchmarks and
submit them to one of the suitable categories of SMT-LIB.
In order to ease the burden on developers ebso could benefit from caching
common optimization patterns [11] to speed up optimization times. Another
fruitful approach could be to extract the optimization patterns and generalize
them into peephole optimizations and rewrite rules.
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Abstract. We present an approach for assertion-based random testing of
Prolog programs that is integrated within an overall assertion-based development model. Our starting point is the Ciao assertion model, a framework
that unifies unit testing and run-time verification, as well as static verification and static debugging, using a common assertion language. Properties
which cannot be verified statically are checked dynamically. In this context, the idea of generating random test values from assertion preconditions
emerges naturally since these preconditions are conjunctions of literals, and
the corresponding predicates can in principle be used as generators. Our
tool generates valid inputs from the properties that appear in the assertions
shared with other parts of the model, and the run time-check instrumentation of the Ciao framework is used to perform a wide variety of checks. This
integration also facilitates the combination with static analysis. The generation process is based on running standard predicates under non-standard
(random) search rules. Generation can be fully automatic but can also be
guided or defined specifically by the user. We propose methods for supporting (C)LP-specific properties, including combinations of shape-based
(regular) types and variable sharing and instantiation, and we also provide
some ideas for shrinking for these properties. We also provide a case study
applying the tool to the verification and checking of the implementations of
some of Ciao’s abstract domains.

1

Introduction and motivation

Code validation is a vital task in any software development cycle. Traditionally, two
of the main approaches used to this end are verification and testing. The former
uses formal methods to prove automatically or interactively some specification of
the code, while the latter mainly consists in executing the code for concrete inputs
or test cases and checking that the program input-output relations (and behaviour,
in general) are the expected ones.
Ciao [11] introduced a novel development workflow [12, 13, 21] that integrates
the two approaches above. In this model, program assertions are fully integrated
?
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in the language, and serve both as specifications for static analysis and as runtime check generators, unifying run-time verification and unit testing with static
verification and static debugging. This model represents an alternative approach
for writing safe programs without relying on full static typing, which is specially
useful for dynamic languages like Prolog, and can be considered an antecedent of
the popular gradual- and hybrid-typing approaches [5, 24, 22].
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The Ciao model: Assertions in the Ciao model can be seen as a shorthand for
defining instrumentation to be added to programs, in order to check dynamically
preconditions and postconditions, including conditional postconditions, properties
at arbitrary program points, and certain computational (non-functional) properties.
The run-time semantics implemented by the translation of the assertion language
ensures that execution paths that violate the assertions are captured during execution, thus detecting errors. Optionally, (abstract interpretation-based [4]) compiletime analysis is used to detect assertion violations, or to prove (parts of) assertions
true, verifying the program or reducing run-time checking overhead.
As an example, consider the following Ciao code (with the standard definition
of quick-sort):
⌥
:- pred qs(Xs ,Ys) : (list(Xs), var(Ys)) => (list(Ys), sorted (Ys)) + not_fails .
:- prop list /1.
list([]).
list([_|T]) :- list(T).

⌃
⇧
The assertion has a calls field (the conjunction after ’:’), a success field (the conjunction after ’=>’), and a computational properties field (after ’+’), where all these
fields are optional. It states that a valid calling mode for qs/2 is to invoke it with
its first argument instantiated to a list, and that it will then return a list in Ys,
that this list will be sorted, and that the predicate will not fail. Properties such as
list/1 or sorted/1 are normal predicates, but which meet certain properties (e.g.,
termination) [13] and are marked as such via prop/1 declarations. Other properties
like var/1 or not_fails are builtins.
Compile-time analysis with a types/shapes domain can easily detect that, if the
predicate is called as stated in the assertion, the list(Ys) check on success will
always succeed, and that the predicate itself will also succeed. If this predicate appears within a larger program, analysis can also typically infer whether or not qs/2
is called with a list and a free variable. However, perhaps, e.g., sorted(Ys) cannot
be checked statically (this is in fact often possible, but let us assume that, e.g., a
suitable abstract domain is not at hand). The assertion would then be simplified
to:
⌥
:- prop sorted /1.
...

⌃
⇧
And then sorted(Ys) will be called at run-time within the assertion checkingharness, right after calls to qs/2. This harness ensures that the variable bindings
(or constraints) and the whole checking process are kept isolated from the normal execution of the program (this can be seen conceptually as including a Prolog
copy_term, or calling within a double negation, \+\+, executing in a separate process, etc.).
:- pred qs(Xs ,Ys) => sorted (Ys).
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Testing vs. run-time checking: The checking of sorted/1 in the example above
will occur in principle during execution of the program, i.e., in deployment. However,
in many cases it is not desirable to wait until then to detect errors. This is the
case for example if errors can be catastrophic or perhaps if there is interest in
testing, perhaps for debugging purposes, more general properties that have not been
formally proved and whose main statements are not directly part of the program
(and thus, will never be executed), such as, e.g.:
⌥
⌃

:- pred revrev (X) : list(X) + not_fails .
revrev (X) :- reverse (X,Y),reverse (Y,X).

This implies performing a testing process prior to deployment. The Ciao model
includes a mechanism, integrated with the assertion language, that allows defining
test assertions, which will run (parts of) the program for a given input and check
the corresponding output, as well as driving the run-time checks independently of
concrete application data [16]. For example, if the following (unit) tests are added
to qs/2:
⌥

⇧

⌃
⇧
qs/2 will be run with, e.g., [3,2,4,1] as input in Xs, and the output generated in
Ys will be checked to be instantiated to [1,2,3,4]. This is done by extracting the
test drivers [16]:
⌥
:- test qs(Xs ,Ys) : (Xs = []) => (Ys = []).
:- test qs(Xs ,Ys) : (Xs = [3,2,4,1]) => (Ys = [1,2,3,4]).

⌃
⇧
and the rest of the work (checking the assertion fields) is done by the standard
run-time checking machinery. In our case, this includes checking at run-time the
simplified assertion “:- pred qs(Xs,Ys) => sorted(Ys).”, so that the output in
Ys will be checked by calling the implementation of sorted/1.
:- texec qs([],_).
:- texec qs([3,2,4,1],_).

Towards automatic generation: Hand-written test cases such as those above
are quite useful in practice, but they are also tedious to write and even when they
are present they may not cover some interesting cases. An aspect that is specific to
(Constraint-)Logic Programming (CLP) and is quite relevant in this context is that
predicates in general (and properties in particular) can be used as both checkers
and generators. For example, calling list(X) from the revrev/1 example above
with X uninstantiated generates lazily, through backtracking, an infinite set of lists,
Xs = []; Xs = [_]; Xs = [_,_,_] . . . , which can be used to catch cases in which
an error in the coding of reverse/2 makes revrev/1 fail. This leads naturally to
the idea of generating systematically and automatically test cases by running in
generation mode (i.e., “backwards”) the properties in the calls fields of assertions.
While this idea of using properties as test case generators has always been
present in the descriptions of the Ciao model [12, 21], it has not really been exploited
significantly to date. Our purpose in this paper is to close this gap. We report on
the development of LPtest, an implementation of random testing [8] with a more
natural connection with Prolog semantics, as well as with the Ciao framework.
Due to this connection and the use of assertions, this assertion-based testing allows
supporting complex properties like combinations of shape-based (regular) types,
variable sharing, and instantiation, and also non-functional properties.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
3

– We have developed an approach and a tool for assertion-based random test
generation for Prolog and related languages. It has a number of characteristics in
common with property-based testing from functional languages, as exemplified
by QuickCheck [3], but provides the assertions and properties required in order
to cover (C)LP features such as logical variables and non-ground data structures
or non-determinism, with related properties such as modes, variables sharing,
non-failure, determinacy and number of solutions, etc. In this, LPtest is most
similar to PrologTest [1], but we argue that our framework is more general and
we support richer properties.
– Our approach oﬀers a number of advantages that stem directly from framing it
within the Ciao model. This includes the integration with compile-time checking
(static analysis) and the combination with the run-time checking framework,
etc. using a single assertion language. This for example greatly simplifies error
reporting and diagnosis, which can all be inherited from these parts of the
framework. It can also be combined with other test-case generation schemes.
To the extent of our knowledge, this has only been attempted partially by
PropEr [20]. Also, since Erlang is in many ways closer to a functional language,
PropEr does not support Prolog-relevant properties and it is not integrated
with static analysis. In comparison to PrologTest, we provide combination with
static analysis, through an integrated assertion language, whereas the assertions
of PrologTest are specific to the tool, and we also support a larger set of
properties.
– In our approach the automatic generation of inputs is performed by running in
generation mode the properties (predicates) in those preconditions, taking advantage of the specialized SLD search rules of the language (e.g., breadth first,
iterative deepening, and, in particular, random search) or implementations specialized for such generation. In particular, we perform automatic generation of
instances of Prolog regular types, instantiation modes, sharing relations among
variables and grounding, arithmetic constraints, etc. To the extent of our knowledge all previous tools only supported generation for types, while we also consider the latter.
– We have enhanced assertion and property-based test generation by combining
it with static analysis and abstract domains. To the extent of our knowledge
previous work had at most discarded properties that could be proved statically
(which in LPtest comes free from the overall setting, as mentioned before), but
not used static analysis information to guide or improve the testing process.
– We have implemented automatic shrinking for our tool, and in particular we
have developed an automatic shrinking algorithm for Prolog regular types.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we overview our approach
to assertion-based testing in the context of Prolog and Ciao. In Sec. 3 we introduce
our test input generation schema. In Sec. 4, we show how assertion-based testing can
be combined with and enhanced by static analysis. Sec. 5 is dedicated to shrinking of
test cases in LPtest. We show some preliminary results of a case of study in which
our tool is applied to prove the correctness of CiaoPP (the Ciao “preprocessor”)
static analysis domain operations in Sec. 6. Finally, we review the related work in
Sec. 7 and provide our conclusions in Sec. 8.
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Using LPtest within the Ciao model

As mentioned before, the goal of LPtest is to integrate random testing of assertions within Ciao’s assertion-based verification and debugging framework. Given
an assertion for a predicate, we want to generate goals for that predicate satisfying
the assertion precondition (i.e., valid call patterns for the predicate) and execute
them to check that the assertion holds for those cases or find errors. As mentioned
briefly in the introduction, the current framework already provides most of the
pieces needed for this task: the run-time checking framework allows us to check
at runtime that the assertions for a predicate are not violated, and the unit-test
framework allows us to specify and run the concrete goals to check those assertions.
We only need to be able to generate terms satisfying assertion preconditions and
to integrate everything. Generation of test cases is discussed in Sec. 3, and the
following example shows how everything is integrated step by step.
Consider again a similar assertion for the qs/2 predicate, and assume that the
program has a bug and fails for lists with repeated elements:
⌥
:- module (qs ,[qs/2],[ assertions , nativeprops ]).
...
:- pred qs(Xs ,Ys) : (list(Xs ,int), var(Ys))
=> (list(Ys ,int), sorted (Ys)) + not_fails .
...
partition ([],_,[],[]).
partition ([X|Xs],Pv ,[X|L],R) :- X < Pv , !, partition (Xs ,Pv ,L,R). % should be =<
partition ([X|Xs],Pv ,L,[X|R]) :- X > Pv , partition (Xs ,Pv ,L,R).

⌃

When we invoke LPtest to test the assertions of the qs module, first it will use
CiaoPP to analyze the module and try to verify the assertions statically [13]. As
a result each assertion may be proved true or false, and then it can be ignored in
the testing phase, or it is left for run-time checking and testing, possibly simplified.
CiaoPP generates a new source file which includes the original assertions marked
with status checked, false, or, for the ones that remain for run-time checking,
check. LPtest starts by reporting a simple adaptation of CiaoPP’s output. E.g., for
our example, LPtest will output:
⌥
Testing assertion :
:- pred qs(Xs ,Ys) : (list(Xs ,int), var(Ys))
=> (list(Ys ,int), sorted (Ys)) +

not_fails .

Assertion was partially verified statically :
:- checked pred qs(Xs ,Ys) (list(Xs ,int), var(Ys)) => list(Ys ,int).
Left to check ::
:- check
pred qs(Xs ,Ys) => sorted (Ys) + not_fails .

⌃

LPtest will then try test dynamically the remaining assertion. For that, it will
first collect the Ciao properties that the test case must fulfill (i.e., those in the
precondition of the assertion, which is taken from the original assertion, which is
also output by CiaoPP), and generate a number (100 by default) of test case drivers
(texec’s) satisfying those properties. Those test cases will be pipelined to the unittest framework, which, relying on the standard run-time checking instrumentation,
will manage their execution, capture any error reported during run-time checking,
and return them to LPtest, which will output:
⌥
Assertion
:- check
pred qs(Xs ,Ys) => sorted (Ys) + not_fails .
proven false for test case:
:- texec qs([5,9,-3,8,9,-6,2],_).

5
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⇧
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because :
call to qs(Xs ,Ys) fails for
Xs = [9,-3,8,9,-6,2]

⌃

Finally, LPtest will try to shrink the test cases, enumerating test cases that are
progressively smaller and repeating the steps above in a loop to find the smallest
test case which violates the assertion. LPtest will output:
⌥

⇧

⌃

⇧
The testing algorithm for a module can thus be summarized as follows:
'
$
1. (Call CiaoPP) Use static analysis to check the assertions. Remove proved assertions, simplify partially proved assertions.
2. (LPtest) For each assertion, generate N test cases from the properties in the
precondition, following the guidelines in Sec. 3. For each test case, go to 3.
Then go to 4.
3. (RTchecks) Use the unit-test framework to execute the test case and capture
any run-time checking error (i.e., assertion violation).
4. (LPtest) Collect all failed test cases from RTchecks. For each of them, go to
5 to shrink them, and then report them (using RTchecks).
5. (LPtest) Generate a simpler test case not generated yet.
• If not possible, finalize and return current test case as shrinked test case.
If possible, go to 3 to run the test.
∗ If the new test case fails, go to 5 with the new test case.
∗ If it succeeds, repeat this step.
&
%
The use of the Ciao run-time checking framework in this (pseudo-)algorithm, together with the rich set of native properties in Ciao, allows us to specify and check
a wide range of properties for our programs. We provide a few examples of the
expressive power of the approach:
Test case shrinked to:
:- texec qs([0,0],_).

(Conditional) Postconditions. We can write postconditions using the success (=>)
field of the assertions. Those postconditions can range from user-defined predicates
to properties native to CiaoPP, for which there are built-in checkers in the runtime checking framework. These properties include types, which can be partially
instantiated, i.e., contain variables, and additional features particular to logic programming such as modes and sharing between variables. As an example, one can test
with LPtest the following assertions, where covered(X,Y) means that all variables
occurring in X also occur in Y:
⌥
::::-

⌃

pred
pred
pred
pred

rev(Xs ,Ys) : list(Xs) => list(Ys).
sort(Xs ,Ys) : list(Xs ,int) => (list(Ys ,int), sorted (Ys)).
numbervars (Term ,N,M) => ground (Term).
varset (Term ,Xs) => (list(Xs ,var), covered (Term ,Xs)).

For this kind of properties, LPtest tries to ensure that at least some of the test
cases do not succeed trivially (by the predicate just failing), and warns otherwise.
Computational Properties. LPtest can also be used to check properties regarding
the computation of a predicate. These properties are all native and talk about
features that range from determinism and multiplicity of solutions to resource usage (cost). They can be checked with LPtest, as long as the run-time checking
6
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framework supports it (e.g., some properties, like termination, are not decidable).
Examples of this would be:
⌥
⌃

:- pred rev(X,Y) : list(X) + (not_fails , is_det , no_choicepoints ).
:- pred append (X,Y,Z) : list(X) => steps_o ( length (X)).

Rich generation. The properties supported for generation include not only types,
but also modes and sharing between variables, and arithmetic constraints, as well
as a restricted set of user-defined properties. As an example, LPtest can test the
following assertion:
⌥

⇧

:- prop sorted_int_list (X).

sorted_int_list ([]).
sorted_int_list ([N]) :- int(N).
sorted_int_list ([N,M|Ms]) :- N =< M, sorted_int_list ([M|Ms]).

:- pred insert_ord (X,Xs , XsWithX )
: (int(X), sorted_int_list (X))
=> sorted_int_list ( XsWithX ).

⌃

3

⇧

Test Case Generation

The previous section illustrated specially the parts that LPtest inherits from the
Ciao framework, but a crucial step was skipped: the generation of test cases from
the calls field of the assertions, i.e., the generation of Prolog terms satisfying a conjunction of Ciao properties. This was obviously one of the main challenges we faced
when designing and implementing LPtest. In order for the tool to be integrated
naturally within the Ciao verification and debugging framework, this generation
had to be as automatic as possible. However, full automation is not always possible
in the presence of arbitrary properties potentially using the whole Prolog language
(e.g., cuts, dynamic predicates, etc.). The solution we arrived at is to support fully
automatic and eﬃcient generation for reasonable subsets of the Prolog language,
and provide means for the user to guide the generation in more complex scenarios.

1

Pure Prolog. The simplest and essential subset of Prolog is pure Prolog. In pure
Prolog every predicate, and, in particular, every Ciao property, is itself a generator:
if it succeeds with some terms as arguments, those terms will be (possibly instances
of) answers to the predicate when called with free variables as arguments. The
problem is that the classic depth-first search strategy used in Prolog resolution, with
which those answers will be computed, is not well suited for test-case generation.
One of Ciao’s features comes here to the rescue. Ciao has a concept of packages,
syntactic and/or semantic extensions to the language that can be loaded modulelocally. This mechanism is used to implement language extensions such as functional
syntax, constraints, higher order, etc., and, in particular alternative search rules.
These include for example (several versions of) breadth first, iterative deepening,
Andorra-style execution, etc. These rules can be activates on a per-module basis.
For example, the predicates in a module that starts with the following header:
⌥

⌃
⇧
(which loads the bf package) will run in breadth-first mode. While breadth-first is
useful mostly for teaching, other alternative search rules are quite useful in practice. Motivated by the LPtest context, i.e., with the idea of running properties in
:- module ( myprops , _, [bf]).
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generation mode, we have developed also a randomized alternative search strategy
⌥package, rnd, which can be described by the following simplified meta-interpreter:
solve_goal (G) :- random_clause (G,Body), solve_body (Body).

random_clause (Head ,Body) :findall (cl(Head ,B),meta_clause (Head ,B),ClauseList ),
once( shuffle (ClauseList , ShuffleList )),
member (cl(Head ,Body),ShuffleList ). % Body=[] for facts

⌃

solve_body ([]).
solve_body ([G|Gs]) :- solve_goal (G), solve_body (Gs).

The actual algorithm used for generation is of course more involved. Among
other details, it only does backtracking on failure (on success it starts all over again
to produce the next answer, without repeating traces), and it has a growth control
mechanism to avoid getting stuck in traces that lead to non-terminating generations.
Using this search strategy, a set of terms satisfying a conjunction of pure Prolog
properties can be generated just by running all those properties sequentially with
unbounded variables. This is implemented using diﬀerent versions of each property
(generation, run-time check) which are generated automatically from the declarative
definition of the property using instrumentation. In particular, this simplest subset
of the language allows us to deal directly with regular types (e.g., list/1).
Mode, sharing, and arithmetic constraints. We extend the subset of the language for which generation is supported with arithmetic (e.g., integer/1, float/1,
</2), mode-related extralogical predicates and properties (e.g., var/1, ground/1),
and sharing-related native properties (e.g., mshare/1, which describes the sharing
–aliasing– relations of a set of variables using sharing sets [15], and indep/2, that
states that two variable do not share). When a goal or a property of this kind
appears during generation, the variables occurring in it are constrained using a
constraints domain. The domain ensures that those constraints are satisfiable during all steps of generation, failing and backtracking otherwise. There is a last step
in generation in which all free variables are randomly further intantiated in a way
that those constraints are satisfied.
This can be seen conceptually as choosing first a trace at random for each
property and collecting constraints in the trace, and then randomly sampling (enumerating) the constrains. However, since the constraints introduced by unification
are terms, it is equivalent to solving a predicate with the random search strategy
and treating each builtin or native property as a constraint. In practice, we support
more builtins for generation in properties (e.g., ==/2 just unifies two variables,
we have shape constraints that handle =../2, and support negation to some extent), but the approach has only been tested significantly for the subset of Prolog
presented so far.
In the last phase of constraints (random sampling), unconstrained free variables
can be further instantiated with some probability, using random shape and sharing
constraints, chosen among native properties and properties defined by the users on
modules that are loaded at the time. This way, random terms are still generated for
an assertion without precondition, or the generated term for list(X) is not always
a list of free variables. This is also the technique used to further instantiate a free
variable constrained as ground but for which no shape information is available.
Generation for other properties. For the remaining properties which use Prolog
features not covered so far (e.g., dynamic predicates), there is a last step in the
8

⇧

generation algorithm in which they are simply checked for the terms generated
so far. User-defined generators are encouraged for assertions with preconditions
that are complex enough to reach this step. There is a limit to how many times
generation can reach this step and fail, to avoid getting stuck in an ineﬃcient or
non-terminating generate-and-check loop. To recognize these properties without
inspecting the code (left as future work), users are trusted to mark the properties
suitable for generation with special syntax, and only the native properties discussed
and the regular types are considered suitable by default.

4

Integration with static analysis

The use of a unified assertion framework for testing and analysis allows us to enhance
LPtest random testing by combining it with static analysis.
First of all, as illustrated in Section 2, by performing static analysis first, some
of the assertions can be (partially) verified statically, so they can be simplified or
ignored for the testing phase. This process is performed automatically without any
eﬀort on LPtest’s part: CiaoPP is already capable of doing static assertion checking
and simplification [13], and generates a new source file with the assertions left to
be checked, which are the ones we test with our tool.
Beyond this, and perhaps more interestingly in our context, statically inferred
information can also help while testing the remaining assertions. In particular, it
is used to generate more relevant test cases in the generation phase. Consider for
example the following assertion:
⌥
⌃

⇧

⌃

⇧

⌃

⇧

:- pred qs(Xs ,Ys) => sorted (Ys).

Without the usual precondition, LPtest would have to generate arbitrary terms
to test the assertion, most of which would not be relevant test cases since the
predicate would fail for them, and therefore the assertion would be satisfied trivially.
However, static analysis typically infers the output type for this predicate:
⌥
:- pred qs(Xs ,_) => list(Xs ,int).

I.e., analysis infers that on success Xs must be a list, and so on call it must be
compatible with a list if it is to succeed. Therefore the assertion can also be checked
as follows:
⌥
:- pred qs(Xs ,_) : compat (Xs ,list(int)) => sorted_int_list (Xs).

where compat(Xs,list(int)) means that Xs is either a list of integers or can be
further instantiated to one. Now we would only generate relevant inputs (generation
for compat/2 is implemented by randomly uninstantiating a term), and LPtest is
able to prove the assertion false. The same can be done for modes and sharing to
some extent: variables that are inferred to be free on success must also be free on call,
and variabless inferred to be independent must be independent on call too. Also,
when a predicate is not exported, the calls assertions inferred for it can be used
for generation. In general, the idea here is to perform some backwards analysis.
However, this can also be done without explicit backwards analysis by treating
testing and (forward) static analysis independently and one after the other, which
makes the integration conceptually simple and easy to implement.
9

A finer-grain integration. We now propose a finer-grained integration of
assertion-based testing and analysis, which still treats analysis as a black box, although not as an independent step. So far our approach has been to try to check
an assertion with static analysis, and if this fails we perform random testing. However, the analysis often fails to prove the assertion because its precondition (i.e.,
the entry abstract substitution to the analysis) is too general, but it can prove it
for refinements of that entry, i.e., refinements of the precondition. In that case,
all test cases satisfying that refined precondition are guaranteed to succeed, and
therefore useless in practice. We propose to work with diﬀerent refined versions of
an assertion, by adding further, exhaustive constraints in a native domain to the
precondition, and performing testing only on the versions which the analysis cannot verify statically, thus pruning the test case input space. For example, for an
assertion of a predicate of arity one, without mode properties, three diﬀerent assertions equivalent to the first would result by adding to the precondition (ground(X),
var(X)), or (nonground(X), nonvar(X)). The idea is to generalize this to arbitrary, maybe infinite abstract domains, for which an abstract value is not so easily
partitioned as in the example above. It is still in development, but the core of the
algorithm would be the following: to test an assertion to a given entry A 2 D↵ ,
the assertion is proved by the analysis or tested recursively for a set of abstract
values S ✓ {B|B 2 D↵ , B v A} lower than that entry, and random test cases
S are
generated in the “space” between the entry and those lower values (A) \
(B),
where is the concretization function in the domain. For this it is only necessary to
provide a suitable sampling function in the domain, and a rich generation algorithm
for that domain. But note that, e.g., for the sharing-freeness domain, we already
have the latter: we already have generation for mode and sharing constraints, and a
transformation scheme between abstract values and mode/sharing properties. Note
also that all this can still be done while treating the static analysis as a black box,
and that if the enumeration of values is fine-grained enough, this algorithm also
ensures coverage of the test input space during generation.

5

Shrinking

One flaw of random testing is that often the failed test cases reported are unecessary complex, and thus not very useful for debugging. Many property-based tools
introduce shrinking to solve this problem: after one counter-example is found, they
try to reduce it to a simpler counter-example that still fails the test in the same
way. LPtest supports shrinking too, both user-guided and automatic. We present
the latter.
The shrinking algorithm mirrors that of generation, and in fact reuses most of the
generation framework. It can be seen as a new generation with further constraints:
bounds on the shape and size of the generated goal. The traces followed to generate
the new term from a property must be “subtraces” of the ones followed to generate
the original one. The random sampling of the constraints for the new terms must be
“simpler” than for the original ones. The final step in which the remaining properties
are checked is kept.
We present the algorithm for the first step. Generation for the shrinked value
follows the path that leads to the to-be-shrinked value, but at any moment it can
non-deterministically stop following that trace and generate a new subterm using
size parameter 0. Applying this method to shrink lists of Peano numbers is equiva10
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lent to the following predicate, where the first argument is the term to be shrinked
and the second a free variable to be the shrinked value on success:
⌥
shrink_peano_list ([X|Xs],[Y|Ys]) :shrink_peano_number (X,Y),
shrink_peano_list (Xs ,Ys).
shrink_peano_list (_,Ys) :gen_peano_list (0,Ys). % X=[]
shrink_peano_number (s(X),s(Y)) :shrink_peano_number (X,Y).
shrink_peano_number (_,Y) :gen_peano_number (0,Y). % Y=0.

⌃

This method can shrink the list [s(0),0,s(s(s(0)))] to [s(0),0] or
[s(0),0,s(s(0))], but never to [s(0),s(s(s(0)))]. To solve that, we allow the
trace of the to-be-shrinked term to advance non-deterministically at any moment to
an equivalent point, so that the trace of the generated term does not have to follow
it completely in parallel. It would be as if the following clauses were added to the
the previous predicate (the one which sketches the actual workings of the method
during meta-interpretation):
⌥

⇧

shrink_peano_list ([_|Xs],Ys) :shrink_peano_list (Xs ,Ys).

⌃

shrink_peano_number (s(X),Y) :shrink_peano_number (X,Y).

With this method, [s(0),s(s(s(0)))] would now be a valid shrinked value.
This is implemented building shrinking versions of the properties, similarly to
the examples presented, and running them in generation mode. However, since we
want shrinking to be an enumeration of simpler values, and not random, the search
strategy used is the usual depth-first strategy and not the randomized one presented
in Sec. 3. The usual sampling of constraints is used too, instead of the random one.
The number of potential shrinked values grows exponentially with the size of
the traces. To mitigate this problem, LPtest commits to a shrinked value once it
checks that it violates the assertion too, and continues to shrink that value, but
never starts from another one on backtracking. Also, the enumeration of shrinked
values returns first the values closer to the original term, i.e., if X is returned before
Y, then shrinking Y could never produce X. Therefore we never repeat a shrinked
value 4 in our greedy search for the simplest counterexample.

6

A Case Study

In order to better illustrate our ideas, we present now a case study which consists
in testing the correctness of the implementation of some of CiaoPP’s abstract domains. In particular, we focus herein on the sharing-freeness domain [19] and the
correctness of its structure as a lattice and its handling of builtins. Tested predicates include leq/2, which checks if an abstract value is below another in the lattice,
lub/3 and glb/3, which compute the least upper bound and greatest lower bound
of two abstract values, builtin_success/3, which computes the success substitution of a builtin from a call substitution, and abstract/2, which computes the
abstraction for a list of substitutions.
4

Actually, we do not repeat subtraces, but two diﬀerent subtraces can represent the same
value (e.g., there are two ways to obtain s(0) from s(s(0)) ).
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Generation. Testing these predicates required generating random values for abstract
values and builtins. The latter is simple: a simple declaration of the regular type
builtin(F,A), which simply enumerates the builtins together with their arity, is
itself a generator, and using the generation scheme proposed in Sec. 3 it becomes a
random generator, while it can still be used as a checker in the run-time checking
framework. The same happens for a simple declarative definition of the property
shfr(ShFr,Vs), which checks that ShFr is a valid sharing-freeness value for a list of
variables Vs. This is however not that trivial and proves that our generation scheme
works and is useful in practice, since that property is not a regular type, and among
others it includes sharing constraints between free variables. These two properties
allowed us to test assertions like the following:
⌥
:- pred leq_reflexive (X) : shfr(X,_) + not_fails .
leq_reflexive (X) :- leq(X,X).

:- pred lub(X,Y,Z) : (shfr(X,Vs), shfr(Y,Vs)) => (leq(X,Z), leq(Y,Z)).
:- pred builtin_sucess (Blt ,Call ,Succ)
: ( builtin (F,A), Blt=F/A, length (Vs ,A), shfr(Call ,Vs))
+ (not_fails , is_det , not_further_inst ([X,Y]))}

⌃

To check some assertions we needed to generate related pairs of abstract values.
That is encoded in the precondition as a final literal leq(ShFr1,ShFr2), as in the
next assertion:
⌥

⇧

:- pred builtins_monotonic (Blt , X, Y)
: ( builtin (Blt), Blt=F/A, length (Vs ,A), shfr(X,Vs), shfr(Y,Vs), leq(X,Y))
+ not_fails .

⌃

builtins_monotonic (Blt ,X,Y) :....

In our framework the generation is performed by producing first the two values
independently, and checking the literal. This became ineﬃcient, so we decided to
write our own generator for this particular case. Finally, we tested the generation
for arbitrary terms with the following assertion, which checks that the abstract
value resulting from executing a builtin and abstracting the arguments on success
is lower than the one resulting of abstracting the arguments on call and calling
builtin_success/3:
⌥
:- pred builtin_soundness (Blt , Args)
: ( builtin (Blt), Blt=F/A, length (Args ,A), list(Args , term))
+ not_fails .

⌃

builtin_soundess (Blt ,Args) :- ...

Analysis. Many properties used in our assertions were user-defined and not native
to CiaoPP, so the analysis could not abstract them precisely. However, the analysis
did manage to simplify or prove some of the remaining ones, particularly those
dealing with determinism (+ is_det) and eﬃciency (no_choicepoints).
Additionally, we successfully did the experiment of not defining the regular type
builtin/2, and letting the analysis infer it on its own and use it for generation. We
also tested by hand the finer integration between testing and analysis proposed in
Sec. 4: some assertions involving builtins could not be proven for the general case,
but this could be done for some of the simpler builtins, and thus testing could be
avoided for those particular cases.
12
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Bugs found. We did not find any bugs for the predicates leq/2, lub/2, and glb/2.
This was not surprising: they are relatively simple and commonly used in CiaoPP.
However, we found several bugs in builtin_success/2. Some of them were minor
and thus had never been found or reported before: some builtin handlers left unnecessary choicepoints, or failed for the abstract value ? (with which they are never
called in CiaoPP). Others were more serious: we found bugs for less commonly-used
builtins, and even two larger bugs for the builtins =/2 and ==/2. The handler failed
for the literal X=X and for literals like f(X)==g(Y), both of which do not normally
appear in realistic programs and thus were not detected before.

7

Related Work

Random testing has been used for a long time in Software Engineering [8].
QuickCheck [3] provided the first implementation of a property-based random test
generation system. It was first developed for Haskell and functional programming
languages in general and then extended to other languages, and has seen significant
practical use [14]. It uses a domain-specific language of testable specifications and
generates test data based on Haskell types.
ErlangQuickCheck and PropEr [20] are closely related systems for Erlang, where
types are dynamically checked and the value generation is guided by means of
functions, using quantified types defined by these generating functions. We use
a number of ideas from QuickCheck and the related systems, such as applying
shrinking to reduce the test cases. However, LPtest is based on the ideas of the
(earlier) Ciao model and we do not propose a new assertion language, but rather
use and extend that of the Ciao system. This allows supporting Prolog-relevant
properties, which deal with non-ground data, logical variables, variable sharing,
etc., while QuickCheck is limited to ground data. Also, while QuickCheck oﬀers
quite flexible control of the random generation, we argue that using random search
strategies over predicates defining properties is an interesting and more natural
approach for Prolog.
The closest related work is PrologTest [1], which adapts QuickCheck and random property-based testing to the Prolog context. We share many objectives with
PrologTest but we argue that our framework is more general, with richer properties
(e.g., variable sharing), and is combined with static analysis. Also, as in QuickCheck,
PrologTest uses a specific assertion language, while, as mentioned before, we share
the Ciao assertions with the other parts of the Ciao system. PrologTest also uses
Prolog predicates as random generators. This can also be done in LPtest, but we
also propose an approach which we argue is more elegant, based on separating the
code of the generator from the random generation strategy, using the facilities
present in the Ciao system for running code under diﬀerent SLD search rules, such
as breadth first, iterative deepening, or randomized search.
Other directly related systems are EasyCheck [2] and CurryCheck [9] for the
Curry language. In these systems test cases are generated from the (strong) types
present in the language, as in QuickCheck. However, they also deal with determinism
and modes. To the extent of our knowledge test case minimization has not been
implemented in these systems.
There has also been work on generating test cases using CLP and partial evaluation techniques, both for Prolog and imperative languages (see, e.g., [7, 6] and its
references). This work diﬀers from (and is complementary to) ours in that the test
13

cases are generated via a symbolic execution of the program, with the traditional
aims of path coverage, etc., rather than from assertions and with the objective of
randomized testing.
Other related work includes fuzz testing [18], where “nonsensical” (i.e., fully
random) inputs are passed to programs to trigger program crashes, and grammarbased testing, where inputs generation is based on a grammatical definition of inputs (similar to generating with regular types) [10]. Schrijvers proposed Tor [23]
as a mechanism for supporting the execution of predicates using alternative search
rules. Midtgaard and Moller [17] have also applied property-based testing to checking the correctness of static analysis implementations.

8

Conclusions and future work

We have presented an approach and a tool, LPtest, for assertion-based random
testing of Prolog programs that is integrated with the Ciao assertion model. In
this context, the idea of generating random test values from assertion preconditions
emerges naturally since preconditions are conjunctions of literals, and the corresponding predicates can conceptually be used as generators. LPtest generates valid
inputs from the properties that appear in the assertions shared with other parts of
the model. We have shown how this generation process can be based on running
the property predicates under non-standard (random) search rules and how the run
time-check instrumentation of the Ciao framework can be used to perform a wide
variety of checks. We have proposed methods for supporting (C)LP-specific properties, including combinations of shape-based (regular) types and variable sharing and
instantiation. We have also proposed some integrations of the test generation system
with static analysis and provided a number of ideas for shrinking in our context.
Finally, we have shown some results on the applicability of the approach and tool
to the verification and checking of the implementations of some of Ciao’s abstract
domains. The tool is rather new and we are gathering experience with it (which we
expect to report on at the conference). However, it has already proven itself quite
useful in finding bugs in code that had survived years of use and debugging.
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Abstract. Nowadays, many critical systems can be characterized as hybrid ones, combining continuous and discrete behaviours that are closely
related. Changes in the continuous dynamics are usually fired by internal or external discrete events. Due to their inherent complexity, it is a
crucial but not trivial task to ensure that these systems satisfy some desirable properties. An approach to analyze them consists of the combination of model-based testing and run-time verification techniques. In this
paper, we present an interval logic to specify properties of event-driven
hybrid systems and an automatic transformation of the logic formulae
into networks of finite-state machines. Currently, we use Promela/Spin
to implement the network of finite-state machines, and analyze nonfunctional properties of mobile applications. We use the TRIANGLE
testbed, which implements a controllable network environment for testing, to obtain the application traces and monitor network parameters.

1

Introduction

In the last years, the improvement of sensor technology has led to the development of di↵erent software systems that monitor some physical magnitudes
to control many everyday tasks. Water resource management systems [8], or
aeronautics [9] are some examples of this type of systems. As it is well known,
hybrid systems are composed of the so-called discrete and continuous components, which are strongly interrelated. Usually, the role of the discrete part is to
control the continuous one, modifying its behaviour when necessary according
to some system conditions. The continuous component may follow complex dynamics, which are usually represented by di↵erential equations. The verification
of critical properties on these systems is crucial since they may carry out critical tasks that a↵ect the health of people or with a great economic impact. In
the literature, hybrid automata constitute the best known mechanism to model
�
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Fig. 1: Approach for testing event-driven hybrid systems

hybrid systems. For example, tools like Uppaal [2] focus on the verification by
model checking of some hybrid automata subclasses (timed automata). However,
not all hybrid systems can be easily represented as hybrid automata, not only
because of their complex dynamics but also because of their interaction with
an unpredictable environment. For this reason, in the last decades, other computational hybrid models have appeared such as extended hybrid systems [4] in
which the hybrid systems are parameterized to incorporate the influence of the
environment, or sampled-data control systems [12] in which the continuous and
discrete components alternate their execution using a fixed time duration.
In a previous work [6], we proposed a framework to test event-driven hybrid
systems using a combination of model-based testing (to automatically generate
test cases) and runtime verification (to check the traces obtained against the
desirable properties). The framework, shown in Figure 1, was implemented in the
context of the TRIANGLE project to analyze non-functional properties on traces
produced by the execution of mobile applications. In this work, we implemented
an ad-hoc trace monitoring system that was able to analyze some non-functional
properties of interest.
In this paper, we concentrate on the trace analysis using runtime verification. In particular, we propose an event-driven linear temporal logic (eLTL) that
allows us to extend the set of non-functional properties that can be specified and
analyzed in the framework described above. The motivation for the definition
of the new logic is twofold. On the one hand, we need a logic in which properties on monitored magnitudes are evaluated on time intervals determined by
internal or external events that have occurred during the execution trace. For
instance, in the context of mobile applications (apps), in a video streaming app,
the video resolution can vary depending on network parameters (e.g. radio technology, signal strength, etc.). The exact moment when the video starts playing is
a priori unknown, but during video playback, determined, for instance, by events
vstart and vstop, di↵erent network and device parameters must be monitored
to determine the suitable video resolution. On the other hand, we also need a
logic whose formulae can be transformed into monitors that act as listeners of
the trace events to dynamically evaluate the specified property. Thus, the contributions of the paper are both the definition of the event-driven linear time
logic eLTL and the transformation of the logic formulae into finite-state machines
(FSM) that act as observers of the execution traces. A preliminary version of
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the logic was presented in a Spanish workshop [7]. With respect to this former
paper, the current version has been extended with a more formal presentation
of the logic, and with the implementation section which is completely new.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes some work related to
interval logics. Section 3 presents the syntax and semantics of the event-driven
interval logic. We also show its expressiveness with some examples and briefly
compare eLTL and LTL. Section 4 describes the transformation of each eLTL
formula into a network of FSM and proves the correctness of the transformation.
Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions and future work. Appendices contain the
proof of all the results presented in the paper, along with the current Promela
implementation of the network of FSM which allows us to check the satisfaction
of eLTL formulae on traces using Spin [11].

2

Related Work

In Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is not easy to express requirements to be held
in a bounded future. Thus, the extension of LTL with intervals seems a natural
idea to easily express these other type of properties. This is the approach followed in [20], where the authors use events to determine the intervals on which
formulae must be evaluated, although they do not deal with real-time. The temporal logic FIL is also defined with similar purposes but the formulae are written
using a graphical representation. Real-time FIL [19] is an extension of FIL that
incorporates a new predicate len(d1 , d2 ] that bounds the length of the intervals
on which properties have to be evaluated. In other context, the duration calculus [3] (DC) was defined to verify real-time systems. In DC system states have
a duration in each time interval that can be measured taking into account the
presence of the state in the interval. DC includes modalities (temporal operators) able to express relations between intervals and states, which constitute the
basis of the logic.
The Metric Interval Logic (MITL) [1] is a real-time temporal logic that extends LTL by using modal operators of the form �I , �I where I is an open/close,
bounded/unbounded interval of R. MITL[a,b] [13] is a bounded version of MITL
with all temporal modalities restricted to bounded intervals of the form [a, b].
MITL[a,b] formulae can be translated into deterministic timed automata. More
recently, MITL[a,b] was extended to Signal Temporal Logic STL [14] including numerical predicates that allow analogue and mixed-signal properties to be
specified. Lately, the MITL logic has been extended to xSTL [16] by adding
timed regular expressions to express behaviour patterns to be met by signals.
Finally, the di↵erential dynamic logic (dL) [18] is a specification language to
describe safety and liveness properties of hybrid systems. In dL, formulae are of
the form [↵] or �↵� meaning that the behaviour of hybrid system ↵ always
(eventually) is inside the region defined by .
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c(t1 )
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c(t3 )

c(t4 )

�
�
�

Fig. 2: Synchronization of trace ⇡ and continuous variable c using ⌧ (⇡)

3

Event-driven Systems and Logic eLTL

In this section, we introduce a general model of event-driven hybrid systems,
which is characterized by containing continuous variables whose values can be
monitored. From a very abstract perspective, the behaviour of such a system
−
may be given by a transition system P = �⌃, �→, L, s0 � where ⌃ is a non−
enumerable set of observable states, L is a finite set of labels, �→⊆ ⌃ × L × ⌃ is
the transition relation, and s0 ∈ ⌃ is the initial state. Transitions labels represent
the external/internal system events or system instructions that make the system
evolve. In addition, we assume that ◆ ∈ L is an special label that represents the
time passing between two successive states during which no event or instruction
is executed. Thus, transitions may take place when an event arrives, when a
system discrete instruction is carried out, or when a continuous transition occur
in which the only change in the state is the passing of time.
We denote with Of (P ) the set of execution traces of finite length determined
by P . The elements of Of (P ) are traces of the form ⇡ = s0 �→ s1 �→ � �→ sn−1
where each li ∈ L is the event/instruction/◆ that fired the transition. The length
l0

l1

ln−2

of a trace ⇡ = s0 �→ s1 �→ � �→ sn−1 is the number of its states n. Given
a trace ⇡ of length n, we define the set Obs(⇡) of observable states of ⇡; that
is, Obs(⇡) = {s0 , �, sn−1 }. It is worth noting that although event-driven hybrid
systems have continuous variables, we assume that their values are only visible
at observable states. In addition, we assume that the time instant in which each
state occurs is given by function ⌧ ∶ ⌃ �→ R≥0 which relates each state s with
the moment it happens ⌧ (s) ∈ R≥0 .
In the following, given a trace ⇡ of length n and t ∈ {⌧ (s0 ), �⌧ (sn−1 )},
we denote with �⇡, t� the observable state si of the trace at time instant t. In
addition, we use function ∶ {⌧ (s0 ), �⌧ (sn−1 )} → Obs(⇡) as the inverse function
of ⌧ , i.e., ∀0 ≥ i < n.⌧ ( (ti )) = ti and (⌧ (si )) = si .
Each continuous variable c of the system is a function c ∶ R≥0 �→ R that gives
the value of c, c(t), at each time instant t. Figure 2 shows the relation between
the states in a trace, the time instants where they occur and the corresponding
values of continuous variable c at these instants. By abuse of notation, in the
figure and in the rest of the section, we use ⌧ (⇡) to denote set {⌧ (s0 ), �⌧ (sn−1 )}.
We have decided to define the behaviour of event-driven hybrid systems by
means of the simple notion of transition systems on purpose. The definition is
l0

l1

ln−2
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highly general in the sense that it is able to capture the behaviour of hybrid eventdriven systems described by hybrid automata or other formalisms. Transitions
correspond to changes of the system variables producing observable states in the
traces that can be the result of the system that accepts an event or executes
an instruction, or the result of an internal evolution ◆ where time passing is the
only change in the trace. Anyway, the number of observable states in each trace
is finite. In practice, in our current implementation, the time instants and the
value of continuous variables in traces is recorded in log files, although other
time models could also be managed by the logic presented below.
3.1

Syntax and Semantics of eLTL

We consider two types of state formulae to be analyzed on states of ⌃. On
the one hand, we have those that can be evaluated on single states as used in
propositional linear temporal logic LTL, for instance. On the other hand, we
assume that events of L are also state formulae that can be checked on states.
Thus, let F be the set of all state formulae to be evaluated on elements of ⌃. As
usual, we suppose that state formulae may be constructed by combining state
formulae and Boolean operators. Relation �⊆ ⌃ × F associates each state with
the state formulae it satisfies, that is, given s ∈ ⌃, and p ∈ F, s � p i↵ the state
s satisfies the state formula p. In the following, given ⇡ ∈ Of (P ), ti ∈ ⌧ (⇡) and
p ∈ F, we write �⇡, ti � � p i↵ (ti ) � p. When li ∈ L is an event occurred at state

si that evolves to si+1 in trace ⇡ = s0 �→ s1 �→ � �→ sn−1 , we assume that
state si+1 records the fact that li has just occurred and, in consequence, we have
that si+1 � li , or equivalently, �⇡, ti+1 � � li . Other logics such as HML [10] or
ACTL [5] focus on actions versus state formulae. We have decided to keep them
at the same level to allow the use of both in the logic.
In order to analyze the behaviour of continuous variables, it is useful to observe them not only in a given time instant, but also during time intervals to
know, for example, whether their values hold inside some expected limits or
whether they never exceed a given threshold. To this end, we use intervals of
states (inside the traces) to determine the periods of time during which continuous variables should be observed. Our proposal is inspired in the interval
calculus introduced by [3], where the domain of interval logic is the set of time
intervals I defined as {[t1 , t2 ]�t1 , t2 ∈ R≥0 , t1 ≤ t2 }. Considering this, we define the
so-called interval formulae as functions of the type ∶ I → {true, false} to represent the formulae that describe the expected behaviour of continuous variables
on time intervals. For instance, assume that c ∶ R≥0 → R is a continuous variable
of our system. Given a constant K ∈ R≥0 , function c ∶ I → {true, false} given
as c ([t1 , t2 ]) = �c(t2 ) − c(t1 )� < K defines an interval formula that is true on an
interval [t1 , t2 ] i↵ the absolute value of di↵erence between c in the interval endpoints t1 and t2 is less than K. Let us denote with the set of interval formulae.
We assume that contains the special interval formula True ∶ I → {true, false}
that returns true for all positive real intervals, that is, ∀I ∈ I.True(I) = true.
In the following, given two state formulae p, q ∈ F, we use expressions of the
form [p, q], that we call event intervals, to delimit intervals of states in traces.
l0

l1

ln−2
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Intuitively, given a trace ⇡ = s0 �→ s1 �→ � �→ sn−1 , [p, q] represents time
intervals [ti , tj ] with ti , tj ∈ ⌧ (⇡) such that �⇡, ti � � p and �⇡, tj � � q; that is,
si � p and sj � q. We also consider simple state formulae p to denote states in ⇡
satisfying p. Now, we formally define relation � that relates event intervals with
intervals of states in traces.
l0

l1

ln−2

Definition 1. Given a trace ⇡ ∈ Of (P ), two state formulae p, q ∈ F and two
time instants tp , tq ∈ ⌧ (⇡) such as tp < tq , we say that the time interval [tp , tq ]
satisfies the event interval [p, q], and we denote it as ⇡ ↓ [tp , tq ] � [p, q], i↵ the
following four conditions hold: (1) �⇡, tp � � p; (2) ∀tj ∈ (tp , tq ) ∩ ⌧ (⇡), �⇡, tj � �
q; (3) �⇡, tq � � q; and (4) there exists no interval [t′p , tq ] =� [tp , tq ], verifying
conditions 1–3 of this definition, such that [tp , tq ] ⊂ [t′p , tq ].
That is, ⇡ ↓ [tp , tq ] � [p, q] i↵ (tp ) = sp satisfies p and (tq ) = sq is the
first state following sp that satisfies q. In addition, the fourth condition ensures
that the interval of states from sp until sq is maximal in the sense that it is not
possible to find a larger interval ending at sq satisfying the previous conditions.
This notion of maximality guarantees that the evaluation of interval formulae
starts at the state when event p first occurs, although it could continue being
true in some following states. In the previous definition, the time instants tp and
tq must be di↵erent elements of ⌧ (⇡), that is, [tp , tq ] cannot be a point.
Example 1. The following trace (⇡) tries to clarify Definition 1. Given p, q ∈ F,
and assuming that ⌧ (si ) = ti for all states, we have that ⇡ ↓ [tp , tq ] � [p, q], but
⇡ ↓ [tr , tq ] �
� [p, q], since condition (4) does not hold.
¬p
s0

p

sp

¬q

p ∧ ¬q

¬q

sr

q

sq

[p, q]

Definition 2. [eLTL formulae] Given p, q ∈ F, and
logic are recursively constructed as follows:
∶∶=

�¬ �

1

∨

2

�

1 U[p,q]

2

�

sn

∈ , the formulae of eLTL
1 Up

2

The rest of the temporal operators are accordingly defined as:
�[p,q] ≡ True U[p,q] , �[p,q] ≡ ¬(�[p,q] ¬ ),
�p ≡ True Up , �p ≡ ¬(�p ¬ )

The following definition gives the semantics of eLTL formulae given above.
Given a trace ⇡ ∈ Of (P ), and ti , tf ∈ ⌧ (⇡) with ti ≤ tf , we use �⇡, ti , tf � to
represent the subtrace of ⇡ from state si = (ti ) to state sf = (tf ).
Definition 3 (Semantics of eLTL formulae).
Given p, q ∈ F,
∈ , and the eLTL formulae
relation � is defined as follows:
�⇡, ti , tf � �

i↵

([ti , tf ])

,

1,

2,

the satisfaction
(3.1)
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�⇡, ti , tf � � ¬
�⇡, ti , tf � �
�⇡, ti , tf � �
�⇡, ti , tf � �

1∨

2

1 U[p,q]
1 Up

i↵ �⇡, ti , tf � �
�

2

2

i↵ �⇡, ti , tf � �

1

or �⇡, ti , tf � �

(3.2)
2

i↵ ∃I = [tp , tq ] ⊆ [ti , tf ] such that ⇡ ↓ [tp , tq ] � [p, q]
and �⇡, ti , tp � �

1 , �⇡, tp , tq �

�
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i↵ ∃tp . ti ≤ tp ≤ tf and �⇡, ti , tp � �

2

1 , �⇡, tp , tp �

�

2

(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)

The semantics given by � is similar to that of LTL, except that � manages
interval formulae instead of state formulae. For instance, case 3.1 states that the
subtrace �⇡, ti , tf � of ⇡ satisfies an interval formula i↵ ([ti , tf ]) holds. Case 3.4
establishes that U[p,q] holds on the subtrace �⇡, ti , tf � i↵ there exists an interval
[tp , tq ] ⊂ [ti , tf ] such that 1 and 2 hold on [ti , tp ] and [tp , tq ], respectively.
Case 3.5 is similar except for the interval in which 2 has to be true is [tp , tp ],
which represents the time instant tp .
Proposition 1. The semantics of operators �[p,q] , �[p,q] , �p and �p , given in
Definition 2, is the following:
�⇡, ti , tf � � �[p,q]

i↵ ∃I = [tp , tq ] ⊆ [ti , tf ], such that ⇡ ↓ [tp , tq ] � [p, q]

�⇡, ti , tf � � �p

i↵ ∃tp ∈ [ti , tf ] such that �⇡, tp � � p and �⇡, tp , tp � �

�⇡, ti , tf � � �[p,q]
�⇡, ti , tf � � �p

3.2

and �⇡, tp , tq � �

i↵ ∀I = [tp , tq ] ⊆ [ti , tf ], if ⇡ ↓ [tp , tq ] � [p, q] then
�⇡, tp , tq � �

i↵ ∀tp ∈ [ti , tf ] if �⇡, tp � � p then �⇡, tp , tp � �

(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)

Examples

We now give some examples to show the use of the logic. In [6, 17], we proposed a
model-based testing approach to test mobile applications (apps) under di↵erent
network scenarios. We automatically generated app user flows, that is, di↵erent interactions of the user with the app, using model-based testing techniques.
Then, we executed these app user flows in the TRIANGLE testbed, which provides a controlled mobile network environment, to obtain measurements and
execution traces in order to evaluate the performance of the apps.
In this section, we make use of eLTL to describe desirable properties regarding to the values of continuous variables of the ExoPlayer app, a video streaming
mobile app that implements di↵erent adaptive video streaming protocols. Using
the current implementation of the eLTL operators, and with the execution traces
provided by the evaluation presented in [17], we can determine if the execution
traces of ExoPlayer satisfy the properties. The execution traces of the app contain the following events: the start of video playback (stt), the load of the first
complete picture (fp), the end of the video playback (stp), and the changes in
the video resolution (low, high). In addition, the TRIANGLE testbed measures
every second (approximately) the amount and rate of transmitted and received
data, as well as di↵erent parameters of the network (e.g. signal strength and
signal quality) and the device (e.g. RAM, CPU and radio technology).
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Property 1: We can write the property “during video playback, the first picture
must be loaded at least once in all network conditions” which may be specified
using the formula �[stt,stp] �fp True. The following trace satisfies this property,
where the expressions over each state represent the state formulae it holds.
¬stt
s0

stt

sstt

¬stp ∧ f p
sfp

¬stp

stp

stt

sstp

s′stt

¬stp ∧ fp
s′f p

stp

s′stp

sn−1

Property 2: We can also specify the property “during video playback, if the
video resolution is high, the average received data rate is greater than 5 Mbps,
and if the video resolution is low the average data rate is below 1Mbps.” The
video resolution is high in the time interval between h and l events. Similarly,
the video resolution is low between the events l and h. The eLTL formula is
�[stt,stp] (�[high,low]

1

∧ �[low,high]

2)

where 1 and 2 are defined as: 1 ([ti , tf ]) = RxRate(ti , tf ) ≥ 5M bps and
2 ([ti , tf ]) = RxRate(ti , tf ) ≤ 1M bps.
This formula uses function RxRate(ti , tf ) that accesses to the file of the
trace and workouts the average in the corresponding time interval. In the current
implementation on Spin, it is calculated using Promela embedded C code.
Property 3: The eLTL formula for property “during video playback, if the video
resolution changes from High to Low, the peak signal strength (rssi) is less than
-45 dBm” can be written as:
�[stt,stp] (�[high,low] ),

where

�
true
�
�
�
�
([ti , tf ]) = �
�
�
�
�
�false

if ∃t ∈ [ti , tf ],
maxRSSI(t) ≤ −45dBm
otherwise

Using this formula with di↵erent thresholds for the peak rssi, we can determine whether the adaptive protocols take into consideration the signal strength
in the terminal to make a decision and change the video resolution.
Other examples In the health field, eLTL can also be useful. For instance,
patients with type 1 diabetics should be monitored to assure that their glucose
levels are always inside safe limits. Related to this problem, we could describe
di↵erent properties of interest. Given the interval formula K ([t1 , t2 ]) = t2 − t1 ≥
K with K ∈ R, and events sleep, awake, run, end, break, endBreak, drink and
over70 that denote when the patient goes to sleep, awakes, starts running, stops
running, drinks and his/her glucose level is over 70mg�l:
– Property “while sleeping, the glucose level is never below 70mg�l” can be
expressed as �[sleep,awake] �true over70. Observe that in this property over70
acts as a simple interval formulae that holds on each state inside [sleep, awake]
i↵ the glucose level is over 70.
– Property “if the patient is running more than 60 minutes, he/she has to
make a stop of more than 5 minutes to drink” can be written as
�[run,end] (

60

→ (�[break,endBreak] (

5

∧ �drink True)))
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Comparison with LTL

In this section, we briefly compare the expressiveness of logics LTL and eLTL.
One important di↵erence between both logics is that LTL is evaluated on infinite traces while, on the contrary, eLTL deals with finite traces. This makes
some LTL properties hard to specify in eLTL. In addition, eLTL is thought to
analyze extra-functional properties on traces, that is, properties that refer to
the behaviour of certain magnitudes in subtraces (as in the examples presented
above), which cannot easily be expressed in LTL. The context where eLTL formulae are checked is determined by the event intervals [p, q] associated to the
modal operators. However, this context is implicit in LTL since formulae are evaluated on the whole infinite trace. In conclusion, we can say that although both
logic have similarities, they are di↵erent regarding expressiveness. The following
table shows some usual patterns of LTL formulae with its corresponding eLTL
versions. The inverse transformation is not so easy. For instance, eLTL formula
�[a,b] �p True, which forces that p occurs between each pair of a and b events,
is hard to write in LTL. In the table, we use interval formulae p (p ∈ F) defined
as p ([ti , tf ]) = (ti ) � p. In addition, a, b, q ∈ F are events used to delimit finite
subtraces.
LTL
�p

eLTL
�p True

Comments
In both cases, p has to be true eventually, but in eLTL,
p must be true inside of the finite trace
�p
�true p
In both cases, p has to be always true, but in eLTL
it is limited to the states of the finite trace
� � p �[a,b] �p True
In LTL, p has to be true infinitely often. In eLTL, p has to
occur always inside the subtraces determined by [a, b]
� � p �[a,b] �true p
The LTL formula says that p has to be always true
from some unspecified state. The eLTL says the same,
but limited by the extreme states of the finite trace [a, b]
p Uq
(�true p )Uq True In this case, the LTL formula is clearly easier to write,
since eLTL is thought to evaluate magnitudes on subtraces.
(�p)Uq (�p True)Uq True the LTL formula could be true even if p occur after p in
the trace. However, in the eLTL version, p has to occur before p.

4

Implementation

In this section, we describe the translation of eLTL formulae into a network
of state machines M that check the satisfiability of the property on execution
traces. As described in Section 3, formulae are evaluated against time bounded
traces ⇡ that execute in time intervals of the form [ti , tf ]. Formulae can include
nested temporal operators whose evaluation can be restricted to subintervals.
The implementation described below assumes that traces are analyzed o✏ine,
i.e., given a particular trace, for each state, we have stored the time instant when
it occurred and the set of state formulae of F which it satisfies. In consequence,
we can use the trace to build a simple state machine T that runs concurrently
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ti

p

r

s
(M2 )

r

s
(M2 )

�[r,s] machine (M1 )

r

s

q

tf

(M2 )

�[p,q] machine (M0 )

Fig. 3: Example of a network of state machines
with the network of machines M. T sends to M events to start and finalize the
analysis, and also the events included in the formula which are of interest for
the correct execution of the network.
We use an example to intuitively explain how the network of machines M is
constructed. Assume we want to evaluate �⇡, ti , tf � � �[p,q] �[r,s] . The outer
operator �[p,q] must find the di↵erent time intervals [tp , tq ] ⊆ [ti , tf ], delimited
by events p and q, to check if there exists at least one satisfying the sub-formula
�[r,s] . Similarly, given one of the time intervals [tp , tq ], the inner operator �[r,s]
has to find all time intervals [tr , ts ] ⊆ [tp , tq ], determined by events r and s, to
check whether holds in all of them.
The network M is composed of the parallel composition of finite-state machines, each one monitoring a di↵erent sub-formula. The network is hierarchized,
that is, each state machine communicates through channels with the trace T being analysed and with the state machine of the formula in which it is nested.
The state machine of the outer eLTL temporal operator starts and ends the
evaluation, reporting the analysis result to T . Each state machine has a unique
identifier id which allows it to access the di↵erent input/output channels. Thus,
channel cm[id] is a synchronous channel through which the state machine id is
started and stopped. Channel rd[id] is used by machine id to send the result of
its evaluation. Finally, ev[id] is an asynchronous channel through which each
state machine receives from T the events in which it is interested along with the
time instant they have occurred ([te ,e]).
Figure 3 gives an intuition about how the network of state machines of the
example is constructed. The network of the example is composed by three state
machines M0 �M1 �M2 . M0 is the highest level state machine that monitors
operator �[p,q] . Thus, it should receive from T events p and q each time they
occur in the trace. Similarly, M1 monitors �[r,s] , and it should be informed
when events r or s occur. Finally, M2 is devoted to checking . It is worth
noting that all machines are initially active, although they are blocked until the
reception of the start message STT. Machine A0 is started when T begins its
execution. Each machine id receives the start and stop messages STT and STP
though channel cm[id]. Events arrive to machine id via channel ev[id] and
it returns the result of its evaluation (true or false) using channel rd[id]. In
the example, when M0 receives event p, it sends a STT message to the nested
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start

init

cm[id]?[ti , STT]

r d[
id ]
!'

wait

send

cm[id]?[tf , STP]

'=

,
([t i

t f ])
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end

Fig. 4: State machine of an interval formulae
machine M1 . Similarly, when M1 receives event r, it sends message STT to M2 .
Each time M1 receives event s sends STP to M2 .When M2 receives STP, it ends
its execution, evaluates the interval formula and sends the result through channel
rd[2]. Similarly, when M0 receives event q via channel ev[0], it sends STP to
M1 . When a machine receives STP, it tries to finish its execution immediately.
But, before stopping, it has to process all the events stored in its ev channel
since they could have occurred before the STP were sent. To know this, each
message contains a timestamp with the time instant when the event took place.
This is needed since events and STP are sent via di↵erent channels. Thus, it is
possible for a machine to read STP before reading a previous event in the trace.
Finite-state Machine Templates We now show finite-state machines templates that implement eLTL operators. In these machines, id refers to the state
machine being implemented, and c1, c2 are, respectively, the identifiers of the
state machines of the first and the second nested operators, if they exist. All
machines described below follow the same pattern. First, each machine starts
after receiving message STT, and initiates its sub-machines, if necessary. Then, it
continues processing the input events in which it is interested. These events are
directly sent from the instrumented trace T that is being monitored. When the
machine receives STP, it returns the result of its evaluation via channel rd. To
simplify the diagrams, we have used sometimes guarded transitions of the form
G�Action. When guard G is a message reception via a synchronous channel, it
is executable i↵ it is possible to read the message and, as a side e↵ect, the message is extracted from the channel. Due to lack of space, we have not included
operator Up since its machine is a simplified version of that of U[p,q] .
Interval formula ( ): Figure 4 shows the state machine for an interval formula
without eLTL operators. An interval formula is evaluated on a time interval
[ti , tf ] that is communicated to the process via the channel cm[id] with messages [ti ,STT] and [tf ,STP]. After detecting the interval end, the state machine
evaluates the expression ([ti , tf ]) and sends the result to the parent machine
through rd[id].

Negation (¬ ): Figure 5 shows the negation operator. The state machine synchronizes with the machine of its nested formula ( ) as soon as it receives the
STT and STP commands. Observe that, in this case, to simplify the diagram, we
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start

init

cm[id]?[ti , STT]�
cm[c1]![ti , STT]

wait

cm[id]?[tf , STP]�
cm[c1]![tf , STP]

end

rd[c1]?res�rd[id]!¬res

Fig. 5: State machine of the not operator

have used guarded transitions. When the nested machine finishes, the machine
negates the result and returns it through the rd channel.
Or ( 1 ∨ 2 ): Figure 6 shows the state machine of the or operator. This machine
checks if any of the two sub-formulae 1 and 2 holds on the same interval [ti , tf ]
over which the or operator is being evaluated. Similarly to the NOT machine, this
machine waits the successive reception of the STT and STP messages and resends
them to the machines of its sub-formulae to start and stop them.
Until ( 1 U[p,q] 2 ): Figure 7 shows the state machine template of the until operator. As can be observed, it is much more complex than the previous templates.
Assuming that the whole formula is evaluated on interval [ti , tf ], the first subformula 1 must be true on an interval [ti , tp ] (tp being a time instant when
event p has occurred), and the second one 2 must be true on the time interval
[tp , tq ] (tq being the time instant when event q has first occurred after p). The
machine id starts accepting the message STT from its parent and, then, it resends the message to the state machine of 1 . In state wait p, the machine is
waiting for the p event to occur or for the STP message to arrive. If p arrives at
a correct time instant (after ti ), the machine sends STP to machine c1 and waits
for its result in state wait c1. If 1 is not valid in the interval [ti , tp ], machine
id records false in variable res1 and waits in state wait q the following event
q, then it transits to wait p and restarts machine c1. This is because machine
id has found that formula does not hold on a time interval determined by the
occurrence of p and q and, in consequence, it starts searching for the following

r1 ∨

r2

send

rd[c1]?r

r d[c

1

2]?r

rc2

[c2

]?r

2

2

rc1

Fig. 6: State machine for or operator

end

r1

rd

]?
,

r d[
id]!

wait

[c
1

init

cm[id]?[tf , STP]�
cm[c1]![tf , STP]
cm[c2]![tf , STP]
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interval given by [p, q] in the trace. Otherwise, if 1 holds on [ti , tp ], machine
sends STT to machine c2 and waits for its result in state wait c2. In this state,
machine id behaves in a similar way as in state wait p. If c2 returns false, it
restarts again machine c1 and goes back to state wait p to search for the following time interval determined by events p and q. Conversely, if c2 returns true,
machine id waits for message STP to send its result. Note that it only sends true
if event q has occurred before the end of the interval tf . Otherwise, the machine
returns false, since 2 could not be evaluated in time. Observe that in states
wait p and wait q, message STP is only accepted when the event channel is
empty (emp(ev[id])). This is to prioritize reading events p and q before STP
and simplify the implementation.
Theorem 1. Let f be an eLTL formula, and Mid the network of state machines
implementing f , then given a finite trace �⇡, ti , tf �, �⇡, ti , tf � � f if and only if
Mid finishes its execution by sending true via channel rd[id] (rd[id]!true).

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an event-driven interval logic (eLTL) suitable
for describing properties in terms of time intervals determined by trace events.
We have transformed each eLTL formula into network of finite state machines to
evaluate it using runtime verification procedures, and have proved the correctness
of the transformation. We have constructed a prototype implementation of these
machines in Promela to be executed on Spin.
Our final goal is to apply the approach to analyze execution traces of real
systems against extra-functional properties, such as evaluating the performance
of mobile apps in di↵erent network scenarios [17]. Currently, the transformation
from eLTL formula into Promela code, and the transformation of the traces
are manually done, although the automatic transformation will be carried out in
the near future. We also plan to use the approach in other domains such as the
EuWireless project [15]. This project is designing an architecture to dynamically
create network slices to run experiments. In this context, it is of great importance to monitor the di↵erent network slices and the underlying infrastructure
to ensure safety (e.g. isolation of slices) and extra-functional properties related
to performance and quality of service.
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Abstract. Logic programming is a declarative programming paradigm.
Programming language Prolog makes logic programming possible, at least
to a substantial extent. However the Prolog debugger works solely in
terms of the operational semantics. So it is incompatible with declarative programming. This report discusses this issue and tries to find how
the debugger may be used from the declarative point of view. Also, the
box model of Byrd, used by the debugger, is explained in terms of SLDresolution.

1

Introduction

The idea of logic programming is that a program is a set of logic formulae,
and a computation means producing logical consequences of the program. The
logical consequence is that of the standard first order logic. So it is a declarative
programming paradigm. The program is not a description of any computation,
it may be rather seen as a description of a problem to solve. Answers of a given
program (the logic) may be computed under various strategies (the control ), the
results depend solely on the former. This semantics of programs, based on logic,
is called declarative semantics.
Programming language Prolog is a main implementation of logic programming. Its core, which may be called “pure Prolog”, is an implementation of SLDresolution under a fixed control. (SLD-resolution with Prolog selection rule is
called LD-resolution.) For a given program P and query Q, Prolog computes
those logical consequences of P which are instances of Q. If the computation is
finite then, roughly speaking, all such consequences are computed.1
On the other hand, Prolog may be viewed without any reference to logic, as
a programming language with a specific control flow, the terms as the data, and
a certain kind of term matching as the main primitive operation. Such a view
is even necessary when we deal with non logical features of full Prolog, like the
built-ins dealing with input/output. Of course such operational view loses all the
advantages of declarative programming.
1

See e.g. [Apt97] for details. We omit the issue of unification without occur-check; it
may lead to incorrect answers (which are not logical consequences of the program).

In the author’s opinion, Prolog makes practical declarative programming possible. A program treated as a set of logical clauses is a logic program. The logic
determines the answers of the program. At a lower level, the programmer can influence the control. This can be done by setting the order of program clauses and
the order of premises within a clause (and by some additional Prolog constructs).
Changing the control keeps the logic intact, and thus the program’s answers are
unchanged; the logic is separated from the control [Kow79]. What is changed is
the way they are computed, for instance the computation may be made more
eﬃcient. In particular, an infinite computation may be changed into a finite one.
In some cases, programs need to contain some non-logical fragments, for instance for input-output. But the practice shows that Prolog makes possible building programs which are to a substantial extent declarative; in other words, a substantial part of such program is a logic program. Numerous examples are given
in the textbooks, for instance [SS94]. For a more formal discussion of this issue
see [Dra18].
It should be noted that the operational approach to Prolog programming is
often overused. In such programs it is not the declarative semantics that matters. A typical example is the red cut [SS94] – a programming technique which
is based on pruning the search space; the program has undesired logical consequences, which are however not computed due to the pruning. Understanding
such program substantially depends on its operational semantics. And understanding the operational semantics is more diﬃcult than that of the declarative
semantics. In particular, examples are known where a certain choice of the initial query leads to unexpected results of a program employing the red cut [SS94,
p. 202-203], [CM03, Chapter 4]. In seems that some Prolog textbooks over-use
such style of programming (like [CM03,Bra12], at least in their earlier editions).
Debugging tools of Prolog. We begin with a terminological comment. Often the
term “debugging” is related to locating errors in programs. However its meaning
is wider; it also includes correcting errors. So a better term for locating errors
is diagnosis. However this text still does not reject the first usage, as it is quite
common.
Despite Prolog has been designed mainly as an implementation of logic programming, its debugging tools work solely in terms of the operational semantics.
So all the advantages of declarative programming are lost when it comes to locating errors in a program. The Prolog debugger is basically a tracing tool. It
communicates with the programmer only in terms of the operational semantics.
She (the programmer) must abandon the convenient high abstraction level of the
declarative semantics and think about her program in operational terms.
Declarative diagnosis. In principle, it is well known how to locate errors in logic
programs declaratively, i.e. abstracting from the operational semantics (see e.g.
[Dra16, Section 7] and the references therein). The approach is called declarative
diagnosis (and was introduced under a name algorithmic debugging by Shapiro
[Sha83]). Two kinds of errors of the declarative semantics of a program are dealt
with: incorrectness – producing results which are wrong according to the specifica2

tion, and incompleteness – not producing results which are required by the specification. We learn about an error by encountering a symptom – a wrong or missing
answer obtained at program testing. Given a symptom, an incorrectness (respectively incompleteness) diagnosis algorithm locates an error semi-automatically,
asking the user queries about the specification.
Unfortunately, declarative diagnosis was not adapted in practice. No tools for
it are included in current Prolog systems.
Intended model problem. A possibly main reason for lack of acceptance of declarative diagnosis was discussed in [Dra16, Section 7]. Namely, declarative diagnosis
requires that the programmer exactly knows the relations to be defined by the
program. Formally this means that the programmer knows the least Herbrand
model of the intended program. (In other words, the least Herbrand model is the
specification.) This requirement turns out to be unrealistic. For instance, in an
insertion sort program we do not know how inserting an element into an unsorted
list should be performed. This can be done in any way, as the algorithm inserts
elements only into sorted lists. Moreover, this can be done diﬀerently in various
versions of the program. See [Dra18] for a more realistic example.2 We call this
diﬃculty intended model problem.
Usually the programmer knows the intended least Herbrand model of her
program only approximately. She has an approximate specification: she knows a
certain superset Scorr and a certain subset Scompl of the intended model. The
superset tells what may be computed, and the subset – what must be computed.
Let us call the former, Scorr , the specification for correctness and the latter,
Scompl , the specification for completeness. Thus the program should be correct
with respect to the former specification and complete with respect to the latter:
Scompl ⊆ MP ⊆ Scorr (where MP is the least Herbrand model of the program).
In our example, it is irrelevant how an element is inserted into an unsorted list;
thus the specification for correctness would include all such possible insertions
(and the specification for completeness would include none).
Now it is obvious that when diagnosing incorrectness the programmer should
use the specification of correctness instead of the intended model, and the specification of completeness should be used when diagnosing incompleteness [Dra16].
The author believes that this approach can make declarative diagnosis useful in
practice.
Intended model problem was possibly first noticed by Pereira [Per86]. He
introduced the notion of inadmissible atomic queries. A formal definition is not
given.3 We may suppose that ground inadmissible atoms are those from Scorr \
Scompl . Generally, this notion seems operational; an inadmissible atom seems to
be one that should not appear as a selected atom in an SLD-tree of the program.
2
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In the main example of [Dra18], the semantics of a particular predicate diﬀers at
various steps of program development.
“a goal is admissible if it complies with the intended use of the procedure for it –
i.e. it has the correct argument types – irrespective of whether the goal succeeds or
not” (p. 6 of the extended version of [Per86]).
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Naish [Nai00] proposed a 3-valued diagnosis scheme. The third value, inadmissible, is related to the search space of a diagnosis algorithm, and to its queries.
The form of queries depends on the particular algorithm, e.g. it may be an atom
together with its computed answers. So the third value is not (directly) related
to the declarative semantics of programs. It turns out that applying the scheme
to incorrectness diagnosis ([Nai00, Section 5.1]) boils down to standard diagnosis
w.r.t. Scorr , and applying it to incompleteness diagnosis ([Nai00, Section 5.2]) –
to the standard diagnosis w.r.t. Scompl (where Scompl is the set of correct atoms,
and Scorr is the union of Scompl and the set of inadmissible atoms).
This paper. The role of this paper is to find if, how, and to which extent the Prolog
debugger can be used as a tool for declarative logic programming. We focus on the
debugger of SICStus Prolog. We omit its advanced debugging features, which are
sophisticated, but seem not easy to learn and not known by most of programmers.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section deals with the Prolog
debugger and the information it can provide. Section 3 discusses applying the debugger for diagnosing incorrectness and incompleteness. The last section contains
conclusions.

2

Prolog debugger

In this section we present the Prolog debugger and try to find out how to use it to
obtain the information necessary from the point of view of declarative programming. First we relate the computation model used by the debugger to the standard
operational semantics (LD-resolution). We also formalize the information needed
for incorrectness and incompleteness diagnoses. For incorrectness diagnosis, given
an atomic answer A we need to know which clause H ← B1 , . . . , Bn have been
used to obtain the answer A (A is an instance of H), and which top-level atomic
answers (instances of B1 , . . . , Bn ) have been involved. For incompleteness diagnosis, the related information is which answers have been computed for each
selected instance of each body atom Bi of each clause H ← B1 , . . . , Bn resolved
with a given atomic query A. In Section 2.2 we describe the messages of the
debugger. Section 2.3 investigates how to extract from the debugger’s output the
information of interest.
2.1

Byrd box model and LD-resolution

The debugger refers to the operational semantics of Prolog in terms of a “Byrd
box model”. Roughly speaking, the model assigns four ports to each atom selected in LD-resolution. From a programmer’s point of view such atom can be
called a procedure call. The model is usually easily understood by programmers.
However it will be useful to relate it here to LD-resolution, and to introduce some
additional notions. In this paper, we often skip “LD-” and by “derivation” we
mean “LD-derivation” (unless stated otherwise).
4

Structuring LD-derivations. Let us consider a (finite or infinite) LD-derivation D
with queries Q0 , Q1 , Q2 . . ., the input clauses C1 , C2 , . . ., and the mgu’s θ1 , θ2 , . . ..
By a procedure call of D we mean the atom selected in a query of D. Following [DM88,Dra17], we describe a fragment of D which may be viewed as the
evaluation of a given procedure call A.
Definition 1. Consider a query Qk−1 = A, B1 , . . . , Bm (m ≥ 0) in a derivation
D as above. If D contains a query Ql = (B1 , . . . , Bm )θk · · · θl , k ≤ l, then the call
A (of Qk−1 ) succeeds in D.
In such case, by the subderivation for A (of Qk−1 in D) we mean the fragment of D consisting of the queries Qi where k − 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and for k − 1 ≤ i < l
each Qi contains more than m atoms.4 We call such subderivation successful.
The (computed) answer for A (of Qk−1 in D) is Aθk · · · θl .
If A (of Qk−1 ) does not succeed in D then the subderivation for A (of Qk−1
in D) is the fragment of D consisting of the queries Qi where k − 1 ≤ i.
By a subderivation (respectively an answer) for A of Q in an LD-tree T we
mean a subderivation (answer) for A of Q in a branch D of T .
Now we structure a subderivation D for an atom A by distinguishing in D
top-level procedure calls. Assume A is resolved with a clause H ← A1 , . . . , An in
the first step of D. If then an instance of Ai becomes a procedure call, we call it
a top-level call. More precisely:
Definition 2. Consider a subderivation D for A. Its first two queries are Qk−1 =
A, Q′ , Qk = (A1 , . . . , An , Q′ )θk , and A1 , . . . , An is the body of the clause used in
the first step of the subderivation. Assume n > 0. Let |Qk | be the length of Qk
(this means the number of atoms in Qk ).
Consider an index j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. If there exists in D a query of the length
|Qk | + 1 − j and Qij = (Aj , . . . , An , Q′ )θk · · · θij is the first such query then we
say that Aj θk · · · θij (of Qij ) is a top-level call of D, and the subderivation D′
for Aj θk · · · θij (of Qij ) in D is a top-level subderivation of D.
A top-level call of a subderivation D for A will be also called a top-level call for
A.
Notice that if A is resolved with a unary clause (n = 0, and D consists of
two queries) then D has no top-level subderivations. Also, the last query of a
top-level subderivation of D is the first query of the next subderivation, or it is
the last query of D.
We are ready to describe what information to obtain from the debugger in
order to facilitate incorrectness and incompleteness diagnosis. First we describe
which top-level answers correspond to an answer for A; we may say that they
have been used to obtain the answer for A.
4

Thus each such Qi is of the form A1 , . . . , Ami , (B1 , . . . , Bm )θk · · · θi where mi >
0. This implies that the least l > k is taken such that Ql is of the form
(B1 , . . . , Bm )θk · · · θl .

5

Definition 3. If subderivation D for A as in Def. 2 is successful then it has n
top-level subderivations, for atoms Aj θk · · · θij (j = 1, . . . , n). Their answers in
D are, respectively, A′j = Aj θk · · · θij+1 (where in+1 is the index of the last query
Qin+1 of D). In such case, by the top-level success trace for A (in D) we mean
the sequence A′1 , . . . , A′n of the answers.
Top-level success traces will be employed in incorrectness diagnosis. For diagnosing incompleteness, we need to collect all the answers for each top-level
call.
Definition 4. Consider an LD-tree T with a node Q. Let A be the first atom of
Q. By the top-level search trace (or simply top-level trace) for A (of Q in T )
we mean the set of pairs
%
⎧
⎫
% B is the first atom of a node Q′ of T ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
% ′
⎪
⎨
% Q occurs in a subderivation D′ for A of Q in T , ⎬
%
(B, {B1 , . . . , Bk }) %
.
′
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
% B is a top-level call of D ,
⎩
⎭
% B1 , . . . , Bk are the answers for B of Q′ in T
2.2

Debugger output.

For the purposes of this paper, this section should provide a suﬃcient description
of the debugger. We focus on the debugger of SICStus. For an introduction and
further information about the Prolog debugger see e.g. the textbook [CM03] or
the manual http://sicstus.sics.se/.
Prolog computation can be seen as traversal of an LD-tree. The Prolog debugger reports the current state of the traversal by displaying one line items, such an
item contains a single atom augmented by other information. A procedure call A
is reported as an item
n d Call: A
and a corresponding answer A′ = Aθk · · · θi as
n d Exit: A′
Here n, d are, respectively, the unique invocation number and the current depth
of the invocation; we skip the details. What is important is that, given an Exit
item, the invocation number uniquely determines the corresponding Call item.
Note that a node in an LD-tree may be visited many times, and usually more
than one item correspond to a single visit. For instance, to the last node Ql
of a successful subderivation (from Definition 1) there correspond, at least, an
Exit item with atom Aθk · · · θl and a Call item with atom B1 θk · · · θl (provided
m > 0). Note that such a node is often the last query of more than one successful
subderivations (cf. Def. 2). In such case other Exit items correspond to Ql . They
are displayed in the order which may be described as leaving nested procedure
calls. More formally, the order of displaying the Exit items is that of the increasing
lengths of the corresponding successful subderivations. (The displayed invocation
depths of these items are decreasing consecutive natural numbers.)
6

An Exit item is preceded by ? when backtrack-points exist between the corresponding Call and the given Exit. Thus more answers are possible for (the atom
of) this Call.
At backtracking the debugger displays Redo items of the form
n d Redo: A′
Such item corresponds to an Exit item with the same numbers n, d and atom A′ .
Both items correspond to the same node of the LD-tree. The Redo item appears,
speaking informally, when the answer A′ is abandoned, and the computation of a
new answer for the same query begins. SICStus produces a Redo item only when
the corresponding Exit item was preceded by ?.
A Fail item
n d Fail: A
is displayed at backtracking. It means that a node with A selected is being left
(and will not be visited anymore). The numbers and the atom in a Fail item are
the same as those in the corresponding Call item. Both the Call and Fail items
correspond to the same node of the LD-tree.
We described the output of the debugger of SICStus. The debuggers of
most Prolog systems are similar. However important diﬀerences happen. For instance the debugger of SWI-Prolog (http://swi-prolog.org/) does not display
the invocation number, and the approach presented below is inapplicable to it.
On the other hand, the debuggers or Ciao (http://ciao-lang.org/) and Yap
(https://www.dcc.fc.up.pt/ vsc/yap/) seem to display such numbers.
2.3

Obtaining top-level traces

We are ready to describe how to obtain top-level traces using the Prolog debugger.
We first deal with the search trace.
Algorithm 1 (Top-level trace) Assume that we are at a Call port; the debugger displays
n d Call: A
We show a way of obtaining the top-level search trace for A.
1. Type enter to make one step of computation.
(There are three possibilities. If the result is an item n1 d+1 Call: B1
then B1 is an instance of the first atom of the body of the clause used in
the resolution step. Obtaining n d Exit: A′ means that a unary clause was
used and A succeeded immediately. Obtaining n d Fail: A means that A
failed immediately, as it was not unifiable with any clause head.)
2. Now repetitively do the following.
(a) If item
n d Fail: A
is displayed then the search is completed. The trace is to be extracted
from the output that the debugger has produced.
7

(b) If item
ni

d+1 Call: Bi

or

ni

d+1 Redo: Bi

is displayed then type s, to go to the corresponding Exit or Fail port.
(c) If
ni d+1 Exit: Bi
or
ni d+1 Fail: Bi
is displayed then type enter , to make a single step.
(d) Obtaining an item
n d Exit: A′
means that an answer A′ for A has been produced. In other words, a
successful subderivation for A has been constructed. Unfortunately, the
Prolog debugger does not directly support continuing the search for further answers for A. We can do this as follows.
– If the item n d Exit: A′ is obtained by applying a unary clause to
A (i.e. obtained immediately by typing enter at n d Call: A or
at n d Redo: A) then
i. If the item n d Exit: A′ is not preceded by ? then the search
is completed (similarly as in case 2a).
ii. Otherwise the item is a backtrack point, perform the backtracking
by issuing the command (or rather the command sequence) jr n.
Item n d Redo: A′ is displayed. Type enter , as in step 1.
– Otherwise (a non-unary clause has been used) identify in the printed
items the top-level success trace for A, as described below.
Find the last item of the trace that is preceded by ?, assume it is
?

nj

d+1 Exit: Bj

This is the backtrack-point to which backtracking from n d Exit: A′
should go.
iii. If there is no such item then the search is completed (similarly as
in case 2a).
iv. Otherwise perform the backtracking by issuing the command jr nj .
Item nj d+1 Redo: Bj is displayed. Type enter , as in step 1.
3. Now the top-level trace has to be extracted from the information printed by
the debugger in stage 2 above. A call and its corresponding answers have the
same unique invocation number nj . Thus the calls may be paired with their
answers by means of sorting the debugger output.
In a particular case of using SICStus under Emacs, the sorting can be
done by running a shell command cut -b 2- | sort -nk 1 | egrep
’Call:|Exit:’ on the debugger output in buﬀer *prolog*, using Emacs
command shell-command-on-region. This removes from each line the first
character (space or ?), sorts the items according to the first number (which
is the invocation number) and selects Call and Exit items.
The result of sorting provides the top-level trace for A in a readable form.
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An alternative version of step 3 of the algorithm is running Prolog for each
query from the Call items of the debugger output.
Algorithm 2 (Top-level success trace) Assume that we obtained an Exit
item containing an answer A′ . The item corresponds to the last query of a successful subderivation D for an atom A. In order to extract from the debugger
output the top-level trace for D, we need that the debugger has displayed the
Call and Exit items containing the top-level calls of D and the corresponding
answers. If this is not the case then, at the n d Exit: A′ item, type r to arrive
to the corresponding Call item. Then start constructing top-level search trace,
until arriving again to the Exit item.
This may be made more eﬃcient, by re-starting the computation with A′
the initial query. Then the search space to obtain a success of A′ (and the corresponding top-level trace) may be substantially smaller than that for original
atomic query from the Call item. Additionally, case 2d of Algorithm 1 never needs
to be performed.
To select a top-level success trace from the printed debugger items, do repetitively the following. The trace will be constructed backwards. Initially the current
item is n d Exit: A′ .
The current item is
n d Exit: A′

or

nj

d+1 Call: Bj

Consider the preceding item.
If the immediately preceding item is
nj ′

d+1 Exit: Bj′ ′

then Bj′ ′ is obtained as an element of the success trace. Find the corresponding
nj ′

d+1 Call: Bj ′

item, and make it the current item
Otherwise, the preceding item is
n d Call: A
and all the elements of the success trace have been found.

3

Diagnosis

This section discusses first diagnosis of incorrectness, and then that of incompleteness. In each case we first present the diagnosis itself, and then discuss how
it may be performed employing the Prolog debugger.
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3.1

Diagnosing incorrectness.

A symptom of incorrectness is an incorrect answer of the program. More formally, consider a program P and a Herbrand interpretation Scorr , which is our
specification for correctness. A symptom is an answer5 Q such that Scorr ̸|= Q,
where Scorr is the specification for correctness. (In other words, Q has a ground
instance Qθ such that Q ̸∈ Scorr .) When testing finds such a symptom, the role
of diagnosis is to find the error, this means the reason of incorrectness. An error
is a clause of the program which out of correct (w.r.t. Scorr ) premises produces
an incorrect conclusion. More precisely:
Definition 5. Given a definite program P and a specification Scorr (for correctness), an incorrectness error is an instance
H ← B 1 , . . . , Bn

(n ≥ 0)

of a clause of P such that Scorr |= Bi for all i = 1, . . . , n, but Scorr ̸|= H.
An incorrect clause is a clause C having an instance Cθ which is an incorrectness error.
In other words, C is an incorrect clause iﬀ Scorr ̸|= C. In what follows, by a
correct atom we consider an atom A such that Scorr |= A (where Scorr is the
considered specification for correctness).
Note that we cannot formally establish which part of the clause is erroneous.
Easy examples can be constructed showing that an incorrect clause C can be corrected in various ways; and each atom of C remains unchanged in some corrected
version of C [Dra16, Section 7.1].
The incorrectness diagnosis algorithm is based on the notion of a proof tree,
called also implication tree.
Definition 6. Let P be a definite program and Q an atomic query. A proof
tree for P and Q is a finite tree in which the nodes are atoms, the root is Q and
B ← B1 , . . . , Bn is an
B1 , . . . , Bn are the
then
(n ≥ 0).
instance of a clause of P
children of a node B
Note that the leaves of a proof tree are instances of unary clauses of P .
Now diagnosing incorrectness is rather obvious. If an atom Q is (an instance
of) an answer of P then there exists a proof tree for P , Q. The tree must contain
an incorrectness error (otherwise the root of the tree is correct, i.e. Scorr |=
Q). A natural way of searching for the error, in other words an incorrectness
diagnosis algorithm, is as follows: Begin from the root and, recursively, check
the children B1 , . . . , Bn of the current node whether they are correct (formally,
whether Scorr |= Bi ). If all of them are correct, the error is found. Otherwise take
an incorrect child Bi , and continue the search taking Bi as the current node.
Obviously, such search locates a single error. So correcting the error does not
guarantee correctness of the program.6
if

5

6

An answer in the sense used here is called a “correct instance of a query” in [Apt97].
In other words, it is the result of applying a correct answer substitution to a query.
This does not even guarantee that the symptom we began with would disappear –
there may be some other errors involved.
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3.2

Prolog debugger and incorrectness

Now we try to find out to which extent the algorithm described above can be
mimicked by the standard Prolog debugger. Unfortunately, the debugger does
not provide a way to construct a proof tree for a given answer. We can however
employ top-level success traces to perform a search similar to that done by the
incorrectness diagnosing algorithm described in Section 3.1.
A strategy for incorrectness errors Here we describe how to locate incorrectness errors using the Prolog debugger.
Algorithm 3 Assume that while tracing the program we found out an incorrect
answer A′ (for a query A). So we are at an Exit item containing A′ . Type r to
arrive to the corresponding Call item n d Call: A. Do repetitively the following:
′
1. Construct the top-level success trace B1′ , . . . , Bm
for the subderivation D (for
an atom A, where A′ is the answer for A in D), as described in Algorithm 2.
2. Check whether the atoms of the trace are correct (formally, whether Scorr |=
Bi′ ). If all of them are, then the search ends. Otherwise take an item
ni d+1 Exit: Bi′ containing an incorrect Bi′ . Type a command sequence
jc ni to arrive to the corresponding Call item ni d+1 Call: B. Now repeat
the search (with A, A′ replaced by, respectively, B, Bi′ ).
′
The last obtained top-level success trace B1′ , . . . , Bm
points out the erroneous
clause of the program. The clause is C = H ← B1 , . . . , Bm such that the obtained
answers are instances of the body atoms of C: each Bj′ is an instance of Bj , for
j = 1, . . . , m. The head H of C is unifiable with the last call B for which the toplevel success trace was built. Formally, C has an instance which is an incorrectness
error (cf. Def. 5).

Obviously, the algorithm can be improved by checking the correctness of each
element Bi′ of the trace as soon as it is located. (So the trace needs to be constructed only until an incorrect element is found.)
The approach of Algorithm 3 is rather tedious. A more natural way to locate
incorrectness errors is as follows.
Algorithm 4
1. Assume, as above, that an incorrect answer A′ was found. Begin as above,
by arriving to the call A that resulted in the incorrect answer, and starting
constructing a top-level search trace.
2. For each obtained item ni d+1 Exit: B ′ check if B ′ is correct.
3. If B ′ is an incorrect answer, then restart the search from B ′ .
4. If no incorrect answer has appeared until arriving to the incorrect answer A′
then the error is found. It is the last clause C whose head was unified with
A in the computation. (Formally, an instance of C is an incorrectness error.)
The clause may be identified, as previously, by extracting the top-level success
trace (for the subderivation that produced A′ ).
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Comments
In Algorithm 4, it is often not necessary to know the (whole) top-level success
trace to identify the erroneous clause in the program. In many cases, knowing the
last one or two answers of the trace is suﬃcient. For instance, let n′ d′ Call: B
be the last call for which top-level trace was inspected. The last item displayed by
the debugger is n′ d′ Exit: B ′ (where B ′ is incorrect). Assume that the previous
item is nj d′ +1 Exit: Bj′ . Then the top-level trace of interest is not empty, Bj′
is its last atom and is an instance of the last body atom of an erroneous clause.
If the program has only one such clause, then finding the rest of the top-level
success trace is unnecessary.
The error located by the second approach (Algorithm 4) may be not the one
that caused the initial incorrect answer A′ . This is because the search may go
into a branch of the LD-tree distinct from the branch in which A′ is produced.
Anyway, an actual error has been discovered in the program. This outcome is
useful, as each error in the program should be corrected.
Note that the approach is complete, in the sense that the error(s) responsible
for A′ can be found. This is due to the nondeterministic search performed by the
algorithm. The error(s) will be located under some choice of incorrect answers in
the top-level search traces.
The search may be made more eﬃcient if, instead of tracing the original computation, we re-start it with an incorrect answer as a query. The corresponding
modification (of both algorithms) is as follows. Whenever an incorrect answer B ′
is identified, instead of continuing the search for the corresponding call B, one
interrupts the debugger session and begins a new one by starting Prolog with
query B ′ . The query will succeed with B ′ (i.e. itself) as an answer, but the size
of the trace may be substantially smaller (and is never greater).
The Prolog debugger does not facilitate searching for the reason of incorrectness. Finding a top-level success trace is tedious and far from obvious. In
particular, there seems to be no way of skipping the backtracking that precedes
obtaining the wrong answer. The abilities of the debugger make Algorithm 4
preferable; this approach in a more straightforward way uses what is oﬀered by
the debugger.
Looking for the reason of an incorrect answer is a basic task. It is strange that
such a task is not conveniently facilitated by the available debugging tools.
3.3

Diagnosing incompleteness

A specification for completeness is, as already stated, a Herbrand interpretation
which is the set of all required ground answers of the program. A symptom of
incompleteness is lack of some answers of the program. More formally, given a
program P and a specification Scompl , by an incompleteness symptom we may
consider an atom A such that Scompl |= A but P ̸|= A. As a symptom is to be
obtained out of an actual computation, we additionally require that the LD-tree
for A is finite. We will consider a more general version:
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Definition 7. Consider a definite program P and a specification Scompl (for
completeness). Let A be an atomic query for which an LD-tree is finite and let
Aθ1 , . . . , Aθn be the computed answers for A from the tree. If there exists an
instance Aσ ∈ Scompl such that Aσ is not an instance of any Aθi (i = 1, . . . , n)
then A, Aθ1 , . . . , Aθn is an incompleteness symptom (for P w.r.t. Scompl ).
We will often skip the sequence of answers, and say that A alone is the symptom.
The definition can be generalized to non-atomic queries in an obvious way.
Definition 8. Let P be a definite program, and Scompl a specification. A ground
atom A is covered by a clause C w.r.t. Scompl if there exists a ground instance
A ← B1 , . . . , Bn of C (n ≥ 0) such that all the atoms B1 , . . . , Bn are in Scompl .
A is covered by the program P (w.r.t. Scompl ) if A is covered by some clause
C ∈ P.
Informally, A is covered by P if it can be produced by a rule from P out of some
atoms from the specification.
For any program P incomplete w.r.t. Scompl there exists an atom A ∈ Scompl
uncovered by P w.r.t. Scompl [Dra16]. Such an uncovered atom p(t) locates the
error in P . This is because no rule of P can produce p(t) out of atoms required
to be produced. This shows that the procedure p (the set of clauses beginning
with p) is the reason of the incompleteness and has to be modified, to make the
program complete. Note that similarly to the incorrectness case, we cannot locate
the error more precisely. Various clauses may be modified to make p(t) covered,
or a new clause may be added. An extreme case is adding to P a fact p(t).
Incompleteness diagnosis means looking for an uncovered atom, or – more
generally – for an atom with an instance which is uncovered: Such atom localizes
the procedure of the program which is responsible for incompleteness.
Definition 9. Let P be a definite program, and Scompl a specification. An incompleteness error (for P w.r.t. Scompl ) is an atom that has an instance which
is not covered (by P w.r.t. Scompl ).
Name “incompleteness error” may seem unnatural, but we find it convenient.
A class of incompleteness diagnosis algorithms employs the following idea.
Start with an atomic query A (which is a symptom) and construct a top level
trace for it. Inspect the trace, whether it contains a symptom B. If so then invoke
the search recursively with B. Otherwise the error is located; it is some instance
of A, and we located the procedure of the program which is the reason of the
error. Such approach (see e.g. [Per86,DNTM89]) is sometimes called Pereira-style
incompleteness diagnosis [Nai92].
3.4

Prolog debugger and incompleteness

We show how Pereira-style diagnosis may be performed with help of the Prolog
debugger.
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Algorithm 5 (Incompleteness diagnosis) Begin with a symptom A. Obtain
the top-level search trace for A. In the trace, check if the atom B from a Call
item together with the answers B1 , . . . , Bn from the corresponding Exit items is
an incompleteness symptom. If yes, invoke the same search starting from B. If
the answer is no for all Call items of the trace, the search is ended as we located
A as an incompleteness error.
Comments
Standard comments about incompleteness diagnosis apply here. To decrease
the search space, it is useful to start the diagnosis from a ground instance Aθ ∈
/
Scompl of the symptom A (instead of A itself). The same for each symptom B
found during the search – re-start the computation and the diagnosis from an
appropriate instance of B.
Often an incorrectness error coincides with an incompleteness error – a wrong
answer is produced instead of a correct one. The programmer learns about this
when facing an incorrect answer Bi (appearing in a top-level trace). A standard
advice in such case [DNTM89,Nai92] is to switch to incorrectness diagnosis. This
is because incorrectness diagnosis is simpler, and it locates an error down to a
program clause (not to a whole procedure, as incompleteness diagnosis does). The
gain of such switch is less obvious in our case, since the eﬀort needed for incorrectness diagnosis (Algorithm 4) seems not smaller than that for incompleteness
(Algorithm 5).

4

Conclusions

Prolog makes declarative logic programming possible – programs may be written
and reasoned about in terms of their declarative semantics, to a substantial extent
abstracting from the operational semantics. This advantage is lost when it comes
to locating errors in programs, as the Prolog debugger works solely in terms of the
operational semantics. This paper is an attempt to study if and how the Prolog
debugger can be used for declarative programming. It presents how the debugger
can be used to perform incorrectness and incompleteness diagnosis. The debugger
used is that of SICStus; the presented approach is inapplicable to the debugger
of SWI-Prolog, as the latter does not display unique invocation numbers.
We may informally present the underlying idea of this paper in a diﬀerent
way: To understand what program execution can tell us about the declarative
semantics of the program, we need to be able to obtain the following information.
1. For a given atomic answer A, what are the top-level answers that have lead to
A? 7 2. For a given atomic query Q, and for each top-level atomic query B in the
computation for Q, what are all the answers for B?
It turns out that the information needed to declaratively locate errors in
logic programs is diﬃcult and tedious to obtain by means of a standard Prolog
7

The top-level answers are instances of the body atoms B1 , . . . , Bn , of the clause
H ← B1 , . . . , Bn that was used at the first LD-resolution step in computing the
answer A. This is formalized in Section 2.1 as top-level success trace.
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debugger. In the author’s opinion, this is a substantial drawback for employing
declarative logic programming in practice.
This drawback particularly concerns incorrectness diagnosis. Additionally, debugging of incorrectness seems more important than that of incompleteness. This
is because incompleteness is often caused by producing incorrect answers instead
of correct ones. Also, incorrectness diagnosis is more precise, as it locates the
erroneous fragment of the program more precisely than incompleteness diagnosis. Hence the first thing to do in order to facilitate more declarative debugging
is to implement a tool supporting incorrectness diagnosis. The author supposes
that it does not need to be a full implementation of an incorrectness diagnosis
algorithm. It should be suﬃcient to provide a tool for convenient browsing of a
proof tree (which provides an abstraction of the part of computation responsible
for the considered incorrect answer).
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Abstract. Benefits of static type systems are well-known: typically, they offer
guarantees that no type error will occur during runtime and, inherently, inferred
types serve as documentation on how functions are called. On the other hand,
many type systems have to limit expressiveness of the language because, in general, it is undecidable whether a given program is correct regarding types. Another
concern that was not addressed so far is that, for logic programming languages
such as Prolog, it is impossible to distinguish between intended and unintended
failure and, worse, intended and unintended success without additional annotations.
In this paper, we elaborate on and discuss the aforementioned issues. As an alternative, we present a static type analysis which is based on plspec. Instead of
ensuring full type-safety, we aim to statically identify type errors on a best-effort
basis without limiting the expressiveness of Prolog programs. Finally, we evaluate our approach on real-world code featured in the SWI community packages
and a large project implementing a model checker.
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1

Introduction

Dynamic type systems often enable type errors during development. Generally, this is
not too much of an issue as errors usually get caught early by test cases or REPL-driven
development. Prolog programs however do not follow patterns prevalent in other programming paradigms. Exception are thrown rarely and execution is resumed at some
prior point via backtracking instead, before queries ultimately fail. This renders it cumbersome to identify type errors, their location and when they occur.
There has been broad research on type systems offering a guarantee about the absence of type errors. Yet, in dynamic programming languages such as Prolog, a complete well-typing of arbitrary programs is undecidable [14]. Thus, in order for the type
system to work, the expressiveness of the language often is limited. This hinders adaptation to existing code severely, and, as a consequence, type errors are often ignored in
larger projects.
This paper contributes the following:
– A type analysis tool that can be used for any Prolog program without modification.
It can handle a proper “any” type and can easily be extended for any Prolog dialect.
– An empirical evaluation of the amount of inferred types during type analysis.
– Automatic inference and generation of pre- and postconditions.

2

A Note on Type Systems and Related Work

Static type systems have a huge success story, mostly in functional programming languages like Haskell [6], but also in some Prolog derivatives, such as Mercury [4]. Even
similar dynamic languages such as Erlang include a type specification language [5].
Many static type systems for logic programming languages have been presented [13],
including the seminal works of [12], which also influenced Typed Prolog [8], and a
pluggable type system for Yap and SWI-Prolog [16].
All type systems have some common foundations, yet usually vary in expressiveness. Some type systems suggest type annotations for functions or predicates, some
require annotations of all predicates or those of which the type cannot be inferred automatically to a satisfactory level. Yet, type checking of logic programs is, in general,
undecidable [14]. This renders only three feasible ways to deal with typing:
1. Allow only a subset of types, for which typing is decidable, e.g., regular types [2]
or even only mode annotations [15].
2. Require annotations where typing is not decidable without additional information.
3. Work on a best-effort basis which may let some type errors slip through.
Most type systems fall into the first or the second category. Yet, this usually limits how programs can be written: some efficient or idiomatic patterns may be rejected
by the type system. As an example, most implementations of the Hindley-Milner type
system [11] do not allow heterogeneous lists. Additionally, most type system refuse to
handle a proper “any” type, where not enough information is available and arguments
may, statically, be any arbitrary value. Such restrictions render adaptation of type systems to existing projects infeasible. Annotations, however, can be used to guide type
systems and allow more precise typing. The trade-off is code overhead introduced by
the annotations themselves, which are often cumbersome to write and to maintain.
Into the last category falls the work of Schrijvers et al. [16], and, more well-known,
the seminal work of Ciao Prolog [3] featuring a rich assertion language which can
be used to describe types. Unfortunately, [16] seems to be abandoned after an early
publication and the official release was removed. Ciao’s approach, on the other hand, is
very powerful, yet is incompatible with other Prolog dialects.
We strongly agree with the reasoning and philosophy behind Ciao stated in [3]: type
systems for languages such as Prolog must be optional in order retain the usefulness,
power and expressiveness of the language. Mycroft-O’Keefe identified two typical mistakes that can be uncovered: firstly, omitted cases and, secondly, transposed arguments.
We argue that omitted cases might as well be intended failure and, as such, should not
be covered by a type system at all. Additionally, traditional type systems such as the
seminal work of Mycroft-O’Keefe [12] often are not a good fit, as typing in Prolog is
a curious case: due to backtracking and goal failure, type errors may lead to behaviour
that is valid, yet unintended.
Backtracking Prolog predicates are allowed to offer multiple solutions which is often
referred to as non-determinism. Once a goal fails, execution continues at the last choice
point where another solution might be possible. Thus, if a predicate was called incorrectly, the program might still continue because another solution is found, e.g., based
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on other input. Consider an error in a specialised algorithm: if there is a choice point,
a solution might still be found if another, slower, fall-back implementation is invoked
via backtracking. Such errors could go unnoticed for a long time as they cannot be
uncovered by testing if a correct solution is still found in a less efficient manner.
Goal Failure Most ISO Prolog predicates throw an exception if they are called with
incorrect types. However, non-ISO predicates (such libraries as code written by programmers) usually fail as no solution is found because the input does not match with
any clause. E.g., consider a predicate as trivial as member:
member(H, [H|_]).

member(E, [_|T]) :- member(E, T).

Querying member(1, [2,3,4]) will fail because the first argument is not in the
list, which is the second argument. We name this intended failure. Yet, if the second
argument is not a list, e.g., when called as member(1, 2), it will fail because the second argument is not a list. We call this unintended failure, as the predicate is called
incorrectly. The story gets even worse: additionally to failure cases, there can also be
unintended success. Calling member(2, [1, 2|foo]) is not intended to succeed, as
the second argument is not a list, yet the query returns successfully. Distinguishing between intended and unintended behaviour is impossible as they use the same signal, i.e.
goal failure (or success). We argue that the only proper behaviour would be to raise an
error on unintended input instead because this most likely is a programming error.
In this paper, we investigate the following questions: Can we implement an optional
type system that supports any Prolog dialect? How well does such a type system perform and is a subset of errors that are identified on best-effort basis sufficient? We think
that the most relevant class of errors is that an argument is passed incorrectly, i.e. the
type is wrong. Thus, an important question is how precise type inference by such a
type system could be. If it works well enough, popular error classes such as transposed
arguments, as described by [12], can be identified in most cases.
For this, we build on top of plspec [7] which offers some type annotations that can be
instrumented as runtime checks. Other libraries that provide annotations as presented,
e.g. in [3,16], can be supported by including minor syntactic transformations as plspec’s
feature set is very similar overall. In the following, the library and its annotations are
presented, as they form the foundations for a static type analysis on top.

3

Foundation: plspec

plspec is an ad-hoc type system that executes type checks at runtime via co-routining.
With plspec, it is possible to add two kinds of annotations. The first kind of annotation
allows introduction of new types. plspec offers three different ways for this. For our
type system, we currently focus only on the first one and implement shipped special
cases that fall under the third category, i.e. tuples, lists and compound terms:
1. recombination of existing types
2. providing a predicate that acts as characteristic function
3. rules to check part of a term and generate new specifications for sub-terms
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plspec’s built-in types are shown in
any
Fig. 1. They correspond to Prolog types,
with the addition of “exact”, which only alnonvar
var
lows a single specified atom (like a zeroarity compound), and “any”, which allows
ground
any value. Some types are polymorphic, e.g.
lists can be instantiated to lists of a spe- compound
atomic
cific type. There are also two combinators,
one_of that allows union types as well as
atom
string
list
number
and, which is the intersection of two types.
(SWI only)
Combination of built-in types is certainly
empty list exact
int float
very expressive. While such structures cannot be inferred easily without prior definiFig. 1. Abstract Type Domain
tion, as a realistic example, it is possible to
define a tree of integer values by using the one_of combinator as follows:
defspec(tree, one_of([int, compound(node(tree, int, tree))])).
Valid trees are 1, node(1, 2, 3), node(node(0, 1, 2), 3, 4) but not, e.g.
tree(1, 2, 3), where the functor does not match, or node(a, b, c) which stores
atoms instead of integer values. Note that it is also possible to use a wildcard type
to define a tree tree(specvar(X)), which passes the variable down into its nodes.
specvars are a placeholder to express that two or more terms share a common, but
arbitrary type. This can be used to define template-like data structures which can be
instantiated as needed, e.g., as a tree(int).
The second kind of annotations specifies how predicates may be called and, possibly, what parameters are return values. We re-use two different annotations for that:
1. Preconditions specify types for all arguments of a predicate. For a call to be valid,
at least one precondition has to be satisfied.
2. Postconditions add promises for a predicate: if the predicate was called with certain
types and if the call was successful, specified type information holds on exit.
Both pre- and postconditions must be valid for every clause of the specified predicate. Consider a variation of member/2, where the second argument has to be a list of
atoms, and the first argument can either be an atom or var:
atom_member(H,[H|_]).

atom_member(E,[_|T]) :- atom_member(E,T).

Instead of checking the terms in the predicate, type constraints describing intended input
are added via plspec’s pre- and postconditions. The following preconditions express the
valid types one has to provide: the first argument is either a variable or an atom, and the
second argument must be a list of atoms.
:- spec_pre(atom_member/2, [var, list(atom)]).
:- spec_pre(atom_member/2, [atom, list(atom)]).
As the second argument is always a ground list of atoms, we can assure callers of
atom_member/2, that the first term is bound after the execution using a postcondition:
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:- spec_post(atom_member/2, [var, list(atom)], [atom, list(atom)]).
Postconditions for a predicate are defined using two argument lists: they are read as
an implication. For atom_member/2 above, this means that “if the first argument is a
variable and the second argument is a list of atoms, and if atom member/2 succeeds,
it is guaranteed that the second argument is still a list of atom, but also that the first
argument will be bound to an atom”. If the premise of the postcondition does not hold
or the predicate fails, no information is gained.
Extensions to plspec The traditional understanding if there are two instances of the
same type variable, e.g. in a call such as spec_pre(identity/2, [X, X]), is that
both arguments share all types. Yet, we want to improve on the expressiveness of,
say, spec_pre(member/2, [X, list(X)]), and allow heterogeneous lists. This extension is not yet implemented in plspec itself and is only part of the static analysis in plstatic. In order to express how the type of type variables is defined, we use
compatible for the homogeneous and union for the heterogeneous case.
If a list is assigned the type list(compatible(X)), every item in the list is assigned the type compatible(X). Now plstatic checks whether all these terms share
all types, thus enforcing a homogeneous list. Analogously, if a list is assigned the type
list(union(X)), every item in the list is assigned the type union(X). But instead of
intersecting, plstatic collects the types of these terms and builds a union type.
To give an example for the semantics of compatible and union, the list [1, a] has
the inner type one_of([int, atom]) under the semantics of a union, and results in a
type error (as the intersection of int and atom is empty) if its elements should be compatible. A correct annotation for member/2 would be the following postcondition:
spec_post(member/2,[any,list(any)],[compatible(X),list(union(X))]),
i.e., the list is heterogeneous, and the type of the first argument must occur in this list.

4

Our Type System

In the following, we describe a prototype named plstatic. It uses an abstract interpreter
in order to collect type information on Prolog programs and additionally to identify
type errors on a best-effort basis, without additional annotations. The tool is available
at https://github.com/isabelwingen/prolog-analyzer.
Purpose and Result The tool plstatic performs a type analysis on the provided code.
All inferred information can be written out in form of annotations in plspec syntax,
or HTML data that may serve, e.g., as documentation. Naturally, plstatic shows an
overview of type errors, which were found during the analysis.
As typing can be seen as a special case of abstract interpretation [1], we use plspec’s
annotations to derive an abstract value, i.e. a type, for terms in a Prolog clause. Abstract
types correspond to the types shown in Fig. 1, where a type has an edge pointing to a
strict supertype. However, as distinguishing ground from nonvar terms often is important, compound terms are tried to be abstracted to the ground type first, represented by
the dashed edge. We use the least upper bound and greatest lower bound operations as
they are induced by the type subset relation. This analysis is done statically and without
concrete interpretation of Prolog code, based on plspec annotations and term literals.
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A Note on Annotations plstatic works without additional annotations in the analysed
code. We are able to derive type information from (a subset of) built-in (ISO) predicates.
For those predicates, we provided pre- and postconditions, which are also processed by
the term expander. We also annotated a few popular libraries, e.g. the lists library.
For predicates lacking annotations, types can be derived if type information exists
for predicates called in their body or can be inferred from unification with term structure
in the code. Derived types describe intended success for the unannotated predicate.
Naturally, precision of the type analysis improves with more annotations.
4.1

Tool Architecture

plstatic is implemented in Clojure, a Lisp dialect running on the JVM. It might as well
have been implemented as a meta-interpreter in Prolog, but Clojure allows easier integration into text editors, IDEs and potentially also web services. However, this requires
to extract a representation of the Prolog program. We decided against parsing Prolog as
operator definitions are hard to add during runtime and it is guaranteed to lose transformations done by term expanders1 . Instead, we add a term expander ourselves before
we load the program. It implements plspec’s syntax for annotations and extracts those
alongside the program itself. All gathered information is written into a separate file in
edn syntax2 , which can easily be read back in Clojure.
plstatic consists of two parts: an executable jar containing the tool for static analysis
and the aforementioned Prolog term expander. The architecture of plstatic is pictured
in Fig. 2. The analysis core is started with parameters specifying the path to a Prolog
source file or directory and a Prolog dialect (for now, “swipl” or “sicstus”). Additionally,
the path to the term expander can be passed as an argument as well, if another syntax
for annotations than plspec’s is desired.
Special care has to be taken when an entire directory is analysed: when modules are
included, it is often not obvious where a predicate is located. In particular, it can be hard
to decide whether a predicate is user-defined, shipped as part of a library or part of the
built-in predicates available in the user namespace. Thus, when the edn-file is imported,
a data structure is kept in order to resolve calls correctly.
As our evaluation in Section 5 uses untrusted third-party code, we take care that the
Prolog code, that may immediately run when loaded, is not executed. Instead, the term
expander does not return any clause, effectively removing the entire program during
compilation. Trusted term expanders can be loaded beforehand if required.
4.2

Analysis

Our approach to type inference implements a classical abstract interpreter. In the first
phase, every clause is analysed individually. We use plspec’s annotations of the clause
and the sub-goals to derive an abstract type domain for all terms in the clause.
In the second phase, we broaden the analysis to a global scope: After the first phase,
we have obtained a typing for every clause, which describes the types that the terms
1
2

Term expansion is a mechanism that allows source-to-source transformation.
https://github.com/edn-format/edn
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Analysis Core (Clojure)

call prolog (1)

read (4)
edn

Term Expander
load (2)

write (3)

Source File(s)

Fig. 2. Tool Architecture
Lore
{:dom atom}

:arg 0

brother(Lore,Data)
{:dom tuple([atom,atom])}

:arg 1

Data
{:dom atom}

Fig. 3. An Example Environment (Using edn-Formatted Maps)

have after a successful execution of the clause. The inferred type information for all
clauses of a predicate, can be stored as a postcondition. Perhaps this postcondition is
more accurate than the already provided one. In this case, the analysis of a predicate p
would in turn improve the analysis result for clauses that call p.
So, we create new postconditions for every predicate. Afterwards, we repeat the
first and the second phase, until, eventually, a fixpoint is reached. As the type domains
are finite, the types of the single terms can only reach a certain degree of accuracy.
Therefore, a fixpoint will be reached eventually. Then, no further information can be
obtained and the type analysis terminates.
Example: Rate My Ship The following code will accompany us during this section.
ship ( Ship ) : - member ( Ship , [ destiny , galactica , enterprise ]).
rating ( stars ( Rate )) : - member ( Rate , [1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5]).
rate_my_ship (S , R ) : - ship ( S ) , rating ( R ).

Preparation Before the analysis, we prepare the edn produced by the term expander.
To determine the module of a sub-goal, a mapping of modules to predicates as well as
imports is kept in order find the correct module of each predicate call. For every loaded
predicate, we check, if there are pre- and postconditions specified. Otherwise, they are
created containing any-types during the preparation as follows:
The construction uses the literals in the clause heads. Lists, compounds and the
different atomic terms are recognised as such. For variable terms, we assume the type
any. Consider the clause head check(nil, foo(X,Y)), for which plstatic creates
[one_of([var,atom(nil)]), one_of([var, compound(foo(any, any))])]
as a precondition, and [any,any] => [atom(nil),compound(foo(any, any))])
as a postcondition. It is important that the created pre- and postconditions are general
enough to be valid for every clause.
Below, we show the generated specs for our example after the preparation step:
::::::-

spec_pre ( ship /1 , [ any ]).
spec_post ( ship /1 , [ any ] , [ any ]).
spec_pre ( rating /1 , [ one_of ([ var , compound ([ stars ( any )])])]).
spec_post ( rating /1 , [ any ] , [ compound ([ stars ( any )])]).
spec_pre ( rate_my_ship /2 , [ any , any ]).
spec_post ( rate_my_ship /2 , [ any , any ] , [ any , any ]).
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Phase 1: Clause-Local Analysis Because of the logic nature of prolog, it is not sufficient to store the current type for a variable at a given point, as relationships between
terms caused, e.g., by unification, have to be considered as well.
Contrary to traditional approaches, we use an environment in form of a directed
graph to store relationships between variables per clause. Every term that occurs in the
currently considered clause is represented as a node in the environment. The inferred
types of the terms are saved as attributes in the corresponding nodes. Relationships between terms and sub-terms (e.g. [H|T]) or postconditions are saved as labelled edges
between the term nodes. An example is given in Fig. 3, where the structure of a compound term brother(Lore, Data) is shown.
During the analysis of a clause, the type domains of the terms are updated and their
precision is improved. For this, annotations of called predicates and the relationships
between the terms are considered. When new type information about a term is gained,
the greatest lower bound is calculated by intersecting both domains. When considering
variables in Prolog however, this comes with some pitfalls that are discussed in more
details in Step 2. If the type intersection is empty, no concrete value is possible for the
Prolog term and a type error is reported. However, we have to assume that all given
annotations are correct.
Step 1: Clause Head The environment is initialised with all terms occurring in the
head of the clause. Information about the head of the clause can be derived from the
preconditions. According to plspec, at least one precondition must be fulfilled.
Consider the following example: the predicate cake(X, Y) is annotated with the
preconditions [atom, int] and [int, atom]. This means that cake/2 expects an
atom and an integer, no matter the order. We might derive one_of([atom, int]) as
type for both X and Y. Then, X=1,Y=2 would be valid input, as both fulfil their individual
type constraint, but together, they violate the original precondition. To prevent such
errors, we create an artificial tuple containing all arguments, whose domain is a uniontype containing all supplied preconditions. This artificial term functions as a “watcher”,
and ensures all type constraints. For the cake predicate, the term [X,Y] is added to
the environment, with one_of([tuple([atom,int]), tuple([int,atom])]) as
its type. Once we know a more specific type for, e.g., Y, we can derive which of the two
options must be valid for the “watcher”, and therefore, we can derive a type for X. The
environment is pictured in Fig. 4.
Due to page limitations, we only present the environment of rating/1.
[ Rate ]
Rate

domain : tuple ([ compound ( stars ([ any ]))]).
domain : compound ( stars ([ any ])).

A Note on Compound and List Terms Whenever a type is added to the domain of a
compound or list term, types for the children of this term are automatically derived and
added to their domain, if possible.
Step 2: Evaluate Body We analyse the body step by step, making use of (generated
or annotated) pre- and postconditions of all sub-goals one after another using abstract
8

X {:dom one of([atom,int])}

Y {:dom one of([atom,int])}

:is-head

:is-head

[X,Y]
{:dom one of([tuple([atom,int]),
tuple([int,atom])])}

:is-tail

[Y] {:dom
one of([tuple([int]),
tuple([atom])])}

Fig. 4. Environment with a Watcher (Using edn-Formatted Maps)
Table 1. Environment for rate my ship/2
Variable Term
[S, R]
[R]
R
S

Clause Head
tuple([any, any])
tuple([any])
any
any

after 1st sub-goal
tuple([any, any])
tuple([any])
any
any

after 2nd sub-goal
tuple([any, any])
tuple([any])
compound(star([any]))
any

types as values. On the first occurrence of a term, it is added to the environment. Similarly, to the clause head, at least one precondition of the sub-goal must be compatible
with the combination of the arguments it is called with.
The analysis does not step into the sub-goal, and only uses pre- and postconditions.
A postcondition specifies type constraints on a term after the called predicate succeeds.
Thus, it is checked which premises of postconditions are fulfilled. Then, the greatest
lower bound of the current type domain and the possible conclusion of the postconditions is calculated in order to improve precision. An example is shown in Table 1.
A Note on Type Variables We have introduced two new kinds of type variables (cf. Section 3): union and compatible. It is possible to use union(X) or compatible(X),
where X is a type variable. Both are placeholders for yet unknown types and express
two different relationships between terms:
Every term that is assigned the type union(X) contributes to the definition of the
type that is X. The connection is made by adding a labelled edge :union between
the term and X. Then, the domains of the terms are filled as described. At the end of
the analysis step, the union type is inferred via the least upper bound of all connected
terms.
On the other hand, terms that are assigned the type compatible(X), must be compatible with all other occurrences of this type, and the inferred union type of X, implying
that their intersection is not empty. As with the union type, we create a labelled edge
:compatible connecting the term to X. These edges are processed after all union edges
have been visited. We create the intersection of all involved terms, and assign it to the
domain of all terms connected via a :compatible edge.
In order to determine the type for a union type variable, it is required to know all
contributing terms. If a term is known to be a compound or a list of a known size,
the assigned type is passed down to its sub-terms using the mechanisms described
above. Yet, consider a term that is a Prolog variable, e.g. T, with the inferred type
9

list(union(X)). Then, the length of the list and its possible elements are unknown,
as the Prolog variable might be bound at a later point.This requires an additional step in
order to ensure that the domain for the type variable X is compiled correctly: we opted
to add a :has-type edge to the environment, which connects a Prolog variable, e.g T,
to an artificially created variable T__<uuid> storing the inner type, i.e. union(X) in
the example above. Whenever the domain of the variable is updated, so is its list type.
The artificial list type variable then is connected with union(X).
For compound and tuple type specifications, an artificial term is created and linked
to the variable term via an edge labelled :artificial. This is required to mimic unification of Prolog variables. Whenever the domain of the variable term is updated, the
artificial term’s domain is updated as well. Finally, the information is propagated into
the corresponding sub-terms if required.
Have a look at member/2 used in the body of ship/1. The provided postcondition is
post_spec(member/2, [any, any], [compatible(X), list(union(X))]).
Therefore, after analysing the body of ship/1, we obtain the following environment:
galactica
destiny
enterprise
Ship

atom
atom
atom
atom

galactica
destiny
enterprise
Ship

---- union - - - >
---- union - - - >
---- union - - - >
- compatible - >

X
X
X
X

Step 3: Term Relationships After analysing the body, all terms in the clause are included
in the environment. Then, nodes that may be destructured, i.e. lists and compound terms,
are looked up in the graph. As sub-terms, e.g. X in a(X), can be used individually, i.e.
without their enclosing compound term, in subsequent sub-goals, inferred information
has to be propagated back to the larger compound term. We introduce the following
edges in order to provide the necessary mechanism:
For lists, we extract the head and tail terms and add them to the environment, if they
are not already contained. Those terms are marked with special edges :is-tail and
:is-head (cf. Fig. 4) pointing to the original list. For compounds, we add the argument
terms to the environment and store the position of every term in the compound by adding
an edge :pos (cf. Fig. 3).
The following edges are added to the environment for rate_my_ship/2:
R --is-head--> [R], S --is-head--> [S, R] and [R] --is-tail--> [S, R]
A Note on Prolog Variables The any-type can be split into two disjoint sets: variables
and non-variable terms. Non-variable terms may only be inferred to be more concrete
in every step unless a type error is determined. Yet, Prolog variables have the unique
property that their type can change, as they can be bound to, say, an atom, which is not
a sub-type. To take this into account, a different intersection mechanism is required for
variables:
–
–
–
–

Preconditions of the currently analysed predicate may render a variable non-variable.
Preconditions of a called sub-goal cannot render a variable term non-variable.
Postconditions of a called sub-goal may render a variable term non-variable.
Once a Prolog variable is bound to a non-variable, it behaves like any non-variable.
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Step 4: Fixed-Point Algorithm During the prior steps, we have added some edges. These
are now used to update the domains of the linked terms using the knowledge expressed
by the edges. If the environment no longer changes, we have consumed all collected
knowledge and have found a preliminary result.
R links back to the list it is part of in the environment of rate_my_ship/2. We can
therefore update those terms containing R, as we have found a more precise type for R.
[S , R ]
[R]
R
S

tuple ([ any , compound ( star ([ any ]))]).
tuple ([ compound ( star ([ any ]))])
R
- head - > [ R ]
compound ( star ([ any ]))
S
- head - > [S , R ]
any
[ R ] - tail - > [S , R ]

Phase 2: Global Propagation of Type Information During the local analysis, each
clause was inspected in isolation. The type domains in the returned environments contain the types after a successful execution of a clause with the initial knowledge. The
gathered information can be propagated to the caller of the corresponding predicate in
order to improve the precision of the type inference.
Each environment can be used to generate a conclusion of a postcondition. If a
predicate succeeds, at least one of its clauses succeeded. As a postcondition must be
valid for the entire predicate, the conclusion of a new postcondition is the union of the
all gained conclusions of the corresponding clauses. This newly gained knowledge (in
form of a postcondition) is added to the analysed data for every predicate. Afterwards,
both local analysis and global propagation are triggered, until a fixed point is reached.
Inferred pre- and postconditions can be written out after analysis in plspec’s syntax.
Example: append/2 Consider the append program:
append ([] , Y , Y ).

append ([ H | T ] , Y , [ H | R ]) : - append (T , Y , R ).

For the first clause, plstatic would derive the types [list(any), any, any]. For the
second clause, we gain no additional information from the body, because append/2
is calling itself, so we derive the types [list(any), any, list(any)]. To create
a conclusion of a postcondition for the predicate, we need to combine the results of
the two clauses. Unfortunately, as the type of the third argument is any in one case,
it swallows the more precise type list(any). We obtain the following conclusion:
[list(any), any, any]. While the intention is that the second and third arguments
are lists as well, this cannot be inferred without annotations.
As you have probably noticed, plstatic has not yet found the accurate type atom
for S or R in rate_my_ship/2. This is because the pre- and postconditions of ship/1
have not been updated yet, so plstatic has no way of knowing that S is an atom. In
the first phase, we have concluded that the argument given to ship/1 must be of type
atom after a successful execution. As ship/1 has only one clause, we can infer the
postcondition: :- post_spec(ship/1, [any], [atom]). Analogously, we obtain
:- post_spec(rating/1, [any], [compound(stars([atom]))]).
The propagation of the newly gained knowledge is shown in Table 2. Afterwards
we can update the pre- and postconditions for rate_my_ship/2, but ship/1 and
rating/1 are not affected from this. If our program has no more clauses, the fixpoint
is reached, and the analysis stops.
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Table 2. Environment for rate my ship/2
Variable Term
[S, R]
[R]
R
S

Newly Gained Knowledge
tuple([any, compound(star([any]))])
tuple([compound(star([any]))])
compound(star([atom]))
atom

After Propagation
tuple([atom, compound(star([atom]))])
tuple([compound(star([atom]))])
compound(star([atom]))
atom

A Note on Backtracking Preconditions specify a condition which must be fulfilled at
the moment of the call, and postconditions can provide information about the type of
the used terms after a successful execution. The caller of a predicate is unaware which
clause provided the result. Thus, the union of all gained type information has to be considered in the second phase. As a result, it is safe to ignore backtracking: yet, precision
could in some cases be improved if clause ordering and cuts (!) were considered.

5

Evaluation

To our knowledge, papers on type systems for Prolog usually omit an evaluation of their
applicability for existing, real-world Prolog code and offer insights on their type inference mechanisms on small toy examples, such as the well-known append predicate.
However, we want to consider code that is more involved than homework assignments.
There is no indication to what extent type inference approaches are applicable to the real
world, or how much work has to be spent re-writing code for full-fledged type systems.
In contrast, we baptise plstatic by fire and evaluate for how many variables in the
code we can infer a type that is more precise than any. For this, we use smaller SWI
community packages3 , as well as P RO B [9], a model checker and constraint solver that
currently consists of more than 120 000 lines of Prolog code.
5.1

Known Limitations

Currently, we face three limitations in plstatic: firstly, as we try to avoid widening whenever possible, i.e., we try to use the most precise type like a one_of instead of generalising to their common supertype, performance is not too good. Analysis of small projects
runs neglectably fast, yet P RO B requires several hours to complete a full analysis. Secondly, libraries throw a wrench into our scheme: modern Prolog systems pre-compile
the code. Hence, meta-programs, such as term expanders, cannot access their clauses.
Thus, library code is not considered and plstatic has to rely on annotations. Currently,
we only provide annotations for large parts of the lists library (for both SWI Prolog and
SICStus Prolog) and the AVL tree library (for SICStus Prolog only). Otherwise, for all
library predicates that are not annotated, an any type has to be assumed. Thirdly, we
currently do not consider disjunctions and if-then-else constructs, but may gain additional precision once this is implemented.
3

http://www.swi-prolog.org/pack/list
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Table 3. Amount of Inferred Types for Variables
Repository
# Variables Inferred Types Unknown Calls
bddem
196
31.63 %
57.6 %
dia
400
68.5 %
8.23 %
maybe
32
6.25 %
70.0 %
plsmf
67
37.31 %
37.5 %
quickcheck
122
42.6 %
34.1 %
thousands
19
94.73 %
0.0 %
? SWI Community Packages
68344
21.8 %
39.0 %
P RO B
81893
21.2 %
20.8 %

Additionally, there is an inherent limitation in our analysis strategy: some predicates
may really work on any type, e.g. term type checking predicates (such as ground/1
or nonvar/1) or the member/2 predicate regarding the first argument. As no similar
analysis for Prolog programs exists yet and type inference by hand is infeasible for
large programs, it is certainly hard to gauge the precision of our type inference.
5.2

Empirical Evaluation

100

Any Types in %

In Table 3, the results of some repos80
itories4 and the mean value of the
198 smallest community packages is
60
shown. We give the amount of Pro40
log variables, and the percentage of
which we can infer a type that is a
20
strict sub-type of any. For reference,
we also give the amount of calls
0
to unknown predicates in order to
0
20
40
80
100
60
Unknown Calls in %
give an idea how many missing types
are caused by, e.g., library predicates
lacking annotations. Though, once a Fig. 5. Correlation Between Unknown Calls and Invariable is assigned an any type, the ferred Types
missing precision typically is passed on to terms that are interacting with the any term
as the predicate is implemented in a library.
At first glance, the fraction of inferred types seems to be rather low. For some repositories, such as “dia” and “thousands”, a specific type could be inferred for a large percentage of variables. Note that in return, the amount of unknown calls is relatively low.
Then, there are repositories such as “bddem” and “plsmf”, which both are wrappers of
a C library. As such, the interop predicates are unknown and the inferred types are significantly lower. Finally, there are packages like “maybe”, “quickcheck” and projects
such as P RO B, that make use of other libraries, conditional compilation, meta-calls and
other features that decrease accuracy of type inference.
4

Full results: https://github.com/pkoerner/plstatic-results/tree/lopstr19
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Overall, we were surprised how small the amount of inferred types was. Though,
one has to consider that a large amount of predicates are library calls, e.g. into the
popular CLP and CHR libraries. In Fig. 5, we show this relation. One can clearly recognise that (unknown) library calls negatively impact the results of our type analysis. Yet,
many auxiliary predicates are written to be polymorphic and deal with any type.
plstatic was able to find several errors: many SWI libraries have been broken with
changes introduced in SWI Prolog 7 [18]. Strings now are proper strings, where legacy
code relies on the assumption that they are represented as code lists. Furthermore,
plstatic located calls in P RO B that were guaranteed to fail every time due to type errors.
These calls decide whether a backend is usable in order to solve a given predicate and
always fail. Thus, the errors have gone unnoticed for eight years, as the backend simply
was not used. One error was reported due to missing term expansion as we did not execute untrusted Prolog code. We found another false-positive due to meta predicate annotations which add the module to a goal, thus altering the term structure. Additionally,
we found some extensions SICStus Prolog made to the ISO standard that we were not
aware of: e.g., arithmetic expressions allow expressions such as X is integer(3.14)
or log(2, 42) that are not part of ISO Prolog but valid in SICStus Prolog were reported as errors in our type describing arithmetic expressions.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented plstatic, a tool that re-uses its annotations in order to verify
types statically where possible. plstatic was able to locate type errors in several existing Prolog repositories. Yet, without annotations of further libraries, the amount of
actual inferred types remains relatively low. We invite the Prolog community to discuss
whether such type annotations are desired and should be shipped as part of packages.
There remains some work in plstatic: performance bottlenecks need to be reviewed
to reduce the time required for analysis. Furthermore, the analysis would heavily benefit from a mechanism for the term expander to hook into library packages or manual
annotations. It might also be possible to analyse some pre-compiled library beforehand
and re-use those results in the analysis of the main program. We also plan to implement
semantics for new types, for which the structure is not specified, but they may only be
created by libraries. E.g., Prolog streams are impossible to create one without calling
the corresponding predicates. Other examples include ordered sets or AVL trees, where
it is possible to create or manipulate such a term, but it is heavily discouraged as it is
very easy to introduce subtle errors.
Moreover, it would be exciting to compare the amount of inferred types to similar
implementations such as CiaoPP. We assume their analysis to be stronger, but suspect
that Ciao’s approach might not scale as well for larger programs. Yet, comparison might
be hindered, again, because features of other Prolog systems are not supported.
In [17] and also in the evaluation of plspec [7], it was determined that the overhead
of run-time type checks can be enormous, especially if applied to recursive predicates.
With additional type information, a large amount of run-time checks can be eliminated,
as, e.g., proposed by [17]. It is fairly straightforward to generate a list of already discharged annotations and use that as a blacklist in plspec.
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It is well-known that compilers often benefit heavily from type information. An interesting research question is to investigate the impact of type information, e.g. gained
by plstatic or by annotations, when added to the binding-time analysis of a partial evaluator, such as L OGEN [10]. This might greatly reduce the work required of manually
improving generated annotations in order to gain additional performance.
As a more pragmatic approach to future work, it would be greatly appreciated if the
state-of-the-art of Prolog development tooling could be improved. Currently, IDEs and
editor integrations are lacking. Including type information would be a great start.
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Abstract. We present new algorithms to compute the Syntactic Closure
and the Minimal Cover of a set of functional dependencies, using strategic
port graph rewriting. We specify a Visual Domain Specific Language
to model relational database schemata as port graphs, and provide an
extension to port graph rewriting rules. Using these rules we implement
strategies to compute a syntactic closure, analyse it and find minimal
covers, essential for schema normalisation. The graph program provides a
visual description of the computation steps coupled with analysis features
not available in other approaches. We prove soundness and completeness
of the computed closure. This methodology is implemented in PORGY.
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1

Introduction

Relational database design includes conceptual and logical modelling, as well as
physical modelling. The theory behind these steps is well-understood (it is part
of the syllabus of many databases courses [16]), and highlights the advantages of
developing normalised database designs. Yet, database professionals often consider normalisation too cumbersome and do not apply normalisation theory, due
to the lack of adequate tools to support logical modelling [6].
Formal, graph-based approaches to database design have used labelled graphs
or hypergraphs [1,5,7]. We advocate a new approach to database modelling using attributed port graphs, which are graphs where edges are connected to nodes
at specific points, called ports. Attributes of nodes, edges and ports are used
to represent properties of the system modelled. Port graphs were introduced
in [2] to model biochemical systems and have been used in various domains [14].
Port graphs are a good data structure to store and to visualise relational schema:
ports provide additional visual information about the design. We propose to represent relational attributes and functional dependencies as nodes, and use edges
to link attributes and dependencies; ports indicate the role of the attribute in
the dependency. This representation has advantages when computing properties
of the schema, such as syntactic closure of the set of dependencies, a crucial step
in producing a normalised schema. We specify an algorithm to compute closures
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using port graph rewriting rules controlled by strategies. Our system has been
implemented in Porgy [3] – a visual, interactive modelling tool. Porgy provides a graphical interface to specify an initial model, port graph rewriting rules
and strategies. It displays the set of rewrite derivations (a derivation tree) and
includes features such as cycle detection, to facilitate debugging.
Summarising, our main contributions are:
1. a Visual Domain Specific Language (VDSL) specifically tailored to model
relational database schemata (Section 3);
2. a new visual representation of Armstrong’s axioms to infer functional dependencies, using the port graph VDSL mentioned above (Section 4.1);
3. a sound and complete strategic graph program to compute the syntactic
closure of a set of functional dependencies, with examples (Sections 4.2,4.3);
4. an implementation3 in Porgy, together with a set of techniques to query
the relational database design, using Porgy’s derivation tree and graphical
interface to analyse properties of the model: In particular, we show how to
solve the membership problem (Section 4.4);
5. a strategy and a set of transformation rules to simplify sets of dependencies,
as required to compute a minimal cover (Section 5).
Related Work. Hypergraphs are used for relational database design in [7,13].
Using directed graphs candidate keys of a relation are computed in polynomial
time [24]. A special family of labelled graphs, FD-graphs, were introduced in [5]
to obtain closures of functional dependencies. In terms of graph transformations
for database modelling we highlight two works. Hypergraph rewriting was used
for the representation of functional dependencies [7] and Triple Graph Grammars
were used to optimise a database schema [17].
Our contribution and main di↵erence with respect to these works is the design of a domain-specific visual language with emphasis on interactive modelling,
including strategies to control the application of rules, and the use of the derivation tree as part of the visualisation framework, giving the modeller access to all
the sequences of transformation steps, to facilitate the analysis of the system.
Port graphs were used to compute transitive closures in [27]. Here we compute
the full Armstrong closure (not just transitive closure), and show how to use
the derivation tree to analyse closures and answer queries about the database
model, such as whether a given functional dependency is in the closure of a set
of dependencies (the membership problem), and compute minimal covers.
Porgy’s strategy language is strongly inspired by PROGRES [25], GP [23]
and by strategy languages developed for term rewriting [11,19]. None of the
available graph rewriting tools permits users to visualise the derivation tree, as
in Porgy, where users can interactively visualise alternative derivations, follow the development of specific redexes, etc. When computing the closure of
a set of dependencies, the derivation tree permits to see how each dependency
is generated, o↵ering a direct visualisation of the inference steps according to
Armstrong’s axioms.
3
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2.1

3

Background
Relational Databases

We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of logical design of relational databases [22], in particular, the definitions of: relation schema, attribute,
candidate key and functional dependency (FD). We refer to a single attribute
with letters from the beginning of the alphabet A, B, . . . and to attribute sets
with letters from the end of the alphabet W, X, Y, Z. Let R(A) = {R1 , . . . , Rk }
be a set of relation schemata over a set A of attributes. Let FD = {⌃1 , . . . , ⌃k }
be the respective sets of functional dependencies and CK = {C1 , . . . , Ck } be
the respective sets of candidate keys. A relational database schema is a tuple
DB = (R(A), FD, CK).
We assume familiarity with the inference rules known as Armstrong’s Axioms: Reflexivity (or Trivial Dependency), Augmentation, Transitivity, Union,
Decomposition, Pseudotransitivity. These rules are sound and complete [4,9].
From now on, by syntactic closure we will mean Amstrong’s syntactic closure,
that is, the set ⌃ + of all FDs that can be inferred from ⌃ using Armstrong’s
Axioms, or equivalently, using the sound and complete subset consisting of Reflexivity, Transitivity and Augmentation, stated below following Beeri et al. [9].
(A1) Reflexivity: if Y ✓ X then X ! Y .
(A2) Augmentation: if Z ✓ W and X ! Y then XW ! Y Z.
(A3) Transitivity: if X ! Y and Y ! Z then X ! Z.
Syntactic closures are used to compute minimal covers of sets of FDs. The
minimal cover ⌃min of ⌃ is a set of dependencies that fully represent ⌃ and
satisfy the following three conditions [21]:
1. all the FDs in ⌃min have singleton right sides;
2. ⌃min is left-reduced: if one attribute is removed from any left side then ⌃
can no longer be inferred from ⌃min ;
3. ⌃min is nonredundant: if any FD is removed from ⌃min then ⌃ can no longer
be inferred from it.
Our goal is to provide visual algorithms to compute syntactic closures and
minimal covers. This work assumes that a) FDs have singleton right sides and b)
there are no cyclical dependencies. Assumption (a) is standard in the relational
database literature, without loss of generality, under Armstrong’s Decomposition
rule. The problem of cyclical dependencies reduces to kernel search in a directed
graph which is NP-complete.
2.2

Port Graph Rewriting and Porgy

We recall the notion of attributed port graph rewriting (see [14] for more details).
Definition 1 (Attributed port graph). An attributed port graph
G = (V, P, E, D)F is a tuple (V, P, E, D) of pairwise disjoint sets where:
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– V is a finite set of nodes; n, n1 , . . . range over nodes;
– P is a finite set of ports; p, p1 , . . . range over ports;
– E is a finite set of edges between ports; e, e1 , . . . range over edges; two ports
may be connected by more than one edge;
– D is a set of records, which are sets of pairs attribute-value;
and a set F of functions Connect, Attach and Label such that:
– for each edge e 2 E, Connect(e) is the pair (p1 , p2 ) of ports connected by e;
– for each port p 2 P , Attach(p) is the node n to which the port belongs;
– Label : V [ P [ E 7! D is a labelling function that returns a record for each
element in V [ P [ E.
For each node n 2 V , Label(n) contains an attribute Interface whose value is
the list of names of its ports.
A port graph rewrite rule is itself a port graph L )C R consisting of two subgraphs L and R, called left-hand side and right-hand side, respectively, together
with an arrow node that links them. Each rule is characterised by its arrow
node, which has a unique name (the rule’s label), an optional attribute Where
defining a Boolean condition C that restricts the rule’s matching, and ports to
control the rewiring operations when rewriting steps are computed. Each port in
the arrow node has an attribute T ype that can have one of three di↵erent values:
bridge, wire and blackhole. A port of type bridge must have edges connecting it
to L and to R (one edge to L and one or more to R): it thus connects a port
from L to ports in R. A port of type blackhole must have edges connecting it
only to L (one edge or more). A port of type wire must have exactly two edges
connecting to L and no edge connecting to R.
The ports and edges associated with the arrow node specify a mapping between ports in the left and right-hand sides of the rule, following the SinglePushOut approach [20]. This mapping is used during rewriting, to redirect the
edges that connect the redex to the rest of the graph once the redex is rewritten
(as explained below).
For examples of rewrite rules, we refer the reader to Section 4. It is possible
to specify a rule condition requiring that a particular edge does NOT exist in
the graph to be rewritten. In Porgy such conditions are graphically represented
as a double line grey edge with an X, which is called an anti-edge [15].
A match g(L) of the left-hand side is found in G if there is a total port
graph morphism g from L to G such that if the arrow node has an attribute
Where with value C, then g(C) is true in G. C is of the form saturated(p1 ) ^ ... ^
saturated(pn ) ^ B, and saturated(g(pi )) holds if there are no edges between g(pi )
and ports outside g(L) in G – this ensures that no edges will be left dangling in
rewriting steps. B is a Boolean expression such that all its variables occur in L.
Let G be a port graph. A rewrite step G ) H via the port graph rewrite
rule L )C R is obtained by replacing in G a subgraph g(L) by g(R), where
g is a morphism from L to G satisfying C, and connecting g(R) to the rest of
the graph as indicated by the arrow-node edges in the rule: Any edges arriving
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to a port in g(L) connected by a bridge arrow port to R are transferred to the
corresponding ports in g(R); edges connecting to ports in g(L) that are connected
to a blackhole port in the arrow node are deleted. Wire ports in the arrow node
trigger a rewiring: the ports in G that connect to the ports in g(L) associated
to a wire port in the arrow node are linked by an edge in the rewritten graph.
A sequence of rewriting steps is called a derivation. A derivation tree is a
collection of rewriting derivations with a common root.
Porgy [14] includes functionality to create port graphs and port graph
rewrite rules, and to apply rules to graphs according to user-defined strategies.
The functions Connect and Attach (see Definition 1) are represented as attributes in records (i.e., records contain data attributes, visualisation attributes
such as colour or shape, and structural attributes such as Connect and Attach).
Rules are displayed as graphs, and edges that run between ports of L, R and the
arrow node are coloured red to distinguish them from normal edges. Porgy also
provides a visual representation of the rewriting derivations, which can be used
to analyse the rewriting system. Porgy’s strategy language allows us to control
the way derivations are generated. We can specify not only the rule to be used
in a rewriting step, but also the position where the rule should (or should not)
be applied. Formally, the rewriting engine works with graph programs.
Definition 2 (Graph Program). A graph program consists of a located port
graph, a set of port graph rewriting rules, and a strategy expression. A located
port graph is a port graph with two distinguished subgraphs: a position subgraph
and a banned subgraph, denoted GP
Q . Rewrite rules can only be applied to G if
they match a subgraph which superposes P and does not superpose Q.
We briefly describe below the strategy constructs that we use in our programs
(see [14] for more details). The keywords crtGraph, crtPos, crtBan denote,
respectively, the current graph being rewritten and its Position and Banned
subgraphs. For example, the strategy expression setPos(crtGraph) sets the
position graph as the full current graph. If T is a rule, then the strategy one(T )
randomly selects one possible redex for rule T in the current graph G, which
should superpose the position subgraph P and not overlap the banned subgraph
Q. This strategy fails if the rule cannot be applied. Constants id and fail denote
success and failure, respectively. while(S)[(n)]do(S 0 ) executes strategy S 0 (not
exceeding n iterations if the optional parameter n is specified) while S succeeds.
repeat(S)[max n] repeatedly executes a strategy S, not exceeding n times. It
can never fail (when S fails, it returns id).

3

Port Graphs for Database Modelling

First, we define a visual domain specific language (VDSL) for logical design of
relational databases. It includes a class of attributed port graphs to represent
objects of a relational database, and a language to specify rewrite rules and
strategies for those graphs. We also define Database Port Graphs, to represent
a relational database schema DB = (R(A), FD, CK) (see section 2.1).
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3.1

A Visual Domain Specific Language for Database Modelling

The visual building blocks of the language correspond to those of relational
databases. Port graph nodes will have an attribute DbType whose value indicates
the role of the node. To avoid confusion, we will use Proper Case for relational
database concepts (e.g., Attribute) and lower case for port graph concepts (e.g.,
attributed port graph).
We note here that an Attribute can occur in multiple relations. To this end,
we can define a conceptual attribute node. Then we can define an attribute
occurrence node to distinguish between appearances in di↵erent Relations. In
this work, from now on, we only use occurrences and we call them Attribute.
Definition 3 (Relational Database Port Graph VDSL, RDPG-VDSL).
A Relational Database Port Graph VDSL is an attributed port graph GRDB =
(V, P, E, D)F , such that V includes the following disjoint sets of nodes (as well
as application specific nodes):
–
–
–
–

VR : relation nodes (DbType = REL);
VA : attribute nodes (DbType = ATTR);
VF D : functional dependency nodes (DbType = FD);
VCK : candidate key nodes (DbType = CK).
P includes the following disjoint sets of ports:

–
–
–
–
–
–

PAT T : contained attribute ports pATT;
PREL : parent relation ports pREL;
PDA : dependency attribute ports pFD;
PF D : functional dependency ports pFDLHS and pFDRHS;
PCK : relation candidate key ports pCK;
PKEY : (candidate) key attribute ports pKEY.
and the functions Attach and Connect are such that:

if p 2 PAT T , Attach(p) 2 {VR [ VCK };
if p 2 PREL , Attach(p) 2 {VA [ VCK };
if p 2 PDA , Attach(p) 2 VA ;
if p 2 PF D , Attach(p) 2 VF D ; each node in VF D has two ports, pFDLHS
and pFDRHS;
– if p 2 PCK , Attach(p) 2 VR ;
– if p 2 PKEY , Attach(p) 2 VA .
–
–
–
–

Connect includes the following pairs of ports (and associated edges):
– Functional Dependency: (pFD, pFDLHS) and (pFDRHS, pFD), where pFD
2 PDA and pFDLHS, pFDRHS 2 PF D . Given a dependency ' : X ! A the
pFD port of every attribute node corresponding to X will be connected to the
pFDLHS port of the dependency node corresponding to ' and the pFDRHS
port of the FD node representing ' will be connected to the pFD port of the
attribute node representing A.
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– Attribute in relation: (pATT, pREL), where pATT 2 PA and pREL 2 PREL .
Given a relation Ri and its attribute A, the pATT port of the node representing Ri will be connected to the pREL port of the node representing A.
– Attribute in candidate key: (pATT, pKEY), where pATT 2 PA and pKEY 2
PCK . Given a candidate key CKi and every attribute Aj 2 CKi , the pKEY
port of the node corresponding to Aj will be connected to the pATT port of
the node corresponding to CKi .
– Candidate Key of Relation: (pREL, pCK), where pREL 2 PREL and pCK
2 PCK . Given a relation Ri and its candidate key CKj , the pCK port of
the node representing Ri will be connected to the pREL port of the node
representing CKj .
As a particular case of the above defined class, we now define the Database
Port Graph (DBPG) that represents DB = (R(A), FD, CK). Most importantly,
we constrain that one Relation is represented by only one relation node and
similarly, one FD is represented by only one FD node. Also, each Attribute
occurrence is represented by one attribute node. This design decision is based
on the separation of concerns principle.
Definition 4 (Database Port Graph, DBPG). A Database Port Graph is
an RDPG such that the following constraints are satisfied:
–
–
–
–

VR : one node DbType = REL per Relation schema in R;
VA : one node DbType = ATTR per Attribute occurrence in any of the Ri ;
VF D : one node DbType = FD per Functional Dependency in FD;
VCK : one node DbType = CK per Candidate Key in CK.

The Functional Dependency Port Graph (FDPGs) [27] is a particular case
of the above defined Database Port Graph, with Attribute and FD nodes only.
An example FDPG is given in Figure 10 in Appendix E.
3.2

Variadic Rewriting Rules

To deal with functional dependencies of various arities, previous works used
multiple rules [27] or internal data structures (e.g. compound node in [5]). Here,
we present an extension to the port graph rewriting rule language, called variadic
rewriting rules (VRRs), inspired by Variadic Interaction Nets [18]. A variadic
rule represents a family of rules that di↵er only in the number of times a subgraph
is repeated. First, we propose a container structure that clearly identifies in a
port graph the subgraph that will be repeated.
Definition 5 (Pattern Container). A pattern container is a subgraph within
a port graph such that if an edge links two ports that belong to the container, the
edge also belongs to the container.
A pattern container has two attributes: a name, and a multiplicity that specifies the maximum number of times the encapsulated pattern will be repeated.
Edges that connect a port in a pattern container and a port in the outside
graph are called variadic edges. Variadic edges also have an attribute multiplicity
to control the number of repetitions.
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Definition 6 (Variadic Port Graph Rewrite Rule, VRR). A variadic port
graph rewrite rule, denoted L )V R, is a port graph rewrite rule with at least
one pattern container on the LHS. Multiple pattern containers must not overlap.
Pattern container names must be unique on the LHS.
Given a VRR, we obtain its family of rules by running the Expansion algorithm defined below.
Definition 7 (Variadic Pattern Expansion). For each pattern container, we
generate i copies, where i is the value of the multiplicity attribute, as follows:
1. Synchronized Expansion:
If a pattern container is present on both sides of a VRR (i.e. their names are
identical), then the pattern is expanded in an iterative way on both sides of
the rule until i number of copies of the encapsulated subgraph are generated. If
variables are used in attributes then a di↵erent variable should be used in each
copy. The expansion iterator works pairwise; that is, not all combinations of
expansions are generated on LHS and RHS, but only the same number of
repetitions on the two sides.
2. LHS-only Expansion:
If the pattern container is defined on LHS only, the expansion happens on
LHS only, in the same iterative way.
If multiple patterns are defined, they are expanded independently, i.e. all combinations are generated, by nested iteration. Generally, the order in which the
combinations are generated, does not matter.
A variadic edge is expanded based on the value j of its multiplicity attribute. If
it equals the multiplicity i of the container it belongs to, then it is fully expanded,
i.e. it is created in all i instances of the container. A partially expanded variadic
edge (j < i) is only created in the first 1 . . . j instances. In other words, in the
nth iteration of the expansion of the pattern container the variadic edge belongs
to, if n < j then n copies are created; otherwise j copies are created.
In Porgy, which does not have a mechanism to define variadic rules, Definition 7 can be implemented as a macro expansion. The pattern container is
visually represented by an enclosing rectangle (a metanode): attributes name
and i are displayed at the top of the rectangle; and, on the LHS, a + sign in
its upper-right corner as shown in the example below (Figures 1 and 2). Fully
expanded variadic edges are also marked with a + sign over them and partially
expanded variadic edges have the attribute value j displayed over them.
In this example, because the pattern appears in both sides, the expansion
will generate a rule version with one node Y, another with 2 and another with
3, we show in the picture just the version corresponding to 3. If the node Y has
an attribute a whose value is an expression containing variables, for example x,
then each copy of the node Y will have attribute a with values x1 , x2 , x3 .
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Fig. 2: VRR example expanded, i = 3
Fig. 1: VRR example

4

Computing the Syntactic Closure of ⌃

Given an FDPG representing set of functional dependencies ⌃, we compute its
syntactic closure by applying the rules Reflexivity, Augmentation and Transitivity, defined below, controlled by Strategy 1: Syntactic Closure. From now on,
we colour-code nodes, as a visual aid. Attribute nodes are green, FD nodes are
purple and ports are dark blue. We use other colours for highlighting purposes.
4.1

Rewriting Rules

In the rules below, x, y, . . . represent name variables for attribute nodes, and
f 1, f 2, . . . are name variables for FD nodes.
Augmentation. The Augmentation rule (see Figure 3) finds every attribute
node y that doesn’t have an edge into the FDLHS port of f 1, regardless of what
other attributes are connected there already. We find all non-connected attribute
nodes by using the anti-edge feature [26] of Porgy. An anti-edge is represented
by a grey double line in the rule editor. The matching algorithm deems the
candidate sub-graph isomorphic if no edge is to be found between the two ports
connected by the anti-edge.
y
y

IsTrivial=f1.IsTrivial
FDLHS.FunctionalArity=
f1.FDLHS.FunctionalArity+1
FDRHS.FunctionalArity=1

f1
FDLHS.FunctionalArity>=1
FDRHS.FunctionalArity=1

Banned=T

x

x
f1

Fig. 3: Augmentation rule.
The rule creates a new FD node and assigns all pre-existing attributes and
y to the left side of f 1. The original f 1 dependency node is also kept. We use
bridge ports (red edges) to keep and copy the already existing edges into the
FDLHS ports of f 1 and NEW. If f 1 was trivial then the new dependency will
also be marked trivial. The rule also increases the FunctionalArity counter by 1
indicating that a new attribute is connected to the FDLHS port.
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Reflexivity. The Reflexivity rule (Figure 4)
Banned=T
applies to a node representing the attribute
x
x
x and generates a trivial dependency x ! x.
Then the attribute node x is banned so the
rule cannot apply again on the same attribute.
The red edges in the arrow node indicate
that when applying the rule, any edges conTRIV
nected to the pFD port of x in the left-hand
side should be transferred to the correspondFig. 4: Reflexivity rule.
ing pFD port of x in the right-hand side.
Transitivity. A family of Transitivity rules was described in [27] to detect
transitive functional dependency chains f1 : X ! Y and f2 : Y ! A. Instead,
here we provide a compact representation of the transitivity axiom in the form of
a variadic rule, shown in Figure 5. This rule subsumes the family of Transitivity
rules used in previous work.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, |Y | = k 1 means that f1 turns into a set of
dependencies f11 . . . f1k . The connections between the pFD ports of X attribute
nodes and the pFDLHS ports of f11 . . . f1k nodes have to be preserved as well
as copied onto the pFDLHS port of the newly created FD node (called NEW
in Figure 5). We achieve this without needing to include the attribute nodes
representing X in the rule, thanks to the bridge ports of the arrow node and the
connecting red edges, as explained in Definition 6. Then, to cover all cases, we
define a VRR pattern over f1 and Y , with i = 1 . . . k. By definition the bridge
ports, red edges and the normal edges into y1 .pFD, . . . , yk .pFD will be repeated
during the expansion.

Fig. 5: Variadic Transitivity rule.
We show an example expansion of the Transitivity VRR to Transitivity3, i.e. with 3 repetitions, on Figure 11 in Appendix E. FD nodes are labelled
by records containing an attribute UID that uniquely identifies the Functional
Dependency, except for trivial dependencies that are all given UID = 1. Nodes
representing non-trivial FDs are given a prime number as UID. This o↵ers extra,
domain-specific backtracking functionality for dependencies, as explained below.
Note that the Reflexivity, Augmentation and Transitivity rules never remove
the matching subgraph. Therefore, these rules could run for ever. To prevent
this, we use conditional rules and focusing constructs in Section 4.2 to define
the Syntactic Closure strategy. To ensure that the iteration of the Transitivity
rule terminates when no new transitive dependencies can be inferred, we use
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the UID attribute of FD nodes. When the Transitivity rule creates a transitive
dependency node, it multiplies the UIDs of the contributing FDs and assigns
the result as UID of the new FD node. We forbid the application of the rule if
a node already exists with that UID (using NotNode() in the rule condition).
4.2

Syntactic Closure Strategy

The Strategy 1: Syntactic Closure applies first the Reflexivity rule as much as
possible in the current graph. Each application bans an Attribute node, which
ensures termination since matching is not allowed on banned nodes.
In lines 5-6, we set the Position subgraph to be the whole graph and the
Banned subgraph to empty. Then, while there is at least one FD node the Augmentation rule hasn’t visited and iterated, one(AugIterOn) sets AugIter and
AugVisit flags to true on a randomly selected FD node. The Augmentation rule
will be applied on this FD node and all attribute nodes that are not connected
to the FDLHS port of said FD node. Every attribute node used by this rule is
banned to prevent re-application. Once all possible applications are processed,
AugIter flag is set to false and the Banned subgraph to empty. The iteration
proceeds to the next, not yet visited, FD node. All new FD nodes, created by
the Augmentation rule, are assigned a unique UID using the update() construct
to call the function, GenerateNextPrime(), using Porgy’s Python API.
Strategy 1: Syntactic Closure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

//———– Reflexivity ———–
setPos(all(crtGraph));
repeat(one(Ref lexivity));
//———– Augmentation ———–
setPos(all(crtGraph));
setBan(all([emptySet]));
while(match(AugIterOn))do(
one(AugIterOn);
repeat(one(Augmentation));
one(AugIterOf f );
setBan(all([emptySet]))
);
update(”GenerateN extP rime”{result : U ID});
//———– Transitivity ———–
while(match(IterOn))do(
one(IterOn);
repeat(one(T ransitivity); #Augmentation#);
update(”GenerateN extP rime”{result : U ID});
one(IterOf f )
);
repeat(one(ResetV isitedF lags));
//———– Cleanup ———–
repeat(one(Cleanup))
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Next, we compute transitive dependencies (lines 15-21), calling the Augmentation strategy (lines 5-12) after each application of the Transitivity variadic
rewriting rule in line 17.
Since the rewrite rules may generate functional dependencies that already exist in the graph (despite the condition in the Transitivity rule), we add CleanUp
rules to remove duplicates: see the Cleanup VRR in Figure 12 and an example
expansion in Figure 13, both in Appendix E.
4.3

Example of application

Our strategy computed the syntactic closure of ⌃ = {AB ! C, ABC ! D};
the resulting FDPG can be seen on Figure 6.

Fig. 6: Syntactic closure of ⌃ = {AB ! C, ABC ! D}.
Attributes A, B, C and D and their trivial dependencies can be seen in the
four corners of the graph. As an example, we highlighted two FD nodes. The first
one, in orange on the right hand side of the image, represents the dependency
ABD ! C which was created by augmenting AB ! C with D. The second one
represents AB ! D. This FD, shown on the left side of Figure 6 in yellow, was
found by the Transitivity rule, matching on dependencies A ! A, B ! B, AB !
C and ABC ! D.
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Visual Analysis of the Closure

We now turn our attention to usual questions about ⌃ + . For example, using
the derivation tree in Porgy, it is possible to track how and when a particular
dependency was generated: If we alter the colour of any FD node in a leaf node
of the derivation tree, Porgy will back-propagate this change up the tree. This
way, we can identify the exact step where the FD was created, and by zooming
on the edges of the derivation tree we can see which of Armstrong’s axioms
generated the dependency.

Strategy 2: Membership Problem
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

setPos(all(
property(crtGraph, port,DbType == ”FDLHS” && FunctionalArity == 3)
\ ngb(property(crtGraph, node,DbType == ”ATTR”
&& viewLabel == ”A”), edge,DbType == ”L”)
\ ngb(property(crtGraph, node,DbType == ”ATTR”
&& viewLabel == ”B”), edge,DbType == ”L”)
\ ngb(property(crtGraph, node,DbType == ”ATTR”
&& viewLabel == ”D”), edge,DbType == ”L”)
\ ngb(property(crtGraph, node,DbType == ”ATTR”
&& viewLabel == ”C”), edge, DbType == ”R”) ) ); //end setPos
(isEmpty(crtPos))orelse(repeat(one(Highlight)))

Another important question in database design is the Membership Problem [8]: given a set of FDs ⌃, and an FD, ', determine if ' 2 ⌃ + . Two groups
of algorithms were developed to solve the membership problem: 1. generate a
syntactic closure and check if ' : X ! A is in it, or 2. compute the closure
of X, X + and check if A is in it. Following the first approach, we can solve
the problem by running a strategy to find and highlight the FD node that
represents ' in the syntactic closure, if it exists, and fail if ' 62 ⌃ + . For example, Strategy 2 was used to find the dependency ABD ! C, highlighted
in Figure 6 (due to space constraints, we refer the reader to [14] for explanations of the constructs used). Following the second approach, we can simply
use Strategy 1 but focusing on the set X of attributes. We only need to replace the expression setPos(all(crtGraph)) with one that describes X, then
the rewriting steps will apply on the attribute set in question. For example, if
X = B, we write setPos(all(property(crtGraph, node, DbType ==”ATTR”
&& viewLabel==”B”))).
4.5

Correctness

The strategic program Cl = [F, closure] consisting of an initial port graph
F representing a set of functional dependencies ⌃, and the syntactic closure
strategy defined in Strategy 1, correctly computes the syntactic closure ⌃ + .
Proofs of the propositions stated below are given in the Appendix.
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Proposition 1 (Termination). For any initial FDPG F, the strategic program Cl = [F, closure] terminates.
To prove the correctness of our program, we first show that the three rules
Reflexivity, Augmentation and Transitivity are sound and complete, that is,
given ⌃, we can compute ⌃ + by using these three rules.
Proposition 2 (Soundness and Completeness of the Rules). The Reflexivity, Augmentation and Transitivity rules stated below are sound and complete:
1. Reflexivity: for any attribute A, A ! A.
2. Augmentation: If X ! A then XY ! A for any attribute A and sets X, Y
of attributes.
3. Transitivity: If X ! Ai (1  i  n) and A1 , . . . , An ! B then X ! B.
Since the Reflexivity, Augmentation and Transitivity port graph rewriting
rules implement the rules stated in Proposition 2, to prove that Cl is sound and
complete it suffices to show that any sequence of applications of these three rules
can be transformed into a sequence in the order defined by the closure strategy.
Definition 8 (Canonical Form). A sequence of applications of Reflexivity,
Augmentation and Transitivity is in canonical form if it consists of applications
of Reflexivity, followed by Augmentation, followed by Transitivity and Augmentation: (Ref lexivity)⇤ (Augmentation)⇤ (T ransitivity; Augmentation⇤ )⇤
Proposition 3 (Soundness and Completeness of the Strategy). Canonical sequences are sound and complete.

5

Finding a Minimal Cover

To generate a Minimal Cover (see Section 2 for the definition) we have to ensure
that there are no extraneous attributes on FD left sides and there are no redundant FDs (we already have singleton right sides). Standard algorithms check
this by running the Membership algorithm on an altered ⌃: remove X ! A and
replace it with X \ B ! A. If this still yields the same ⌃ + then B is extraneous in X. Instead, since we have ⌃ + at hand, it suffices to check if there exists
Z ⇢ X ! A, for all proper subsets Z. We use a variadic rewriting rule (Section 3.2) to specify a family of rules for every possible subset pair (n, k), where
n = |X| and k = |Z|. Since Z ⇢ X, we make use of the partially expanded
variadic edge feature by restricting one variadic edge to only k expansions. We
show the variadic rule (parameterised already with n = 3, k = 2) in Figure 7
(and an expansion in Figure 14 in Appendix E).
Next, we have to remove redundant FDs. A functional dependency ' : X ! A
is redundant, if (⌃ \ ')+ = ⌃ + [21]. Previously published algorithms detected
this by running a Membership check on (⌃ \ ') to see if it yields '. We note
that in an FDPG representing (⌃ \ ')+ there is an FDPG-Path from X to A.
This path exists as an FD node created by the Syntactic Closure strategy, and
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Fig. 7: Extraneous variadic rule.

Fig. 8: Nonredundancy VRR.

Fig. 9: Nonredundancy rule,
i1 = 3, i2 = 2.

if a dependency can be inferred in multiple ways, it is present multiple times.
Since |X|
1, we use a VRR to detect and remove the redundant FD nodes.
We present the rule and an expansion in Figures 8 and 9.
Using the Extraneous and Nonredundancy rules, Strategy 3 computes a Minimal Cover. We reuse the Syntactic Closure strategy, but without the Clean Up
rules. The Nonredundancy rule gets rid of duplicates. Lastly, we remove trivial
dependencies (FD nodes where UID = 1), as they are not in the minimal cover.
Strategy 3: Minimal Cover
1
2
3
4

6

#Syntactic Closure without Cleanup#
setPos(all(crtGraph)); setBan(all([emptySet]));
repeat(one(Extraneous)); repeat(one(N onredundancy));
repeat(one(RemoveT rivial));

Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced variadic rewriting rules and used these rules to define strategies
that compute and analyse the syntactic closure of a set of Functional Dependencies. We have shown that these strategies are terminating, sound and complete.
We have also defined additional rules and a strategy to compute Minimal Covers. A minimal cover is the input of algorithms to find candidate keys [24] and
of Bernstein’s 3NF Synthesis Algorithm [10]. The strategies that find these will
make use of the already defined CK and Relation nodes. Furthermore, 3NF
Relations will require the introduction of the notion of Foreign Key.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 1

Proposition (Termination). For any initial FDPG F, the strategic program
Cl = [F, closure] terminates.
Proof. Since the strategy applies three strategies sequentially (Reflexivity, Augmentation and Transitivity), it is sufficient to show that each of them terminates.
For this, we show that for each of them there is a measure which is strictly decreasing with respect to a well-founded ordering.
Reflexivity Strategy: The measure in this case is the number of non-banned
nodes in the graph. Each application of the reflexivity rule (Figure 4 strictly
decreases the number of non-banned nodes. Since the rule can only apply to nonbanned nodes, the iteration defined in line 3 of the closure strategy terminates.
Augmentation Strategy: Two looping constructs are used in this strategy,
a while-loop starting in line 7 and a repeat-loop in line 9. The while-loop is
controlled by a condition match(AugIterOn), which requires a non-visited node
to succeed. The rule AugIterOn applied in line 8 sets the AugIter and AugVisit
flags to true on a randomly selected FD node that has AugVisit flag = False.
Each application of the Augmentation rule in the loop in line 9 bans the attribute
node used, so the the repeat loop terminates, and afterwards the AugIter flag
is set to false but the AugVisit flag remains untouched. This means that each
iteration of the while loop in line 7 decreases the number of non-visited nodes,
thus the strategy terminates.
Transitivity Strategy: This strategy, without the calls to the Augmentation
strategy in line 17 and line 23, was shown to be terminating in [27]. We use
the same measures, since they are not a↵ected by the call to the Augmentation strategy: For repeat(one(T ransitivityk ); #Augmentation#), the measure
is the number of possible matches of the LHS subgraph of f1. This is a good
measure because a) the Rule Condition on UID in T ransitivityk prevents reapplication of the rule to the same nodes and b) even though the NEW node is
added in the right-hand side, it is not part of the LHS subgraph of f1. Similarly,
the nodes added by Augmentation are not connected to f1. By the time we call
the Augmentation strategy from Transitivity, f1 will have been augmented and
its AugVisit flag is permanently set to True. The only FD node Augmentation
will be able to touch at this point is NEW.
For while(match(IterOn))do(...) the measure is |VF D |G0 + |⌃ + | |VF D |Gi .
That is, the number of FD nodes in the initial graph plus the size of the closure
less the number of FD nodes after the i-th application of the loop. With one
successful application of the Transitivity rule, the number of FD nodes increases
therefore the measure decreases.
Termination of the CleanUp rule iteration is straightforward, since these rules
decrease the size of the graph.
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Proof of Proposition 2

Proposition (Soundness and Completeness of the Rules). The Reflexivity, Augmentation and Transitivity rules stated below are a sound and complete:
1. Reflexivity: for any attribute A, A ! A.
2. Augmentation: If X ! A then XY ! A for any attribute A and sets X, Y
of attributes.
3. Transitivity: If X ! Ai (1  i  n) and A1 , . . . , An ! B then X ! B.
Proof. First, we observe that the rules are sound: they are particular cases of
the axioms A1-A3 given in Section 2, which are sound and complete. Hence, it
is sufficient to prove that the rules permit us to derive the axioms A1-A3.
Remark. Our rules assume that right sides of functional dependencies consist
of only one attribute. Since the Union and Decomposition Axioms can be derived
from A1-A3 and by them one can infer X ! Y Z from X ! Y and X ! Z, and
reciprocally, from X ! Y Z one can infer X ! Y and X ! Z, it is sufficient to
consider single attributes in right-hand sides of dependencies.
Axiom A1 can be derived as follows: Let Y = {A1 . . . An } and assume Y ✓ X.
Using the Reflexivity rule, we can derive Ai ! Ai and using Augmentation, we
derive Ai X ! Ai for each Ai 2 Y . This is sufficient as explained in the remark
above.
Axiom A2 can be derived as follows: Let
Y = {A1 . . . An },
Z = {An , An+1 , . . . Ap } and
W = {An , An+1 , . . . Ap , Ap+1 , . . . , Ak }
and assume X ! Y , that is, X ! Ai for each Ai 2 Y as explained in the remark
above. By repeated applications of the Augmentation rule, we derive XW ! Ai
for each Ai 2 Y . Note that by Reflexivity, we can derive Aj ! Aj for any
Aj 2 Z and by repeated applications of Augmentation, we obtain XW ! Aj ,
since Aj 2 W . Therefore XW ! Ai for each Ai 2 Y Z, as required.
Axiom A3 is derived using the Transitivity rule: Assume X ! Y , that is,
X ! Ai for each Ai 2 Y , and Y ! Bi for each Bi 2 Z. Using the Transitivity
rule, we derive X ! Bi , as required.
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Appendix C

Proof of Proposition 3

Proposition (Soundness and Completeness of the Strategy). Canonical sequences are sound and complete.
Proof. By Proposition 2, Reflexivity, Augmentation and Transitivity are sound
and complete. Assume a set ⌃ of functional dependencies is inferred using a
non-canonical sequence S of applications of Reflexivity, Augmentation and Transitivity rules. We show that the steps of application of the rules can be reorder
to obtain a canonical sequence that derives the same set of dependencies. Since
applications of Reflexivity are independent of other rules, we can reorder the
steps, to move all applications of Reflexivity to the start of the sequence, obtaining a sequence S1 = SRef l S 0 that derives ⌃ and such that SRef l contains only
applications of the Reflexivity rule, and S 0 has no applications of Reflexivity.
Similarly, any application of Augmentation in S 0 on a dependency that exists
in ⌃ or has been obtained by Reflexivity or by a previous Augmentation step
can be moved towards the start of S 0 , obtaining a sequence SAug S 00 where SAug
consists only of Augmentation steps and all the applications of Augmentation
in S 00 use a dependency obtained by transitivity.
The sequence SRef l SAugS 00 is therefore canonical and derives the same set
of functional dependencies as S. It follows that canonical sequences are sound
and complete.

Appendix D

DBPG and FDPG Examples

The functional dependency graph ⌃ = {AB ! C, ABC ! D}:

DbType ="ATTR"

node:
DbType ="FD"
FDLHS port:
DbType ="FDLHS"
FunctionalArity=3
FDRHS port:
DbType ="FDRHS"
FunctionalArity=1

DbType ="ATTR"

Fig. 10: The functional dependency graph ⌃ = {AB ! C, ABC ! D}.
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Appendix E

Variadic Rewriting Rule Expansion
Examples

Example expansion of Transitivity VRR to Transitivity-3, where i = 3.

Fig. 11: An example expansion: Transitivity-3 rule.
The Cleanup variadic rewriting rule:

Fig. 12: Cleanup VRR.
Example expansion of Cleanup VRR to i = 3:

Fig. 13: An expansion of Cleanup VRR: Cleanup-3.
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Example expansion of Extraneous VRR to i = 2, j = 1:

Fig. 14: Expanded extraneous rule, i = 2, j = 1.
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Abstract. In this work, which is work in progress, we provide the necessary ingredients for an algorithm capable of searching for semantic clones
in CLP program code. Two code fragments are considered semantically
cloned (at least to some extent) when they can both be transformed into
a single code fragment thus representing the functionality that is shared
between the fragments. While the framework of what constitute such
semantic clones has been established before, no algorithm exist that effectively performs the search. We discuss how the generalization of CLP
goals can be a driving factor both for controlling the search process (i.e.
keeping it finite) as for guiding the search (i.e. choosing what transformations to apply at what moment).
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Introduction and motivation

Clone detection refers to the process of finding source code fragments that exhibit a sufficiently similar computational behavior, independent of them being
textually equal or not. Such fragments are often called clones. While there is
no standard definition of what constitutes a clone [1], in the literature one often distinguishes between four di↵erent classes, or types, of clones. The simplest
class, sometimes called type-1 clones, refer to code fragments that di↵er only in
layout and whitespace, whereas type-2 and type-3 clones allow for more (syntactical) variation such as renamed identifiers and statements and/or expressions
that are di↵erent or lacking in one of the fragments. Type-4 clones on the other
hand refer to fragments that are semantically equivalent, even if the respective
source code fragments are quite di↵erent and seemingly unrelated [1]. This type
of clones, also known as semantic clones, is arguably the most interesting albeit
the most difficult type to find by automatic analysis.
While detecting semantic clones is an undecidable problem in general, it has
applications in di↵erent domains such as program comprehension [2–4], plagiarism detection [5] and malware detection [6]. When approximated by program
analysis, the resulting knowledge can also be used to drive advanced program
transformations such as removal of redundant functionality from source code [7]
and the automatic detection of a suitable parallelization strategy for a given
code fragment [8, 9]. Unsurprisingly, most current clone detection techniques are
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based on somehow comparing the syntactical structure of two code fragments
and, consequently, are limited to detecting type-3 clones at best. Examples include the abstract syntax-tree based approaches for Erlang [10] and Haskell [11],
as well as our own work [12] in the context of logic programming. Some approaches try to capture the essence of the algorithm at hand such as [13], where
algorithms are converted into a system of recurrence equations or [14, 15] where
programs are abstracted by means of software metrics and program schemas.
In previous work, we have devised a framework for detecting semantic clones
in logic programming [16]. The basic idea in that work is that two predicates
are considered semantic clones if they can each be transformed – by a sequence
of semantics-preserving program transformations – into a single common predicate definition. This is in line with other approaches towards semantic clone
detection [1] where fragments are often considered implementing the same functionality if one can be transformed in the other. This framework was generalized
to handle CLP in [17], which is of particular interest since CLP (or constrained
Horn clauses in general) has been recognized before as a suitable abstraction to
represent algorithmic logic [18]. As such, the framework for detecting semantic
clones is lifted to a framework for characterizing algorithmic equivalence between
the code fragments that were translated into CLP. However, in neither of these
works an attempt was made to formulate how the search for a suitable series
of program transformations could be performed or controlled. The question is
far from trivial, given the literally enormous search space involved. In this work
in progress, we present some of the main ingredients for an algorithm capable
of controlling this search. When concretized, it thus represents a workable decision procedure to test whether two given CLP fragments are (at least partial)
semantic clones.
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Semantic clones: setting the stage

While in practice CLP is typically used over a concrete domain, we will in this
work make abstraction of the concrete domain over which the constraints are
expressed. A program P is defined as a set of constraint Horn Clause definitions
where each clause definition is of the form p(V1 , . . . , Vn )
G with p(V1 , . . . , Vn )
an atom called the head of the clause, and G a goal called the body of the clause.
For simplicity we suppose that all arguments in the head are variables (represented, as usual, by uppercase letters) and that all clauses defining a predicate
have the same head (i.e. use the same variables to represent the arguments). A
goal is a set of atoms and/or constraints. A fact is a clause with only constraints
in its body. When we say ”a predicate p”, it will be clear from the context
whether we mean the symbol p or the set of clauses defining p. When the arity of the predicate is relevant, we will use p/n to represent the fact that the
predicate p has n arguments.
As usual substitutions, being mappings from variables to terms, will be denoted by Greek letters. The application of a substitution ✓ to a term t will be
represented by t✓ and the composition of substitutions ✓ and will be denoted
2
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✓ . A renaming is a substitution mapping variables to variables. We say that
terms t1 and t2 are variants, denoted t1 ⇡ t2 i↵ they are equal modulo a bijective
variable renaming.
While di↵erent semantics have been defined for CLP programs, for the remainder of this paper we can stick to the basic non-ground declarative semantics [19]. However, since the CLP predicates we wish to relate may originate
from di↵erent sources, they potentially have a di↵erent number of arguments
and, even if the predicates basically compute the same results, they may use
di↵erent argument positions for storing what may essentially be the same values. The following definition captures what it means for two such predicates to
compute the same result. It states that both predicates must have a subsequence
of their argument positions (both sequences having the same size but containing possibly di↵erent argument positions and not necessarily in the same order)
such that when the predicates are invoked with the corresponding arguments
initialized with the same terms, then each predicate computes the same result.
This means that for each pair of corresponding argument positions, the terms
represented by these arguments must be the same (modulo a variable renaming)
both at the moment the predicates are invoked (condition 1 in the definition)
and at the moment the predicates return (condition 2 in the definition). As for
notation, given a sequence R, we denote by Ri the i’th element of R.
Definition 1. Given CLP programs P1 and P2 , let ps /ns and pq /nq denote
predicates in, respectively, P1 and P2 and let R and R0 denote sequences of
argument positions from respectively {1, . . . ns } and {1, . . . nq } such that |R| =
|R0 | = n. We say that (ps , R) computes in P1 a subset of (pq , R0 ) in P2 if and only
if for each call of the form ps (V0 , . . . , Vns )✓ with computed answer substitution
✓0 , there also exists a call pq (V0 , . . . , Vnq ) with computed answer substitution 0
such that the following holds for all k 2 1 . . . n:
1. (VRk )✓ ⇡ (VRk0 )
2. (VRk )✓✓0 ⇡ (VRk0 )

0

Moreover, we say that (ps , R) computes the same in P1 as does (pq , R0 ) in P2 ,
P2
0
1
denoted by ps P
R = pq R0 if and only if (ps , R) computes a subset of (pq , R )
and vice versa in their respective programs.
The above definition allows us to characterize predicates as computing the
same results, even if these predicates only partially exhibit the same behavior.
Indeed, what matters is that they compute the same values when restricted to
the arguments in R, respectively R0 . The values computed by arguments not
comprised in either R or R0 are not concerned and may be di↵erent. When the
programs are clear from the context, we will drop the superscript notation and
simply write ps R = pq R0
Example 1. Consider the predicate p/3 computing in its third argument the
product of its first two arguments
p(A, B, P )
p(A, B, P )

B = 1, P = A
B 0 = B 1, p(A, B 0 , P 0 ), P = P 0 + A
3
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and sp/4 computing in its third and four arguments the sum, respectively, the
product of its first two arguments:
sp(A, B, S, P )
sp(A, B, S, P )
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A = 1, S = B + 1, P = B.
A0 = A 1, sp(A0 , B, S 0 , P 0 ), S = S 0 + 1, P = P 0 + B.

Note how both predicates share the functionality of computing the product of
their first two arguments (although the role of A and B is switched). Therefore,
we have that sp h1,2,4i = p h2,1,3i .
In order to define our notion of semantic clones, we first need to introduce the
following notions. Let us consider a given set R of available program transformations. While our work is parametric with respect to this set R, transformations
that would typically be considered are unfolding [20], slicing [21], argument removal, and so on. We first define the notion of an R-transformation sequence as
follows, based on [20].
Definition 2. Let R be a set of program transformations and P a CLP program.
Then an R-transformation sequence of P is a finite sequence of CLP programs,
denoted hP0 , P1 , . . . , Pn i, where P0 = P and 8i (0 < i  n) : Pi is obtained by
the application of one transformation from R on Pi 1 .
Given a predefined set of program transformations R and CLP programs
⇤
P and Q, we will often use P
R Q to represent the fact that there exists
an R-transformation sequence hP0 , P1 , . . . , Pn i with P0 = P and Pn = Q. We
are only interested in transformation sequences that preserve the semantics of
the original predicate, at least partially, i.e. with respect to a given sequence of
argument positions.
Definition 3. Given a set of program transformations R, predicates p and p0 ,
and sequences of argument positions R and R0 . A R-transformation sequence
hP0 , P1 , . . . , Pn i correctly transforms (p, R) into (p0 , R0 ) if and only if (p, R)
computes the same result in P0 as (p0 , R0 ) in Pn .
Example 2. Reconsider the definitions from Example 1 and a set R comprising
at least the slicing and argument removal transformations. Then it is not hard
to see that there exists an R-transformation sequence that correctly transforms
(sp,h1, 2, 4i) into (p,h2, 1, 3i). Indeed, it suffices to remove the third argument
(S) from sp and slice away the literals that manipulate S to obtain
sp(A, B, P )
sp(A, B, P )

153
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A = 1, P = B.
A0 = A 1, sp(A0 , B, P 0 ), P = P 0 + B.

which is, basically, a variant of p where the role of the first and second argument
has been switched. Hence the result.
Definition 3 essentially defines what we will see as a correct transformation
sequence: one that preserves the computation performed by a predicate of interest, at least with respect to a subset of its arguments. Note that the definition
4
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165
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is parametrized with respect to the set R of allowed transformations. Also note
that the definition is quite liberal, in the sense that it allows predicates to be
renamed, arguments (and thus computations) to be left out of the equation, and
arguments to be permuted. We are now in a position to define what we mean for
the predicates to be semantic clones, at least with respect to a subset of their
computations. The definition is loosely based on the notion of a semantic clone
pair [16].
Definition 4. Let p1 and p2 be predicates defined in, respectively the programs
P1 and P2 , and let R1 and R2 be sequences of argument positions. Then we define
(p1 , R1 ) and (p2 , R2 ) clones in P1 and P2 if and only if there exists a program
Q, predicate q and set of arguments R such that P1 ⇤R Q correctly transforms
(p1 , R1 ) into (q, R) and P2 ⇤R Q correctly transforms (p2 , R2 ) into (q, R).
Example 3. Reconsider the definitions from Example 1. If we permute, in the
definition of p, the first and second arguments we obtain a predicate, say p0 ,
defined as follows:
p0 (B, A, P )
p0 (B, A, P )

173
174
175

B = 1, P = A
B 0 = B 1, p0 (B 0 , A, P 0 ), P = P 0 + A

which is a variant of the predicate in which sp was transformed using the transformation sequence from Example 2. Hence (sp,h1, 2, 4i) and (p,h2, 1, 3i) can be
considered a clone pair since each can be correctly transformed into (p0 ,h1, 2, 3i).

186

Our approach towards defining semantic clones is somewhat di↵erent from
other transformation-based approaches in the sense that we consider (parts of)
programs to be semantic clones if each of them can be transformed into a third,
common, program while preserving the semantics (with respect to a subset of
argument positions). As such, the third program captures the essence of the
computations performed by the two given programs. Note that if all transformations from R are reversible, then this is equivalent to transforming P1 into P2 or
vice versa, as is the more common approach towards defining algorithmic equivalence by transformation [9]. Also note that our definition of semantic clones is
parametrized with respect to the set of allowable transformations R. Essentially
this corresponds to defining a family of semantic clones.
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Towards an algorithm

Searching whether two predicates p 2 P1 and q 2 P2 are considered cloned necessitates thus to construct two transformation sequences, one for each program in
the hope to arrive at a common program Q. Two problems present themselves:
(1) even when the set of admissible transformations R is limited (containing, for
example only unfolding and slicing), there might be a considerable number of
ways in which a partial transformation sequence hP0 , . . . , Pk 1 i can be extended
into hP0 , . . . , Pk i. And (2), since we don’t know the target program Q in advance,
it is hard to steer the search process. To tackle these problems, we first organize
5
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216
217
218
219
220
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the constructed transformation sequences into a tree structure where the nodes
are the transformed programs and each node is labeled by the argument positions that are preserved by the sequence of transformations from the root to the
node:
Definition 5. Given a program P0 and a predicate p/n 2 P0 , a transformation
tree for p in P0 is a tree in which each node has the form (P, R, R0 ) where
P is a program and R and R0 are sequences over {1, . . . , n}. The root of the
tree is (P0 , hi, hi) and for each node (P, R, R0 ) it holds that P0 ⇤R P correctly
transforms (p, R) into (p, R0 ). For a tree ⌧ we use leafs(⌧ ) to represent the leaves
of the tree.
In other words, a transformation tree can be constructed by repeatedly extending one of its leafs by transforming the program contained in the leaf using
one of the program transformations from R. Next, we introduce the concept of
abstraction that allows both to keep the tree finite and to limit its branches to
the most promising ones. We assume given a quasi-order  defined on goals such
that for goals G and G0 , G  G0 denotes that G is more general than G0 . We
furthermore assume an abstraction operator based on .
Definition 6. Given a quasi-order  on goals, an abstraction operator A allows
to compute a generalization of two goals. Given goals G1 , G2 then A(G1 , G2 )
represents a goal G such that G  G1 and G  G2 .
While di↵erent incarnations of such a quasi-order can be defined, one typical
definition could be the following: G  G0 if and only if there exists a substitution
✓ such that G✓ ✓ G0 . This is a straightforward adaption of the well-known “more
general than” relation defined on atoms and (ordered) conjunctions (e.g. ([22])
and the one we use in this work. Given an abstraction operator on goals, it is
possible to define the generalization of clauses and predicates as illustrated by
the following example.
Example 4. Consider the predicate s/3 computing in its third argument the sum
of its first two arguments.
s(A, B, S)
s(A, B, S)

225

Then it is not hard to see that
s0 (A, B, S, N, I)
s0 (A, B, S, N, I)
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B = 0, S = A
B 0 = B 1, s(A, B 0 , P 0 ), S = S 0 + 1

B = N, S = A
B 0 = B 1, s0 (A, B 0 , S 0 , N, I), S = S 0 + I

can be considered a generalization of the s/3 predicate defined in the present
example and the p/3 predicate defined in Example 1. Indeed, it can be obtained
by pairwise considering the predicates’ clauses, constructing a new (generalized)
clause by generalizing the respective body goals using the abstraction operator,
introducing (a subset of) the new variables as arguments and careful renaming
so that all clauses share the same head.
6
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In previous work, we have showed that computing these generalizations – in
particular the most specific, or most precise, generalization – is a non-straightforward
problem, and have proposed an algorithm for computing a generalization that
approximates the most specific generalization of two sets of atoms in polynomially bounded time [23]. In this work we take such an abstraction algorithm
for granted (formalized by our abstraction operator A) and we study how such
an abstraction operator can be used for steering the search for semantic clone
pairs. First we introduce the notion of a size measure, represented by |.|, being
a function that defines the size of a syntactic construction (be it a goal, clause,
or predicate definition). The size measure is such that
• For any syntactical constructs a and b that are variants of each other, then
|a| = |b|
• For any syntactical constructs a and b, if a is more general than b (a  b),
then |a|  |b|.
Such a size measure can be used to define a distance between two predicate
definitions as in the following definition.
Definition 7. Given an abstraction operator A and a size measure |.| measuring
the size of a predicate definition, then we define the distance between predicates
p and q as follows:
2 ⇥ |A(p, q)|
(p, q) = 1
|p| + |q|
Since, by definition, |A(p, q)|  |p| and |A(p, q)|  |q|, we have that (p, q) is
a value between 1 and 0. If the generalization A(p, q) is empty, the distance will
be 1. On the other hand, the distance will be zero if the predicates are variants of
each other. Now, given programs P1 and P2 and predicates p1 2 P1 and p2 2 P2 ,
we can determine whether p1 and p2 are clones by constructing transformation
trees ⌧1 for p1 in P1 and ⌧2 for p2 in P2 . The construction proceeds by repeatedly
applying the following steps:
• Select from leafs(⌧1 ) ⇥ leafs(⌧2 ) the N most promising pairs. These are the
pairs ((P1i , R1 , R10 ), (P2j , R2 , R20 )) for which the definitions of p1 2 P1i and
p2 2 P2j are closest in distance. We call this set of pairs S.
• For each pair ((P1i , R1 , R10 ), (P2j , R2 , R20 )) 2 S, create K children for each
node in the pair by applying an admissible transformations from R.
The process is repeated as long as the successive incarnations of the set S di↵er in
at least one element of better quality (i.e. a pair of nodes having a strictly smaller
distance than the element it replaces). Since the distances are bounded by zero,
the process is necessarily terminating. Note that the process is parametrized
by N and K. If N = 1 the process continues by transforming in each step the
most promising couple. While this might be efficient, it is in no way guaranteed
that the search finds the “right” transformation sequences as the process can be
stuck in a local optimum. Using a larger value for N is a rudimentary way of
eliminating this problem. The parameter K on the other hand allows to explore
7
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di↵erent transformations (at least when K > 1) in order to extend a single node
from S.
While the skeleton algorithm details how the search is controlled (it specifies
how termination is guaranteed and how the N most promising pairs of leafs
can be chosen in each round), it does not specify how to search for the K most
interesting program transformations to apply to a single selected pair of leafs
((P1i , R1 , R10 ), (P2j , R2 , R20 )) 2 S. Although the details of such a search procedure
need to be further investigated, the idea is to select those program transformations that, again, lower the distance between the current definitions of predicates
p1 and p2 as they are defined in P1i and P2j respectively. For this, again information from the generalization process can be used to guide the selection. Indeed,
for a pair of corresponding clauses H1
G1 and H2
G2 in the definition of p1 ,
respectively p2 , we can compute G = A(G1 , G2 ) and, in general, substitutions
✓1 and ✓2 and goals 1 and 2 such that G✓1 [ 1 = G1 and G✓2 [ 2 = G2 .
In other words, the generalization G represents the part that is common to p1
and p2 while 1 and 2 represents the parts specific to the current definition of
p1 , respectively p2 . Information from these structures can be exploited in order
to select promising transformations:
• if 1 = ;, it means that the generalization A(p1 , p2 ) is of maximal size.
Therefore, the only meaningful way in which the search can continue is by
transforming p2 in such a way that literals from 2 are eliminated (e.g. by
applying slicing transformations). The case where 2 = ; is analogous.
• If neither 1 nor 2 are empty, the search should focus on making 1 and 2
more similar, in order to enlarge the common part G shared by both clauses
or, less preferably, render both 1 and 2 smaller. This can potentially be
achieved by:
(a) Unfolding atoms in 1 (respectively 2 ), in particular if unfolding gives
rise to (variants of) constraints present in 2 (respectively 1 ).
(b) Other transformations permitted by R might be applied in order to
enlarge the similarity between 1 and 2 , including for example specialization and folding.
(c) Constraints and/or atoms could be sliced from 1 and/or 2 .
A preliminary study on how to define a strategy for this local search has been
undertaken [24] but needs to be developed further.
The following simplistic example is an illustration for some of the ideas driving the transformation process described above.
Example 5. Let us once more consider the predicates p/3 and sp/4 from Example 1. The following predicate is a typical most specific generalization of p/3 and
sp/4:
g(G1 , G2 , G3 )
g(G1 , G2 , G3 )
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G2 = 1, G3 = G1
G4 = G2 1, g(G1 , G4 , G5 ), G3 = G5 + G1

It is easy to see that g/3 is in fact a variant of p/3. This isn’t surprising given
that a most specific common generalization by definition abstracts away the parts
8
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that are not common to the two predicates under consideration. Now using 1 ,
respectively 2 , to represent the sets of atoms separating the body of (a variant
of) p/3, respectively sp/4, from that of g/3, we have 1 = ; and 2 6= ;. This
is an indication towards applying some judicious slicing transformation on sp/4,
yielding:
sp(A, B, P )
sp(A, B, P )

318
319
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A = 1, P = B
A0 = A 1, sp(A0 , B, P 0 ), P = P 0 + B

which is a variant of p/3 (and g/3), leading to the conclusion that (p, h1, 2, 3i)
and (sp, h2, 1, 4i) are clones.

4

Discussion

345

While the theoretical framework of semantic clones in logic programming has
been established before, this work is – to the best of our knowledge – a first
attempt in devising a practical algorithm capable of searching for a series of
program transformations that reduce two given CLP fragments to a single code
fragment that represents the functionality that is common to the two fragments;
as such proving that the fragments are (at least to some extent) semantic clones.
The search algorithm that we propose is essentially comprised of two control
levels: one level that controls the termination of the process and a second one
that considers what candidate transformations to apply next. In that respect,
it is not unlike control techniques used in partial deduction [25] where a global
control level is used to ensure termination of the process and a local control is
concerned by constructing a suitable SLD tree for an atom or a conjunction of
atoms.
Working out the details of our search procedure is the topic of ongoing and
future research. However, we have seen that a key ingredient is a generalization
operator that allows to generalize two goals and that can, additionally, be used to
compute a distance between these goals. Generalizing is a simple and well-known
syntactical process, at least as far as single atoms or (ordered) conjunctions are
concerned. It becomes more complicated when, as is the case in our setting, sets
of atoms (or constraints) need to be considered, especially when the aim is to
compute a most specific generalization. We have recently devised an approximation algorithm for computing most specific generalizations of sets of literals [23],
and aim to incorporate this into the algorithm under development. Another topic
of further work is to incorporate higher-order generalization capabilities in the
algorithm, which is currently restricted to first-order generalizations only.
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Abstract. Inversion is an important and useful program transformation
and has been studied in various programming language paradigms. Semiinversion is more general than just swapping the input and output of a
program; instead, parts of the input and output can be freely swapped. In
this paper, we present a polyvariant semi-inversion algorithm for conditional constructor term rewriting systems. These systems can model logic
and functional languages, which have the advantage that semi-inversion,
as well as partial and full inversion, can be studied across di↵erent programming paradigms. The semi-inverter makes use of local inversion and
a simple but e↵ective heuristic and is proven to be correct. A Prolog
implementation is applied to several problems, including inversion of a
simple encrypter and of a program inverter for a reversible language.
Keywords: program transformation, program inversion, conditional term
rewriting systems, logic and functional programs

1

Introduction

Programs that are inverse to each other are widely used, such as encoding and
decoding of data. The transformation of an encoder into a decoder, or vice
versa, is called full inversion. Semi-inversion, the most general type of program
inversion, transforms one relation into a new relation that takes a subset of the
original input and output as the new input. For example, the transformation of
a symmetric encrypter into a decrypter cannot be achieved by conventional full
inversion because both programs take the same key as input.
In this paper, we present a polyvariant semi-inversion algorithm for an oriented conditional constructor term rewriting system (CCS) [22]. The algorithm makes use of local
inversion and a simple but e↵ective heuristic and is proven
to be correct. A Prolog implementation is applied to several
transformation problems, including the inversion of a simple
symmetric encrypter. As a special transformation challenge,
a program inverter for a reversible imperative language was
inverted into a copy of itself modulo variable renaming.
We distinguish between three forms of program inversion:
Full inversion turns a program p into a new program p 1 ,
where the original inputs and outputs are exchanged. If p is
injective, then p 1 implements a function. Partial inversion yields a program
p 1 that inputs the original output (u, v) and some of the original input (x)

and then returns the remaining input (y). Semi-inversion yields a program p 1
that, given some of the original input (x) and some of the original output (v),
returns the remaining input (y) and output (u). The programs p and p 1 may
implement functions or more general relations. Full inversion is a subproblem of
partial inversion, which is a subproblem of semi-inversion:
full inversion ✓ partial inversion ✓ semi-inversion.

Dijkstra was the first to study the full inversion of programs in a guarded
command language [6]. Subsequently, some program inversion algorithms were
developed for di↵erent forms of inversion and for di↵erent programming languages. Of those, only Nishida et al. [18] and Almendros-Jiménez et al. [2] have
considered term rewriting systems, where the latter constrained the systems
such that terms have a unique normal form, i.e., the systems express functional
input-output relations. Mogensen [14,15], who developed the first semi-inversion
algorithm, did so for a deterministic guarded equational language, i.e., with
functional input-output relations. Methods for inversion have been studied in
the context of functional languages [7–11]. The motivation for using program
inversion instead of inverse interpretation, such as [1, 13], is similar to the motivation for using translation instead of interpretation.
The main advantage of oriented conditional constructor term rewriting systems is that they can model both logic and functional languages [5], and, hence,
functional logical languages [12]. When modeling logic languages, an efficient
evaluation requires narrowing (unification) [5, 12], which is typically slower than
standard rewriting (matching). By requiring that the rewrite rules be not only
left-orthogonal but also right-orthogonal and non-deleting, we can also model reversible languages [23]. This enables us to focus on the essence of semi-inversion
without considering language-specific details. The semantics of functions and
relations can be expressed and efficiently calculated in the same formalism (cf.,
Ex. 2). The idea to use CCSs to investigate semi-inversion for di↵erent language
paradigms was inspired by the partial inverter developed by Nishida et al. [18].
The new semi-inverter relates to some of the mentioned inversion algorithms:
full inversion
partial inversion
semi-inversion

functions
Glück and Kawabe [8]
Almendros-Jiménez et al. [2]
Mogensen [14]

relations
Nishida et al. [17, 19]
Nishida et al. [18]
This algorithm

This paper provides (1) a polyvariant semi-inversion algorithm for CCSs that uses
local inversion and is proven correct; (2) a simple but e↵ective heuristic to avoid
narrowing and to minimize the search space; and (3) an experimental evaluation
by applying the Prolog implementation to a simple encryption algorithm, a physical discrete-event simulation, and a program inverter for a reversible language.
Overview: After an brief overview of the semi-inverter (Sect. 2), we formally
define conditional term rewriting systems and semi-inversion (Sect. 3). Then, we
present our algorithm (Sect. 4) and report on the experimental results (Sect. 5).3
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The extended abstract of a talk, Nordic Workshop on Programming Theory, Univ. of
Bergen, Dept. of Informatics, Report 403, 2012, is partially used in Sections 1 and 5.
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The Semi-Inversion Algorithm—An Overview

This section gives an informal overview of semi-inversion and illustrates the semiinversion algorithm with a short, familiar example. Both semi-inversion and the
algorithm will be formalized and defined in the following sections.
We let semi-inversion cover rewritings of the form
f (s1 , . . . , sn ) !⇤R ht1 , . . . , tm i,

where f is an n-ary function symbol with co-arity m defined in the conditional
term rewriting system R; input and output terms s1 , . . . , sn and t1 , . . . , tm are
ground constructor terms; and h...i is a special m-ary constructor containing the
m output terms. The transformation of f into a semi-inverse f is w.r.t. indices
of known input and output terms. If we assume that the first a input and b
output terms are the known arguments, then the semi-inverse f{1,...,a}{1,...,b} takes
the form
f{1,...,a}{1,...,b}(s1 , . . . , sa , t1 , . . . , tb ) !⇤R hsa+1 , . . . , sn , tb+1 , . . . , tm i.

The input-output index sets {1, . . . , a} and {1, . . . , b} label the new function
symbol f and serve to distinguish di↵erent semi-inverses of the same f . The semiinversion algorithm locally inverts each rule needed for the rewriting sequence in
the semi-inverted rewriting system R such that the known parameters specified
by the two index sets occur on the left-hand side and all others occur on the
right-hand side of the semi-inverted rules of f . Semi-inversion is polyvariant
because R may include several di↵erent semi-inversions of the rules defining f
in R, while, in contrast, full inversion is monovariant, as it requires only one
variant per f .
Example 1. Take as an example the multiplication x · y = z of two unary numbers x and y defined by adding y x times (s1–s4, Fig. 1), which is similar to the
unconditional system (r1–r4, Fig. 1) suggested by [18]. Inversion of multiplication mul is w.r.t. the second input y and the first (and only) output z. That is,
input-output index sets I = {2} and O = {1} yield the rewrite rules for division
z/y = x and, as a subtask, partially inverts addition x + y = z into subtraction
z x = y (t1–t4, as shown in Fig. 1). Multiplication mul(x,y) and addition
add(x,y) are inverted into division mul{2}{1}(y,z) and subtraction add{1}{1}(x,z)
and are replaced by the forms div(z,y) and sub(z,x) for readability. Some of
the inverted rules have a conditional part (the conjunction to the right of ( ),
which must be satisfied to apply a rule and may bind variables, e.g., y, in rule t4.
The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 by the stepwise inversion of rule s2.
First, all function symbols are labeled with index sets, starting with the given index sets on the left-hand side and then repeatedly (from left to right) labeling the
function symbols in the conditions with indices of the known arguments (Step 1).
Variable w is known after add is rewritten, so the rightmost mul is labeled mul{2}{1}.
Finally, local inversion brings all known parts to the left-hand side according to
the index sets (Step 2), e.g., mul{2}{1}(s(x),y)!hzi into mul{2}{1}(y,z)!hs(x)i.
We note that in Fig. 1, division by zero, div(z,0), is undefined (due to
infinite rewriting by repeatedly subtracting 0 from z). Division of zero, div(0,y),
3

Unconditional rules:
r1: mul(0,y) ! 0
r3: add(0,y) ! y

r2: mul(s(x),y) ! add(y,mul(x,y))
r4: add(s(x),y) ! s(add(x,y))

Flat rules:
s1: mul(0,y) ! h0i
s3: add(0,y) ! hyi

s2: mul(s(x),y) ! hzi ( add(y,w) ! hzi ^ mul(x,y) ! hwi
s4: add(s(x),y) ! hs(z)i ( add(x,y) ! hzi

Inverted rules (after renaming):
t1: div(0,y) ! h0i t2: div(z,y) ! hs(x)i ( sub(z,y) ! hwi ^ div(w,y) ! hxi
t3: sub(y,0) ! hyi t4: sub(s(z),s(x)) ! hyi ( sub(z,x ! hyi
Fig. 1. Partial inversion of multiplication into division.
Label all⇢function symbols (index set propagation):
mul(s(x),y) ! hzi
( add(y,w) ! hzi
^ mul(x,y) ! hwi
Step 1
mul{2}{1}(s(x),y) ! hzi ( add{1}{1}(y,w) ! hzi ^ mul{2}{1}(x,y) ! hwi
Local inversion:
⇢
mul{2}{1}(s(x),y) ! hzi ( add{1}{1}(y,w) ! hzi ^ mul{2}{1}(x,y) ! hwi
Step 2
mul{2}{1}(y,z) ! hs(x)i ( add{1}{1}(y,z) ! hwi ^ mul{2}{1}(y,w) ! hxi

Fig. 2. Stepwise inversion of rule s2 in Fig. 1 w.r.t. the input-output index sets {2} {1}.

where y > 0, returns zero. Both rules t1 and t2 match, but only rule t1 can be
applied (sub(0,y) in the condition of t2 cannot be rewritten with y > 0). The
pre-processing and post-processing that transform between unconditional and
flat conditional constructor systems are standard techniques and not discussed
here; see, e.g., [18, 21, 22].

3

Conditional Constructor Systems and Semi-Inversion

First, we recall the basic concepts of conditional term rewriting systems following the terminology of Ohlebusch [22] and their ground constructor-based
relation [19]. Then, we define what we call conditional constructor term rewriting systems (CCSs) and describe how they model a series of language paradigms.
We also describe the properties for when they can be evaluated efficiently, which
relates to the design goals for our semi-inverter. Finally, we define semi-inversion
of such systems and give the first insights into the nature of semi-inversion.
3.1

Preliminaries for Conditional Term Rewriting

We assume a countable set of variables V. A finite signature F is assumed to
be partitioned into two disjoint sets: a set of defined function symbols D, each
f 2 D with an arity n and a co-arity m, written f /n/m, and a set of constructor
symbols C, each a 2 C with an arity n. We denote the set of all terms over F
and V by T (F, V). A term s is a ground term if it has no variables, a constructor
term if it contains no function symbols, and a ground constructor term if it is
both a ground term and a constructor term. Every subterm s of a term t has
at least a position p, and we denote this subterm by t|p = s, with the root
symbol denoted root(t). Furthermore, we let t[s0 ]p denote a new term where the
subterm at position p in t is replaced by a new (sub)term s0 . A substitution
4

is a mapping from variables to terms, a ground substitution is a mapping from
variables to ground terms, and a constructor substitution is a mapping from
variables to constructor terms.
A conditional rewrite rule is of the form l ! r ( c, where the left-hand side
l is a non-variable and root(l) 2 D, the right-hand side r is a term, and the conditions c are a (perhaps empty) conjunction of conditions l1 ! r1 ^ . . . ^ lk ! rk .
A conditional term rewriting system R over a signature F, abbreviated
CTRS, is a finite set of conditional rewrite rules l0 ! r0 ( l1 ! r1 ^. . .^lk ! rk
over all terms in T (F, V) such that the defined functions D = {root(l) | l ! r (
c 2 R} and constructors C = F \ D. The conditions are interpreted as reachability, defining a so-called oriented CTRS, e.g., [22].
A ground constructor-based rewrite relation !R associated with a CTRS over
F !R is the smallest binary relation for a pair of ground terms s, t 2 T (F, ;),
where there is a position p, a ground constructor substitution and a rewrite rule
l ! r ( c such that s|p = l , s[r ]p = t and, for each condition (li ! ri ) 2 c,
li !⇤R ri .
3.2

Conditional Constructor Systems

In this study, we focus on a subclass of CTRSs we call conditional constructor
term rewriting systems. These systems are both input to and output from the
semi-inversion algorithm. They are also referred to as pure constructor CTRSs in
the literature [16] and are a subset of 4-CTRSs [22]. They can model first-order
functional programs, logic programs, and functional logic programs [5] and are
suitable for observing and discussing common problems arising from inversion
without considering di↵erent language specifications.
The purpose of these systems is to describe relations f from n ground constructor terms to m ground constructor terms, that is,
f (s1 , . . . , sn ) !⇤R ht1 , . . . , tm i.

We assume that the signature includes special constructors hi/m intended to contain the m output and function symbols of the form mul/2/1 and mul{2}{1} /2/1.
Definition 1 (CCS). A conditional constructor term rewriting system R, abbreviated CCS, is a CTRS over F = C ] D if each rule in R is of the form
l 0 ! r0 ( l 1 ! r1 ^ . . . ^ l k ! rk ,

i
i
where each li ! ri (0  i  k) is of the form f i (pi1 , . . . , pini ) ! hq1i , . . . , qm
i
such that f i /ni /mi 2 D, h i/mi 2 C, and pij and qji 0 are constructor terms.

We shall only consider the associated ground constructor-based rewrite relation [19] described in Sect. 3.1. The reductions f (s1 , . . . , sn ) !⇤R ht1 , . . . , tm i,
where all si and tj are ground constructor terms, specified by a CCS, can only
be 1-step reductions, that is, f (s1 , . . . , sn ) !R ht1 , . . . , tm i. The left- and righthand side of the rules are not unifiable, prohibiting 0-step reductions; there is
one function symbol in the initial term, and each rule-application removes exactly one function symbol, prohibiting reductions with more than one step. This
5

also simplifies the correctness proof of the semi-inversion algorithm, which can
be proven by induction over the depth of the rewrite steps [22, Def. 7.1.4].
The next example defines a rewrite relation by overlapping rules.
Example 2. This CCS defines a one-to-many rewrite relation perm/1/1 between
a list and all its permutations, e.g., perm([1|[2|[]]]) ! h[1|[2|[]]]i and
perm([1|[2|[]]]) ! h[2|[1|[]]]i. It has two defined function symbols perm/1/1
and del/1/2 and a set of constructors, including two list constructors, []/0 and
[·|·]/2, and two special output constructors, h·i/1 and h·, ·i/2. The defined function symbol perm depends on del, which removes an arbitrary element from a
list and returns the removed element and the remaining list. The nondeterministic relation is caused by the overlapping rules r3 and r4.
r1:
r2:
r3:
r4:

perm([]) ! h[]i
perm(x) ! h[y|z]i ( del(x) ! hy,ui ^ perm(u) ! hzi
del([x|y]) ! hx,yi
del([x|y]) ! hz, [x|u]i ( del(y) ! hz,ui

A CCS can be nondeterministic by overlapping rules, as in Example 2, and by
what we call extra variables 4 , i.e., variables occurring on the right-hand side r
of a rule but neither in its left-hand l side nor in its conditions c, i.e., Var (r) \
(Var (l) [ Var (c)). In case a system has no extra variables, we call it extravariable free, abbreviated EV-free. EV-free CCSs are a subset of 3-CTRSs [22],
and pcDCTRSs [20] are a subset of EV-free CCSs.
The extra variables cause infinite branching in the ground constructor-based
rewrite relation; for example, a rule f () ! hxi represents an infinite ground
constructor-based rewrite relation {f () !R hai, f () !R hbi, . . .}. Intuitively,
these variables can be interpreted as logic variables subsuming all possible ground
constructor terms. Extra variables require efficient implementations that do not
naively produce the entire ground constructor-based rewrite relation. Narrowing
is a well-established rewriting method, where matching is replaced by unification; see, e.g., [5] for further details, [3, 12] for a survey, and [18] for the use in
partial inversion.
3.3

Semi-Inverse

The reader has already seen an example of semi-inversion in Sect. 2. Next, we
define semi-inversion formally and illustrate it with examples of the algorithm.
Definition 2 (semi-inverse). Let R and R be CCSs over F = C ] D and F =
C ] D, respectively, with f /n/m 2 D and f IO /n/m 2 D, where I = {i1 , . . . , ia }
and O = {o1 , . . . , ob } are index sets such that n = a + b and m = m + n n.
Then, R is a semi-inverse of R w.r.t. f , I, and O if for all ground constructor
terms s1 , . . . , sn , t1 , . . . , tm 2 T (C \{hi}, ;),
f (s1 , . . . , sn ) !R ht1 , . . . , tm i ,
f IO (si1 , . . . , sia , to1 , . . . , tob ) !R hsia+1 , . . . , sin , tob+1 , . . . , tom i
4

In this case, we follow the terminology of [18] —these are not to be confused with
“extra variables” as defined by Ohlebusch [22], i.e., (Var (r) [ Var (c)) \ Var (l).
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where divisions {i1 , . . . , ia } ] {ia+1 , . . . , in } = {1, . . . , n} and {o1 , . . . , ob } ]
{ob+1 , . . . , om } = {1, . . . , m}. We assume that the name and the parameters
of f IO are ordered according to <-order on the indices.
The reason the semi-inversion algorithm produces a CCS and not an EV-free
CCS lies in the nature of full-inversion, i.e., the most specific inversion problem,
as demonstrated by the next example.
Example 3. Full inversion of the EV-free CCS fst(x,y) ! hxi unavoidably
creates a CCS with extra variables, namely, fst;,{1} (x) ! hx,yi.
Sometimes the semi-inverted system and its original system define the same
rewrite relation but are defined di↵erently, as in the following examples.
Example 4 (Ex. 2, continued). The semi-inverse of perm w.r.t. index sets I = ;
and O = {1}, i.e., a full inversion, is a CCS that defines the same permutation
relation by di↵erent rules. Here, del;,{1,2} inserts an element randomly into a
list, whereas the original del removes an arbitrary element from the list.
r1:
r2:
r3:
r4:

3.4

perm;,{1} ([]) ! h[]i
perm;,{1} ([y|z]) ! hxi ( perm;,{1} (z) ! hui ^ del;,{1,2} (y,u) ! hxi
del;,{1,2} (x,y) ! h[x|y]i
del;,{1,2} (z,[x|u]) ! h[x|y]i ( del;,{1,2} (z,u) ! hyi

Modeling Programming Languages and Evaluation Strategies

EV-free CCSs are suitable for modeling logic languages such as Prolog, as seen
in the next example, where predicates are modeled by function symbols with
co-arity 0. In general, logic programs require narrowing, as we shall see below.
Example 5. The classic predicate append can be modeled by the two rules
app([],y,y) ! hi and app([h|t],y,[h|z]) ! hi ( app(t,y,z) ! hi.
The evaluation order of the conditions, i.e., the strategy, does not a↵ect the correctness of a rewriting, but the conditions and their order may require narrowing.
Instead of describing when there exists an evaluation order, which would only
require the faster term rewriting, it is standard to fix the order to be from left to
right and to define for which systems there is an order that would only require
term rewriting. We follow [16] and define these properties for CCSs, and not only
EV-free CCSs as in [22]. For a rule l ! r ( l1 ! r1 ^. . .^lk ! rk , a variable x in
a condition li , i.e., x 2 Var (li ), is known if x 2 Var (l, r1 , . . . , ri 1 ), and unknown
otherwise. The rule is left-to-right deterministic 5 if all variables on the left-hand
sides of the conditions are known, i.e., Var (li ) ✓ Var (l, r1 , . . . , ri 1 ), and a CCS
is left-to-right deterministic if all its rules are left-to-right deterministic.
A left-to-right deterministic and EV-free CCS does not require narrowing,
and it is desirable for a semi-inverter to produce such systems [22, Sect. 7.2.5].
5

Left-to-right determinism is referred to as “determinism” in term rewriting literature, but we make a rather clear distinction between this property, deterministic
computations, and deterministic input-output relations, i.e., functions.
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In addition, these systems provide a good basis for modeling functional programs [5]. However, other requirements include orthogonal rules, i.e., non-overlapping
rules and left-linearity. These requirements will not be a part of our design focus
for the semi-inversion algorithm, but we will comment on where to check for
such paradigm-specific properties in the algorithm in Sect. 4.
Similarly, an EV-free CCS can model reversible languages by ensuring rightorthogonality and non-deletion. Nishida et al. [20] performed a reversibilization
of a pcDCTRS6 by labeling each right-hand side of a rule with a unique constructor, i.e., right-orthogonality, and recording all deleted values in a trace, i.e.,
non-deletion. Thus, their resulting systems are reversible.

4

The Semi-Inversion Algorithm

The polyvariant semi-inverter is presented in a modular way, including the local
inversion and a heuristic to improve the semi-inversion by reordering the conditions. The algorithm semi-inverts a CCS w.r.t. a given function symbol and a
pair of input-output index sets into a new CCS. It terminates and yields correct
semi-inverse systems, as shown at the end of this section.
The semi-inverter labels all function symbols with two index sets, I and O,
that contain the indices of the known terms of the left-hand and right-hand
sides of a rule, respectively, and locally inverts every rule after reordering the
conditions such that all known variables given by the index sets occur on the
left-hand side and the rest occur on the right-hand side of the new rule.
4.1

Control of Rule Generation

The recursive semi-inversion algorithm (Fig. 3) controls the local inversion (Fig. 4)
of the conditional rewrite rules. Given a rewrite system R, an initial function
symbol f and the initial input-output index sets I and O, the algorithm produces
the semi-inverse rewrite system Rf . It keeps track of the function symbols that
IO
have been semi-inverted (in set Done) and those that are pending semi-inversions
(in set Pend) to address circular dependencies between rules.
A pending task (f ,I,O) 2 Pend is selected, and each of the rules defining f
in R is semi-inverted, which may lead to new semi-inversion tasks. The auxiliary
procedure getdep collects all function symbols and their input-output index sets
on which the conditions of a set of inverted rules depend. This procedure helps
determine new reachable tasks after semi-inverting the rules. Using reachability
for semi-inversion reduces the risk of exponentially increasing the size of Rf ;
IO
semi-inversion is polyvariant inversion of R in that it may produce several semiinversions of the same function symbol, namely, one for each input-output index
set. Eventually, all reachable semi-inverses are generated then no pending task
exist and the algorithm returns the self-contained semi-inverted system Rf .
IO
At this point, as an add-on, the type of the new rewrite system can be syntactically checked. For example, if none of the semi-inverted rules contains an extra
6

Equivalent to left-to-right deterministic EV-free CCSs with orthogonal rules.
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seminv(Pend, Done) =
if Pend = ; then ; else

// choose a pending task for semi-inversion
(f,I,O) 2 Pend;

// semi-invert all rules of f with index sets I and O
f-Rulesoriginal := { ⇢ | ⇢ : l ! r ( c 2 R, root(l) = f };
f-Rulesinverted := { localinv(⇢,I,O) | ⇢ 2 f-Rulesoriginal };

// update the pending and done sets
NewDep := getdep(f-Rulesinverted ) \ Done;
f-Rulesinverted [ seminv((Pend [ NewDep) \ {(f,I,O)}, Done [ {(f,I,O)});

getdep(Rules) =
{ (f,I,O) | l ! r ( c 2 Rules, li ! ri 2 c, root(li ) = fIO };
Fig. 3. Recursive semi-inversion algorithm.

variable, then the system is marked as EV-free, and if all function symbols in the
CSS are defined by orthogonal rules, then this system corresponds to a first-order
functional program. This is the strength of using conditional term rewriting systems as a foundation for studying semi-inversion: they smoothly model inversion
problems across a range of di↵erent important programming paradigms.
The algorithm terminates for any (f ,I,O) because the numbers of function
symbols and their possible index sets are finite for any given R. In each recursion,
a task is semi-inverted and moved from Pend to Done. Eventually, no more tasks
can be added to Pend that are not already in Done, and the algorithm terminates.
Invocation of the semi-inverter in Fig. 3 is done by seminv({(f ,I,O)}, ;)R ,
where the read-only R is global for the sake of simplicity. A new system Rf with
IO
all semi-inverted functions reachable from the initial task (f ,I,O) is returned.
Definition 3 (semi-inverter). Given a CCS R, a defined function symbol
f /n/m 2 D, and two index sets I ✓ {1, . . . , n} and O ✓ {1, . . . , m}, the semiinverter in Fig. 3 yields the CCS
Rf

IO

= seminv({(f ,I,O)},;)R .

Note that if the initial pending set contains two or more tasks, they are semiinverted together by seminv, which may be useful for practical reasons.
Rf
4.2

IO

[ Rg

I 0 O0

= seminv({(f ,I,O)} [ {(g,I 0 ,O0 )},;)R .

Local Semi-Inversion of Conditional Rules

The form of the rules with a rule head followed by a sequence of flat conditions
considerably simplifies the local inversion. Given the index sets I and O, a rule
(l ! r ( l1 ! r1 ^ . . . ^ lk ! rk )

is locally semi-inverted into a left-to-right deterministic rule
(l0 ! r0 ( l10 ! r10 ^ . . . ^ lk0 ! rk0 ),

i.e., satisfying Var (l0 , r10 , . . . , ri0

1)

◆ Var (li0 ) for all 1  i  k.
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localinv(f(p1 ,...,pn ) ! hq1 ,...,qm i ( c, {i1 ,...,ia }, {o1 ,...,ob }) =
// semi-invert the rule head and label the function symbol
{ia+1 ,..., in } := {1,...,n} \ {i1 ,...,ia }
{ob+1 ,..., om } := {1,...,m} \ {o1 ,...,ob }
lhs := f{i1 ,...,ia}{o1 ,...,ob}(pi1 ,...,pia ,qo1 ,...,qob )
rhs := hpia+1 ,...,pin ,qob+1 ,...,qom i
// locally invert the conditions after reordering
Var := Var (lhs)
c’ := heuristic(c, Var)
// reorder conditions of rule
c’’ := localinvc(c’,Var)
// reorder terms in conditions
// return the inverted rule
lhs ! rhs ( c’’
localinvc(c, Var) = case c of
// if no condition, then return the empty condition
✏ => ✏
// else invert the left-most condition
f(p1 ,...,pn ) ! hq1 ,...,qm i ^ Restc =>
// build the index sets
{i1 , ..., ia } := {i | i 2 {1,...,n}, Var (pi ) ✓ Var}
{ia+1 ,..., in } := {1,...,n} \ {i1 ,...,ia }
{o1 , ..., ob } := {o | o 2 {1,...,m}, Var (qo ) ✓ Var}
{ob+1 ,..., om } := {1,...,m} \ {o1 ,...,ob }
// locally invert and label the left-most condition
lhs := f{i1 ,...,ia}{o1 ,...,ob}(pi1 ,...,pia ,qo1 ,...,qob )
rhs := hpia+1 ,...,pin ,qob+1 ,...,qom i
// return the inverted conditions
lhs ! rhs ^ localinvc(Restc, Var [ Var (rhs))
Fig. 4. Local inversion of a conditional rule.

Local inversion (Fig. 4) first generates the new head l0 ! r0 by rearranging the terms of l and r according to I and O as required for semi-inversion
(Def. 2). To ensure that the new rule is left-to-right deterministic, we transform
the conditions l1 ! r1 ^ . . . ^ lk ! rk from left to right such that all terms
in the ith condition (li ! ri ) that depend only on the already known variables
Var (l, r1 , . . . , ri 1 ) are moved to the new left-hand side li0 and all other terms are
moved to the new right-hand side ri0 (ordered by increasing index). Therefore, li0
contains terms that depend on known variables (including ground terms), and
ri0 contains all the other terms. At the same time, the function symbol fi at the
root of li0 is labeled with the corresponding input-output sets. This transformation is repeated recursively from left to right for each condition while updating
the set of known variables. In this way, the semi-inverted rule becomes left-toright deterministic, and each new condition li0 ! ri0 uses the maximum number
of known terms in li0 . This step is not necessary for correctness but reduces the
search space of the intended reduction strategy.
4.3

A Heuristic Approach to Reordering Conditions

We have chosen a greedy heuristic to reorder the conditions in a rule before semiinverting them, which works surprisingly well. The procedure heuristic (shown in
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heuristic(c, KnownVar) = case c of
// if no condition, then return the empty condition
✏ => ✏
// else find condition with highest percentage of known parameters
l1 ! r1 ^ ...^ lk ! rk =>
// determine percentages
Percent1 := percent(l1 ! r1 , KnownVar)
...
...
Percentk := percent(lk ! rk , KnownVar)
(Pi ,i)
:= maxPercent((Percent1 ,1),...,(Percentk ,k))
// select condition, reorder remaining conditions in updated variable set
li ! ri ^ heuristic(c \ (li ! ri ), KnownVar [ Var (li ,ri ))

percent(f(p1 , ..., pn ) ! hq1 , ..., qm i, KnownVar) =
// determine index sets of known parameters
I := {i | i 2 {1, ..., n}, Var (pi ) ✓ KnownVar }
O := {j | j 2 {1, ..., m}, Var (qj ) ✓ KnownVar }
// return percentage of known parameters
(|I| + |O|) / (m + n)
// known = |I| + |O|, total = m + n
Fig. 5. A greedy heuristic for reordering conditions.

Fig. 5) reorders the conditions according to the percentages of known parameters
such that the condition with the highest percentage comes first. This procedure
dynamically updates the set of known variables each time a condition is moved to
the head of the sequence and recursively applies the reordering to the remaining
conditions. Clearly, di↵erent sets of known variables can lead to di↵erent orders
of the conditions. The intention with this heuristic is to syntactically exploit as
much known information as possible without having to rely on an extra analysis.
Other reordering methods could be used instead. The algorithm by Mogensen [14], which semi-inverts non-overlapping rules in a guarded equational
language without extra variables, searches through all possible semi-inversions
and uses additional semantic information about primitive operators. An exhaustive search will find better orders than a local heuristic, but the search will take
more time. This is the familiar trade-o↵ between the accuracy and run time of
a program analysis. The heuristic always finds a reordering (perhaps leading to
extra variables), while the semi-inverter [14] may halt with no answer due to the
limitations of the language —a later inverter [15] allows functional parameters.
There is no fixed order of conditions that avoids extra variables for all possible
semi-inversions of a given rewrite system. Our experiments show that the heuristic usually improves the resulting semi-inversion, but it can also be deceived, as
shown in the following example.
Example 6. Given a system consisting of r1–r3, the semi-inversion of test w.r.t.
I = {1} and O = {2} yields the system s1–s3, which has an extra variable in
function fst{1}{1}, whereas one produced without the heuristic would be EV-free.
r1: test(x,y) ! hw,zi
r2: fst(x,y) ! hxi

( copy(x,y) ! hw,zi ^ fst(x,y) ! hzi
r3: copy(x,y) ! hx,yi

s1: test{1}{2}(x,z) ! hy,wi ( fst{1}{1}(x,z) ! hyi ^ copy{1,2}{2}(x,y,z) ! hwi
s2: fst{1}{1}(x,x) ! hyi
s3: copy{1,2}{2}(x,y,y) ! hxi
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4.4

Correctness of the Semi-Inversion Algorithm

The correctness of the semi-inversion algorithm is proven by first defining Rall
by semi-inverting all possible semi-inversion tasks for the function symbols in R.
Definition 4 (Rall ). Let R be a CCS, and let P = {(f, I, O) | f /n/m 2 D, I ✓
{1, . . . , n}, O ✓ {1, . . . , m}} be the pending set consisting of all semi-inversion
tasks of all function symbols defined in R. Then, we define
Rall = seminv(P, ;)R .
The following theorem can be proven in two steps: First, the rewrite steps of f
are in R if and only if the rewrite steps of its semi-inverse f IO are in Rall , and
secondly, the rewrite steps of f IO are in Rall if and only if they are in Rf . The
IO
proofs are omitted due to lack of space.
Theorem 1. Let R be a CCS, and let Rf = seminv({(f, I, O)}, ;)R for a
IO
function symbol f /n/m 2 D and index sets I ✓ {1, . . . , n} and O ✓ {1, . . . , m}.
Then, Rf is a semi-inverse of R w.r.t. f , I, and O.
IO

5

Application of the Semi-Inverter

The semi-inverter has been fully implemented (in Prolog), and in the following,
we will present the results: a series of semi-inversions of a discrete simulation of
a free fall, each solving a di↵erent problem, a decrypter from a simple encrypter,
and the inversion of an inverter for a reversible programming language.
5.1

Discrete Simulation of a Free Fall

We consider a discrete simulation of an object that falls through a vacuum [4] and
use semi-inversion to generate four new programs, each solving a di↵erent aspect.
The simulation is defined by the equations vt = vt 1 +g and ht = ht 1 vt +g/2,
where g ⇡ 10 m/s2 is the approximate gravitational acceleration. The following
system fall0 yields the object’s velocity vt (v) and height ht (h) at time t, given
t (t) and initial velocity v0 (v0 ) and height h0 (h0 ).
fall0 (v,h,0) ! hv,hi
fall0 (v0 ,h0 ,s(t))! hv,hi (
add(v0 , s5(0))! hvn i^
height(h0 ,vn ) ! hhn i^
fall0 (vn ,hn ,t) ! hv,hi

Original
Full inv.
Partial inv.
Semi-inv. #1
Semi-inv. #2

height(h0,vn )! hhn i (
add(h0,s5(0))! hhtemp i ^ sub(htemp,vn )! hhn i

fall0 :
fall1 :
fall2 :
fall3 :
fall4 :

(v0 , h0 , t) ! (v, h)
(v, h) ! (v0 , h0 , t)
(t, v, h) ! (v0 , h0 )
(v0 , t, h) ! (h0 , v)
(v0 , t, v) ! (h0 , h)

The system fall0 is geared towards solving the ‘forward’ problem, while finding
a solution to the ‘backward’ problem of determining the origin of a fall may be
equally interesting, it requires a new set of rules. Full inversion algorithms can
transform fall0 into a new system fall1 solving the backward problem, while other
problems require partial or semi-inversion.
These four programs fall1 to fall4 are successfully generated by the semiinversion algorithm as shown in Fig. 6 (dependency functions are omitted for
clarity). The di↵erence between the order of the conditions in the four inversions
indicates that the heuristic has taken action.
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fall1 (v, h) ! hv, h, 0i
fall2 (0, v, h) ! hv, hi
fall1 (v, h) ! hv0 , h0 , s(t)i ( fall2 (s(t), v, h) ! hv0 , h0 i (
fall1 (v, h) ! hvn , hn , ti^
fall2 (t, v, h) ! hvn , hn i^
add{2}{1}(s10(0), vn ) ! hv0 i^
add{2}{1}(s10(0), vn ) ! hv0 i^
height{2}{1}(vn , hn ) ! hh0 i
height{2}{1}(vn , hn ) ! hh0 i
fall3 (v, 0, h) ! hh, vi
fall4 (v, 0, v) ! hh, hi
fall3 (v0 , s(t), h) ! hh0 , vi ( fall4 (v0 , s(t), v) ! hh0 , hi (
add(v0 , s10(0)) ! hvn )i^
add(v0 , s10(0)) ! hvn i^
fall3 (vn , t, h) ! hhn , vi^
fall4 (vn , t, v) ! hhn , hi^
height{2}{1}(vn , hn ) ! hh0 i
height{2}{1}(vn , hn ) ! hh0 i

Fig. 6. The fall0 , its full inversion fall1 , the partial inversion fall2 and the two
semi-inversions fall3 and fall4 .

5.2

Encrypter and Decrypter

The automatic generation of decrypters is fascinating. The following encrypter
is a modification of a simple encryption method suggested by Mogensen. It produces an encrypted text z:zs given a text formed as an integer list x:xs and a
key key. Encryption cleans the key by mod 4, adds the new value to the first
character, and repeats the process recursively for the rest of the text (the modification is that we use mod 4 instead of mod 256, as mod 256 consists of 257
rules). The encrypter is given in Fig. 7 (on the left), and the decrypter is a partial
inversion of it with respect to I = {2} and O = {1}, as shown in Fig. 7 (on the
right). The decrypter (encrypt{2}{1}) produces the decrypted text x:xs given the
key key and the encrypted text z:zs. Note that mod4 is equivalent to mod4{1}; .
Original encrypter:

Generated decrypter:

encrypt(nil,key) ! hnili
encrypt(x:xs,key) ! hz:zsi (
mod4(key) ! hyi,
add(x,y) ! hzi,
encrypt(xs,key) ! hzsi
mod4(0) ! h0i
mod4(s(0)) ! hs(0)i
mod4(s2 (0)) ! hs2 (0)i
mod4(s3 (0)) ! hs3 (0)i
mod4(s4 (x)) ! hw0i ( mod4(x)! hw0i

encrypt{2}{1}(key,nil)! hnili
encrypt{2}{1}(key,z:zs) ! hx:xsi (
mod4{1}; (key) ! hyi,
add{2}{1}(y,z) ! hxi,
encrypt{2}{1}(key,zs) ! hxsi
mod4{1}; (0) ! h0i
mod4{1}; (s(0)) ! hs(0)i
mod4{1}; (s2 (0)) ! hs2 (0)i
mod4{1}; (s3 (0)) ! hs3 (0)i
mod4{1}; (s4 (x)) ! hw0i ( mod4{1}; (x)! hw0i

Fig. 7. Inversion of a simple encrypter into a decrypter.

5.3

Inverted Inverter

The Janus language is a reversible language [23] where functions can be both
called (executed in a forward direction) and uncalled (executed in a backward
direction). An inverter for the Janus language creates procedures that are equal
to uncalling the original procedure. Since Janus is a reversible language, the full
inversion of such a Janus-inverter is equivalent to itself. A Janus-inverter can
be described as a left-to-right deterministic EV-free CCS, and in Fig. 8 (on the
left), we have given such an inverter for a subset of the language.
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A full inversion of the inverter for the reversible Janus language is equivalent
to itself. The result of the semi-inversion algorithm is the Janus inverter shown in
Fig. 8 (on the right). If we assume that invName and its full inversion invName
are equivalent, then the produced and original rules are equivalent up to the
variable naming and order of the parameters.
Janus-Inverter

Fully inverted Janus-inverter

inv(proc(name,progr)) ! hproc(u,v)i (
invName(name) ! hui ^ inv(progr) ! hvi

inv(proc(u,v)) ! hproc(name,progr)i (
invName(u) ! hnamei ^ inv(v) ! hprogri

inv(+=(x,y)) ! h-=(x,y)i
inv(-=(x,y)) ! h+=(x,y)i
inv(<=>(x,y)) ! h<=>(x,y)i

inv(-=(x,y)) ! h+=(x,y)i
inv(+=(x,y)) ! h-=(x,y)i
inv(<=>(x,y)) ! h<=>(x,y)i

inv(if(x1 ,y1 ,y2 ,x2 )) ! hif(x2 ,z1 ,z2 ,x1 )i ( inv(if(x2 ,z1 ,z2 ,x1 )) ! hif(x1 ,y1 ,y2 ,x2 )i (
inv(y1 ) ! hu1 i^ inv(y2 ) ! hv2 i
inv(z1 ) ! hy1 i ^ inv(z2 ) ! hy2 i
inv(loop(x1 ,y1 ,y2 ,x2 )) ! hloop(x2 ,z1 ,v2 ,x1 )i ( inv(loop(x2 ,z1 ,z2 ,x1 )) ! hloop(x1 ,y1 ,y2 ,x2 )i (
inv(y1 ) ! hz1 i ^ inv(y2 ) ! hz2 i
inv(z1 ) ! hy1 i ^ inv(z2 ) ! hy2 i
inv(call(name)) ! hcall(u)i (
invName(name) ! hui
inv(uncall(name)) ! huncall(u)i (
invName(name) ! hui

inv(call(u)) ! hcall(name)i (
invName(u) ! hnamei
inv(uncall(u)) ! huncall(name)i (
invName(u) ! hnamei

inv(sequence(x,y)) ! hsequence(u,v)i (
inv(y) ! hui ^ inv(x) ! hvi
inv(skip) ! hskipi

inv(sequence(u,v)) ! hsequence(x,y)i (
inv(u) ! hyi ^ inv(v) ! hxi
inv(skip) ! hskipi

Fig. 8. The Janus-inverter inv expressed as CCS rules, and its full inverse inv.

6

Conclusion

We have shown that polyvariant semi-inversion can be performed for conditional
constructor systems (CCSs) that are highly useful for modeling several language
paradigms, including logic, functional, and reversible languages. Notably, we
have shown that local inversion and a straightforward heuristics suffice for performing the general form of inversion with interesting results. This approach can
be used for transformation problems ranging from the inversion of a simple encryption algorithm or a physical discrete-event simulation to a program inverter
for a reversible language. We have also implemented the algorithm and shown
its correctness. The algorithm makes use of a simple syntactic heuristic that produces good results in our experiments. In full inversion, some auxiliary functions
may be partially inverted [17, p. 145], that is, their inversion may also benefit
from the algorithm in this paper. Furthermore, the structure of the algorithm is
modular such that the heuristic can be easily replaced. In regard to future work,
it could be interesting to vary the heuristics with respect to the type of inversion
considering that reversing conditions suffices for full inversion; e.g., by parameterization, we might capture other inversion algorithms in this framework.
Acknowledgment The authors wish to thank the anonymous reviewers for their
insightful comments. Support by the EU COST Action IC1405 is acknowledged.
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Abstract. The paper presents a new formalism (a minimalist type system) for modeling natural language compositionality over the three levels
of compositional semantics, syntax and morphology. The formalism reduces compositionality to a single level by using a subclass of compound
types (syntactic compounds of multiple types or their terms) and types
for morphemes. The paper includes a detailed comparison with earlier
similar approaches and an overview of the implementation of the formalism on a structurally diverse fragment of English in the Coq proof
assistant.
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1

Introduction

The last 70 years or so have seen many concentrated e↵orts of natural language
(NL) formalization, many of which have involved the use of types and functions,
either on paper [16,20] or, starting from this century, also as computer code
[3,5,26]. In this paper, we introduce a new formalism, a minimalist type system
for modeling NL compositionality. We will also present an implementation of the
formalism in the Coq proof assistant. The paper is organized as follows. Section
2 gives a motivating example, followed by an overview of the formalism and its
novel contributions in section 3. Section 4 introduces the Coq development of
NLC on a fragment of English. An extensive comparison of NLC with existing
formalisms is in section 5. The paper concludes with a short discussion in the
eponymous section.

2

The quest for a parsimonious representation

Traditionally, NL semantics has been modeled in nth order logic, for n  4. To
understand why this should be so, one should recall the model-theoretic definition of the meaning of a declarative sentence as its truth conditions (conditions
on which the sentence would be true) [8]. The main problem with the definition is that it cannot be readily extended to other syntactic categories, such as
e.g. morphemes, words, phrases and interrogative sentences, all of which have
?
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meaning. For example, the notion of truth-conditions of a morpheme, word or
phrase can be scarcely upheld, unless we arbitrarily conflate the meanings of e.g.
cat, a cat and there is a cat as 9x. cat(x) := True. Clearly, the latter signals a
failure of model-theoretic semantics to distinguish between the meanings of the
constructions. This aside, the notation is awkward, which becomes clear if we
compare the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

9x. red(x) ^ ball(x)

a (red ball)
9x. veryred(x) ^ ball(x)
9x. very(red(x)) ^ ball(x)
a ((very red) ball)

First, as mentioned above, (1) fails to capture the semantic di↵erences between
red ball, a red ball and there is a red ball. (For (3)–(4), the argument is similar.)
Second, as soon as some complexity is added, we need a higher-order logic (4)
or must deal with a lossy compression in the first-order logic (3) (the example is
lossy as it does not even distinguish between di↵erent words)1 . Third, nothing
in red ball justifies the existential quantification (at least not in the way it seems
justified in a red ball ). By contrast, the formulas (2) and (5) are free from these
problems and have a near-optimal correspondence to NL.
Another staple of a (not only) type-theoretical NL modeling has been a separate representation of all three levels of a modality-independent NL description
(i.e. morphology2 , syntax and semantics). In most (all?) cases, this either means
omitting some of the levels or deploying an impressive array of theories, formalisms and interfaces. Thus, in one extreme, we have works dealing only with
e.g. semantics [1,17,2], while in the other there is a variety of approaches ranging
from the categorial tradition [16,27,21,22] to an entire high-level programming
language with dependent types [26]. As compared to these alternatives, the key
novelty of the present approach is an integrated and parsimonious modeling
of morphology, syntax and semantics. The modeling features types for morphemes, polymorphism and a particular subclass of compound types (syntactic
compounds of multiple types or their terms), resulting in a representation with
a close correspondence to NL ((2) and (5) are examples). A detailed comparison
with related approaches is in section 5.

3

NLC

Let us call our formalism NLC (for natural language code, compositionality or
C). NLC is a type system for modeling semantic, syntactic and morphological
compositionality of NL. Hence, its scope is quite wide as compared to dedicated
systems (type-driven or otherwise) for modeling one of those three levels, while
1
2

The possibilities are not mutually exclusive (see e.g. [20]).
Linguistic morphology studies (the combination of) morphemes, the smallest signs
(form-meaning units) in language.
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being narrower than that of “maximal” formalisms such as (e.g.) Head-Driven
Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) that model also word and morpheme orders
and lexical semantics. Thus, NLC handles all compositionality a NL formalism
is expected to, but does not cover syntax, semantics and morphology in their
entirety, as constituent orders and lexicon are omitted. The omission is neither
accidental nor strictly a deficiency, as it makes sense to model the compositionality together across all levels, since the compositionality is, in a weaker
sense, cross-linguistically universal, while lexicon and constitutent orders are
language-specific. By the “weaker sense” I mean “universal in all languages that
have the (compositional) categories”, such as noun, verb, adjective, nominative,
accusative, etc., as I do not claim that all languages have all these categories.
However, in all languages that have them, adjectives are functions over nouns
and not vice versa, adverbs are functions over adjectives and not vice versa, etc.,
i.e. the general logic of compositionality is universal.
There are ways to test this. First, I suggest the very general principle
(6) A formula must derive a well-typed standalone NL expression at every stage
of derivation,
where by a “stage of derivation” is meant a composition. Thus, from the hypothetical parses of a very red ball :
(7) a (very (red ball)),
(8) a (very red) ball,
(9) a ((very red) ball),
(8) is ruled out by (6) already, as a very red is not a well-typed standalone NL
expression. Second, a type-theoretic test. One observes that a very red ball, a red
ball and a ball are all well-typed standalone NL expressions. Thus, a : X ! XP,
and very red ball, red ball, ball : X, where X and XP are at this point arbitrary
labels. Then by (7), very : X ! X, which does not compute, since very ball is
ill-typed. Given the lack of sensible alternatives, (9) must be correct. The third
test is that of modification or “semantic contribution”: e.g. very modifies (or
contributes to) the semantics of red, not e.g. vice versa, and adopting the (very
sensible) convention of taking the modifier to be a function over that what it
modifies, we get very red instead of red very, a ball instead of ball a, etc.
Notice that the circumstance of English word order aligning with the function
application syntax is somewhat accidental, as all possible orders of {subject,
object, verb} are present in the world’s languages (although not all are equally
common) [11].
Returning to the topic of universality, it is easy to observe that the welltypedness is semantically motivated. This is significant, as NL semantics is generally assumed to be universal, owing to the possibility of translation from any
one language to another. Thus, with a slightly more general (or abstract) notation, one could even approximate a Universal Grammar with the formulas (a
possibility not pursued here).
3

Finally, since we are dealing with a (weakly) universal, semantically motivated phenomenon, using types to model it is not a long shot, given the common definition of ‘type’ as a category of semantic value. A remarkable feature of
NLC is modeling syntactic and morphological compositionality without specialized notations like trees, phrase structure rules or (as in HPSG) attribute value
matrices. In fact, the “look and feel” of NLC is very similar to NL.
As a type system, NLC requires only four rules:
a 2 Mk
AT-Intro,
a : Tk
k
e0 : T0k , ..., em : Tm

k
k
a : T0k ! ... ! Tm
! Tm+1

k
a(e0 , ..., em ) : Tm+1

k
e0 : T0k , ..., em : Tm

`

FT-Elim,

k
a(e0 , ..., em ) : Tm+1

k
k
((e0 , ..., em ) 7! a(e0 , ..., em )) : T1k ! ... ! Tm
! Tm+1

B : Tk

k
c0 : C0k , ..., cn+1 : Cn+1

B:

k
C0k ..Cn+1

FT-Intro,

B 7! c0 , ..., B 7! cn+1

LT-Intro.

AT-Intro (atomic type introduction) generates atomic terms of NLC and introduces type variables for them. The rule says that all morphemes have types
in NLC (technically: “if a is a morpheme of language k then a has type T k ”,
where T k is a proper type variable3 ). FT-Elim (function type elimination) is a
k
computation rule, with a(e0 , ..., em ) an application and T0k ! ... ! Tm+1
the
right-associative function type. FT-Intro (function type introduction) is standard
and derived from FT-Elim. LT-Intro (lump type introduction) is, together with
k
AT-Intro, NLC-specific. B is a term constant and C0k , ..., Cn+1
type constants
k
in NLC, x 7! y is a function interpreting x as y, and C0k ..Cn+1
the notation
k
for a lump type (comprising types C0k through Cn+1
, i.e. there must be at least
two). The interpretations must not preclude each other4 . All indices are natural
numbers.
Lump types are compound types that satisfy LT-Intro. Compound type is
defined as a syntactic compound of multiple types or their terms. For lump
types, the exact principle of compounding is irrelevant, as long as it supports
function types over the compound types defined by the principle. For example, Appendix B models a tiny NL fragment with lump types implemented as
application, record, product or ⇧-types5 . Since intersection types are, by definition, a small subclass of lump types, it is semantically natural to encode lump
3
4

5

A proper type is a type that is not a universe.
The interpretations that preclude each other (e.g. the interpretations of run as a
noun and verb) are dealt with polymorphism instead.
The file is online at https://gitlab.com/jaam00/nlc/blob/master/compound.v
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types as intersection types in the relatively few languages that have them (e.g.
TypeScript, Flow...).
In NLC, functions must be derived manually from NL expressions and the
abovementioned logic of composition. In general, if there is a function f : A !
B in NLC, there is no function g : B ! A. This follows from observing NL
expressions, from the functions of linguistic categories like noun, adjective, etc.,
and from the general principle of asymmetry in NL composition6 . But whence the
principle? A necessary explanation for it is the fact that function composition is
highly non-commutative. Another one is the ease of interpretation brought about
by the avoidance of functional symmetry (e.g. while flexibles7 are ambiguous, I
am not aware of one “flexing” between f and g).
3.1

Lump types

The use of lump types is linguistically motivated by most stems belonging to
several types, e.g. john is a proper name, in nominative case, male, a physical,
sentient, limbed, etc. entity, while run is a flexible, a noun in nominative or
a verb taking a limbed argument. Flexibles are tricky, as they exhibit a true
polymorphism, with di↵erent readings (e.g. the nominal and verbal readings of
run) precluding one another. When di↵erent typings always coincide, as with e.g.
john or nut, it is far more convenient to pack them together into a lump type
than to keep track of n distinct typings. Similarly, it may be preferable to index
the case (e.g. nominative) on the lump type rather than to make it a modifer
over an argument, as in NOM john. Thus, it is desirable to have both lump types
and polymorphism. Below are examples of john typed as a lump type8 :
Check john: XP0 (hu _) NOM SG (Pn Ml).
Check john: XP0 Phy NOM SG (Pn Ml).
Check limbed john: XP0 Lim NOM SG PN+.
Fail Check limbed john: XP0 Phy NOM SG (Pn Ml).
Fail Check limbed (john: XP0 Phy NOM SG (Pn Ml)).

This tells that john is of type XP9 , human, in nominative, singular, proper name,
and male. XPs are arguments of verbs and flexibles, and proper names are XP0s
because there are di↵erent ways of deriving an XP (e.g. zero-derivation in proper
names or prepending an article as in the man). Humans have specific selectional
restrictions10 such as physical, sentient, bilogical, animate, limbed, etc. The argument of hu tells which one is active in the context. For example, the adjective
6
7

8

9
10

There is a lot of dedicated research on this, see e.g. the contents of volumes [9]–[10]
Flexibles are word classes that “flex” between di↵erent word classes (e.g. walk is a
noun and a verb) [19].
The full Coq code for the fragment is at https://gitlab.com/jaam00/nlc/blob/
master/frag.v
Frequently also re↵ered to as NP or DP.
Selectional restrictions are the ontological restrictions imposed by a relation on its
arguments’ types.
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limbed and the flexible throw require a limbed entity for their first (and in case
of the adjective, only) argument. (hu H_Phy) reduces to Phy. PN+ is the notation
for a proper name with additional (gender) information.
The encoding of lump types as application types has the benefit of (at least
visual) simplicity. In Coq, one can usually concoct a simpler notation for a type,
but it would be difficult to get a simpler one than this.
While LT-Intro has not been defined before, it is still possible that lump types
have been used implicitly. The closest examples I have found are from Coq [3,4]
and Grammatical Framework (GF) [26]. GF’s set of compound types contains
e.g. function, record and table types. The use of function types is computational,
i.e. they are not used for storing values (as would be the case with lump types),
while records and tables engage concrete (i.e. linearized) syntax and morphology.
At least superficially, there is no good match with NLC, which has only abstract
morphosyntax. Below is a relevant example of a GF’s record and table11 :
(10) noun "vino" "vini" Masc : {table {Sg => vino ; Pl => vini} :
Number => Str ; _ : Gender}

A table is a finite function12 , in this case from number to string, while the
record type has two fields (for the table and gender, respectively). Thus, an
Italian noun’s type is indexed by number, two strings and gender. Below are
relevant examples of records in the Coq implementations:
Record Irishdelegate: CN := mkIrishdelegate { c :> delegate; _ : Irish c }.
Record Book: Set := mkBook {Arg:> PhyInfo; Qualia: BookQualia Arg}.

The first is a rendering of Irish delegate as a record type [3], the second of book as
another record type [4], a physical/informational object with Pustejovsky’s [25]
qualia structure. The structure specifies Qualia as a human-made physical/informational object (PhyInfo and BookQualia are also record types).
Of the various indices to the right of :, the record noun "vino" "vini" Masc
could be said to have only type Gender, i.e. it does not qualify as a lump type
by LT-Intro. In particular, as it represents both Sg and Pl, it lacks number;
similarly, it represents both strings (and a record itself is not a string of the object
language). The Coq examples fare better in this respect, as an Irish delegate
could be sensibly typed as a delegate and as something Irish (and likewise for a
book).
The conclusion is that, di↵erently from {table {...} ...}, Book and Irishdelegate
are indeed lump types, although very di↵erent from XP0 _ _ _ _. Perhaps the
main di↵erence is that Book and Irishdelegate model only semantics13 , while
XP0 _ _ _ _ models syntax, semantics and morphology. Another di↵erence is in
their implementations. An obvious advantage of record types is that they occur
11

12
13

Taken from http://www.grammaticalframework.org/doc/tutorial/gf-tutorial.
html#toc64
A function with a finite enumeration of all argument-value pairs.
I assume that Irish c represent something Irish rather than a phrase Irish ....
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in many programming languages, but there are several alternatives, such as ⌃-,
⇧-, list, application or Cartesian product types (some of which — but not all —
can be used for defining record types in some languages [6]).

4

Implementation

NLC has been implemented for an English fragment containing stems, nouns,
verbs, flexibles, proper names, pronouns, XPs, adjectives, sentential, adjectival
and generic adverbs, determiners, demonstratives, quantifiers, tense-aspect-mood,
gender, number and nonfinite markers, cases, adpositions, sentences (both simple and complex), connectives, connective phrases (for substantives, adjectives,
adverbs and sentences), copulas, complementizers and selectional restrictions
(for physical, informational, limbed, animate, biological and sentient entities).
The linguistic categories not formalized in the fragment are gerunds, participles, auxiliary verbs, interrogatives, numerals, negation, mass/count distinction
and unspecified selectional restrictions (and possibly others). These are left as a
future work.
In general, the implementation has few representatives of each category, as
the goal was to model a structurally rich rather than quantitatively extensive
fragment. For a structurally rich fragment, a diverse set of correctly composing
types must be defined manually. A quantitative extension of this set should be
generated semi-automatically, combining resources (tagged corpora or dictionaries) with standalone scripts or machine learning.
4.1

Base types

The implementation was done in Coq (ver. 8.9). We start by defining some
categories14 :
Inductive NUM := SG | PLR. (*number: singular, plural*)
Inductive GN := Ml | Fm. (*gender*)
Inductive ST := F | N | PN | PR | Nn (x:GN) | Pn (x:GN) | Pr (x:GN).
(*argument stems: flexible, noun, proper name, pronoun, also w/ gender*)
Parameter NF S: Prop. (*nonfinite, sentence*)
Inductive CA := NOM | ACC | GEN | LAT | LOC | DIR.
(*case/adposition: nominative, accusative, genitive, lative, locative...*)

Coq has inductive types, and there are some reasons to prefer them over variables (defined with e.g. Parameter in Coq). First, Gallina’s (Coq’s specification
language’s) pattern matching works only over inductive types, so we should use
them whenever we want it (Coq’s official tactic language Ltac15 has a general
syntactic pattern matching). Second, if we want to define proof schemes (e.g. the
14

15

The code is taken from Supplement I: https://gitlab.com/jaam00/nlc/blob/
master/frag.v
https://coq.inria.fr/distrib/current/refman/proof-engine/ltac.html
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Boolean equality) over a type, the type must also be inductive. Finally, di↵erently
from inductive types, variables have no term resolution, so inductives are preferable for a better type inference. To give an example, Inductive NU := SF | PF (x:DD)
declares an inductive type NU: Type with two constructors (i.e. canonical terms)
SF: NU and PF: DD ! NU (Type is the universe of types).
While not much implementationally, the following line is a central one, as it
defines our lump types and (for exposition purposes, a minimal) phrase architecture:
Parameter STM PLU XP: SR -> CA -> NUM -> ST -> Type. (*stem, plural, XP*)

Thus, STM _ _ _ _, PLU _ _ _ _, etc., are our lump types (in Coq, _ is a placeholder for any admissible type or term). The comments (*...*) explain what
types of phrases they are: the first the stem phrase, the second plural phrase,
etc. Thus we get e.g. car: STM _ _ _ _ and PL car: PLU _ _ _ _, where PL is a
plural marker (such as -s in English).
NL relations (adjectives, determiners, etc.) frequently take di↵erent types of
phrases as arguments. So we need a device to generalize over n types. For this,
we will use canonical structures16 (canonical instances of record types):
(*(in|out)put for ADJ, input to PL...*)
Structure CSTM := cs {gs: SR -> CA -> NUM -> ST -> Type}.
Canonical Structure cs_s: CSTM := cs STM.
Canonical Structure cs_p: CSTM := cs PLU.

Now, whenever we need to refer to e.g. the general input/output type for ADJ, we
write gs _. This is known as notation overloading (and will, in this case, reduce
to STM or PLU).
4.2

Selectional restrictions

Selectional restrictions are semantic (or ontological) restrictions imposed by NL
relations on their arguments; e.g. throw selects for the first argument that is a
limbed and the second that is a physical entity. It is straightforward to type
something which has an elementary selectional restriction (e.g. hut, a physical
entity). But what about words like he or john, which are (at least) physical,
sentient, informational, animate, biological and limbed entities? One way to do
this is to rely on notation overloading; this is the approach taken in Supplement I.
In the more recent Supplement II17 we take a shorter way, and define selectional
restrictions (SRs) as
16

17

https://coq.inria.fr/distrib/current/refman/addendum/
canonical-structures.html. We could also use type classes but canonicals
are more minimalist.
https://gitlab.com/jaam00/nlc/blob/master/cop.v. Primarily a testbed for new
design choices, Supplement II is the more experimental and smaller fragment of
the two. Both Supplements have some unique features while being fully compatible
otherwise.
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(*selectional restrictions*)
Inductive SRH := Phy | Sen | Inf | Ani | Bio. (*humans*)
Inductive SRV := Phy_v | Ani_v. (*vehicles*)
Inductive SR := srh (x:SRH) | hum_sr (x:SRH):> SR | veh_sr (x:SRV):> SR.
Notation "’ x" := (srh x) (at level 8). (*general*)
Notation "> x" := (hum_sr x) (at level 8). (*humans (coerced to general)*)
Notation "’>v’ x" := (veh_sr x) (at level 8). (*vehicles (coerced)*)

Humans have a distinct type of SRs, and the general restrictions are obtained
by parametrizing on this type (the circumstance that general restrictions are
limited to those of humans is coincidental). Due to the coercion (:>), SRH is a
subtype of SR, while a term of SR is not a term of SRH. The notations are added
for convenience. Vehicles are dealt with likewise. Now we may declare
Definition ADJ {x y z w u} := gs x y z w u -> gs x y z w u.
Parameter red: forall {x y z w}, @ADJ x Phy y z w.
Parameter ill: forall {x y z w}, @ADJ x Bio y z w.

and get the desired result: ill takes and returns stem phrases of biological and
red of physical entities18 .
We have also implemented an on/o↵ switch for SRs, enabling us to respect
and ignore them with minimal changes to the code (commenting out an import
of one of the two modules specifying di↵erentiated and uniform SRs, respectively). The modules themselves are implemented di↵erently in Supplements I
and II; in the latter, the implementation is simpler, lacking some of the features
of Supplement I19 . When selectional restrictions are switched o↵, the code is
checked only for morphosyntactic well-typedness.
4.3

Sentences

There are at least two ways to define sentences, taken in Supplements I and II,
respectively. Since the latter is more recent, shorter, and seemingly also more
parsimonious, we will review the latter approach only. After the base types and
selectional restrictions have been defined (in sections 4.1-4.2), we give the following minimal (and almost standalone) fragment for exposition purposes:
Structure CPX := cpx {gp: SR -> CA -> NUM -> ST -> Type}.
Canonical Structure cp_p := cpx PLU.
Canonical Structure cp_x := cpx XP.
18

19

Arguments in braces are implicit (i.e. implicitly applied), and @ADJ makes all arguments of ADJ explicit.
If SRs are switched on, then e.g. red (limbed man) does not type check, since
the phrase limbed man has restriction Lim while red expects Phy. To circumvent the limitation, Supplement I employs a special notation [...]. In particular, red [limbed ...] type checks there if SRs are o↵; if SRs are on, e.g.
red [limbed john] is well- and red [limbed book] ill-typed. A more elegant, notationless solution is being developed for Supplement II.
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Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

hut: STM ’Phy (acc acc_n) SG N.
car: forall {x:SRV}, STM x (acc acc_n) SG N.
man: forall {x:SRH}, STM x (acc acc_n) SG N.
a: forall {x y z w}, gs x y z SG w -> gp cp_x y z SG w.
he: forall {x:SRH}, XP x NOM SG (Pr Ml).
him: forall {x:SRH}, XP x ACC SG (Pr Ml).

Parameter TAM: forall {x:Type}, (NF -> x) -> x. (*tense-aspect-mood*)
Structure ANI := ani0 {ani:SR}. (*animate entities*)
Canonical Structure ani_a := ani0 ’Ani. (*default*)
Canonical Structure ani_b {x} := ani0 > x. (*human*)
Canonical Structure ani_c {x} := ani0 >v x. (*vehicle*)
Parameter hit: forall {w u k d m n f}, NF ->
gp cp_x (ani f) NOM w u -> gp cp_x k (acc d) m n -> S.
Check TAM hit (a man) (a hut). (*tests*)
Fail Check TAM hit (a hut) (a man). (*wrong selectional restriction*)
Fail Check TAM hit man (a man). (*"man" is not XP*)
Check TAM hit (a man) (a man).
Fail Check TAM hit (a man) he. (*wrong case*)
Check TAM hit (a man) him.
Check TAM hit he him.
Fail Check TAM hit him him. (*wrong case*)
Fail Check TAM hit (red he) him. (*"he" is not STM*)
Fail Check TAM hit (red man) him. (*"red man" is not XP*)
Check TAM hit (a (red man)) him.
Check TAM hit (a car) him.

We define the canonical structure CPX for accessing the elements of the set
{PLU, XP} via notation overloading, and declare the variables a, he, etc. The
variables correspond to morphemes, and all the argument variables (he, man,
etc.) have lump types, implemented as function applications. acc _ reduces to
accusative or false accusative, the latter being defined as nominative. We need
this for words such as hut, man and car, where nominative and accusative are
indistinguishable. The definition of false accusative is omitted for space considerations.
To use a relation like hit on its arguments, it must be finitized with a tenseaspect-mood marker (e.g. TAM or PAST). A convenient way to do this is to declare an infinitive marker NF and prepend NF ! to the relation’s function type.
As NF is an empty type, a function of type NF ! _ behaves like an infinitive,
i.e. cannot be applied to anything. However, we can declare a function of type
8 {x:Type}, (NF ! x) ! x, and apply this to the infinitive to make it finite.
We are using the notation overloading trick again for hit, for it to accept
various kinds of animate entities (in the fragment, humans and vehicles, even if
they happen to have e.g. selectional restrictions > Inf and >v Phy_v).
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4.4

Appendices and tests

For space considerations, longer (but still interesting) examples are at the end of
the paper in the Appendices (the full code is in the online Supplements). Below
is a short overview of the contents of the Appendices.
The examples we have seen are not truth-functional; however, sometimes a
truth-functional semantics may be preferred. Appendix A introduces an optional
truth-functionality module from Supplement I. Appendix B illustrates some ways
of defining lump types (namely, as application, record, Cartesian product and
⇧-types). Appendix C shows some tests from the Supplements. A handful of the
most revealing ones are below:
Check PRES know (several (PL man)) (a (few (PL man))).
(* several men know a few men *)
(* "john threw madly blue stones at the hut
and red limbed boys" has 2 parses: *)
Check madly (PAST throw) john (blue (-s stone))
(at (and (the hut) (red [limbed (-s boy)]))): S.
Check PAST throw john (madly blue (-s stone))
(at (and (the hut) (red [limbed (-s boy)]))): S.
(* Supplement I uses notation "[...]" to make
e.g. a limbed entity into a physical one *)
Check PRES throw (all (the (-s boy))) (every ball) (to him): S.
(* "all the boys throw every ball to him" is a sentence *)
Fail Check PAST throw john (all (-s stone)) (at he).
(* "john threw all stones at he": wrong case *)
Fail Check PRES throw (a walk) john. (* "a walk throws john": wrong SR *)
Check PRES throw john (-s stone) (at (all (madly (madly red)
(red (-s hut))))): S.
(* "john throws stones at all madly, madly red, red huts" is a sentence *)
Check PRES throw john (-s stone) (at (all (madly (madly red)
(red [limbed [-s hut]])))): S.
(* "john throws stones at all madly, madly red, red, limbed huts"
checks only if SRs are off *)
Check all ((and madly madly) red
(red (red [and blue limbed [-s john]]))): QU2 _ _ _ _.
(* "all madly and madly red, red, red, blue
and limbed johns" is a quantifier phrase *)
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Related work

The tradition of using type theory for modeling NL started with Lambek calculus
[16] in the pre-existing tradition of categorial grammar, invented by Ajdukiewicz
in 1935 and developed (unbeknowst to Lambek) in the beginning of 1950s by
Bar-Hillel [23]. The categorial tradition of NL modeling that followed [16] is rich
but discontinuous (see [23] for an overview). Combinatory Categorial Grammar
11

(CCG) [27] and multimodal type-logical grammars [21] are some representatives
of the tradition, one of the later additions to which is the Grail parser/automated
theorem prover for multimodal categorial grammars [22].
It is convenient to compare all these (and other) categorial formalisms (CFs)
to NLC together. A major similarity is that both NLC and the CFs model
syntax and semantics together, and since both are type-driven, syntax may be
even dismissed as a separate level of description20 . Another major similarity is
that both model NL compositionality with functions. There are more similarities,
but with this the major ones seem to end.
A few major di↵erences are as follows. The formalisms are categorial, NLC
not. The CFs have diverse (and sometimes quite complex) underpinnings, while
NLC is just a minimalist type system, i.e. very simple in comparison. The third
di↵erence is that NLC’s types are syntactic, morphological and/or semantic,
while CFs have only syntactic (and some, e.g. ACG [12] and its generalization
AACG [15], also semantic) types. The fourth is that CFs allow to model constituent order, NLC not. The fifth is that (some?) CFs (e.g. CCG) can yield
multiple formulas for a single NL expression independently of interpretation
ambiguity, which is not the case in NLC.
Besides the categorial tradition, there are other typed approaches to NL to
consider. The historical starting point for them is Montague Grammar of the
1970s, e.g. [20] has the primitive types of truth-values and entities, and diverse
function types. More relevant for NLC — and especially its implementation —
is the work that has followed in a richly typed setting, i.e. using dependent
and/or polymorphic types. Methodologically, the closest approaches to NLC
are Grammatical Framework (GF) [26] and a series of typed formalisations on
di↵erent levels of abstraction [7,18,3,17], some of them implemented in Coq
[4,5,18].
We start with GF, which is richly typed, uses record types and models NL,
so is somewhat similar to NLC. However, NLC’s di↵erence from GF is profound.
GF is a formal language for writing NL grammars, while NLC is a type system
for modeling semantic, syntactic and morphological compositionality of NL. In
particular, the “grammar” in the name of GF implies syntax and morphology but
not semantics. It is only recently that parts of Abstract Meaning Representation
and FrameNet libraries for GF have been implemented[13,14]. And the use of
record types in GF, although pervasive, is very di↵erent from their possible use
in NLC and does not follow LT-Intro (see section 3.1).
The rest of the above-cited works model only semantics [1,4,17,2] or semantics
with some syntax [3,5], and while some of them use record types [7,18,4,3], and
some even (implicit) lump types [4,3] (cf. section 3.1), none does so in the way
suggested by NLC. Another novelty, both in this group and for Coq, is the scope
of NLC’s implementation, which is so far the broadest (both in terms of the
number of linguistic categories and levels of description involved).
20

E.g. “syntactic structure is merely the characterization of the process of constructing
a logical form, rather than a representational level...” [27], p. xi.
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In contrast to all other formalisms, NLC integrates syntactic, morphological,
and compositional semantic information in a single level of type. For example, a modern typed formalism like AACG [15] requires (besides using Categorial Grammar and category theory in addition to type theory) simply-typed
lambda-calculus, two separately typed syntaxes (abstract and concrete), typed
semantics, syntax-semantics and abstract-concrete syntax interfaces, and does
not even cover compositional semantics, i.e. selectional restrictions. An advantage of (A)ACG [15,12], HPSG [24], GF [26] and many other formalisms is that
they support language-specific constituent orders; in addition, ACG and AACG
have truth-functional semantics. The first can be implemented with a languagespecific function from formulas to strings, the second has been implemented
(with an Ltac tactic, which is only one possibility for this) in Appendix A.

6

Discussion

We presented a new formalism, a type system NLC, as well as its implementation
on a structurally diverse fragment of English. As compared to the usual threelevel representation of compositional semantics, syntax and morphology, NLC
reduces NL compositionality to a single level by using lump types and types for
morphemes. This main novelty of the formalism is captured in rules AT-Intro
and LT-Intro.
The implementation was done in Coq and, in hindsight, the choice of the programming language seems somewhat accidental. Quite possibly, it would have
been easier to do this in some other language. The prime suspects are languages
with type systems of roughly the same level of complexity, e.g. OCaml, Agda
and Haskell. However, perhaps NLC could be also encoded in a qualitatively
simpler type system. As we can have e.g. intersection types without dependent
and polymorphic types, it is clear that the latter are not required for lump types.
Also, subtyping polymorphism is attainable in several languages without dependent and polymorphic types. However, without dependent or polymorphic types,
getting useful function types will be more tricky (if not altogether impossible).
As a representative fragment of NL morphology and syntax has not been
directly formalized in a general-purpose programming language before21 , at the
time of starting the project (in 2016), I was unaware of both the goal’s feasibility and the eventual form it might take. Generally speaking, choosing a proof
assistant for such work makes sense — if it is (theoretically) possible to formalize all mathematics in it, it must be also possible to formalize a substantial
fragment of NL (provided there is a mathematical representation of it). There
were some intuitions and ideas about the suitable representation to start with
but, in the end, Coq “corrected” them profoundly. From the very beginning, as
a methodological guideline, there was the idea to produce code that would not
only represent but look like NL. The motivation behind this was an elementary
21

It has been directly formalized in a specialized programming language (GF), and
indirectly in a general-purpose programming language (Haskell, in which GF is written).
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theory of NL expression as function (or perhaps relation) application. In the
end, to get that kind of code, my problems mostly reduced to getting Coq’s type
inference to work. Coq has several (and sometimes quite involved) devices for
this — custom notations, Ltac, type classes, canonical structures and more —
but it may well be that the implementation-specific struggle would have been
alleviated in some other language. On the other hand, there is no dedicated
language for this kind of work22 and Coq, even if an overkill, certainly qualifies
as something that should get the work done. However, after giving all credit to
Coq’s complexity and relatively advanced type inference, I encourage the interested reader to experiment along these lines not only in Coq but a programming
language of their choice.
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A
A.1

Appendix
Truth-functionality

The fragment we have introduced so far is not truth-functional, i.e. we cannot
compute truth values on it. In a sense, this does not matter, as we clearly do not
need truth-functionality for compositional semantics, syntax and morphology.
However, truth-functionality is certainly something that comes in handy in natural language inference (not to mention model-theoretic semantics, of what it is
the foundation). For the latter reason, truth-functionality is a quality of NL formalisms that philosophers of language and students of Montague, in particular,
have always insisted on. Fortunately, it is relatively easy to turn our fragment
truth-functional.
The following is an optional extension of (our implementation of) NLC. For
degenerate models (in which all sentences are uniformly true, false or undecidable) one only needs to add a coercion such as
Parameter s_prop:> S -> Prop. (* all S-s undecidable *)

For nontrivial models, a convenient solution is to define an Ltac match, e.g.
Parameter s_prop:> S -> Prop. (*coerce S to Prop*)
Notation ":>> x" := (s_prop (s1s2 (s0s1 x))) (at level 179).
Notation "$ x" := ltac:(let u := constr:(x:Prop) in
lazymatch u with
| :>> (PAST _ _) => exact True
| s_prop (s1s2 (however (PAST _ _))) => exact True
| :>> (PRES sleep john) => exact True
| :>> (variad_S0 _ _ _ (PRES walk (-s boy))) => exact True
| :>> (PRES _ _) => exact False
| :>> (variad_S0 _ _ _ (PRES _ _)) => exact False
| :>> (and (PAST _ _) (PAST _ _)) => exact True (*sleep..*)
| :>> (and (PAST _ _) (variad_S0 _ _ _ (PAST _ _))) => exact True (*walk..*)
| :>> (and (PAST _ _) (PRES sleep john)) => exact True
| :>> (and (PAST _ _) (variad_S0 _ _ _ (PRES walk (-s boy)))) => exact True
| :>> (and ?m ?n) => idtac "unanalyzed:" m n
| s_prop (s1s2 (however ?n)) => idtac "unanalyzed:" n
| x => idtac "unanalyzed:" x": Prop"
(*leave some potentially t-functional constructs unanalyzed*)
end) (at level 199).

to get the axioms we want23 , and then proceed by theorem proving based on
them:
(*a trivial proof that "boys don’t sleep" and "john sleeps"*)
Theorem pres: (⇠ ($ (PRES sleep (-s boy)))) /\ ($ (PRES sleep john)).
Proof. firstorder. Qed.
23

Notice that we use the let construct to get x:Prop.
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(* Compound types for NL modeling: application, record, product and pi-types; written and
best viewed in Coq 8.9 --- https://gitlab.com/jaam00/nlc/blob/master/compound.v *)
Module Types. (*shared types*)
Inductive
Inductive
Inductive
Inductive

ST := F |
NUM := SG
SR := Phy
CA := NOM

N
|
|
|

| PN. (*stem: flexible, noun, proper name*)
PLR. (*number: singular, plural*)
Sen | Inf | Lim. (*selectional restriction: physical, sentient..*)
GEN | LAT | DIR | LOC. (*case/adposition: nominative, genitive..*)

End Types.
Module Application. (*----------------------*)
Export Types.
Parameter STM PLU XP: SR -> CA -> NUM -> ST -> Type.
Parameter hut: STM Phy NOM SG N.
Parameter thought: STM Inf NOM SG N.
Structure CSTM := cx {g: SR -> CA -> NUM -> ST -> Type}.
Canonical Structure cx_x: CSTM := cx STM.
Canonical Structure cx_x’: CSTM := cx PLU.
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

red: forall {x y z w}, g x Phy y z w -> g x Phy y z w.
a: forall {x y z w}, g x y z SG w -> XP y z SG w.
the: forall {x y z u w}, g x y z u w -> XP y z u w.
PL: forall {x y z w}, g x y z SG w -> PLU y z PLR w.

End Application.
Module Record. (*----------------------*)
Export Types.
Inductive CAT := STM | PLU | XP. (*stem, plural, XP*)
Record POS := mkPOS { cw:CAT; cw0:SR;
cw1:CA; cw2:NUM; cw3:ST }.
Parameter co:> POS -> Set.
Parameter hut: mkPOS STM Phy NOM SG N.
Parameter thought: mkPOS STM Inf NOM SG N.
Structure CSTM := cx {g: CAT}.
Canonical Structure cx_x: CSTM := cx STM.
Canonical Structure cx_x’: CSTM := cx PLU.
Parameter red: forall {x y z w}, mkPOS (g x) Phy y z w -> mkPOS (g x) Phy y z w.
Parameter a: forall {x y z w}, mkPOS (g x) y z SG w -> mkPOS XP y z SG w.
Parameter the: forall {x y z u w}, mkPOS (g x) y z u w -> mkPOS XP y z u w.
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Parameter PL: forall {x y z w}, mkPOS (g x) y z SG w -> mkPOS PLU y z PLR w.
End Record.
Module Product. (*----------------------*)
Export Types.
Inductive CAT := STM | PLU | XP.
Open Scope type.
Definition POS := CAT*SR*CA*NUM*ST.
Parameter co:> POS -> Set.
Definition pos x y z w u := (x, y, z, w, u): POS.
Parameter hut: pos STM Phy NOM SG N.
Parameter thought: pos STM Inf NOM SG N.
Structure CSTM := cx {g: CAT}.
Canonical Structure cx_x: CSTM := cx STM.
Canonical Structure cx_x’: CSTM := cx PLU.
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

red: forall {x y z w}, pos (g x) Phy y z w -> pos (g x) Phy y z w.
a: forall {x y z w}, pos (g x) y z SG w -> pos XP y z SG w.
the: forall {x y z u w}, pos (g x) y z u w -> pos XP y z u w.
PL: forall {x y z w}, pos (g x) y z SG w -> pos PLU y z PLR w.

End Product.
Module Pi. (*----------------------*)
Export Types.
Inductive CAT := STM | PLU | XP.
Parameter POS: forall (cw:CAT)(cw0:SR)
(cw1:CA)(cw2:NUM)(cw3:ST), Type.
Parameter hut: POS STM Phy NOM SG N.
Parameter thought: POS STM Inf NOM SG N.
Structure CSTM := cx {g: CAT}.
Canonical Structure cx_x: CSTM := cx STM.
Canonical Structure cx_x’: CSTM := cx PLU.
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

red: forall {x y z w}, POS (g x) Phy y z w -> POS (g x) Phy y z w.
a: forall {x y z w}, POS (g x) y z SG w -> POS XP y z SG w.
the: forall {x y z u w}, POS (g x) y z u w -> POS XP y z u w.
PL: forall {x y z w}, POS (g x) y z SG w -> POS PLU y z PLR w.

End Pi.
Module Test. (*comment out imports as required*)
Import (* Application *) (* Record *) Product (* Pi *).
Check red hut.
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Check a thought.
Fail Check red thought.
Check a (red hut).
Check the (red hut).
Check the (red (PL hut)).
Fail Check red (a hut).
Fail Check a (red (PL hut)).
Fail Check a (the (red hut)).
Fail Check the a.
End Test.

C

Appendix

(* The following examples are generously commented and should be self-explanatory *)
(*from https://gitlab.com/jaam00/nlc/blob/master/frag.v*)
Check PAST throw john. (*"John threw" type checks..*)
Fail Check PAST throw john: S. (*..but not as a sentence.*)
Check PAST throw john (-s stone): S.
Check PAST throw john (-s stone) (at (the hut)): S.
(*"At the hut" can be the 3rd argument of "throw" (above),
but not the 2nd or 1st one:*)
Fail Check PAST throw john (at (the hut)).
Fail Check PAST throw (a hut).
Check PAST throw [a hut]. (*..except when in brackets (works only if SRs are off).*)
Fail Check PAST throw john (-s stone) (in (the hut)).
(*"In the hut" cannot be an argument of "throw"..*)
Check in (the hut) (PAST throw john (-s stone)): S.
(*..but it can be a sentence modifier..*)
Check at (every hut) (PAST throw john (-s stone)): S.
(*..and so can "at every hut"..*)
Check however (PAST throw john (-s stone)): S.
(*..and sentential adverbs like "however".*)
Fail Check and (PAST throw john (a stone)) john.
(*Connectives cannot range over a sentential
and nominal argument, but can range over nominal..*)
Check and (every john) (all (the (-s boy))).
Check and (PAST walk (-s boy) (to (all (the (-s hut)))))
(PAST sleep john). (*..or sentential arguments..*)
Check and (PAST walk john) (PAST sleep john).
(*..(also w/ optional arguments omitted).*)
Fail Check in (all (the hut)). (*ungrammatical?*)
Check in (the (entire hut)). (*grammatical*)
Check madly ((in (the (entire hut))) ((PAST walk) (all (the (-s boy))))): S.
(*"All the boys walked madly in the entire hut" is a sentence*)
(*Examples of compound types:*)
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Check john: XP0 (hu H_Phy) NOM SG (Pn Ml).
(*"John" is an XP, human, proper name, male,
in nominative, singular, a physical entity..*)
Check john: XP0 (hu H_Lim) NOM SG PN+. (*..and a limbed entity.*)
Check john: XP0 Lim NOM SG (Pn Ml). (*The normalized version of the above.*)
Check the john: XP2 _ NOM SG (Pn Ml). (*"The John" is another type of XP.*)
Check and (a (good throw)) (entire (-s throw)).
(*"Throw" is a flexible (a function or argument (as above))..*)
Check and (PRES stone john (a boy)) (PAST throw john (-s stone)
((at (-s stone)))). (*..and "stone" likewise.*)
(*So "at stones" is an XP, flexible in lative,
plural and a physical entity:*)
Check at (-s stone): XP2 Phy LAT PLR F.
(*As prescribed by "red", "red John" is a physical entity:*)
Check red john: XP0 Phy NOM SG (Pn Ml).
Check [red john]: XP0 Lim NOM SG PN+.
(*..but we can make it into a limbed one w/ our bracket notation (above).
"PN+" means proper name w/ gender info*)
Check hut: STM Phy _ _ _.
(*"Hut" is a stem and always a physical entity..*)
Check [hut]: STM Lim _ _ _.
(*..so we can make it into a limbed one only if SRs are off
(the above line fails if SRs are on).*)
Check and (the (entire hut)) (all (-s john)): XP2 Phy NOM _ _.
(*"The entire hut and all Johns" is an XP
and physical entity in nominative..*)
Check and (the (entire hut)) (all (-s john)): XP2 Phy ACC’ _ _.
(*..or pseudo-accusative (by zero-derivation)..*)
Check [and (the (entire hut)) (all (-s john))]: XP2 Sen ACC’ _ _.
(*..which can be made into a sentient entity if SRs are off.*)
(*Arguments of verbs and flexibles must be proper XPs:*)
Fail Check PAST throw (the boy) (entire stone) (to (him)).
Check PAST throw (the boy) (the (entire stone)) (to (him)): S.
(*Arguments of V and F must have correct
cases and selectional restrictions:*)
Check PAST throw he (all (-s stone)) (at (john)): S.
Check PAST throw john (all (the (-s stone))) (at (him)): S.
Fail Check PAST throw him (all (-s stone)) (at john). (*wrong case*)
Fail Check PRES throw john (a walk). (*wrong case and SR*)
(*from https://gitlab.com/jaam00/nlc/blob/master/cop.v*)
Fail Check are (PL man) (PL hut). (*"men are huts" won’t do*)
Fail Check is i me. (*fails as desired (because gp.. doesn’t match XP..)*)
Fail Check PRES know i (who (is ill ill)). (*"i know ill who is ill" won’t do*)
Check TAM know i (who (are ill (PL man))).
(*"i know men who are ill" (TAM is tense-aspect-mood marker)*)
Check PRES know i (who (PRES COP ill (the man))). (*i know the man who is ill*)
Check TAM know i (who (are ill (the (PL man)))). (*i know the men who are ill*)
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Fail Check TAM know i (who (are ill (a (PL man)))).
(*"i know a men who are ill" won’t do*)
Check PAST know i (who (TAM COP ill (a man))). (*i knew a man who is ill*)
Check TAM know i (who (PAST COP ill (the man))). (*i know the man who is ill*)
Fail Check PRES PRES know i me.
Fail Check PAST (PAST know) i me.
Check PAST know i (the hut).
Check TAM know (a man) (the hut). (*a man knows the hut*)
Fail Check PRES know i the.
Fail Check PRES know i i.
Fail Check know i me. (*TAM required, know is nonfinite*)
Check PAST know i me.
Check PRES know i me.
Check TAM know i (who (is (the man) me)). (*i know the man who is me*)
Fail Check PRES know i (who (is (the man) i)). (*wrong case*)
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